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ABSTRACT

'The evaluation of Corona and Ikonos satellite imagery for archaeological
applications in a semi-arid environment' by Anthony Richard Beck
Archaeologists have been aware of the potential of satellite imagery as a tool almost since the
first Earth remote sensing satellite. Initially sensors such as Landsat had a ground resolution
which was too coarse for thorough archaeological prospection although the imagery was
used for geo-archaeological and enviro-archaeological analyses. In the intervening years the
spatial and spectral resolution of these sensing devices has improved. In recent years two
important occurrences enhanced the archaeological applicability of imagery from satellite
platfonns: The declassification of high resolution photography by the American and Russian
governments

and the deregulation of commercial remote sensing systems allmving the

collection of sub metre resolution imagery.
This thesis a1111s to evaluate the archaeological application of three potentially important
resources: Corona space photography and Ikonos panchromatic and multispectral imagery.
These resources are evaluated in conjunction with Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery
over a 600 square km study area in the semi-arid environment around Horns, Syria. The
archaeological resource in this area is poorly understood, mapped and documented.
The images are evaluated for their ability to create thematic layers and to locate
archaeological residues in different environmental zones. Further consideration is given to
the physical factors that allow archaeological residues to be identified and how satellite
imagery and modern technology may impact on Cultural Resource Management.
This research demonstrates that modern high resolution and historic satellite imagery can be
important tools for archaeologists studying in semi-arid environments.

The imagery has

allowed a representative range of archaeological features and landscape themes to be
identitied. The research shows that the use of satellite imagery can have significant impact on
the design of the archaeological survey in the middle-east and perhaps in other environments.
Key words: archaeology, Corona, ClUvi, GIS, Ikonos, Landsat, landscape, prospection,
remote sensing, satellite, semi-arid, soil, Syria
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AVHRR
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CAM
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Corona
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DSM
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Dynamic Range
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Sensor that supplies its own energy source
Archaeological Data Management System (see AIS)
Archaeological Data Service
Arts and Humanities Data Service
Arts and Humanities Research Board
Archaeological Information System (see ADMS)
The percentage of incoming radiation that is reHected by a natural
surface such as the ground, ice, snow, water, clouds, or particulates in
the atmosphere.
Aerial Photography
Data management component of ArcGIS software suite
Scalable system of software for geographic data creation,
management, integration, analysis and dissemination; framework for
articulating inter-site, intra-site and landscape relationships using both
spatial and attribute data. Released by ESRI.
Visualisation component of ArcGIS software suite.
Mobile GIS application
The angular orientation of a remote sensing system with respect to a
geographical reference system. The orientation of the sensor along
with information about the accuracy and precision with which this
orientation is known.
A Computer Aided Design software package.
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum recorded by a sensor
Lines that delineate a break of slope.
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Mapping
A homogeneous group of units based upon how 'alike' an object is
top its neighbours. 'Likeness' is usually determined by the association,
similarity, or distance among the measurement patterns associated
with the units.
Placing two or more images into the same co-ordinate scheme
American 'Spy' satellite program. The results are now available
commercially
Cultural Resource Management
Digital Elevation Model. A raster method of creating a DTM
Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums
Differential Global Positioning Systems
Digital Surface Model
Digital Terrain Model. A computerised representation of the Earth's
surface
MetaData standard
The range between the maximum and mmunum amount of input
radiant energy that an instrument can measure.
English Heritage
XV

ENVI
Ephemeris

Image Processing Software
A table of predicted satellite orbital locations for specitlc time
intervals. The ephemeris data help to characterize the conditions
under which remotely sensed data are collected and are commonly
used to correct the sensor data prior to analysis.
Erdas UviAGINE
Image Processing Software
EROS
Earth Resources Observations Systems: The EROS program was
established in the early 1970s, under the Department of the Interior's
U.S. Geological Survey, to receive, process, and distribute data from
United States Landsat satellite sensors and from airborne sensors
ERSC
Environmental Remote Sensing Centre
ES
Electromagnetic Spectrum
ESRI
Environmental Systems Research Institute. Purveyors of GIS
software systems ArcVIEW, Arc/Into and ArcGIS.
ETM+
Enhanced Thematic Mapper +: a sensor on the Landsat program
Extrapolate
To infer (values of a variable in an unobserved interval) from values
within an already observed interval.
Fiducial Marks
A set of four marks located in the corners or edge-centred, or both,
of a photographic image. These marks are exposed \vithin the camera
onto the original illm and are used to define the frame of reference
for spatial measurements on aerial photographs.
Fusion
Combining the spatial or spectral characteristics of two or more
sensors
GCP
Ground Control Point
Geodatabase
A GIS data format (designed by ESRI) that stores both spatial and
attribute data within a single RDBMS architecture
Georegistered
An image that has been geographically referenced or rectitled to an
Earth model, usually to a map projection. Sometimes referred to as
geocoded or geometric registration.
GeoTIFF
A TIFF file with geo-referencing information contained within the
header.
GIS
Geographical Information System. A mechanism of linking
geographic entities to associated database information
GPS
Global Positioning Systems
Ground Observation Testing desk based hypothesis by field observation
Ground Truthing
Testing desk based hypothesis by field observation (superseded by
Ground Observation)
GRS
Ground Receiving Station
PDA running the PALM Operating System
Handspring
Heads Up Digitising A method of creating a vector drawing using a raster backdrop rather
than a digitising tablet
f-IRS
Hams Regional Survey
HSSF
Hellenic State Scholarship Fund
H yperspectral
Imagery with multiple bands. Normally greater than 20
IFA
Institute of Field Archaeologists
Instantaneous Field-of-View
IFOV
Ikon os
High resolution commercial satellite program managed by
Spacelmaging
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Interpolate
IP
iPAQ
Isopleth
JADIS
KH
KVR
Landsat
Lookup Table
MetaData
MIR
MSS
Multispectral
Nadir
NASA
NDVI

NERC
NIR
Orbit
Orbital period
Ortho-correction
Panchromatic
Passive Sensor
PCI
PCMCIA card

PDA
Pixel

Primary Key

Radiance

To insert a value between known values by using a procedure or
algorithm specitically related to the known values.
Image Processing
PDA running Pocket PC Operating System
A line on a map connecting points at which a given variable has a
specitied constant value.
Jordan Archaeological Database
Key Hole
Russian 'Spy' satellite program. The results are now available
commercially
Commercial satellite program
Data dictionary used in RDBMS
Data ABOUT data. For example creation date, creator, copyright etc.
l\Jliddle Infra Red
MultiSpectral Scanner: a sensor on the Landsat program
Imagery with multiple bands. Normally less than 20
Point on the ground vertically beneath the centre of a remote sensing
platform.
National Aeronautics Space Administration
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index: NDVI is computed by
calculating the ratio of the VI (vegetation index, i.e., the difference
between Channel 2 and 1) and the sum of Channels 2 and 1. Thus
NDVI = (channel2- channel1) / (channel2 +channel 1).
Natural Environment Research Council
Near Infra Red
The path of a body acted upon by the force of gravity.
The time it takes a satellite to complete one revolution (orbit) around
the Earth. The orbital period of Landsat 7 is about 1.5 hours.
Correction applied to satellite imagery to account for terrain-induced
distortion.
Sensor sensitive to all or most of the visible spectrum, between 0.4
and 0.7 micrometers.
Sensor that records ret1ected or emitted radiation
Image Processing Software
Personal Computer Memory Card International Association card.
Credit card hardware used in laptops to add functionality (Modem,
GPS, hard disk, etc.)
Personal Digital Assistant. Handheld computer. For examples see
Handspring and iPAQ
An abbreviation of picture element. The minimum size area on the
ground detectable by a remote sensing device. The size varies
depending on the type of sensor.
Mechanism to uniquely identify records in a RDBMS table. A primary
key can be based on a single tield or multiple tields (referred to as
compound primary key)
Measure of the energy radiated by an object. In general, radiance is a
function of vie,ving angle and spectral wavelength and is expressed as
energy per solid angle.
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Raster
RDBMS
Reflectance

RMSE

SA
SHR
SMR
Spectral signature
Spin-2
SWIR
Theme
TIFF
TIN
TM
Unique Identifier
USGS
UTM
Vector
WGS-84

The generic term for a grid based spatial data storage mechanism. E.g.
GeoTIFF
Relational Database Management System
Reflectance is the fraction of the total radiant flux incident upon a
surface that is reflected and that varies according to the wavelength
distribution of the incident radiation.
Root Mean Square Error: The IUviSE statistic is used to describe
accuracy encompassing both random and systematic errors. The
square of the difference between a true test point and an interpolated
test point divided by the total number of test points.
Selective Availability: The reduction in the accuracy of GPS
controlled by the American Military
Settlement and Landscape Development in the Horns Region, Syria
Sites and Monuments Record
The unique spectral response that a feature displays over a range of
wavelengths
Commercial satellite program
Short Wave Infra Red
Group of related geographical data
Tagged Image File Format, a common taster tile format also referred
to as TIF
Triangular Irregular Network. A vector method of creating a DTM
Thematic Mapper: a sensor on the Landsat program
GIS link between Spatial and A-spatial databases
United States Geological Survey
Universal Tranverse Mercator. \Vorldwide projection system
The generic term for a point, line and polygon spatial data storage
mechanism. For example AutoCAD .dwg or ESRI .shp tiles.
World Geodetic Sys tern 1984: G PS reference ellipsoid
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SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER 1 RESEARCH INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction
This PhD research project originated from fieldwork undertaken in 1996 by Dr. Graham
Philip (Department of Archaeology, University of Durham) and Mr. Stephen Holmes,
(Department of Archaeology, University of Edinburgh) a doctoral student studying 'The
application of Remote Sensing and GIS to the Location of Prehistoric Settlement in part of
Anatolia'. At the time, Dr. Philip was evaluating a potential project in an area of known
archaeological and historical significance around Horns, Syria. Although a few large sites had
been excavated very little was known about the chronological and spatial distribution of less
obvious settlements and other archaeological residues across the landscape. In the semi-arid
environment of the application area Dr. Philip recognised that satellite applications had the
potential to, amongst other things, pinpoint areas of archaeological activity. After
conversations with Dr. Daniel Donoghue (Department of Geography, University of
Durham), who informed Dr. Phillip of the declassified Corona programme and the proposed
Ikonos satellite, a research proposal was submitted to the Natural Environmental Research
Council (NERC) to study the archaeological applications of high resolution satellite imagery
within this semi-arid environment.
This application was successful and secured a post-graduate student, Anthony Beck (NERC
grant award GT0499TS53), to undertake a three year research PhD. NERC also generously
agreed to cover the acquisition costs of Ikonos imagery within the grant application. In
addition another post-graduate student, Nikolaous Galiatsatos, approached Dr. Donoghue
\vith an application to undertake research into satellite applications and archaeology. This
student had already secured funding towards a doctoral research programme through the
Hellenic State Scholarship Foundation (speciality T1327.06, contract 368 (NG)). Galiatsatos'
thesis is provisionally entitled 'Assessment of satellite imagery in landscape archaeology
applications: case study from Orontes valley, Syria'. Hence, two PhD students were engaged
to research different aspects of satellite imagery applications to archaeology, both based in
the University of Durham: Beck primarily affiliated to the Department of Archaeology and
Galiatsatos primarily affiliated to the Department of Geography.
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1.2 Thesis structure
This thesis has been structured to incorporate stand alone sections. This approach has been
used due to the different conceptual and methodological approaches employed by landscape
archaeologists and remote sensing specialists. Therefore, archaeologists who are familiar with
the concepts of archaeological landscapes but are unfamiliar with remote sensing can review
the chapters appropriate to their research. Broadly the thesis has been sub-divided into three
sections:

1. Introduction (Chapters 1-3): These chapters introduce physical, methodological
and interpretative processes in remote sensing and landscape archaeology.
2.

Methodology and Analysis (Chapters 4-9): These chapters outline the physical
environment, methodology and analysis conducted on the satellite imagery.
Chapter 8 specifically examines what physical variations make archaeological
residues visible in satellite imagery.

3.

Summary, recommendations and conclusions (Chapters 10-11): These chapters
evaluate the methodology in relation to other archaeological techniques and
provide recommendations for future research.

Each section addresses archaeological and remote sensing aspects of the data. This
culminates in a breakdown of the cost benefit analysis of the data sets and recommendations
for future projects that may want to adapt the methodologies employed. Further pertinent,
but not directly relevant, material is contained in the appendix. Overall this is a science based
programme of research which is evaluating new archaeological data sources. Hence, the
outcomes are predominantly methodological and although the imagery is interpreted for its
archaeological content there is little archaeological interpretation.
1.3 Research summary
The use of satellite imagery for archaeological investigations seems to be increasing. The
spatial, spectral, radiometric and temporal resolutions of satellite imagery have developed to
such an extent that satellite imagery shares many of the physical properties of aerial imagery
at a vastly reduced acquisition cost. However, it is not clear that the full capabilities of the
data are being exploited. This research will attempt to address some of the potentials and
methodological issues surrounding the use of satellite imagery within archaeology \vith
particular reference to the semi-arid landscape around Homs, Syria. Corona and Ikonos high
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resolution satellite image data have been evaluated for a range of archaeological activities
including cultural resource management, data visualisation and thematic data extraction. The
main thrust of the research has been the application of these data to site prospection and
their impact on landscape survey. A suite of medium resolution Landsat imagery was also
incorporated into the research in order to evaluate the effect of larger spatial and spectral
resolution on the information that can be obtained.

1.3.1 Traditional approaches to landscape survey
Many landscape surveys initially start with a Desk Based Asw:rment (DBA). A DBA will
normally look at data derived from the Sites and iVlon11ments Record (SMR, or its equivalent),
aerial photography, geophysics and historical document searches. This information is
normally synthesised into a document that outlines the archaeological potential within the
application area and provides a framework for subsequent fieldwork programmes and
analysis. This archaeological information can be augmented with additional data sets. These
secondary data sets tend to include topographic and environmental data (such as soils,
hydrology and elevation). However, there are many countries where the archaeological
resource is not managed in this way.
Syria is one example of a country, typical of many parts of the developing world, where there
is no systematic regional database of archaeological remains, no ready access to topographic
mapping at scales greater than 1:25,000, nor is aerial-photography available (Donoghue et al.
2000; Philip et al. 2002a). Thematic data (for example soil and land use maps) in this region
are normally highly generalised. Furthermore, clue to military restrictions, the national map
projection remains secret and the opportunity to conduct any aerial photographic survey is
limited.
\'\Then faced with this situation most projects would embark on an archaeological survey. The
tradition in ·Mediterranean environments is to employ a systematir smjace Jllmry strategy (Cherry

et al. 1991; Alcock et al. 1994; Bintliff 2000; Banning 2002). These techniques are extremely
well developed, but have the disadvantage of being expensive and time consuming. Given the
consolidation of funding within a few large projects, a re-evaluation of satellite applications as
a complementary survey strategy is timely.
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Ikon os 4,3,2 False Colour Composite of the Northern Basalt area .
Please note the field systems, enclosures, cairns and bulldozed areas.

I konos 4,3,2 False Colour Composite of the Southern Mar I area.
Please note the tell, wadi and flat sites.
Figure 1 l•:xamplcs of the archaeological residucs in the application
area.
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1.3.2 Settlement and landscape development in the Horns region
In this data poor environment the project brief is to improve the understanding of Settlement

and Landrcape Det1elopment in tbe E-Ioms Region (the SHR project). The project team is required to
rapidly evaluate the archaeological resource and to create a variety of integrated thematic data
sets to provide an interpretative context. The vast majority of these data sets were and still
are unavailable from traditional sources. Satellite imagery \vith different resolutions has
therefore been evaluated to determine their eHicacy in bridging this significant data gap. This
imagery has different spatial, spectral, radiometric and temporal resolution. The research
postulates that individual satellite imagery or the integration of imagery \vith different
resolving characteristics can significantly enhance the understanding of the archaeological
resource.
The SHR project application area is particularly suitable for this evaluation as it contains
three distinct environmental zones: basaltic plateau, alluvium and mar!. Each of these zones
employs distinctive urban and rural land management strategies. Furthermore, the
archaeological record has been subjected to different formation and de-formation events in
each zone. In the basaltic zone the archaeology takes the form of abandoned villages, isolated
villas, roads, tombs and agricultural systems all preserved as a palimpsest of stone walls and
concentrations of rubble. By contrast, the mad zone contains a few mounded tell sites and
many ploughed out artefact scatters (see Figure 1).

1.3.3 Introduction to the data sources
Landsat has already proved useful in providing landscape environmental data, and has been
applied to map soil, vegetation and geology for archaeological purposes (Cox 1992; Gaffney

et al. 1996; Ostir et al. 1999; Rothaus and De Morett 1999). However, Landsat's 30m cell
resolution limits its application for site prospection (Allan and Richards 1983).
The last decade has, however, seen the declassification of high-resolution (sub 2-3 metre)
panchromatic military photography such as the American Corona and Russian KVR missions
(Comfort 1997; Day et al. 1998; Fowler 2001; Campbell 2002). Furthermore, this period has
seen the deregulation of high spatial resolution commercial sensors that have recently
resulted in the Ikonos and Quickbird satellites which provide geo-corrected panchromatic (at
l and 0.6lm respectively) and4 band multispectral imagery (at 4 and 2.44m respectively).
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Corona KH-48 photography (19671972)
1.83 - 2.5 m panchromatic
Photogrammetrically scanned
to 8 bit raster imagery

lkonos 11 bit digital imagery (1999
-present)
1 m panchromatic 0.45-0.9 ~m
4 m Multispectral: 0.45-0.52 IJm Blue
0.52-0.60 ~m Green
0.63-0.69 ~m Red
0.76-0.90 ~m Near IR

Landsat 8 bit 7 band TM (and ETM+)
digital imagery (1974- present)
0.45-0.52 IJm, 30 m Blue
0.52-0.60 IJm, 30 m Green
0.63-0.69 IJm, 30 m Red
0.76-0.90 ~m, 30 m Near IR
1.55-1.75 ~m, 30 m Mid IR
10.40-12.50 m, 120 ~m Far (thermal) IR
2.08-2.35 ~m, 30 m Mid IR
15 m panchromatic ETM+ only
Figure 2 Comparison of the 3 primary
research.

~atc llitc scn~ors

used in the

This research uses a combination of Corona, Ikonos and Landsat imagery (see Figure 2),
although other data sources may be integrated in the future for evaluation purposes. All of
these data sets are well documented (Colwell et aL 1983; Day et aL 1998; Space lmaging 2003;
USGS 2003e).
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1.3.4 Remote sensing
Remote sensing systems rely on collecting energy that is either emitted by or reflected from
an object under study. The energy source for all passive remote sensing of the Earth is the
Sun (even for emitted radiation where the Sun's energy is transformed and re-emitted).
Active sensors, such as RADAR and LiDAR, provide their own (artificial) source of energy.

/.-1\-;mospheric
Attenuat;on

Specular reflectance

Diffuse reflectance

Cell Interaction
leaves absorb, transmit

and reflect energy depending
upon wavlength.

With vegetation

Soil Interaction

most reftection is
controll ed

by interaction

with the leaves.

Figure 3 Overview of remotely sensed image acquisition (after
Campbell 2002).

The Sun, with a temperature of 6000 Kelvin, emits a spectrum of radiation which is
transmitted through space without undergoing major attenuation (see Figure 3). Tlus
radiation then passes through the Earth's atmosphere prior to interaction with an object.
After interaction energy travels through another portion of the Earth's atmosphere to reach
the sensor. During tlus process the energy may be altered in intensity and wavelength

(attenuated) by particles and gases within the atmosphere itself (Nunnally 1973).
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Every object with a temperature above absolute zero (OOKelvin) emits electromagnetic
radiation. Objects also ret1ect radiation that has been emitted by other objects. An object's
ability to ret1ect radiation is dependent upon its physical, chemical and surface characteristics.
The radiation that is not ret1ected by the object is transmitted or absorbed and then reradiated as
thennal (emitted) energy. Remote sensing systems record this ret1ected and/ or emitted
radiation.
The underlying premise of remote sensing is that interpreters can extract information about
objects and features on the Earth's surface by studying the radiation measured by a sensor
system. Interpreting remotely sensed imagery depends upon being able to differentiate
features of interest from ret1ected or emitted energy on the basis of variations in the signal
strength and spectral response. The basis for interpretation of multispedral images is the spedra/

signature (see Figure 22) i.e. the unique spectral response that a feature displays over a range of
wavelengths (Campbell 2002 p. 15). However, every sensor has limitations: most limitations
revolve around the resolving characteristics, or resol11tion, of the sensor. The most important
axes of resolution are spatial, spectral, radiometric and temporal. For sensor platforms there
is normally a negative relationship between a sensor's spatial and spectral resolution (i.e. the
higher the spatial resolution the lower the spectral resolution and vice-versa).

1.3.5 Image interpretation
Once data has been collected it is then interpreted using a combination of manual and digital
procedures. Figure 4 suggests a schematic for the t1owline of image processing.

Pre-processing is where the data is prepared for subsequent analysis. Analogue data (non-digital
infonnation such as photographs) will require digitising using an appropriate J·mllning
methodology. Radiometric pre-processing is designed to compensate for errors introduced by
defective sensors, atmospheric attenuation, system noise, and variations in illumination and
scan angle. Geo-metric pre-processing is designed to place the raw image in a known
geographic co-ordinate system and projection. This is to compensate for errors introduced by
variations in orientation of the platform and the curvature of the Earth.

f<ea/11re E:x"tmdion is the process of reducing data complexity by selecting only the appropriate
data sources for the problem in hand. Therefore, the degree of feature extraction is
dependent upon the interpreters' knowledge of which bands are appropriate for the objects
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under study. The reduction in data complexity reduces the number of variables that can be
examined and hence the time and costs of interpretation (Campbell 2002 p. 119). It is not
essential to discard any information at this stage.

MAPS AND
IMAGES

INFORMATION

REPORTS

Figure 4 Schematic sequence for
2002).

Ji~o>1tal

analysis (after Campbell

For manual interpretation the image can undergo a variety of enhancements that allow the
interpreter to extract more information from the image visually. These enhancement
techniques can drastically disrupt the structure of the original or post-processed data; hence,
enhanced images are rarely, if ever, used for any statistical classitlcation.

Dedsion and ClasJ!fication by either manual or computerised methods is the assignment of
specitlc information classes based upon their visual or numerical appearance in the image.
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Computerised classification is the quantitative extraction of infotmation using one of two
main techniques: supemised and umupemised classification techniques.
Each classification should have an associated level of contidence. It is beneticial to subdivide
this confidence rating into three areas: Detection is the determination of the presence of a feature
(note that the concomitant absence of a feature does not necessarily mean that it is absent),
for example, vegetation. Recognition is the further characterisation of the feature into a class,
category or genus, for example, pulse crop.

Ident~fication

places the feature into a specific class,

category or sub-genus, tor example, pea (Campbell 2002 p. 124). This hierarchically
structured knowledge base is an intrinsic element of many classitication programmes, for
example, the CORINE international land cover map derived from Landsat (Gerard 2002).
The final stage of all processing is that of accurary asswmmt. Tlus should occur for all image
interpretations and normally requires a continuing programme of ground observation.
Accuracy assessment also includes post-das.rijication evaluation. Both supervised and
unsupervised classifications produce aH!fil.fion matrices which statistically define the degree of
uncertainty when placing a pixel into a category. Confused classes should be highlighted
during tlus process.
The final results of this procedure is a series of classified, synthetic and attribute information
which is commonly presented \vitlun maps or reports. The preparation, articulation and
analysis of these final data sets are augmented by the analytical functionality of Geographical
Information Systems (GIS).

1.3.6 Archaeological data
Archaeological data are some of the most complex and diverse information sets studied
within any discipline (Ryan 1991). Data of archaeological relevance encompasses virtually all
areas of nature and culture. Furthermore, archaeological data is inherently spatial: all past
actions happened somewhere in space (Aldenderfer 1998).
The increased use of computerised storage and analysis systems such as Relational DataBase
Management Systems (RDBMS), Computer Aided Design (CAD), GIS, Image Processing
(IP) systems and more traditional 'office' applications means that the vast majority of
archaeological data is now stored in a digital format. A survey of users' needs (Condron et al.
1999) lughlights the increased production of and demand tor digital data by archaeologists.
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This use of digital data has important ramitlcations: more sophisticated forms of analysis can
be entertained and raw and synthetic data from multiple archaeological projects can be
relatively easily integrated and re-analysed by other researchers.
The ability to perform multi-criteria and other complex analyses upon spatial data can only
realistically occur in a computerised environment. Indeed it can be argued that the
reconstruction of past environments and society within a spatial context can only be fully
articulated and analysed using GIS and associated software.
Although GIS allows the integration and analysis of multiple data sets collected at different
scales, archaeological GIS applications are still relatively immature. There are standardised
GIS ready archaeological data sets (such as the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR)), though
these are normally transpositions of synthetic paper catalogues. Thus, the complexity of the
archaeological record is not articulated through any of these commonly available data sets.
This lack of data has limited the way in which archaeological studies are analysed within
computerised systems, as the collection of ancillary information becomes very time
consuming or diftlcult. Therefore, each landscape study sets its own criteria and goals for its
analysis and collects its own regional information accordingly.
These analyses can vary drastically in their methods of execution which are, in part, detlned
by research goals. Six main approaches can be recognised:
l.

Archaeological prospection.

2.

Archaeological evaluation/ data collection.

3. Thematic analyses.
4.

Holistic analyses.

5.

Archaeological prediction.

6.

Archaeological interpretation.

Each approach endeavours to understand aspects of past human ecology or to manage such
landscape resources (Scudder et al. 1996). Models of the organisation of human systems are
used to understand the mechanisms behind mobility, the placement of archaeological
activities in space, and discard strategies. Human organisation at a systems level responds not
simply to the unique placement of specitlc resources at a single time and place, but also to the
12
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regional, spatial and temporal patterning of all resources - that is, to the organisation of the
ecosystem as a whole (Ebert 1989). GIS can be used to articulate these complex and subtle
relationships.

1.3.7 Remote sensing and archaeology
Aerial photography is the most widely used and oldest forn1 of remote sensmg
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archaeology. Archaeologists are expert at re-using information from other organisations and
have made great use of vertical and stereo aerial photographic surveys conducted by national
mapping agencies and the military. Historically, bespoke archaeological remote sensing has
been based on low altitude aerial survey using handheld cameras with tilms sensitive to the
optical and near infra-red (\V'ilson 2000). The techniques were introduced in the first half of
the 20'h century by such pioneers as Antoine Poidebard (in the l'vliddle East), Charles
Lindbergh (in the United States) and Osbert Crawford and Major George Alien (in the
United Kingdom). The improvement in aircraft and camera technology after the second
World War led to changes in technique spearheaded by Derrick Riley, Irwin Scollar, Keith St.
Joseph and David Wilson amongst others (Crawford 1953; Parrington 1983; Bewley 2000;
Wilson 2000; Donoghue 2001).
Archaeologists were quick to spot the potential of Earth observation satellites in the 1970's.
Lyons and Avery (1977) rapidly produced 'Remote sensing: a handbook for archaeologists
and cultural resource managers' which discussed satellite imagery. Lyons became the series
editor for the influential 'Cultural resources remote sensing' book and supplements (Lyons
and Mathien 1980). These supplements provided best practice methodology for the analysis
of satellite imagery and the expanding airborne multi and hyperspectral imaging systems.
Furthermore, this series introduced more formal remote sensing quantitative and qualitative
analytical techniques.

Until satellite imagery has ttllldJ higher .1patial re.rolution than is mrrentfy cwailable it.r role
must be limited in ardJaeological studies. HmvetJer, there is om area in 1vhicb the satellite
pmpedive mn pmvide l'ery IIJejul i1iformation, natneb' in tbe provision of a preliminary
ovemieu' qfa large sturfy area JJJbere detailed sturfy or sampling is pmposed.
(r\llan and Richards 1983 p. 4)
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The above quote encompases how many archaeologists have viewed satellite applications
within archaeological research. In general archaeologists have only considered satellite
imagery useful for enviro-archaeological applications (see for example Cox 1992). However,
it is timely to re-evaluate this stance in light of the high spatial resolution image17 that is
available from modern sensors and declassified sources.
Most archaeologists are familiar with aerial photography and its interpretative requirements.
However, most applications focus primarily on the identification of archaeological residues in
a European context. The majority of sites are identified through variations in crop vigour
int1uenced by subsurface archaeological features. It has yet to be demonstrated if this form of
identitlcation is actually appropriate in Middle Eastern environments. Hence, wholesale
incorporation of aerial interpretation techniques in this area may be unwise.
Unfortunately most archaeologists are unfamiliar with the more formal remote sensmg
interpretation techniques described by Lyons. Although over twenty years old this series of
handbooks outlines many of the techniques used in this research. The difference between the
European and American traditions is possibly explained by access to data. In the USA access
to satellite imagery and aerial multi and hyperspectral scanning systems was much easier than
in Europe. Furthermore, the USA consists of a number of starkly contrasting environmental
zones that do not occur within any single European country.

1.4 Method summary
Classification is one of the major technical goals of archaeology. Archaeological entities from
artefacts through to landscapes are classified in order to generalise the complexity of
archaeological data so that synthetic analysis is simplitled.
From a remote sensmg basis archaeological classitlcation of imagery reqwres the use of
different analytical techniques. Archaeological features vary in pennanence and construction.
They are commonly constmcted using locally available building material or by creating
'negative' features in the landscape which are subsequently tilled in by local material. \'\!here
archaeological features are transitory their defonnation sometimes results in subtle changes to
the underlying soil matrix which can be identified as a localised change in soil colour or crop
vigour. However, some archaeological residues are more permanent in nature (such as
upstanding monuments) and vestiges of past anthropogenic action can be easily identified.
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\Vhere this does occur many different phases of archaeological occupation can be
superimposed on one another to create a palimpsest. Disentangling tlus information can also
be extremely complex. Hence, the nature of archaeological residue creation means that the
identification and interpretation of archaeological phenomena is potentially very difficult.
Unlike other Earth observation techtuques there is no standard archaeological 'spectral
signature' to aid classification.
Archaeological remote sensing techniques, from any platfonn, are based on the measurement
of contrast between the physical properties of materials that constitute discrete activity loci
and those of their environment. Most remote sensing techniques aimed at archaeological
prospection involve identifying contrasts in the surface or near surface attributes of soils,
topography and the vegetation canopy. One of the benefits of remote sensing imagery as a
resource is that it has a large synchronic footprint. The eo-registered bands are multiple layers
of numeric information that have spatial and spectral structure. Some of this structure relates
to archaeological phenomena. Interpretation is the process of extracting the pertinent
elements of the data structure. The creative act of 'interpretation' itself requires that the
interpreter has an understanding of the data and its structures so that there is more self
awareness of the processes in play during the act of archaeological 'discovery' (Aldenderfer
1987 p. 92).
This ability to identify or detect archaeological residues is based on the conceptual pren-llse
that a portion of the data available in the present comprises aspects of past human behaviour
which can be isolated and studied. A problem can be addressed by subdividing aspects of the
real world that are relevant to a particular problem (referred to as the problem domain or

Total Data Stmd11re (see Figure 5: from a remote sensing perspective the problem domain
exists in
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dimensional feature space)). The ReletJal/1 Data Stmd11re is a subset of the problem

domain that is relevant to the phenomena of interest. The E:x.peded Data Stmd11re is a subset of
the problem domain that is e:v:peded to be relevant to the phenomena of interest. The expected
data structure may correspond well, poorly or not at all with the relevant data structure.
These data structures are articulated through deductive or inductive reasoning and are
extrapolated from remotely sensed data through quantitative or qualitative techniques. The
relationship between these categories of information progressively isolates portions of a
relevant data structure and its relationship with the real world (Carr 1985 cited in; Clark 1987

p. 58).
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The simplicity of this conceptual model belies a great deal of complexity and, in reality, it is
difficult to ascertain how to define each component and, once defined, how to access its
accuracy. More recent theoretical stances (for example reflexivity: Hodder 1999; Lucas 2001)
demand a more iterative and pluralistic model to address this problem.
Figure 6 outlines a schema for the collection, analysis and interpretation of satellite imagery.
The 'image interpretation and classification' stage is where the relevant data is extracted from
the total data. However, this is an iterative approach such that detection and interpretative
procedures are part of a feedback loop and can be continually refined in light of new
information.
However, there are a number of formal stages through which the data will be processed:
•

Data pre-processing (Chapter 5).

•

Thematic data extraction (Chapter 6).

•

Archaeological prospection (Chapters 7 and 8).

•

Imagery as a Cultural Resource Management (CRM) tool (Chapter 9).

•

Archaeological evaluation (Chapter 10).
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These processing stages will be used to create a range of archaeological resources that can be
used to address different archaeological problems as described in section 1.3.6. The primary
focus will be to address practical issues such as archaeological prospection and thematic data
extraction which will build capacity and add value to the overall programme of enquiry.
These are the core issues which should be addressed by the research programme. These
datasets can also be used to address some of the other mechanisms of articulation (for
example virtual reality). Furthermore, satellite imagery itself can provide novel frameworks
for re-addressing methodology, particularly holistic and predictive analyses.

INTERPRETATIVE

OPERATIONAL

ESTABLISHING PROJEGIONS
AND CO-ORDINATE SYSTEMS

IMAGE
INTERPRETATION
AND
CLASSIFICATION

DATA MANAGEMENT
AND
REFLEXIVE INTERPRETATION
NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
AND
DIGITAL RECORDING

Figure 6 Schematic r\rchacologicallntcrpretation procc%.

1.4.1 Aims and objectives for the evaluation of satellite imagery
The primary thrust of the research is to address issues of archaeological detection and
interpretation and to evaluate satellite imagery against other landscape archaeological data
sources. Furthermore, as there is an approximate thrity year gap between the collection of the
Corona imagery and the Ikonos imagery critical CRM issues relating to landscape change can
also be addressed. In comparison to mapptng, satellite imagery can be viewed as a more
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objective data resource (i.e. it has not been subject to generalisation or synthesis beyond the
limitations of the sensor itself). This could offer alternative mechanisms for visualising and
classifying archaeological landscapes. In the same vein satellite imagery could be used to
reproduce landscape thematic data to contextualise the archaeological resource. Satellite
imagery may even be able to improve on traditional thematic resources on the basis of
content, scale and utility. As new data sources are employed in this research a best-practice
methodological overview is essential for future practitioners.
Given the above the thesis formally proposes to address the follo\ving aims and objective:

e

To evaluate whether satellite imagery can detect previously unrecognised
archaeological residues in different environmental zones. If residues are
recognised to attempt to understand the physical processes which allow their
detection.

e

The level of interpretation that is possible following residue detection.

e

To establish how the landscape has changed over time (multi-temporal analysis).

e

To identify if satellite imagery allows alternative mechanisms of visualising and
analysing archaeological landscapes.

e

The comparison of high resolution satellite tmagery with other desk based
assessment tools.

o

The impact of high-resolution imagery for landscape survey in arid environments.

•

Establishing the strengths and weaknesses of satellite imagery for archaeological
research.

•

The ability to produce other archaeologically pertinent thematic information.

•

Methodological best practice in employing satellite imagery.

1.5 Other research into the archaeological application of high resolution satellite
imagery
This research will evaluate the utility of high resolution satellite imagery for archaeological
enquiry in the semi-arid environment around Horns, Syria. However, this work has not been
conducted in isolation. Other researchers have also examined the implications of satellite
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unagery for archaeological applications. This section places this research into the broader
worldwide analysis of high resolution satellite archaeological applications.
Gaffney et al. (1996) summarises archaeological GIS applications involving satellite imagery
just prior to the introduction and declassification of hi-resolution satellite sensors. Hence, for
the purposes of this research it acts as a benchmark summary. They employed Landsat
imagery to define a range physiographic and soil zones in a region around Hvar, Yugoslavia.
Daels and Al Saadi (1990) applied both Landsat TM and SPOT sensors for a
geoarchaeological investigation of relict channels in Mesopotamia. They also identified the
utility of the multispectral nature of Landsat particularly, band 5. A less rigorous and
potentially spurious Landsat prospection scheme was undertaken by Mumford and Parcak
(2002) in Sinai.
In general medium spatial resolution satellite sensors, predominantly Landsat, have only been
employed to classify the landscape into different themes as a precursor to other
archaeological analyses. Although most of these researchers dismiss the utility of satellite
imagery as a prospection tool due to the perceived problem of limited spatial resolution, this
research has demonstrated that satellite imagery can be a significant tool for archaeological
prospection. However, the resolving characteristics of the sensor and the environmental
conditions do dictate what residues will be detected. Sever and Wagner (1991) were fortunate
enough to analyse airborne sensors that simulated satellite sensors but had a spatial resolution
of between 5 and 10 metres. Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS: with similar spectral
characteristics to Landsat) and day and night-time Thermal Infrared Multispectral Simulator
(TIMS: \vith narrow spectral bandwidths in the thermal) detected a number of surface and
subsurface phenomena such as prehistoric walls, buildings, agricultural fields and roadways.
The application area was the semi-arid environment at Chaco Canyon in north-western New
Mexico, USA. TIMS imagery was found to be a superior interpretative medium than the
Tl'viS imagery. By exploiting the thermal inertia properties between the day and night-time
images, the thermal channels were analysed independently or as false colour composites to
identify roadways, structures and other archaeological residues. The authors also took a
distinctly statistical stance on interpretation and developed a number of different filtering
techniques to improve interpretation. Finally, they recognised that the analytical methodology
could be employed in other semi-arid environments throughout the world, including North
Africa and the Middle East. This highlights the utility of non-visual wavelengths, particularly
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thermal, which have yet to be fully evaluated for archaeological purposes (although see BenDor et al. (1999b) and Donoghue (2001) for localised examples) and that it is the spatial
resolution, and not the spectral resolution, of sensors such as Landsat that limit their
archaeological application.
Fowler and El-Baz have produced a number of articles that have raised the awareness of high
and medium resolution satellite resources within the archaeological community. These have
tended to focus on such high protlle landscapes as Dancbury, Giza, the Great \\fall of China
and Stonehenge (Fowler 1993; 1994; 1996; El-Baz 1997; Fowler 2001; 2002) employing
sensors such as Landsat, SPOT, Corona, KVR and Ikonos. El-Baz (1997) discusses a range
of sensors (including RADAR) used in different projects throughout the world outlining the
potential of satellite remote sensing in different environments. Furthermore, this article
discusses a range of complementary ground-based remote sensing techniques. Fowler's work
is generally in environments where the archaeological resource is well understood and these
enquiries have added little new archaeological information. However, they have been very
useful in providing examples of an alternative viewpoint from which to contextualise a
landscape. Although Fowler does identify the scale-dependent benefits of different sensors.
This is exemplified in his paper concerning the landscape environs of Figsbury Ring,
Wiltshire (Fowler 2002).
Of more import has been the work of Comfort (1997; 1999; 2000), Kennedy (1998),
Kouchoukos (2001), Stone (1995; 2003), Wilkinson et al. (2001) and Ur (2002; 2003) with
Corona imagery. These studies have focused on archaeological residue detection (Comfort,
Kennedy and Ur), geoarchaeological investigations (Stone and Wilkinson et al.) and
human/ environmental interactions (Kouchoukos). Each project has tended to use Corona in
conjunction with other satellite imagery (mainly Landsat, SPOT and KVR) and in general
SPOT has been employed as the geo-referencing medium (see Ur 2003 for a methodological
discussion). Comfort's reports outlined possibly the first large-scale archaeological survey to
employ Corona photography. Although the analytical techniques employed were not
sophisticated, the results demonstrated the utility of the recently declassified resource
(particularly for road and aqueduct networks). Kennedy, Kouchoukos and U r each made the
significant point that Corona could provide a useful substitute to aerial photography where it
is difficult to access and that the antiquity of the imagery is important. Stone (2003) applied
Corona photography and SPOT imagctT to locate palaeochannels in the unstable Tigris
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floodplain and any associated settlement activity. \'1/ilkinson et al. (2001) employed Corona for
geoarchaeological and landscape studies around Tell Brak, Syria. Once again the antiquity of
the photography meant that identification of some features was easier than with present day
imagery. The authors identified possible sites, hollow ways, wadis and the extent of the
alluvial fan surrounding Tell Brak. At the tell itself they were able to identify different postdeposition alluvial fans and colluvial slopes.
Ur employed Corona imagery on a comparative scale to this research project, although in
Ur's research area there are no structural remains as observed in the basalt zone. He also
recognised the limitations of Landsat and SPOT imagery for the large scale identification of
archaeological residues and in response applied high resolution Corona photography to study
ancient road networks in Northern Mesopotamia. Ur (2003 p. 105) also recognised that
anthropogenic modification of the soils at archaeological sites led to changes in reflectance
and accords this to improved drainage (and hence reduced moisture content) at these sites.
However, he has yet to undertake physical characterisation of these soils to demonstrate this
hypothesis (as discussed in Chapter 8). In summary, although different methodological
techniques are employed in Ur's research the overall implications of the Corona photography
for archaeological interpretation are similar.
Hence, Corona has been employed by a number of different research projects in a number of
different, but mainly semi-arid, application areas. Less archaeological work has been
conducted on the use of high resolution commercial satellite sensors. Campana and
Francovich (2003) have integrated high resolution satellite remote sensing techniques into the
high quality GIS driven CRM system of Tuscany. The Department of Medieval Archaeology
at the University of Siena, Italy has been conducting landscape surveys and analysis for over
25 years. In addition, over the past 10 years they have been employing innovative GIS
techniques. The result is an exemplary archive within which archaeological data from any
scale can be fully integrated and articulated.
Like Ur (2002; 2003) they recognised the benefits of large area synoptic collection and the
multispectral capacity

that satellite sensors offered, but also

recognised

that the

predominantly low spatial resolution of the sensors limited their archaeological utility.

In

early 2001 they first integrated Ikonos high resolution satellite imagery into their data model,
quickly followed by Quickbird imagery. In contrast to this research project they were able to
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evaluate these data in a well studied landscape. This provided benchmarks (mature
methodological and theoretical hypotheses) against which the archaeological interpretation of
the imagery could be evaluated. They used a number of different visual and statistical
techniques for image interpretation including false colour composites, stretching, PCA and
Tasselled Cap. Analysis of the imagery identified a signiticant number (84) of potential
archaeological features which were not observed on any other dataset. Ground observation
was conducted on a 40% sample; 59% of this sample proved to be archaeological. For their
environment they concluded that the NIR band proved the most useful. The positive results
of this study are particularly interesting as the landscape has been intensively studied \vith a
range of different archaeological techniques and therefore it would be expected that the
imagery would only locate previously identified residues. However, until recently bespoke
archaeological aerial photography has been restricted by the Italian military.
Little work has been conducted on satellite imagery and its application In recording and
monitoring 6eld-systems. However, Romano and Tolba (1996) identitled centuriation
patterns in Corinthia, Greece using SPOT imagery. However, although they were able to
identify the larger frameworks, they were not able to locate smaller divisions.
Although Brivio et al. (2000) did not explicitly employ high resolution satellite imagery, they
did detlne an integrated analytical model which explicitly examined aspects of scale changes
in archaeological interpretation. Tlus is another area where satellite imagery will help in
archaeological enquiries to determine empirical scale thresholds through which different
prospection and interpretation mechanisms are required. Such analyses can be very tine
grained. Buck et al. (2003) examined the applicability of distinguishing pottery and obsidian
artefacts from background soils using spectral signatures. High resolution spectra-radiometry
data was collected in-situ and compared with laboratory samples. Further research can be
conducted into the scale implications of generalising these studies. Understanding the scale
implications of these different research projects will elucidate a range of archaeological
problems.
Clark et al. (1998 p. 1475), although employing slightly lower resolution sensors, do lughlight
the impact that satellite images have on 6eldwork design. They specitlcally discuss the fact
that satellite Imagery can be used to detern1ine which areas are more likely to contain
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archaeological residues. They agree that this has a significant positive cost implications for
archaeological fieldwork.
In contrast to these other studies this research was established with the formal aim of
evaluating high resolution satellite sensors. The application area was chosen because it
comprised of different environmental zones which provided a more representative context
for evaluation. Furthermore, although this research is framed \vithin the broader goals of the
SI-IR project this component had strictly ddined methodological aims. As such the research
has allowed the full potential of the sensors to be explored.
Like Comfort (1997; 1999; 2000), Kennedy (1998), Kouchoukos (2001), Stone (2003),
Wilkinson et al. (2001) and Ur (2002; 2003) this research has further demonstrated that
Corona imagery is a significant tool for residue prospection. In addition this research has
compared the utility of Corona against the modem Ikonos satellite imagery and found this to
be an equally useful resource (more so in the basalt zone). Rather than just visually analysing
the raw data a number of quantitative techniques were produced which improved the
likelihood of detecting residues, particularly in the marl zone. This was augmented \vith the
laboratory analysis of soil samples from the marl. Even though the results of these analyses
were not conclusive they provided a promising platform with which to understand the
formation and deformation processes which produce reflectance increases which make sites
visible. Furthermore, the work in the basalt zone has extended the scope of these sensors for
recording fieldsystems, which was previously unrecognised. The ability to record such
systems with a high degree of spatial accuracy will be of value to archaeologists facing similar
problems.
The ability to conduct time change analysis on the Corona and Ikonos imagery provided a
number of critical CRM insights. Not only was it possible to identify which residues had been
destroyed in the intervening period, it was also possible to determine what caused their
destruction. This information is essential in order to frame a realistic management strategy
for the archaeological resource.
The integration of imagery with different spectral and spatial resolutions allowed the creation
of spatially and a-spatially accurate thematic layers which provide context for archaeological
interpretations. Jt is likely that the integration of multi-resolution data collected at different
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scales for highly accurate thematic analysis will become the norm in remote sensmg
applications. Irrespective of the multi-scalar integration this thematic information was not
previously available to the SHR project.
Due to the different environmental conditions it is difficult to compare the results of this
research with the work conducted by Campana and Francovich (2003) although it is
interesting to note that Ikonos imagery produced positive results in a European and
.tv!editerranean context (although see below). Campana and Francovich also conducted their
research in a well studied environment and were therefore able to provide benchmark tlgures
concerning the utility of high resolution satellite imagery for landscape prospection.
Unfortunately, this was not possible \vithin the application area and hence the levels of
interpretation are still limited and are likely to remain so until further ground observation is
conducted.
However, tlus lack of information has allowed the SHR project to methodologically and
theoretically review its ground survey procedures from tlrst principles. In this context both
the Corona and Ikonos satellite imagery has proven invaluable in providing a structure for
ground survey. This has saved a considerable amount of time and money and has meant that
after only tlve tleld seasons that SHR project has a mature grasp of the archaeological
problem \vithin the application area.
In well researched environments, such as most of Europe, it is unlikely that high resolution
sensors will provide much benefit. In general these countries have mature CRM systems and
access to a range of aerial imagery. However, the larger footprint of satellite sensors may
make them useful for some enviro-archaeological applications (see for example Cox 1992),
although in these instances increased spectral, rather than spatial, resolution is likely to be
important. Mosaiced high spatial resolution aerial imagery, such as GetMapping, is also
becoming available, further reducing the likelihood that satellite imagery would be employed.
However, even in Europe some archaeologists have had difficulty in accessing and
employing aerial imagery, such as those in Italy (where until recently aerial photography was
subject to restrictions (J ones 2000 p. 53)). In these environments satellite imagery still has
utility as a prospection tools (see for example Campana and Francovich 2003).
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However, the majority of the applications discussed in this section have been conducted in
semi-arid or arid environments. It appears that archaeological satellite applications are ideally
suited to these environments where many of the residues exist as upstanding architectural
monuments or as soil marks. Corona, Ikonos and other high resolution commercial sensors

will continue to have a huge impact on site and landscape studies in these areas.
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CHAPTER 2 CONCEPTS OF REMOTE SENSING FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

2.1 Remote sensing- Introduction and definition
This chapter is a selective introduction of remote sensing concepts and techniques which are
likely to be of relevance for understanding the analytical techniques employed in the research.
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Remote sensing has been generically defined as:

..... tbc acq11isition of ilifom~ation abo11t an objed Jvitbo11t being in pi.!)'Jical contad witb it.
(Elachi 1987)
However, a more stringent definition is required in order to discuss the elucidation of
archaeologically related information on the Earth's surface from space, which is the thrust of
this research. A more appropriate definition comes from the United Nations in their annex
'Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from Space' (United Nations 1985):
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The term Remote Se11sillg means the sensing
use

rif the Earth's smface from
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Visible light of wavelengths from 0.4 to 0.7 flm (micrometers) is a small section of the EM
energy spectrum. The vast majority of archaeological remote sensing applications have relied
on this small portion of the spectrum (see Figure 7). Extending beyond these wavelengths
allow archaeologists to explore potentially significant information. Archaeologists do employ
non-visual wavelengths: x-rays of archaeological objects, thin section analysis and geophysical
prospection (Sever 1988; Lucas 2001 pp. 154-156). However, there has been little research
into how archaeological sites respond to different wavelengths.

Note: Frequency is the number of crests of waves, that
have the same wavelength, that pass a single point in 1 second.

Figure 8 Diagrammatic rcprcs<.~Hation of a photon.

2.1.1 Electromagnetic energy
The underlying basis for most remote sensing systems is that of measuring the varying energy
levels of a photon. A photon travels as an electromagnetic (El.\1) wave having two
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components, oscillating as sine waves at right angles, one consisting of a varying electric field,
the other a varying magnetic field. Both have the same amplitudes (strengths) which reach
their maxima and minima at the same time (see Figure 8). Variations in photon energies are
tied to the wavelength (or its inverse, jrequemy). EM radiation that varies from high to low
energy levels comprises the eledromagnetic spedmm (see Figure 9). Radiation from specific parts
of the EM spectrwn contain photons of different wavelengths whose energy levels fall within
a discrete range of values (Nunnally 1973). \'V'hen any target material is excited by internal
processes or by interaction with incoming EM radiation, it will emit photons of varying
wavelengths whose radiometric quantities differ in a way that is diagnostic of the material.
The plot of variation of power with wavelength gives rise to a specific pattern or curve that is
the spectral signature for the object being sensed (see Figure 22 and Figure 43).
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The majority of EM remote sensing instruments, including the human visual cortex, passively
monitor the Earth, detecting the refleded Sun's energy at selected wavelength groupings (bands)
from different elevations (plaiforms). The images produced depend directly on the efficiency
with which the ground and vegetation reflect the measured wavelengths, how the atmosphere
affects (atten11ates) this signal (see Figure 10) and the resolution of the sensing devices. The
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wavelength determines some physical properties. For example, there is an inverse
relationship between wavelength and the degree of atmospheric scattering. For example, the
shortest visible wavelength (blue) is affected by atmospheric particulates and scattered
(referred to as Rqyleigh scattering). Most wavelengths only interact with the surface microns of
the Earth, which for the vast majority of the Earth's surface is composed of vegetation, soil
or water. \Vavelength penetration is dependent upon the characteristics of both the material
and the wavelength. For example shorter wavelengths have increased penetration in water
and longer wavelengths have increased penetration in dry sand.

Emission

\

I

Refl ection
Scattering

Figure 10 1\lcctromagnetic cnerb')' interactions with a target.

However, not all EM radiation is reflected: the Earth also emits its own radiation. A borfy
emits radiation as a function of its temperature. The peak of the Sun's emitted energy is in
the visible energy band (0.55 f.lm), whilst the Earth itself at an ambient temperature of 300K
radiates energy in the mid infrared range (3-50 f.lm see Figure 11). Therefore, in contrast to
the visible and near to mid infrared (0.4-5.0 f.lm), where the reflection characteristics
determine the structure of an image, thermal infrared sensors principally detect the intensity
of emitted thermal energy (Shell 2000).
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During the day the Sun's contribution to thermal imaging is not negligible. All materials
absorb the Sun's energy to differing extents, depending on their absorption/ reflection
characteristics at these wavelengths. This will change their temperature as a function of their
thermal conductivity and thermal capacity characteristics. The topographical effect of ground
slope and aspect on the angle of incidence of the Sunlight is also a significant factor in the
Sun's ability to heat the ground, and thermal shadowing occurs in daytime thermal imaging.
At night, in the absence of the Sun's influence, objects cool at a rate determined by the same
factors influenced by the local environment. This leads to a situation where, for example, dry
soil and rocks heat up more rapidly during the day than water, and cool more rapidly at night
(see Figure 12). The diurnal variation in temperature leads to a phenomenon where,
sometime after both dawn and Sunset, respectively heating and cooling objects transiently
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have the same radiant temperature, and cannot be distinguished in the thermal infrared image
(Shell 2000).

Dawn

Dusk

Radiance
Intensity
High

Low

Midnight

Noon

Midnight

Time
Figure 12 Diurnal temperature variations (after Lillesantl anti

Kicfcr 1999).

Sensors can be established to analyse different portions (bands) of the EM spectrum with
differing degrees of resolution (Kruckman 1987; Holden et aL 2002). These bands can be
combined to display what the eye would see in the red, green and blue portions of the
spectrum (as with colour aerial photography), but also other spectral bands that the eye
cannot discriminate (see Figure 34).

2.1.1.1 Visible region
The visible region of the EM spectrum (0.4-0.7 flm) is nominally delimited on the basis of
human vision. This region coincides with an atmospheric window (see Figure 9) which makes
the atmosphere almost transparent and with the peak emmittance of the Sun (see Figure 11).
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3% Absorbed by Ozone

25% Reflected from Clouds

from the Ground

45% Absorbed by Ground
Figure 13 Solar radiation interactions with the atmosphere for
,;hort wavelengths (after Campbdl 2002).

2.1.2 Interactions with the atmosphere
i\11 radiation collected by remote sensors passes through the Earth's atmosphere, to varying
degrees. However, radiation that reaches satellite sensors must pass through the entire
atmosphere at least once which substantially attenuates the radiation (see Figure 14 and
Figure 15). Atmospheric effects can be divided into three categories: .rmttering, abJorption and

refradion. i\t the shorter wavelengths approximately 90% of the incoming energy is affected
(see Figure 13).

2.1.2.1 Scattering
Scattering, as the name suggests, is the scattering of energy as it interacts with particles or
atmospheric molecules. The amount of scattering is dependent upon the ratio of the particle
size to the wavelength: the higher this ratio value the less the likelihood that scattering will
occur. Radiation is scattered towards space, the Earth and, importantly, the sensor.
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I\
\
\

Figure 14 l'ivc types of radiarivc interaction with the atmosphere
and how they impact the Instantaneous Field of \'icw (IFO\':
after Tso and I\ lather 2001 p. 15)

Scattering is predominantly wavelength dependent. When there is a very low particle size to
wavelength ratio Rqyleigh scattering occurs. Tiny particles and some of the smaller molecules
(such as N~ and Oz) affect radiation with shorter wavelengths. Its effects start to become
negligible in tl1e NIR. When ilie particle size to wavelength ratio approaches 1 iVIie scattering
occurs (i.e. particulate diameter and wavelength are approximately the same: see Figure lS
and Figure 17). When particulate size is much larger than the wavelengili then Nonseledive
scattering occurs.
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Scattering affects sensor readings in a variety of ways. Many interpreters do not consider the
blue and ultraviolet regions as useful, when collected from a satellite platform, due to the
large amount of Rayleigh scattering. Furthermore, the preponderance of forward scattering
effects can reduce spatial detail by scattering radiation from adjacent pixels into the
'observed' pixel (see Figure 14).
- - - - Radiance observed at sensa
- - - Surface radiance
- - - Refracted radiance
- - - Scatte~ed radiance
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Figure 15 Changes in reflected, diffuse, scattered and observed
radiation over wavelength (after Campbcll 2002).

2.1.2.2 Refraction
Refraction (see Figure 16) is the change of direction caused by radiation striking a transparent
material with a different density. The atmosphere is composed of different 'layers'
characterised by variations in clarity, humidity and temperature. Each of these variables
affects the density of the layer and in turn the amount of attenuation that occurs.

Figure 16 Refraction: I low the path of radiation is affected by
chanf!CS in the density of the medium.
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2.1.2.3 A bsorption
Atmospheric absorption is the preventio n or severe attenuation o f energy transmission
through the atmosphere. Energy which is absorbed by the atmosp here is re-radiated at longer
wavelengths. Absorption is mainly caused by three gases: Ozone (0 3), carbon dioxide (CO:U
and water vapour (H~O). The parts of the spectrum through which EM energy passes
relatively unhindered are called atmospheric 1/lilldOJvs. Obviously, satellite sys tems focussed o n
remote sensing o f the Earth's surface have sensor sys tems that are configured to coincide
with an atmospheric window (see Figure 9).

IRREGULAR PARTICULATES
Strong, irregular
forward scattering.

REGULAR PARTICULATES
Strong, regular fore and
back scatte ring .

WATER DROPLETS
Pronounced forward
scattering with some
backscatter effects.

Figure 17 ,\ tmo~ ph cri c parriculatc~ and their ~ca rrcri ng effects
(after Campbcll 2002).
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2.1.3 Interactions with an object
As electromagnetic energy reaches the object on the Earth's surface it must be retlected,
absorbed or transmitted. The proportions of each process are dependent upon the surface
characteristics of the object, the wavelength of the energy and the angle of illumination.

2.1.3.1 Reflection
Energy is retlected when it interacts with a non-transparent surface. The type of retlection
that occurs is dependent upon the relationship of the wavelength of the energy and the
relative roughness of the surface on the object. If, for example, the surface of the object
appears smooth at a certain wavelength (i.e. the irregularities on the surface are much smaller
than the wavelength) then spem/ar retlection occurs. For visible wavelengths specular
retlection occurs on the surface of mirrors and water (Campbell 2002 p. 42). Conversely, if
the surface of the object appears rough at a certain wavelength then dijjitJe retlection occurs.
A perfectly diffuse surface is known as a Lambertian surface (see Figure 18). Most surfaces
behave in between these two extremes. It is important to note that the view angle of the
sensor will effect the amount of radiation that is received. Archaeologists have exploited nonlambertian reflectance in the use of oblique photography of crop marks.

Specular
Reflection

Diffuse
Reflection

Figure 18 Spccular and perfectly diffuse (Lambertian) reflectance.

2.1.4 Discussion
A satellite sensor records the intensity of EM radiation over portions of the EM spectrum.
However, as explained above, the values recorded by the sensor do not retlect the actual
values observed at the object. On the path from the object to the sensor radiation is removed
by scattering, refraction and absorption. Furthermore, radiation is also added by scattering
and refraction from adjacent objects.
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SATELLITE
Multispectral imaging devices.
Located through ephemeris data.
High atmospheric attenuation.
High spectral and medium
to low spatial resolution.
Large ground footprint.

~

AERIAL

Multilhyperspectral imaging devices and LiDAR.
Located through hand correction or inertial DGPS
post-processing.
Atmospheric attenuation.
Very high spectral and medium spatial resolution.
Medium ground footprint.

NEAR GROUND

Photo~aphy from kites, blimps and
micro lights.
Located through ground survey.
Slight atmospheric attenuation.
Low spectra l and high spatial
resolution.
Small ground footprint.

GROUND
Traditional geophysics and handheld
photography.
Located through ground survey.
Attenuated by soil and vegetation masking.
Low spectral and high spatial resolution.
Small ground footprint although can have

Figure 19 Remote sensing from different platforms.
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2.2 The components of remote sensing systems
2.2.1 Hardware: Platforms
The distance between a sensor and the object under study is important not only for its
relationship to spatial resolution. The closer the sensor the lower the impact of attenuation
by the 'masking' medium be this soil, vegetation or the atmosphere. All remotely sensed
imagery is attenuated by the medium through which it passes. The effect of this attenuation is
a function of the distance between the sensor, the object and the energy source, the
characteristics of the medium and the characteristics of the specitlc wavelength.
The choice of platform also has a signitlcant impact on the ability to geo-register the imagery.
Geo-registering, in this context, provides locational information to a digital tlle. The process
of geo-registration \vill be dealt \vith in more detail in later chapters. Suftlce it to say that it is
more desirable to obtain imagery which is either pre-registered or easy to geo-register. This is
particularly relevant to airborne multispectral imagery where the pitch, tilt and yaw of the
aircraft makes registration a particularly time-consuming process.
Archaeologists use four platforms for remote sensing (Figure 19):

Ground Level: Traditional terrestrial geophysics and handheld photography. Imagery is
normally located through terrestrial survey techniques, if at all.

Near Ground Level: Remote photography from a kite, blimp or tower. Normally
located through terrestrial survey techniques, if at all.

Aerial: Bespoke oblique archaeological imagery or vertical landscape survey. Resolution
from this platform is variable and dependent upon the elevation and resolving
characteristics of the sensor. The majority of sensors are based upon cameras
employing different tllm types, although archaeologists are researching the
application of airborne multispectral systems (Donoghue 1999). Correcting scanned
airborne imagery used to be a very time-consuming process (feng 1997 p. 76).
However, integrated Differential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS) and inertial
navigation systems have improved the ease and cost of geo-referencing.

Satellite: Normally multispectral electromagnetic scanners. Spatial resolution ts
dependent upon the sensor set-up and varies between less than 1m to manv
hundreds of metres. The footprint of a satellite image is much larger than other RS
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platforms, consequently increasing the land area that can be explored efficiently.
Satellite imagery suffers from relatively severe atmospheric effects. Most imagery is
automatically geo-located by referring to the orbital (ephemeris) and sensor
characteristics at the time of data capture.
Earth Orbital Plane
Rotates Eastward
c. 1° Per Day

Satellite Orbit
c. 30 Minutes

c. 72 Minutes
Sunlight

c. 25.6° Rotation
Per Satellite Orbit

Figure 20 Sun-synchronous orbit.

Satellites used for archaeological purposes reqwre relatively high spatial resolution. High
spatial resolution satellites tend to follow a low Sun-synchronous orbit (see Figure 20). As the
vast majority contain passive sensors, Earth related information is normally only collected
during daylight. However, when the satellite is orbiting the dark side of the Earth sensors will
pick up emitted and artificial radiation primarily from the Earth's emitted thermal energy (this
has been used to great effect for mapping sea surface temperature and plotting geo-thermal
anomalies) and artificial light sources (i.e. major conurbations).
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2.2.2 Hardware: Sensor systems
Most analogue camera systems collect on a frame by frame basis. Each frame has a relatively
large synoptic footprint. Although there are some analogue camera scanning systems, such as
Corona KI-14-B, the majority have been replaced by digital scanning systems (see Figure 21).
Digital systems use a variety of techniques to collect information mainly employingpusbbroom,

Jvhiskbroom or area am!)' configurations. These systems collect data along the line of flight with
a certain degree of pixel overlap. Consequently, the stability and attitude of the collection
platform plays an important role in how easily the data can be corrected and geo-referenced.
Linear Array
"pushbroom"

Scanning

Mirror
and Discrete
Detectors

Digital Frame
Camera Area
Arrays

Hyperspectral
Area Array

Linear Array
"whiskbroom"

Analogue
Camera

Film

Scanning
Analogue
Camera

Figure 21 Common digital imaging systems.

2.2.3 Hardware: Sensor characteristics
Due to the complexities of sensor systems only the aspects pertinent to this research will be
highlighted. For a broader discussion see the standard remote sensing texts (Elachi 1987;
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Cracknell and Hayes 1991; Jensen 1996; Sabins 1997; Lillesand and I<:iefer 1999; Mather
1999; Campbell 2002). Sensors fall into two main categories: paJJJ/Je and adive. Passive sensors
are the most common form of sensor, and record naturally occurring electromagnetic
radiation that is ret1ected or emitted from the Earth. Active sensors (such as RADAR and
LiDAR) bathe the terrain in artificial energy and then record the amount of radiant Hux
scattered back to the sensor. No active sensors will be evaluated in this research.
Other, non-instrumental, aspects of sensors are related to their ability to resolve data. Each
remote sensing system has four major axes of resolution:
1.

Spatial resolution.

2.

Spectral resolution.

3.

Radiometric resolution.

4.

Temporal resolution.

2.2.3.1 Spectral resolution
Spectral resolution (see Figure 22) refers to the dimensions and number of specific
wavelengths for which a sensor is sensitive. Black and white (or more correctly grey scale)
imagery is normally sensitive to a broad spectral range normally in the visible and NIR
wavelengths. This is often referred to as pancbromatic imagery. In comparison, the
multispectral scanner of Landsat Thematic Mapper contains 7 bands covering discrete
wavelength ranges over different parts of the spectrum. For example between 0.5 and 0.7 11m
(the visible wavelengths) the Landsat TM sensor has 3 bands that broadly relate to the
blue/ green, green and red parts of the spectrwn.

Hypmpectral scanners can collect data in many very narrow band passes. For example, the
AVIRIS sensor can collect approximately 224 bands between 0.4 and 2.5 11m at 10 nm
intervals. Therefore, between 0.5 and 0.7 11m AVIIUS collects data in 20 bands. Thus,
spectral resolution can be seen to increase from a 'broad band' panchromatic to the very
narrow bands of hyperspectral. Increasing spectral resolution at the appropriate areas of the
electromagnetic spectrum may help to improve itnage interpretation and classification.
However, this is dependent upon how easy it is to discriminate between the different spectral
signatures of the components in the itnage.
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1.0

2.2.3.2 Spatial resolution
Spatial resolution (see Figure 23) is dependent upon the resolving power of the sensor, the
distance from the object and the size of the object to be identified. Fortunately, many
systems now represent this relationship as simply the ground dimension in metres for each
pixel. As a general rule, when using the same sensor system, spatial resolution will decrease as
distance from the object increases (a negative relationship). This is particularly important for
aerial platforms where aircraft elevation can change dramatically. However, the current
generation of commercial satellite sensors (such as Ikonos) have very powerful resolving
characteristics (approximately 1m ground resolution) which are comparable to many aerial
surveys. A useful rule of thumb is that in order to detect a feature the spatial resolution of the
sensor should be one half of the feature's smallest dimension Qensen 2000).

Reality

Sensor
Recording

Raw Data

Class C
Correct

Classified
Output

Figure 24 The creation, recon.ling and analysis of mixed and pure
pixcls.

An important function related to pixel size is that of rnL"Xed pixels. In reality it is rare for a
single pixel to contain homogenous information (see Figure 24). Even areas which look
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homogenous to the eye contain a mixture of information. For example, a Landsat pixel
collected over a field containing wheat will also contain information about the soil and
weeds. This means that the spectral values of any particular pixel are really composite values
for each of the objects present. However, if the reflectance curves of the objects are known
and their scattering properties are identical, then the pixel's reflectance can be mathematically
decomposed into the reflectance of its constituent objects.

2.2.3.3 Radiometric resolution
Radiometric resolution (see Figure 26) determines the sensitivity of the sensor to differences
in received signal strength. The data are normally quantised into bits (power of 2). For
example, Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data is quantised as 8 bits (8 to the power of 2: 256
different values or Digital Numbers (DNs)). Ikonos data is quantised in 11 bits (2048 DN
values). Consequently this can have a significant impact on the ability to measure and
discriminate objects. For example, in 8 bit imagery bright areas may be overexposed and dark
areas in shadow whereas \vith 11 bit data it is possible to distinguish objects within these
bright and dark areas (see Figure 25). Some researchers do not use Landsat imagery in arid
and semi-arid environments as they consider it to be too overexposed (S tone 2003).

8 bit imagery

11 bit imagery

Figure 25 The benefits of increa~ed radiometric re~olution. The 8
bit imagery is overexposed whereas struc tures arc identifiable in
the 11 bit imagery (image courtesy of Di!{ita!Clobc and Dr. ,\nu
,\1-,\zm).

Sensors with high radiometric resolution reqwre unage manipulation to appreciate the
increase in data qualiry (as exemplified by Figure 25 and Figure 26). The lkonos multispectral

imagery has the following approximate standard deviations for each band! Blue (30DN),
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green and red (60DN) and near infra-red (110DN). This means that, with the exception of
the near infra-red band, all bands could have been recorded in 8 bit and maintained at least
two standard deviations from the mean. So why is the Ikonos imagery 11 bit rather than 8
bit? In reality sensors are configured to record the full range of values expected across the
whole Earth. Although a sensor has the potential to record in 8 bit within each scene it only
requires a subset of its full range. Therefore, to ensure full 8 bit resolution a sensor must have
the ability to record a much higher range of values.

16 va lues (4 bit)

8 values (3 bit)

4 values (2 bit)

2 values (1 bit)

Figure 26 Dccrea~ing radiometric resolution ( ote this is not just
improving contrast).

2.2.3.4 Temporal resolution
Temporal resolution (see Figure 27) refers to how often a sensor system records a particular
area. For all platforms except satellite this value is likely to be infrequent. All satellites, except
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those in geo-stationary orbits, have a temporal resolution dependent upon their orbital
characteristics, their ability to record off-nadir (see Figure 28) and the number of satellites
containing the same or similar sensor system. For example, a single SPOT satellite has a
repeat rate of 26 days at-nadir and 5 - 10 days for off-nadir. Furthermore, the current
constellation of 3 satellites with similar sensor characteristics (SPOT 2, 4 and 5) has a much
lower repeat rate as each satellite is placed in a complementary orbit. Temporal resolution is
particularly important for undertaking time change analysis. The choice of sensor is
dependent upon the rate of change of the object under study.

2.2.4 Software: Image processing systems
The vast majority of remotely sensed data are now captured in raster digital format. These
digital images can be processed with computerised image processing software. Raster
processing systems vary greatly in functionality and price, ranging from a simple imageediting suite such as Adobe Photoshop to complex hyperspectral image processing systems
such as ENVI, PCI or Erdas IMAGINE.

Figure 27 Temporal Resolution: Looking at changes over rime.
The nq,>ativc Corona image of 1970 is compared to a positive
lkonos image from 2002. The major changes arc noted on the
lkonos image.

Image enhancement is the process of making an image more interpretable for a particular
application. A dedicated image-processing package has the capability to perform varied digital
manipulation. The most important are:
•

Image pre-processing.

•

Histogram manipuhtions.
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0

Band ratioing and other Boolean algebraic techniques.

o

Multivariate analyses (including Principal Components Analysis).

o

Kernel filtering.

o

Image classitication.

0

Colour composite combinations from different raw or processed bands.

Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery is primarily used for illustrative purposes
throughout this section, although the techniques described can be used for data from any
platform (ground, near ground, aerial and satellite) and any image depth (the image
processing term for radiometric resolution).
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Figure 28 Roll, pitch and yaw effects on the nadir point.

2.2.5 Processing: Image pre-processing
The data from aerial or orbiting sensors are initially uncorrected for radiometric and
geometric discrepancies; they are considered 'raw' (if one wanted to apply bespoke correction
one can purchase imagery in this state). However, most users prefer to have errors corrected
by the supplier. The subject of correction is tied to the procedures called pre-processing or
image restoration.
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Pre-processing is an important stage where models are used to artificially correct for problems
that attenuate the EM signal between the object and the sensor (in the case of active sensors
this also includes the passage of energy from the sensor to the object: as discussed in 2.1).
Pre-processing can be subdivided into radiometric and geometric corrections.
Geometric correction includes correcting for skew (the effect owing to rotation of the Earth)
and platform movements (roll and pitch) that cause the straight-down line of sight (nadir) to
deviate from the vertical (off-nadir, see Figure 28). The pixels acquired off nadir are
progressively elongated depending on the look angle and the natural curvature of the surface
of the Earth. Some projection compensation is needed: normally through registering the
image to a known coordinate system. The most commonly applied projection is Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM). Once the various corrections are made, the result is usually a
shift in position of any given pixel into its new projection system, such that it does not
necessarily have the same DN values that it had in the original (distorted) position (Shennan
and Donoghue 1992). A new set of values can be calculated by re-sampling, a mathematical
process involving interpolation of values using an algorithm such as Nearest-Neighbour,
Bilinear, or Cubic Convolution (see Figure 29). These re-sampling techniques give an
estimation of the new brightness value (as a DN) that is closer to the new condition (A).
Nearest Neighbour
Resampling

Bilinear Interpolation

Cubic Convolution
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Figure 29 Common pixcl rcsampling tcchni<jucs.

In the Nearest Neighbour technique, the transformed pixel takes the value of the closest
pixel in the pre-shifted array. In the Bilinear Interpolation approach, the average of the DNs
for the 4 pixels surrounding the transformed output pixel is used. The Cubic Convolution
technique averages the 16 closest input pixds
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Corrections can be made that affect undue radiometric variations, 1.e. changes in the
measured radiances owing to a variety of factors. These are divided into natural and
instrumental variations. One natural condition relates to temporal and spatial differences in
atmospheric conditions. For example, presence of atmospheric water vapour influences the
radiance, such that the reflectance from the same object varies over space because of
differences in atmospheric conditions. Another correction takes into account the changes in
Sun angle (seasonal elevation; time of day) as reflection values from the same object vary
according to the angle and intensity of incoming radiation.
Instrument corrections involve variations in detector response and electronic anomalies.
Most common are systematic differences in one or more detectors. This can induce such
effects as variable line darkening (one detector may produce a line that is brighter or darker
than its neighbours), line drop out (a fluctuation may cause all or part of a line to be missing),
and random noise (speckling). Procedures are available to apply computer-generated
corrections for any of these based upon localised assump tions, improving overall image
quality. Fur thermore, sensors are periodically calibrated against objects on the ground with
known reflectance characteris tics.
Len s
Pin Cushion

r
+
l

Barrel

J
Ground
=

Camera Distortion

Oblique Distortion

Figure 30 Examples of camera lens and oblique distortions (after
Scollar 1990 p. 83; Tcng 1997 p. 82).
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2.2.5.1 A short note on image geometry
Many satellite platforms now allow programmable view angles which can result in scenes
taken from multiple view angles. Platforms that can collect multiple view angles provide a
number of advantages including revisit frequency, stereoscopy, sun-spot avoidance and
angular reflectance analysis.
SCAN DIRECTTON

FORWARD
LOOKING
CAMERA

DIRECTlON
OF FLIGHT

-$-NADIR

SCAN DIRECTION

AFT

LOOKING
CAMERA

rigure 31 Unit grid distortions of the Corona Kl I-4B panoramic
camera (after Galiatsatos in prep p. 93).

Variable view angles are essential for the generation of stereo pairs which use differences in
relative image orientation to deduce depth. Hotspots effects can be reduced with non-vertical
view angles. Hotspots occur when the instananeous field of view, sensor and Sun are in a
direct line resulting in a strongly illuminated shadow free area. So called sunspots are where
the Sun's energy is relected directly into the sensor by a specular reflector (i.e. water) resulting
in glare. This effect is view angle dependant. Galiatsatos (in prep) recognised that variations
in view angle altered the archaeological interpretability of the Corona KH-4B fore and aft

so

cameras for the same area in Syria. Changes in feature contrast is a function of both
directional ret1ectance properties and the absolute ret1ectance of the ground features. View
angle can be considered important as different features can produce different responses
under different view angles (Barnsley et al. 1997). Hence, an increased understanding in view
angle effects could be increasingly important for archaeological interpretation in the future,
however, it is not a major focus of this work.
Oblique images have a number of important geometric properues, the understanding of
which are germaine to their interpretation. All collection platforms introduce geometric
distortions. A number of these are inherent to the device itself. For example, pin and barrel
distortions in camera systems are dependent on the lenses employed and commonly increase
away from the nadir point (see Figure 30). A schematic diagram of the panoramic distortions
in Corona can be seen in Figure 31. Oblique imagery causes variation in scale. The more the
principal point moves away from the nadir the greater the scale variation in the image (as
demonstrated in Figure 30). This is further exacerbated when there are variations in terrain
which can result in displacement in the imagery.

Line of Sight

Constant Height

Topographic
Surface

Figure 32 Image tlisplaccment due to variations in relief (after Dial
anti Grotlccki 2003).

Many satellite images can be projected to a map projection at a constant height. Terrain
distortions are not corrected. Hence, objects above the reference elevation are displaced away
from the sensor while objects below the reference elevation are displaced towards the sensor
(see Figure 32). These terrain displacements affect the spatial accuracy of the imagery.
To mitigate against increasingly complex geometric errors a range of rectification techniques
have been developed (ERDAS 1999). The majority involve one or more of the following: an
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mcrease m the number of ground control points, sensor construction information or a
Digital Terrain Model (DTJ'vf) and are either monoscopic or stereoscopic in approach.
Orthorectitication is a means of correcting monoscopic images for relief displacement by
using a DEM. The DEM is collected from an alternative source (such as a basemap). As
illustrated in Figure 33 the DEM is used to adjust terrain displacement so that the resultant
image has correct planimetric coordinates.

Topographic
Surface

Orthorectified
Image

l'igure 33 Correction for relief displacement in a monmcnpic
image by orthorecrification (after Dial and Grodecki 2003).

Stereoscopic techniques also adjust for terratn displacement. However, stereo techniques
have the added benefit that they use the input stereo pair to create the DEM. The DEM
generated from the stereo pair produces better accuracy as the DEM is at a comparable scale
to the input image and it ret1ects the height differences at the time of image collection. For
example, if contours from a basemap are used they will not take into account buildings and
the landscape may have changed. Further, stereoscopic techniques can allow digitisation to
occur directly in 3d as opposed to 2d in monoscopic imagery.
Due to the minimum amount of terrain distortion in the application area neither stereo nor
orthrectiticationwas necessary for the interpretative techniques employed.

2.2.6 Processing: Image display and visualisation
Image processing software considers remotely sensed data as a stack of spatially eo-registered
layers over

11

bands, where

11

refers to the number of discrete bands collected by the sensor

(see Figure 34). Multichannel analysis is based on the premise that each pixel in each layer is
perfectly (or near-perfectly) eo-registered (Sever 1988). Thus, any pixel in a scene can be
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considered as a stack, each layer corresponding to one wavelength. Image processing systems
allow raster imagery to be manipulated in a variety of ways, by comparing and combining the
different data 'layers' without disrupting the basic structure of the image. The results of
mathematical operations can be used to create a new 'layer' .in the stack. Hence, the integrity
of the original data sources is not compromised. These layers can also be used in the
production of a variety of false colour composites for human visualisation (Harris et al. 1999).

LandsatTM 4,3,2 FCC

Landsat TM Band 7
LandsatTM Band 6
LandsatTM Band 5
Lands at TM Band 4
LandsatTM Band 3
Lands at TM Band 2
Land sat TM Band 1

Figure 34 I .andsat bands I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in a layer stack.

For visual analysis bands are commonly viewed as colour scales or colour composites.
Individual bands are commonly viewed as grey scale (which is a ramped colour scale between
white and black). The combination of three bands substituted for red, green and blue can
produce a colour composite image. For raw TM imagery this provides 120 (6x5x4) possible
colour combinations without band duplication (Landsat TM Band 6 is rarely used due to its
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relatively low spatial resolution) and even more new layers are created through quantitative
techniques. Projecting band 3 as red, band 2 as green, and band 1 as blue yields a result close
to what humans perceive as 'true colour'. All other types of RGB combination are referred to
as false colour composites (for example the Landsat 4, 3, 2 band false colour composite in
Figure 34).
It should be noted that each image (or image stack) consists of purely digital data. Although
the visualisation approaches employed mimic how the human brain handles visual imagery,
(hence a reliance on systems that provide variations in tone, texture, colour, pattern, shape
and size) other mathematical systems can be employed to extract meaning from imagery that
at first sight are not as visually intuitive as RGB or greyscale visualisation.

2.2.6.1 Human perception
Human perception of imagery is a complex procedure. People instinctively interpret qualities
such as tone, texture, colour, pattern, shape and size. Tone is a measure of the relative
amount of light reflected by an object on the ground and is fundamental to all other
recognition elements except colour. On a black and white photograph, tones range from
black to white and the spacing of variation in tone determines the texture of a portion of the
image. Texture can be used, for example, to separate disturbed soils from undisturbed
surfaces, to discriminate differences in vegetation cover that might signal the presence of
buried materials, or to discern areas of disturbed topography. Pattern refers to the
arrangement of features seen in an image (Ebert 1984 pp. 313-315; Teng 1997).
Pattern, shape and size are relative cultural interpretation flags. The spatial resolution of the
image is important for visual interpretation; this is a scale-dependent parameter. Some parts
of the scene are identifiable at all resolutions, whilst others only become apparent with
increased detail. Increasing magnification will eventually result in the component pixels
interfering with image clarity. However prior to this point smaller resolution features can
become clearer (see Figure 35).
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The human eye can discriminate between 20 to 30 shades of grey under nonnal viewing
situations (see Figure 26). Under the same conditions, it can discriminate a much larger
number of colours. A Landsat sensor can gather up to 256 shades of grey (8 bit) for each
band in its detection array: literally thousands of pieces of grey scale information are available
for analysis. The same numeric data from a scanner system can be combined to produce
millions of colours. An understanding of the perception of colour is, however, one of the
most important aspects for image interpretation. The human brain is very adept at
interpreting the visual spectrum when each band corresponds with its own colour (a Landsat
3, 2, 1, true colour composite). However, projecting Green as Red, Blue as Green and Red as
Blue gives an unfamiliar image (a Landsat 2, 1, 3 false colour composite, see Figure 36). The
same electromagnetic bands are used although they are presented in a different way.
Although this is a simple example, as the image structure is still recognisable, this is an
important concept for multispectral image interpretation. Colours produced in a false colour
composite correspond to variations in an objects reflectance for the projected wavelengths.
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Land sat 3, 2, 1
True Colour Composite

Landsat 2, 1,3
False Colour Composite

Figure 36 Comparison of a true and false colour composite made
up from the visual bands.

2.2.6.2 Histograms (radiometric enhancement)
Information about the possible range of Digital Number (DN) values within each band is
commonly represented in a histogram. For example, a histogram of a single band of data is a
representation of how the EM radiation energy at the collected wavelength is distributed in
two dimensions: the .\.·-a.\.is is the integer radiometric value and they-axis is the jrequemy.

tllstoqram ror 17 _ 123457 _20222.1mg-

layer-..
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66.22

std deviolion: 46.57

Figure 37 llistogram of Landsat Till lhnd 4.
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Its shape indicates the contrast and homogeneity (or modality) of a scene. For example, a scene
with an homogenous surface with a low contrast will produce a histogram with a single sharp
peak. Conversely, images containing several distinct types of surface cover may show
multiple peaks. For example, Figure 37 is a multimodal example of Landsat TM Band 4 from
North Yorkshire. A= Water, B =Land. There is not enough spectral difference in Band 4 of
this scene to distinguish between the broad categories of urban and mral landuse. The
distribution of brightness values, in the lower quartiles, indicates the data is low in contrast as
highlighted by the summary band statistics.
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Figure 38 llistogram Ctjualisation of I .anusat Tl\1 band 4.

The distribution of the histogram can be mathematically manipulated in a variety of ways to
improve image visualisation (and hence interpretation) or to focus in on certain areas in the
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distribution. More complex analyses (such as Principal Components) use multiple histograms
from different bands (producing multi-dimensional distributions) to examine degrees of
correlation.

2.2.6.2.1 Histogram manip11lation
Histogram manipulation techniques are used to increase or decrease image contrast across
the histogram. These manipulations can occur across the whole range of values or only in
specific areas. Contrast stretching expands a measured range of values (DNs) in an image to a
larger range to improve the contrast of the image and its component parts. The simple
algorithms in contrast stretching are very important for image visualisation and hence human
interpretation. An image rarely uses the full range of radiometric values available to it; in fact
they are normally clustered over a small range of values. Thus, an unstretched image can
appear to have low contrast to the human eye (Figure 38).
These enhanced images, as single bands or in false colour composites (see Figure 34), can be
interpreted with greater confidence as the increased contrast displays information which
would otherwise have been hidden. Common stretching methods are described in Table 1.
Stretch
Piecewise Stretch
Gaussian Stretch

Ramp Stretch
Logarithmic Stretch
Exponential Stretch
Histogram Equalising

Use
A linear stretch involving two or more lines of differing gradient to
enhance contrast in specific areas of the histogram
Transforms the original histogram to a gaussian curve (or normal
distribution) with the arithmetic mean, median and mode at 127 (for an
8 bit image)
A ramp stretch forces the cumulative frequency curve into a straight
line. This has the effect of increasing the contrast in the most
populated regions of the histogram
A logarithmic stretch expands the contrast of the dark component
while still maintaining contrast in the light range
Is the inverse of the logarithmic stretch
Applies the greatest contrast to the image by reducing the contrast in
very light or dark areas (at the tails of a normal distribution)

Table I Radiometric enhancement techniyues

2.2.6.3 Spectral enhancements
Spectral enhancement techniques require more than 1 band of data. They can be used to:
e

Compress bands of data that are similar.
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~>

Extract new bands of data that are more interpretable to the eye.

•

Apply mathematical transformations and algorithms.

Table 2 outlines some common spectral enhancements:
2.2.6.3.1 &tioing
Ratioing multispectral channels consists of dividing the radiance value in one channel by the
corresponding radiance value in another channel. Amongst other things ratioing is used to
improve the identification of materials. For example in Figure 22 the spectral response of
vegetation is at a maximum in band 4 and minimum in bands 1, 2 and 3. However the
geological spectra have a similar correlation to the vegetation wavelength in band 1, less in
band 2 and very little in band 3. In this instance the ratio of band 3 over band 4 should give a
low (c. 0.25) ratio for vegetation and a high (c. 1) ratio for geology (Rothaus and De Morett
1999).
Specb'al Enhancement
Principal Componalts Analysis
ll1\ei"Se Principal Ccrnponents
D3correlatioo Stretch
Tasseled Cap
RGBtoiHS
IHStoRGB
Indices (ratio)

Description
Statistically cornpesses redundant data \Blues into few3r
bands, v.tlich are often more interpretable than the srurce
data.
Performs an irnerse Principal Canponents Analysis
Applies a contrast strech to the principal compooents of an
irrage
Rotates the data structure axes to optimise data IAe'lvirg for
l.egetational stl.dies
Transofrms red, green, blue \Blues to intensity, hue,
saturation \Blues
Transforms intensity, hue, saturatioo \Blues to red, green,
blue \Blues
Performs band ratios comrronly used in I.Egetation ard
mineral studies

Table 2 Spectral enhancement technique"

An important consideration when using ratioing is how it will affect image storage. All optical
sensor systems normally collect integer values. However, rationing an image will produce non
integer values which will need to be stored at a higher level of precision. This will
dramatically increase file size, particularly if incorporated into a layer stack.
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Principal component 1

Principal component 2

Principal component 3

Principal componen t 4

Principal component 5

Principal component 6

Land sat
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 7
Percentage vaiiatlon

Component 1
0.178
0.329
0.517
0.580
0.488
·0.134
80.504

Component 2
-0.268
·0.338
·0.517
0.722
-0.029
.Q 158
9.551

Component 3
-0.244
·0.256
0.083
0.051
0.350
0.862
6.640

Componen14
0.414
0.389
·0.101
0.340
-0.583
0.459
2.343

Component 5
0.641
0.009
·0.557
-0.128
0.512
0.037
0.769

Component 8
..Q.505
0.749
..Q.373
..Q.086
0.189
0.043
0.194

Figure 39 6 Components of a PC\ on Landsat Ti\1 scene
(excluding band 6).

2.2.6.3.2 Pn.mipal mmponents ana!Jsis (multivariate spectral enhancement)
Multispectral imagery bands are often highly correlated (i.e. they are visually and numerically
similar (see Figure 34)). Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a tool used to remove this
redundancy and has proven invaluable in the analysis of multispectral data. A PCA
transformation can create new images that may be more interpretable than the original data
Qensen 2000). It can also be used to reduce the number of bands used to describe the whole
image (used as part of the feature extraction process (see Chapter 5)). PCA uses multivariate
correlation statistics as its input data. It then calculates what components within the scene
determine the greatest and least variation. For example, Figure 39 shows the correlation for a
Landsat scene. Nearly 99% of the variance within the image can be described in the first four
components. Principal component 1 is usually a brightness component. This has high
loadings for bands 3, 4 and 5 suggesting this to be a near infrared dominated component.
Component 2 has high values for bands 3 and 4 suggesting a vegetation component.
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Multivariate statistics characterise the underlying factors that deftne a scene by combining the
different bands statistically. A correlation matrix is calculated based upon the statistical
distributions of the bands and expressed as a ratio. All values are expressed between

±1.

+1

indicates a perfect positive relationship. Conversely -1 indicates a perfect negative
relationship. A high correlation suggests there is a substantial amount of redundancy in the
image among the correlated bands. Conversely, a low correlation indicates no relationship
and uniqueness in the data. This technique is particularly useful for extracting key
infonnation from hyperspectral data.

2.2.6.4 Kernel filtering (spatial enhancement)
Spatial enhancement techniques modify pixel values based on the values of surrounding
pixels. This technique uses a kernel: a moving matrix normally of dimensions 3x3, SxS or
7x7. This matrix mathematically alters the central pixel based upon the values of its
surrounding pLxels. These filtering techniques are used with great effect in itnage editing
software, such as Photoshop. They are usually used within image processing applications to
enhance local variation (the extent is detennined by the size of the kernel and pixels, see
Figure 40).

Kernel

-1

-1

-1
-1

16
-1

-1
-1
-1

siN1tGEJ1((-1 x91)+(·1 x100)+
(·1 X 87) + (·1 X 86) + (16 X
+
(·1 X
+ (·1 x83) + (·1 X 71) +
(·1 X 83) I
(·1 +- 1+-1 +-1 + 16+· 1+· 1+·1 +- 1) 1
=INTEGER ( (1552·698) / (16-8))
=INTEGER (854/8)
= 106

9n

9n

Input Data

Output Data

Figure 40 .\ moving 'sharpening' 3x3 kernel.

Table 3 describes a number of commonly used kernel filters.
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Spatial Enhancement

Description

Convolution

Uses a matrix to average a small set of pixels across an image

Non-directional Edge

Averages the results from two orthogonal 1st derivative edge detectors

Tex1ure

Defines tex1ure as a quantitative characteristic in an image

Adaptive Filter

Varies the contrast stretch for each pixel depending upon the ON values in
the surrounding window

Statistical Filter

Averages pixels within a moving window that fall within a statistical range

Resolution Merge (Fusion)

Merges imagery of different spatial resolutions

Table 3

Example~

of different kernel

filter~

2.2. 7 Processing: Image classification
Image classification is the process of sorting pi.xels into a finite number of individual classes
or categories of information based upon their spectral characteristics (see Figure 42). If a
pixel satisfies a certain set of criteria for a class then it is assigned to that class (see Figure 41).
However, pixel mixing can significantly compromise the accuracy of the classification
procedure (see Figure 24).
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classification using six bands of Landsat imagery (excluding the thermal band) will produce
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more accurate results than classification based upon a single band. More important is that the
bands are located over discriminatory areas of the object's spectral signature. Researchers
who use hyperspectral imagery often find improved classification accuracy, but the
computational cost is expensive. To reduce these computational requirements irrelevant
bands should be discarded during the image extraction stage.
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Figure 42 Feature space representation (after Tso and Mather 2001
p. 57).

From an intuitive basis one would assume that improving spatial resolution would improve
classification accuracy (see Figure 44). However, increasing spatial resolution means that
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smaller objects can be identified thus increasing image heterogeneity which can decrease
classification accuracy. In essence increasing spatial resolution increases image complexity
requiring more complex classifiers for accurate analysis.
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2.2.7.1 Spectral signatures
The ability to analyse and interpret remotely sensed imagery is due, in part, to the unique
spectral responses of objects during interaction with the EM spectrum. For any given
material, the amount of solar radiation that is reflected, absorbed or transmitted varies with
wavelength. This important property of matter makes it possible to identify different
substances or classes and separate them from their spectral signature. However, this signature
can fluctuate depending upon local environmental conditions, vegetation health and physical
properties (such as particle size which affects the percentage of energy reflected), although
the basic characteristics of the curve remain the same (Figure 43). Accurate identification
occurs by comparing standard reflectance responses against observed responses. Thus, the
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resolution of the sensor becomes very important. A high spectral resolution (hyperspectral)
sensor will provide an abundance of sampling intervals allowing accurate identification of the
material (and for vegetation its current state of health). The lower spectral resolution Landsat
TM sensor only collects data over seven broad wavelengths. However, these wavelengths are
placed in the best locations to detect signature variation for geological and vegetation
applications.
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Figure 44 Im proving classification accuracy by removing pixcl
mixing effects through increasing spatial resolution.

However, in practice, identification is rarely as simple as this. Laboratory spectra rarely match
\vith field measurements, as in reality each pixel will contain mixed responses for a variety of
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different material types and is attenuated by the atmosphere. This is exacerbated by
archaeological features which provide a subtle variation to the background soil or vegetation
response (see Figure 45).
There are two main classification techniques:
•

Supervised classification.

•

Unsupervised classification.
2.2. 7.2 Supervised classification

Supervised classification extrapolates information from a few 'known' areas (referred to as
training areas) derived from ancillary data (normally from grormd-obsemation) to classify the whole
image. These areas are chosen carefully, as they need to fully represent tl1e objects of interest
throughout the whole image for the best possible classification. The classification procedure
then evaluates the image on a pixel by pixel basis and assigns each pixel to a category defined
by its 'goodness of fit' to the training areas.

Figure 45 Ikonos imagery with archaeological sites outlined in
white (notice the increase in reflectance at the 'sites').
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The success of supervised classifications is based upon the accuracy of the training areas and
the ability to discriminate among different classes of training area. If there is any feature
space overlap of the classes then there is likely to be 'confusion' during the classification
process. As already discussed in reality there should be confusion as most pixels contain a
mixture of objects. Pixel unmixing techniques and fuzzy classification systems are designed to
cope with these ambiguities.
2.2. 7.3 Unsupervised classification

Unsupervised classification techniques assign pixels to categories based upon 'natural'
groupings of data within the image (see Figure 46). The interpreters' task is then to assign
these 'natural' clusters to a category. User input for unsupervised classification is limited to
the classification technique and the number of categories to be assigned. However, 'cropping'
an image (reducing the image footprint) can significantly change unsupervised classifications
as the global statistics across the image are changed.
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Figure 46 Unsupervised classification of a Landsat 'J'i\[ scene.

2.2. 7.4 Image segmentation
Image segmentation is much like unsupervised classification. However, image segmentation
also utilises a spatial component. This technique groups neighbouring pixels which have the
same or similar spectral properties. This means that rogue classifications (i.e. lone pixel)
which commonly occur on boundary classes in supervised and unsupervised classifications
can be avoided. This technique can be particularly beneficial where objects in the scene do
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cluster into discreet areas. There are a number of image segmentation techniques that require
different user input parameters, the most common of which are pixel-based region growing
algorithms (Beauchemin and Thomson 1997; Kartikeyan et al. 1998)

2.3 Image integration and problems of scale
Earth focused remote sensing applications collect synchronic and diachronic data about the
surface of the Earth. In tlus context, scale is related to resolution and most closely to spatial
resolution (or more accurately the instantaneous field of view). Spatial resolution refers to the
ability of a sensor to record and display spatial detail that can be distinguished from its
surroundings. The paradox of scale, in relation to remote sensing, is that by increasing
resolution the object becomes more detailed i.e. the closer we look at the world the more
detail we see (Good child and Quattroclu 1997 p. 1). This paradox was examined by
Mandelbrot (1967; cited in Pecknold et al. 1997 p. 364) when measuring the length of the
British coastline and led to the conclusions that measurements of an object depend upon the
scale at which it was examined. This led to the definition of a new field of research: Fractal
geometry.
These problems of representation are observed when changing map scales: a 1:25,000 map is
much more complex and detailed than the same area mapped at 1:250,000. However, both
representations are correct. The 1:250,000 map is generalised, at the cartographer's discretion,
to improve interpretability. Indeed it is argued, justifiably, that the generalisation process
'adds' information as larger scale processes become more obvious. However, the process of
generalisation adds uncertainty to the data set (Goodchild and Quattrochi 1997 p. 4). Hence,
remotely sensed imagery are a much more t1exible resource. If users have the tools and
techniques to operate with multiscalar data then they can aggregate or disaggregate in ways
that suit their own decision making and presentation process.
The Corona and Ikonos imagery have a spatial resolution approximately an order of
magnitude less than Landsat. The scale implications in the movement from medium
resolution to high resolution imagery could highlight a number of important issues for
archaeological detection and spatial patterning (Lang 1992).
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2.4 Archaeological interpretation
Pictures, in the form of aerial photography and, more recently, multispectral imagery have
played a significant role in the development of archaeology and its management (referred to
as Cultural Resource Management (CRM)). These pictures convey information pertaining to
the size, positions and relationships of objects. Archaeologists trained in the collection and
interpretation of, predominantly, aerial photography possess a high level of proficiency in
deriving archaeological information from such images, even though they appear visually
complex. The human brain and visual systems are extremely good at extracting information
from imagery, particularly when it is derived from visual wavelengths. A large component of
this interpretation relies on the acquired knowledge of the interpreter (Bewley 2000; Bewley
and Raczkowski 2000; Wilson 2000). However, when images are formed using data from
outside the visual components of the electromagnetic spectrum our experience is not
adequate to interpret this data without understanding the fundamentals of how EM energy
interacted with the objects in the image.
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Fib>ure 47 ,\crial Identification: Crop, shadow and soil marks (after
G rccnc 1990).

Aerial photography is a long-established means of assessmg archaeological data in a
landscape context. Aerial reconnaissance may highlight crop marks, soil marks, parch marks
or shadow sites, each of which are formed by different natural and cultural processes and
each of which may only be recognised under specific environmental circumstances (see
Figure 47). This is one of the major difficulties with this form of evidence for landscape
survey. The visibility of any site depends not only upon the type of photography used
(oblique or vertical), but also upon environmental conditions and the type and level of
natural light available at the moment that the photograph was taken. For example, parch
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marks may only be visible in the driest summer, at least in the visual wavelengths. Therefore,
an aerial photographic survey cannot be considered comprehensive. In European contexts
this problem is resolved by analysing archived photography taken over many years
encompassing a range of environmental conditions (Bewley 2000). However, where sites are
already known to exist, aerial photography can be used to highlight plan form or stmcture
that is essentially invisible on the ground.
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be raised f:y mmry orders of magnit11de

(Scollar 1990 p. 26)
Aerial photographs intended for mapping pmposes are nonnally taken with the camera lens
axis vertical using a highly accurate camera system. Conversely, hand-held aerial photographs
are normally oblique to illustrate vegetation pattern or shadow (Ebert 1984 p. 307). It is
essential to make a distinction between the application of vertical and oblique images as the
different perspectives provide very different results and interpretations.
Vertical or near vertical imagery, collected with the appropriate camera system, have very
good geometric properties. These allow the images to be used in quantitative programmes for
reconnaissance, desktop mapping or contour creation (from stereo pairs). The high
geometric accuracy allows many individual images to be accurately mosaiced together. Hence, a
whole application area can be viewed as a single pseudo image. However, obtaining bespoke
vertical imagery (particularly aerial imagery) can be an expensive process. When using existing
imagery (satellite or aerial) not collected expressly for archaeological purposes, the selection
process is much more restricted, as the observer has little control over the appearance of the
image. Furthermore, optimal conditions for archaeological discovery occur within a few
relatively small daily and seasonal time frames (see Figure 48) and it is unlikely that vertical
cover will occur during these timeframes (Scollar 1990 p. 28).
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However, this prerruse ts resolution and wavelength dependent. The majority of aerial
photographic applications have not focussed solely on the detedion of archaeological
phenomena bu t rathet at recognition ot interpretation. Hence, the applications are focused at the
feature tather than site level. For example, Scollar (1990 pp. 37 -46) discusses sites detected as
soil marks with reference to the response of negative features rather than the soil 'halo' that
surrounds them. Howevet, if one focuses solely on the detedion of archaeological activity at
the site level then the use of large-scale vettical photogtaphy (either ftom satellite imagery or
mosaiced aerial photogtaphy) is appwpriate. Therefore, the window of opportunity where
imagery is pertinent for archaeological discovery expands, particularly for soil mark sites.
However, in well studied, European, contexts vertical imagery pwvides fewer new
discoveries.
Although vertical photographs are geometrically accurate, many archaeologists prefer to trade
geometric precision against archaeological interpretability by using oblique images. Oblique
images (especially those collected during optimum conditions) can highligh t particularly
subtle changes in topogtaphy that are not immediately visible in vertical photography. This
trade off between precision and interpretability is of most import to archaeologists when the
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photographic reconnaissance is part of a Cultural Resource Management (CIUvi) programme
(such as the National Mapping Programme: Bewley 1993). In an area with a known
archaeological

background

the

geometric errors

are

acceptable,

as

the

increased

archaeological interpretation is of more import (Scollar 1990 p. 28).
However, recent satellite platfonns can allow collection on demand to specitic days. Tlus is
of particular import in areas where aerial photographic evidence is n-llnimal and flights are
restricted. Although current satellite resolution does not equate with the spatial resolution of
a handheld SLR camera used at low elevation, they are able to detennine areas of
archaeological activity, particularly those evident as soil marks. As demonstrated in Figure 48
soil mark evidence accounts for a small proportion of sites identitied. However, this may be
linked with the desire to provide a high level of interpretation by archaeological aerial
photographers and interpreters. Soil marks do not produce the crisp, easily interpretable
imagery seen in crop mark evidence, thus soil marks may be overlooked in favour of more
responsive sites. Non soil mark sites are notmally identitied by the geometric properties
which distinguish archaeological features from the surrounding natural landscape. Tlus is
further exacerbated by intensive agricultural regimes where the landscape 1s almost
permanently under crop. A similar point is made by Donoghue (2001 p. 558).
Given this information satellite imagery is likely to be an important resource for the detection
of archaeological residues in a lV1iddle Eastern context for the following reasons:

•

The archaeological resource has not been studied in as much detail in the l'vliddle
East as in Europe. Hence, vertical imagery is still likely to reveal many previously
undetected sites.

•

Archaeological residues do not arise from the same architectural traditions as in
Europe. Given the reduction in negative residues (fewer ditches, postholes and
palisades) European aerial photographic techniques may not be as responsive in
this environment.

a

Traditional land management techniques between temperate and semi-arid
environments are very different. For a large proportion of the year much of the
Earth's surface in semi-arid environments will comprise of soil rather than crop
cover.
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CHAPTER 3 CONCEPTS OF LANDSCAPE FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

3.1 Landscape archaeology: Introduction and definition
The landscape is a palimpsest on to 1vhicb ead; generation inscribes its own impressions and
removes some

of the markJ of earlier generationJ.

modified or erased 0 the 1vork

of another.

epolved as a result of thouJands

ConJtmdioiiJ· of one age are often O!Jer/ain,

The present patdJJvork

of settlement ........ has

ofyears ofbumall endeavour, producing a landJcape Jvbich

possesses not on!J a beaury assodated with long and slow der;elopmmt, but an inexhaustible
J·tore qfinfimnation about the mat!} kinriJ- of human adiPities in the past.
(As ton and Rowley 197 4 p. 14)
Our cultural heritage lies scattered all around us. It is an intrinsic element of the landscapes
which we inhabit and is transformed over successive generations of inhabitation by both
cultural (anthropogenic) and natural processes. Thus, the present landscape represents the
manifestations of past and present decision making by individuals, groups and institutions in
society and the long term variable effects of natural processes. Understanding the interrelationships between cultural and natural systems and how they are transformed is necessary
to re-construct a theoretical understanding of archaeological landscape processes and how
they impact interpretation. Such an understanding can be gained by modelling the present
landscape and incorporating data from the historical, archaeological and environmental
record. One of the main diHiculties of archaeological interpretation is to extend cultural
values to these models of physical residues and processes.

lPe JllggeJt that a landJcape approach is relet){lllt to anl;aeolog/1· goal to explain
humaniry ~- pa.rt through its abiliry to jadlitate the recognition and e1;aluation

of the

dynamil; interdependent relationships that people maintain with the pl!Jsica/, sotial and
cultural dimensions of their etwironments acro.rs Jpace and oz;er time.
(Anschuetz et al. 2001 p. 159)
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Landscapes have always played a fundamental role in archaeological enquiries. Initially they
provided a backdrop onto which archaeological data and interpretations were plotted and
evaluated. More recently, archaeologists have shifted their attention from single sites to
problems of regional change and variation. Employing landscape theories requires
archaeologists to reconsider how they evaluate the archaeological problem. For example,
non-site and off-site landscape approaches arose to combat the limitations of forcing
important archaeological residues into systems that consider tl1e 'site' as the primary analytical
unit (Knapp and Ashmore 1999).
Archaeologists are placing increased importance on its multi-disciplinary nature. Therefore,
by inference, multiple researchers can produce different, but complementary, data sets for the
interpretative melting pot. A landscape approach provides a framework whereby iliese data
can be used collectively to form a more comprehensive understanding of the past.

3.2 The components of archaeological landscapes
.... 1vbat 2vas once theorised tJJ' a passitJe bmkdrop orfonible detemJinant of mlture 1:r now
seen m· an active andfar more complex entity in relation to buman liJJes.
(Knapp and Ashmore 1999 p. 2)
All landscape approaches address the fundamental nature of the relationship(s) between
people and the spaces they occupy (Anschuetz et al. 2001 p. 158). Researchers employ a
variety of classified variables to describe natural (e.g. ecological, geomorphological and
hydrological) and cultural (e.g. organisational, ritual, technological and ideological) features of
the landscape. Different interpretative or theoretical models use different variables in their
analysis.
The systemic frameworks of analysis are complicated by changes in cultural systems. It is
assumed that the adaptive strategies of each community leave separate but distinct traces in
the archaeological record and, furthermore, that these communities are constrained by their
local and regional ecology and topography (Rossignoll992). For example, the framework of
analysis and theory underpinning hunter-gatherer communities is different to that of
sedentary communities and how and what they exploit are defined by their regional ecology.
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3.2.1 Natural landscapes
Natural landscapes, in an archaeological context, encompass all elements of the landscape
which are crudely believed to be non-cultural. Hence the lithosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere
and atmosphere are all aspects of the natural landscape. However, culture can impact on each
of these systems so natural landscapes are, therefore, not completely independent from
cultural systems (Clarke 1978; Butzer 1982; Waters 1992).
The natural landscape cannot be viewed as a pass1ve entity. It guided movement, offered
resources and formed backdrops for the human presence. Furthermore, the form of the
landscape in each period itself influenced the processes of inhabitation (Barrett 1995). Hence,
many archaeologists consider it important to model aspects of the natural environment to
improve their understanding of the archaeological context. From the point of view of
landscape survey it is diHicult to model both the biosphere and atmosphere at the local or
regional level through time without significant supporting material from environmentalists.
However, some changes in both the lithosphere and hydrosphere are evident on the surface
of the Earth in the form of floodplains, terraces, relict channels and other topographic
features. Furthermore, although drift geology may have changed significantly since the
Pleistocene the solid geology has not. Hence, it is theoretically possible to retrogressively
model aspects of past natural landscapes.

3.2.1.1 Ecology
Ecology is the holistic study of living organisms and their environment. Ecology has many
sub-disciplines including those of landscape, historical and human ecology (\'Vinterhalder
1994). Human ecology, particularly the contextual archaeology of Butzer (1982), applies
specifically to how human agents interact with other agents and ecological systems (see
Figure 49). Human-environment interaction thus covers all relationships between people and
the environment, whilst also encompassing the reciprocal influences of human behaviour on
the ecosystem and how this maintains stability or causes change. The use of human
ecological analysis has led to the deductive process of settlement ecology where models are
used to predict where human agents will settle in a landscape based upon ecological
indicators and assumptions about what they will exploit. Ebert (1988) discusses the
applications of satellite techniques for ecosystemic analysis by looking at variations in
environmental diversity.
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Figure 49 Schematic of interactions in a human ecosystem
highlighting the relationships between the cultural and noncultural environment (modified from Clarke 1978 p. 133; modified
from Waters 1992 p. 5)

3.2.2 Landscapes and space
All archaeological sites were once areas of human activity that took place within a landscape
context. Archaeologists attempt to describe and understand the nature of these activities
through their relationships with the landscape and each other. This is to observe and
understand the delineation of the formal variability, temporal loci and spatial loci of sites,
activity areas and communication networks (Golledge and Stimson 1987 pp. 5-6).

3.2.2.1 Distribution and settlement patterns
If a sampling strategy has been employed that will identify spatial patterning within a
temporal framework (see section 3.4.3) then the next task is to understand why the patterning
occurred as it did. Patterning in the landscape is seen as a ret1ection of the ways that people
respond to the agents of ecology, economy or society. 1\rchaeologists should not only
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attempt to understand these agents but also the interaction between them over space, time
and within the context of society (Knapp 1997 p. 14). Ethno-archaeological sources predict
that spatial patterning within a landscape is rarely the product of actors within a single
cultural system. Rather, there are spheres of multiple interactions between localised actors
through the aforementioned agents. Furthermore, these systems operate at a variety of
differing spatial and temporal scales (\Vandsn.ider 1992b). Hence, the analysis of settlement
patterns requires the integration of different landscape data collected at different scales.

3.2.3 Landscapes and scale
The impact of scale on spatial analyses has been recognised by the social and natural sciences
for more that forty years (Marceau 1999). In archaeological research there is, however, no
real consensus on what spatial scales are appropriate for specific archaeological analyses
beyond the broad terminology of 'micro', 'mesa' and 'macro'. These terms, with differing
emphasis in their interpretations, are used to broadly differentiate patterning from the local to
the landscape level (Alien 2000 p. 101). However, each of these tenns tends to be used
during interpretative stages and is thus a product of a theoretical stance. Conversely many
data sets are now being collected with a more thorough understanding of how they should be
integrated with other data (for examples see Shennan 1985; Francovich et al. 2000). Hence,
archaeology has formed both empirical and synthetic appreciation of scalar interactions.
Traditionally, scale has been utilised as a convenient tool to partition the landscape (i.e. sitemicro, inter-site - mesa and regional - macro) in order to help facilitate the production of
syntheses or narratives. More recently research has focussed on the relationships between
scales of synthesis, data scales and data resolutions (Crumley and Marquardt 1987; Rossignol
and Wandsnider 1992; Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998; Alien 2000).

3.2.4 Cultural landscapes

The mlt11ml landscape is jasbiomdfrom a landsl"ape

~y

a atlt11re .gro11p. C11lt11re is the

agent, the nat11ral area is tbe medium, the mlturallandscape is the result.
(Sauer 1938 p. 46; cited in Anschuetz et al. 2001 p. 164)
Understanding the inhabited landscape requires more than the description of the fonn of
that landscape's organisation. Inhabitation concerns perception, practice, and experience. It
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addresses the history of the fonnation of the communities who moved through and who
worked the land in its different aspects. The context, which included all the material aspects
of the contemporary landscape, natural as well as cultural, framed human actions and
provided foci for them. Hence, the physical context was built up and changed; elements
endured and embodied different values and meanings for those who moved through it at
different times. For example in the Hams area, the seasonal 'rams' (depressions which collect
water) have a different value to farmers and pastoralists.
If the actions of actors within a landscape are studied with regard to the physical, material
and cognitive way in which people manage their natural and cultural environment, then social
organisation may be extrapolated in terms of the material and ideological landscapes in which
people acted (Barrett 1995; Knapp 1997).
Sauer's definition of cultural landscapes 1s 1mportant m this context as it highlights the
transfonnative power of culture upon the landscape itself. Although culture can be identitied
as a mechanism for landscape transformation, archaeologists consider landscapes as
constructs that embed information on the structure and organization of societies. Therefore,
the physical landscapes themselves offer insights into social and communal structures and
practices. The difficulty is how to access past cultural actions from data embedded in the
present landscape. The difficulties in applying many of these concepts become self-evident
when reading, as a landscape archaeologist, Chatwin's (1987) tictional(?) traveller's narrative
of Australian

Aborigines

and

their

relationships

with

their

landscapes.

Multiple

interpretations are particularly evident when he is exploring the conflicting cultural tensions
within and between native and non-native Australians.

3.2.5 Discussion
The literature shows that by using the same data sources a vat-iety of different landscape
interpretations could be constructed depending upon the theoretical, analytical and
interpretive approach taken. Fisher and Thurston (1999 p. 631) noted that some of the most
productive landscape research employs different theoretical models to juxtapose different
research goals, hence producing complementary interpretations with multiple interpretative
strands (Hodder 1993; 1999). Within the context of this research it is essential that many of
the themes and interpretations fulfll these diverse theoretical, analytical and interpretative
criteria. Satellite imagery is an important resource for the evaluation and interpretation of the
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cultural and natural components of archaeological landscapes. However, it is only when
satellite-derived themes are integrated with other information sources structured by a
theoretical research agenda that their full potential will be realised.

3.3 Transformation of archaeological landscapes
Regrettab!J, neither the bist01ic record nor the arcbaeologiml record gives "P its secrets about
the past easi!J. EadJ must be bandied Jvitb grr1at care !!)' the itmestigator seeking to infer
past behaviors, for the evidence that SIII7Ji!Jes has been changed in mat!Y

lVC!JS

!!)! a variety of

proames. To make)11stijiab/e inferences the imJestigator m11st consider and take into aa:otmt
the factors that hatJe introd11ced vatiability into the histotical and archaeologiml record The
factors that mate the histone and archaeological record are known aJ·formation processes.
(Schiffer 1987 p. 7)
The study of formation and deformation targets the interaction between cultural and natural
processes, which thus determine the preservation of the archaeological record (Butzer 1982;
Schiffer 1987; Waters 1992). This leads to an understanding of the dynamics of the formation
process that in turn int1uence how the archaeological record is perceived and understood
(Rossignol1992).
As Wandsnider states (1992a p. 96) 'we understand that if the cultural deposition rate is faster
than the natural deposition rate a palimpsest deposit will result .... Conversely, if the natural
deposition rate exceeds the rate of cultural deposition, then burial results'. However, these
rates of natural and cultural aggradation and degradation are not homogenous; rather, they
are spatially discrete and temporally variable. Furthermore, their causation may be traced to
other anthropogenic actions in the region.

3.3.1 Cultural transforms
Cultural transforms involve the deliberate or accidental activities of human beings as they
conduct their daily activities. Over time, a variety of factors change the way that societies
interact and stmcture their environment. Settlements are abandoned as, for example, regional
resources are exhausted, internal political organisations change or are supplanted. Such
actions can leave 'snapshots' of past systems (as is observed in the so-called 'Dead Cities'
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near Aleppo in Northern Syria). However, these examples are rare; the majority of
archaeological residues are transformed by the more pervasive acts of inhabitation over time.
Each successive generation alters the fabric of the archaeological record: structures can be
dismantled and the material re-used. The hinterland can undergo various re-structuring
regimes as systems of land tenure develop or new systems are imposed (such as Roman land
cadastration or the English enclosure awards). The hinterland itself has been subject to a
range of destructive (and preserving) agricultural activity for millennia. At a finer scale
artefact reuse modifies the original functional context and can subsequently cause erroneous
interpretation. For example, broken pottery is not just 'discarded' locally but can be re-used
during land fertilisation (night soiling), leading to a potential misinterpretation of a pottery
scatter as a site. The scale and impact of the resultant transforms can vary greatly.
Extensive cultural modification has occurred over the past century. Social and technological
changes have signitl.cantly impacted on the fabric of urban and rural landscapes. Urban
expansion and the use of more destructive agricultural techniques (deep ploughing, boundary
re-organisation and increased drainage), have caused immense destruction of archaeological
residues. Although these recent modifications have, arguably, destroyed more archaeological
residues tl1an at any other time they are still part of a larger scale process of change. The
archaeological resource has been subject to a range of cultural modifications (for example
ploughing, settlement abandotunent, land tenure re-organisations and re-use of structural
material) for as long as human activity has occurred. It is the responsibility of archaeologists
and cultural resource managers to ensure that appropriate mitigation or preservation systems
are in place prior to any destruction.
Although specitlc will be discussed in greater detail later in the research cultural transfonns in
the study area include:

•

Past obliteration of early sites through changes in landscape management and
agricultural practices (i.e. roman cadastration).

sa

Mudbrick quarrying (shallow scoops associated with tells).

•

Modern agricultural practices (bulldozers, ploughing and irrigation).

•

The modern transport of archaeological soil horizons for topsoil.

•

Cairn creation and clearances in the basalt.
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3.3.2 Natural transforms
The archaeological record affects and is affected by its immediate surroundings: its
environment or matrix (Stein 1992; Schiffer 1996). The immediate environmental matri.x
determines the medium of preservation, and the attributes of the material determine if the
material will survive within this matrix. Thus, understanding the immediate matrix leads to
increased appreciation of material bias governed by artefact-environment interactions. There
are three main agents of deterioration:

Chemical Agents: Chemical agents are pervasive in both systemic and archaeological
contexts. The atmosphere and the soil contain water and oxygen, which are sufficient
to propagate many chemical reactions, the most common of which are oxidation and
reduction. Irradiation of materials by Sunlight induces photochemical degradation,
particularly within organic compounds. Furthermore, increase in heat increases
reaction rates. Acids and Bases react chemically with a variety of material types and
occur naturally both in the atmosphere (for example, C0 2 reacts with water to form
the weak Carbonic Acid H 2C01) and within soils.

Physical Agents: Physical agents of deterioration are ubiquitous. Volcanoes, hurricanes,
earthquakes, landslides, Hoods and other natural disasters affect artefacts and
structures over large geographical extents. \Vater is a particularly pervasive
deteriorating agent: streams, rivers and the sea erode the physical matri.x, reworking
and abrading any archaeological material, drainage leads to erosion and moisture is
the normal medium of decay. \\find can erode the most labile elements of a soil
structure which causes formation patterns to combine and collapse while the redepositing material may obscure some other residues. Temperature changes have a
significant impact on soil expansion and contraction providing fissures through
which residues can fall. Even the action of gravity on a steep slope can displace or
bury archaeological residues.

Biological Agents: Living organisms are the principal agents of long term biological
decay. Bacteria and fungi initiate the process of decay or rot and can survive \vithin a
variety of extreme environmental conditions. Animals ranging from insects to
mammals can cause a variety of pre and post-depositional disturbance. Plant roots
and burrowing animals cause particular damage to the local matrix, disturbing artefact
sequences.
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The rate at which these processes operate is dependent upon local conditions. As the local
matrix is modified the conditions change to promote or inhibit particular agents (Schiffer
1987). These effects are variable over different environmental, ecological and temporal scales.
For example, a criticism of using 'soil-type' as a variable within any historical modelling
exercise is that the current soil-type may not be representative of any past conditions as the
interaction of biological, physical and chemical agents in conjunction with anthropogenic
actions have changed the nature of the soil. Furthermore, there is a more philosophical issue
on the nature of classification: do modern soil science classitications have any relationship
with how archaeological agents classified soil (if, indeed, they did).
The micro-environmental conditions determine the differential preservanon of the
archaeological record. However, further modification and masking can occur through meso
and macro environmental effects. The primary areas of interaction are:
1.

Site mesoenvironment: the topographic setting and landforms of the area utilised
for subsistence.

2.

Site moditication: pre and post-depositional disturbance through the actions of
running water, frost, expansion and contraction, deflation, animals (including
humans), plants and gravity.

3.

Site destruction and dispersal: through the same agents.

Geoarchaeology is the study of the effect of these natural processes (Scudder et al. 1996).
One aim of geoarchaeology is to understand how natural processes have transformed the
archaeological record and how this impacts upon interpretation. For example, a multi-period
pottery scatter makes much more sense when one is informed that significant det1ation has
occurred in the landscape. Alternatively, an area that is considered to be sterile during surface
survey does not actually provide negative evidence when one is informed that it is part of an
aggrading t1oodplain.
Many anthropogenic actions can have a significant impact upon the natural environment.
Prehistoric woodland clearances have been demonstrated to cause massive soil erosion
events that substantially affect the hydrological system and the topography of a regional river
catchment (1-'Iacklin and Needham 1992; Macklin et al. 1992). Thus, the inter-relationships of
natural and cultural processes can modify the landscape in many complex ways.
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3.3.3 Discussion
Landscapes are the manifestation of tensions between Cultural and Natural (C and N)
transformations working at various spatial and temporal scales and with varying degrees of
positive or negative interaction. The development of landscapes is complex, and it is difficult
to extract the specific impact of either cultural or natural events on this development (Layton
and Ucko 1999 p. 2). However, the relationships between natural and anthropogenic agents,
although complex, have been hypothetically modelled (see particularly the works of Butzer
1982; Crumley and Marquardt 1987; Waters 1992; Crumley 1994). Cultural formation and
deformation influence the structure of the archaeological record, ranging from larger scale
site and hinterland modi6cations (or even destruction) down to micro scale discard strategies.
It is also possible for 'sites' to go through a cyclical process of birth (inception), life (use),
death (disuse) and then re-birth (re-use) (Langran 1992) creating a palimpsest of
discontinuous occupations that may be dif6cult to disentangle (see Figure 53).

Natural

formation processes in such fotms as erosion, mixing and burial interact with cultural
processes and further modify them. Furthermore, the nature of the archaeological material
undergoes long-term degradation based upon physical, chemical and biological agents that is
a function of the localised environmental matri.x (Rossignol 1992). The long term
modification and even destruction of archaeological residues has a profound impact on their
interpretation. Settlement patterns become increasingly fragmentary and those from some
periods may have lost so much of their original structure that coherent and valid
interpretation is now impossible (faylor 1972).
In some environments disentangling and interpreting these natural and cultural formation
and deformation sequences is extremely complex (for example see Figure 50 and Figure 51).
Ebert (1988) compares a number of projects that have determined depositional and postdepositional processes from satellite imagery. The study area (see Chapter 4) has undergone a
range of natural and cultural processes that have occurred over numerous millennia
including; det1ation, fluvial burial, modern and past anthropogenic practices (examples
include irrigation, topsoil movement, bulldozing, land reorganisation and mudbrick
extraction pits).
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Recent mud-brick collapse
at site 315 (Tell Nebi Mend)

Tip lines through the rampart
at site 14 (Tell Nebi Noah)

Mud brick collapse in section
at site 256 (Tell Ahmad)

Figure 50 Formation and deformati on process in the mar!.

Occupied Tell (Tell Nebi Mend Site 315).
Note the range of building materials and that
current occupation occurs in conjuct ion with
seemingly abandoned structures.

Occupied Tell (Tell Nebi Mend Site 315).
Juxtaposing modern development against collapse.

Figure 51 Natural and cultu ral formation and deform ation
p rocesses on T ell Ncbi I\ lend .
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3.4 Practice and archaeological landscapes
The vast majority of archaeological residues are buried and essentially invisible to the human
eye. However, traces can be identified through such evidence as upstanding monuments,
relict fieldsystems, clusters of artefacts, chemical and physical residues and variations in
surface relief. Archaeologists employ two main approaches to identify and understand
archaeological residues: S11rory (with no or limited destruction) and excatJa/ion (destructive).
Each approach uses a variety of different techniques that sample different attributes of a
landscape in progressively increasing detail.
Survey itself comes in many different forms each providing different results. It is often the
first stage of a long-term archaeological project providing an overview of the range and
nature of the archaeological residues. However, survey is not just the preliminary stage for
future intrusive excavations; a well designed survey strategy will address questions that
excavation can never answer. Realistically only regional survey provides the opportunity to
study and interpret related archaeological residues dispersed over space (Banning 2002 p. 1).
In landscape s11rory a block of land is examined \vith the purpose of detecting 'sites' or loci of past
activity. Background information is collated through a desk-based assessment. The areas are
then examined during site surory where intensive fieldwalking, geophysical prospection and
sub-surface sampling techniques can be used to further characterise (or recognise) the residues
or reveal areas that may have been missed. Survey of this nature is widely used throughout
the world. Many archaeological investigations only use the two broad techniques of landscape
and site survey as they provide the archaeologist \vith a wealth of data for interpretation.
However, for more detailed understanding (or identification) then the many techniques of

e:\Xavation are required (Roskams 2001). For the requirements of this research excavations will
not be discussed in detail.

3.4.1 Survey objectives
The results of archaeological survey depend on the objectives it was designed to achieve. The
survey design or metbodolo,f!Y inherently biases any data collected. For example, a methodology
that focuses on identifying areas of past settlement will identify few, if any, temporary or
nomadic sites. Therefore, it is important to record the survey objectives in any metadata
descriptor of the data set. Recording such information will reduce erroneous application of
the survey data by other researchers. For example using the previous case of surveying past
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settlements, these data should not be used to determine the range of site types within a
landscape as there may be significant bias in the collection methodology.
All surveys do not aim to achieve the same ends. There are many different survey objectives,
but the majority can be generalised into the following groups:

Reconnaissance survey: (Detection) Primarily designed to detect all the positive and
negative archaeological evidence within a study area.

Evaluation survey: (Recognition) To assess the archaeological content of a landscape
using survey techniques that allow either tield-prospection, statistical hypothesis
building or the identification of spatial structure to occur.

Landscape research: (Identification) To form theoretical understanding of the
relationships between settlement dynamics, hinterlands and the landscape itself.

Cultural Resource Management (CRM):

(Protection) Primarily designed

for

management of the available resources. CRlvf applications are not necessarily distinct
from other survey objectives although they may be conducted as part of a more
general information capture system.
The aim of landscape survey is to detect areas of past human activity. Two principal data
collection techniques are employed:
•

Desk based assessment.

•

Ground reconnaissance.

Desk Based Assessment (DBi\.) is the collation, integration and analysis of all archaeologically
pertinent material for the study area. Ground reconnaissance is the process of field data
capture. Most ground reconnaissance techniques employ solely surface collection. This is
ideal where post-depositional process actually leave an assemblage on the surface. However,
this is rarely the case and many surface assemblages are the result of modification from
ploughing or exposure by erosion. Only experimental work will help to understand the
relationships and transforms from sub-surface assemblages to surface assemblages. However,
for residues revealed by ploughing there is a strong correlation between surface and
subsurface remains (Lambrick 1977). In some situations sub-surface collection will occur by
test-pitting or shovelling to access buried residues.
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3.4.2 Desk based assessment
Desk based assessment involves the thorough researching of all existing information. The
Institute of Field Archaeologists (IF A) defines it as:

... a programme qf assessment

of the known

or potential ardHJeological resource within a

Jpecified area or site on land, inter-tidal zone or tmdenvater. It comists
e:v:iJ1il~g

1vritten,

graphit~

of a mllation of

photographic and eledronic itiformation in order to identffj the

like!J dJarader, e:x"/ent, quali!J and UJOfth

of the knmvn or potential archaeological resource

in a local, regional, national or international context as appropriate.

(IFA 2001)
Sources that are normally considered for reference during a DBA are:

•

Regional and national site inventories.

•

Public and private collections of artefacts and ecofacts.

•

Modern and historical mapping.

•

Aerial photography and other remote sensing.

•

Historic documents.

•

Geo-technical information (such as soil maps and borehole data).

Desktop studies allow a broad understanding of the landscape and thus aid the
implementation of the project design, saving valuable time and money.
It is within this framework that satellite imagery plays an important role. Medium spatial and
spectral resolution satellite imagery (such as Landsat) allows the determination of geotechnical information in scales that are more useful for archaeological enquiry than many
available map sources. High spatial resolution satellite imagery can supplant modern mapping
sources by providing a mapping base which has not been subjected to generalisation, and
hence loss of detail. This imagery also shares many of the characteristics of aerial
photographic imagery but with a much larger synoptic footprint.
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3.4.2.1 Prospection
Prospection techniques optimise the probability of detecting archaeological residues. As
opposed to statistical surveys (see section 3.4.3.1 ), which use more elaborate and timeconsuming techniques, prospection takes advantage of any available information which will
improve the chances of discovering archaeological material. Historical and geo-technical
documentation are a valuable resource for prospection as they can indicate areas to exclude
from a survey. For example it is a waste of resources to intensively survey for prehistoric
remains on a terrace that was formed in the l2'h Century AD. However, rarely do these
sources provide accurate spatial referencing for specific events. To address this issue, data
collated and created during the DBA are modelled from manual interpretation or computer
classification in a geo-referenced format.
Manual interpretation correlates the information layers (and possibly enhances them usmg
computer techniques) and, after reference to an image interpretation key, is used to describe
and interpret as many potential archaeological residues as possible.
Computer classification employs a vanety of different digital classification techniques to
provide archaeological information. The approach used is determined by the methodology
employed by the user.

It~

for example, the user believes there is an identifiable archaeological

spectral signature, then one might create training areas and classify the information
accordingly. Alternatively, if it is believed that the archaeological residues exhibit a higher or
lower statistical distribution relative to a 'background' reading then a variety of regional or
local statistical modelling exercises could be undertaken. It may also be necessary to combine
multiple themes using, for example, multivariate techniques. \Vhatever the approach
archaeologists tend to refer to these mechanisms of classification as predictive modelling.
More formally they can be called Exploratory Data Analysis.
\Vhatever technique is used ground observation is required to check the validity of the
detection exercise and to collect more data to further characterise the residues under
investigation. Prospection is used to provide maximum archaeological return for minimum
investment of time and resources and is applied in a structured way that intersects \vith areas
of high archaeological probability.
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This technique by its very nature creates biases in the collected data as areas of high
archaeological probability are examined in preference

to

other areas. Hence, the results of

prospection should only be generalised with care. If the assumptions used in prospection
have not been statistically ground tested then erroneous landscape generalisations could
occur. However, generalisation and interpretation is not the primary goal of prospection;
rather, prospection is used to characterise particular archaeological residues within the
landscape.

3.4.2.2 Predictive modelling
Predictive modelling is based on detennining the correlation between known sites and
environmental

features

in

a particular region

and

projecting

the

knowledge

to

environmentally similar areas (\Varren and Asch 2000 p. 6).
Predictive models attempt to propose a:

... Jimplified Jet

rif teJtable

bypotbeJeJ- baJed

Otl

either behavioural amtmptiofiJ or of/

empirical comlatiom 1vbicb at a minim11m attemptJ to predid a lod qf paJt buman
adivitieJ re.mlting in tbe depoJition

rif artifadJ or tbe alteration rif the landscape.

Qudge and Sebastian 1988 p. 33)
Archaeological predictive modelling has its basis in the settlement studies carried out by
archaeologists in the 1950s and 1960s. In the mid 1960s locational concepts were borrowed
from geography and provided a supporting body of theory. It was also at this time that
archaeologists began to appreciate the importance of ecological and environmental variables
in understanding settlement variability. Since then these variables have been used to great
effect (Dalla Bona 1994).
Predictive models are either inductively or deductively derived. Inductively derived models
test hypotheses against a database usually using multivariate classifiers. Hence these models
are subject to any bias existing in the database. Deductively derived models begin with
theories predicting human behaviour (for example, all settlements will be close to water).
\Vhile deductive models better encompass the range of human behaviour they suffer from
changing interpretations and theoretical viewpoints (Dalla Bona 1994).
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Those models that focus on the physical environment and its effects on settlement have been
referred to as man-land relationships (Kvamme 1988 p. 332). The examination of sitecatchments, topography, vegetation and other environmental features are major elements of
this approach. On the other hand man-man relationships refer to analyses that assess the
importance of the human or social environment in structuring patterns of settlement. These
analyses focus on such themes as central place theory, rank size theory and population
distributions over the landscape (Banning 2002).
Finally, all predictive modelling exercises can be broken down into three primary stages (after
Dalla Bona 1994):

1. Hypothesis development, organisation and data collection.
2.

Initial model development and testing.

3.

Continued application of the model and on-going refinement.

Most predictive models stop at the secondary stage. However the tertiary stage can be viewed
as the most important and is ideally a never ending process whereby the predictive
robustness of the model is increased. Ebert (1988) compares a number of American
predictive modelling exercises employing satellite imagery as an analytical layer.
The analysis of landscape infonnation has traditionally occurred in a case by case fashion.
However, GIS applications allow archaeologists the ability to reproduce their methodologies
over a discontiguous area and, furthermore, re-evaluate analyses after more information has
been collected. The use of such a toolkit will allow the continual development of hypotheses
to occur.

3.4.3 Ground reconnaissance
Fieldwork programmes that collect landscape-orientated infonnation are not focused on
excavation techniques; rather they are focused upon large scale sampling strategies that
collect physical and artefactual data and place extant residues into a contextual framework
(Plog et al. 1978; Ammerman 1981). The developmental history of the application areas needs
to be researched, not only to integrate any other archaeological works, but to understand the
extent to which surface material may have been disturbed by natural or cultural
transformations. This information aids the identification of areas where the methodology
employed will not work (for example fieldwalking on an aggrading alluvial floodplain). Many
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regions contatn a variety of landscape types and a single methodology may not be
appropriate. Therefore, t1exible methodologies are employed that can respond to the unique
developmental histories of different landscape zones. However, such t1exibility has an impact
on the Archaeological Information System (AIS), the associated recording system and the
interpretative frameworks as these data sources will need to be interpreted as a single coordinated information set.

3.4.3.1 Statistical survey
Sampling techniques are used because it would be extremely expensive and time consuming
to apply the same strategy across the whole landscape. Landscape surveys employ various
sampling methodologies during data collection (i.e. random, non-probabilistic, cluster,
multistage and total Qudge et al. 1975; Schiffer et al. 1978; Banning 2002)). These are
predominantly determined by the research goals of the project, the accessibility of sites in the
landscape, the types of analysis which will be performed upon the data and cost. A sample is
a subset of a population; if the sample is representative of the population under study then
the characteristics of the population can be estimated using attributes of the sample. If this
assumption holds for archaeological survey then it is not necessary to detect all archaeological
residues as processes that affect the whole population can be extrapolated from the sample.
The problems of sampling in an archaeological context are clear, primarily concentrating on
the bias of different strategies and the fact that any sample, however well ddined, remains
just a sample. Its results may be broadly applicable to the rest of the area, but will never be
entirely so. Furthermore, no sampling technique is total, even the misnomer of 'total' survey
rarely samples everything.
In total survey the whole landscape may be evaluated by transects or quadrats, but only a
small sample of each transect is actually surveyed (Banning 2002 p. 167). The intensity of the
survey reveals a level of probability that the survey has adequately characterised the required
residues. Intensity does not just refer to increased coverage but also to re-surveying in
different environmental conditions, times of day and with different crew members (Schiffer et

al. 1978; Shennan 1985 p. 10; Banning 2002 pp. 224- 225). The results are compounded by
the problem of detedabiliry which is the possibility that an observer may fail to notice a target
even though the survey intersects with the target (Shennan 1997). This could be due to the
target being completely obscured, for example, by alluvium, transparently obscured, for
example, by vegetation or that the observer does not have the skills to recognise the target.
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The visibility of sites and artefacts can vary widely predominantly due to factors such as
seasonal weather patterns, vegetation cover and land use regimes. Results tend to be more
reliable from long-term projects where the region is covered repeatedly. However, it is
financially untenable to conduct a total survey and be statistically confident that all of tl1e
archaeological residues have been characterised, never mind understood.
Even \vith these statistical limitations, landscape sampling provides a data resource which not
only complements excavation data but, for certain types of enquiry, transcends it. It is a
particularly effective means of analysing spatial organisation. Hence, a clearly defined
sampling strategy with a robust research design will facilitate landscape interpretations which
are used to develop more refined fieldwork approaches.
Sampling reduces the costs of both fieldwork and analysis. As sampling is selective in its
approach to the landscape, areas that are unsampled remain undisturbed for future
researchers. However, in order to detine what form of sampling is appropriate one needs to
understand the general spatial and temporal attributes of the population, which, in the initial
phases of an unsurveyed landscape is difticult.
Unlike prospection, statistical surveys are commonly used to directly infer the follO\ving
information (after Banning 2002):

•

Site densities (by type and/ or period).

•

Artefact densities (by classitication and/ or period).

•

Spatial patterning of residues.

•

Material diversity.

This infonnation is then used within other theoretical systems to indirectly estimate
population change, ecological preference, settlement systems and many of the other cultural
products already discussed. Equally importantly the data can be used to refine the hypotheses
and assumptions defined during the prospection phase.
To address the statistical limitations of sampling, surveys are often undertaken at varying
resolutions and intensities. Rapid low resolution surveys can be conducted to infer large scale
patterning, these are then retined by conducting higher intensity surveys around areas of
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interest. In such a situation it is implicit that the infonnation system can manage the data
effectively to ensure consistency in interpretation and generalisation. Surveys with multiple
goals can thus be realised using different survey techniques.
3.4.3.1.1 Consistemy

Consistency within the survey is essential in order to confidently interpret survey results
across the landscape. However, researchers are increasingly combining the results of different
surveys in order to look at archaeological variations at even larger scales (this is an emerging
body of work referred to as meta landscapes (Raczkowski 2000)). It is inevitable that different
techniques will be used by different surveys. Hence the integration of multiple surveys into a
single body may well be significantly undermined by differences in survey technique.
Although ensuring consistency for other future researchers may not be a high priority for the
survey team it is possible to build in levels of consistency for the longer term:

e

The local or national CRL\1 body may insist on core information to facilitate other
enqmnes.

•

Document all aspects of the survey strategy and methodology and include them
during data deposition.

•

Where practicable, if inter-project goals have been identified, incorporate them
into the survey methodology.
3.4.3.1.2 Artefads

Artefacts provide the major chronological frameworks for the archaeological record and
insights into the social, political, artistic and economic backdrop. Differential preservation of
artefacts is dependent upon the local matrix, temperature and material of the object. Rarely
do conditions prevail which are conducive to the retrieval of all the materials originally
present. This differential preservation will normally give large biases in the collection of
artefacts, usually in the favour of inorganic materials.
However, in the context of detection, the mere clustering of artefacts is as important as the
attributes each artefact contains. From the spatial patterning of artefact distributions \vithin
the landscape, sites are ascribed. The types of artefact may indicate the date, duration, form,
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function and variability of the site. Further, relationships between sites are extrapolated to
produce thematic understanding of past societies.

3.4.3.1.3 Ecofacts
Only recently have archaeologists attempted to place archaeological sites into their
contemporary environment and view the human action as an inherent part of a broader
ecological system. A reliable date for a site allows coarse interpretations of the local climate
by reference to environmental indicators contained within secure deposits (such as sediment
or ice cores). Finer grade questions follow; local t1ora and fauna can be reconstructed by their
archaeological remains. Some of these plants, insects and animals live in specific
environmental conditions and therefore their presence is a good indication of the local
habitat at that time. Further, analysis gives indications of subsistence and diet, which can be
extrapolated to gain an understanding of how the ecology was exploited.

3.4.3.1.4 Other techniques
\'V'ith the emphasis on cost and time, excavation is a tool that is rarely used in landscape
studies due to its inherent expense. However, a battery of remote sensing techniques can
detect sub-surface features quickly and cheaply. The results of these geophysical surveys,
particularly on single-period sites, complement surface survey by improving spatial control.

3.4.4 Summary
It is a truism that the survey design and methodology constrain the results that the survey can
be expected to yield. Consequently, surveys are designed to produce the results that are
required for interpretation and analysis. This design process may take many years as most
surveys start \vith an imperfect knowledge of the problem and the resource. Increased
understanding occurs over successive seasons of fieldwork and interpretation. Hence, the
relationship between goals, data and methodology is hermeneutic.
Commonly, surveys are designed to optlmlse the discovery of archaeological residues
(prospection), to use statistics to extrapolate attributes of a population from a sample or to
detect spatial patterning. One aspect of this research is to address how high resolution
satellite imagery can impact upon survey design. It should be expected that high spatial
resolution imagery with a large synoptic footprint, within which archaeological residues can
be easily identified, will frame how survey is undertaken. Tlus has occurred for the SHR
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project where residue identification from satellite imagery is the first stage of a battery of
survey techniques which also includes:

•

Rapid recording and grab samples focussed on diagnostic material for all sites.

•

Gridded sieved collections on a sample of sites

•

Off-site tield-walked transects.

•

Artefact fall off by distance from site.

The survey design and methodology provides the archaeologist with data. It is then the
archaeologist's goal to transform this data into information which corresponds with the
research hypotheses. However, it must be remembered that these data are not intrinsically
meaningful: archaeologists have spent many years detining mechanisms to classify
archaeological residues to facilitate meaningful interpretation. All of these classitication
schemas are cultural products of archaeologists rather than true cultural reflections of past
soclettes.

3.5 Landscape modelling
In order to address questions of organisational change and stability, interpretation of the
archaeological record requires one to make certain inferences regarding:
1.

How the material record reflects the role that people and place played in the
organisation of the past.

2.

How the pre and post-depositional formation processes have affected the
material record.

3.

How these factors vary over space and time.

Given a robust collection strategy and understanding of landscape formation, archaeologists
need to take a theoretically informed 'leap of faith' from perceived variations in a regional
archaeological record to interpretations about past cultural systems (Wandsnider 1992a).
These interpretations are constrained by any assumptions implicit in the way the landscape is
analytically modelled.
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3.5.1 Modelling archaeological landscapes
All landscape applications model their data in unique ways dictated by their survey
methodology, research goals and the established regional classification systems. Although it
would be impossible to explicitly define all the modelling techniques used, it is possible to
outline the theoretical development of the main approaches.

3.5.1.1 The {site' model
This is the oldest model of archaeological residue dispersion and relies on the simple premise
that the archaeological population consists of a set of discrete activity areas (nominally
referred to as sites). Originally 'site' was only applied to residues that had a monumental
component such as those containing upstanding architectural remains (of stone, brick or
mud-brick), earthen mounds (tells) or substantial fortifications (Iron Age hillforts).
Subsequently, after methodological and interpretative techniques improved, surface artefact
concentrations were also recognised as sites.
These sites can be classified upon a number of criteria. The following themes are commonly
used:

•

Size .

•

Material diversity.

•

Function .

•

Morphology .

Although simplistic, this model is a convenient interpretative tool in environments where the
archaeological residues are actually discrete.
Associated with the site model is the concept of networks between (i.e. communication) or
surrounding (i.e. hinterland) sites. Early aerial archaeologists were quick to exploit the fact
that many large scale landscape features survived intact or as earthworks. Many such features
could easily be overlooked during ground survey but are obvious on aerial photographs. In
fact these 'off-site' traces were being recorded by aerial archaeologists long before the
concept of landscape archaeology existed (Banning 2002 p. 13).
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3.5.1.2 Sites as perturbations in a distribution
The inclusion of surface residues (particularly artefact scatters) into the site model marked a
subtle shift in the appreciation of site definition. Residue attributes are measured to establish
if they have a higher or lower concentration than a 'background' value. This variation is based
on the simple assumption that the background (which can also be referred to as off-site or
non-site, both of which will be defined later) values represent predominantly natural
transforms and site values represent cultural transforms, and that these distributions can be
distinguished mathematically. This assumption can be used in the interpretation of many data
collection techniques including artefact distributions, chemical residues, soil differences and
magnetic or resistance variations. In the hypothetical example illustrated in Figure 52 the
landscape was sampled in 2 metre square units, a 'site' being defined as having at least 2.5
artefacts per m~. This technique can be extended across a landscape. Two common methods
employ fixing a set value for the background level (i.e. assuming it is an isotropic plain) or by
calculating a moving average for the background level.
NW-SE Profile

Mefoct
Density

Distance in meten

Artefact Density
Per Squ~re Meter

0 4.500·5
0 4.000-4.5
CJ 3,500- 4
. 3.000-3.5
.2.500-3
.2.000 -2. 5
.1.500·2
· 1 -1.5

SW-NE Profile

Artefact
Density

Oistarlc:e in

meter~

Figure 52 I lypothetical site distribution as perturbations in a
distribution of artefacts. The site level is calculated at a density of
2.5 artefacts per m2.
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This simplistic analysis can be improved by more robust statistical techniques. For example
the uniform distribution approach assumes that both 'sites' and 'non-sites' have attributes
that are normally distributed around a mean. The mean value for the 'sites' is relatively higher
or lower than that of the 'non-sites'. This property, therefore, allows sites to be distinguished
(Buck et al. 1996).
These techniques primarily model the landscape as a binary entity (site or non-site). However,
many surveys now postulate that the landscape is a blanket of recognisable archaeological
residues with varying intensities (Cherry et al. 1991; Robinson and Zubrow 1999; Bintliff
2000; Francovich et al. 2000; \'{!ilkinson 2000; 2001) Therefore, the values of a particular
archaeological residue (such as phosphate value or artefact count) vary continuously over the
landscape and can be modelled in much more subtle ways. One approach, referred to as the
'fried egg' model, interpolates isopleths of equal attribute values (analogous to contours).
This technique highlights the gradual variations between the boundaries of sites and nonsites. There are many such statistical approaches that allow more rdined (and fuzzier)
interpretations. However, a criticism of many of these approaches is that the temporal
classification of sites can be under-represented.

3.5.1.3 Sites as palimpsests
Archaeological residues can reflect prolonged cultural activity. Hence, a settlement site may
represent continued occupation from the Neolithic, as is the case with many tell sites. These
sites may have seen variable cultural systems in their lifespan and may have been disused for
prolonged periods.
Therefore, the clustering of artefacts upon such a site does not represent a single cultural
event but many overlapping cultural sequences that form a palimpsest. It is assumed that data
collection represents the mathematical union of these activities. These data are normally
classified to highlight overlapping distributions, each distribution representing, for example, a
different set of activities or time-frames. The palimpsest model requires attribute
classification and is therefore only used on such data where the attribute collection is
adequate for the modelling goal (for example, pottery assemblages to define spatia-temporal
divisions in an area with a robust pottery sequence).
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A. Assemblage 1

B. Assemblage 2

C. Assemblage 3

Halo

E. Survey Interpretation
Figure 53 Example of assemblage overlap to erroneously produce
a site (after Banning 2002 p. 19)
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A cnuctsm of this technique is that cultural, natural and post-depositional processes can
transfonn the relationships between the original and modern distributions. Hence, these data
may not be representative of any original cultural/temporal variations: i.e. the Neolithic
phases may be obscured by later phases (particularly in an aggrading environment) or modern
ploughing may have destroyed all structure. However, Rossignol and Wandsnider (1992)
amongst others have applied mechanisms to mitigate against some post-deposition processes
during modelling.
The logical extension of the palimpsest approach, as demonstrated by Foley (1981), is that
non-palimpsest approaches would identify an area as a site through artefact density even
though it actually represents the overlap of several distinct cultural assemblages (see Figure
53).

3.5.1.3. 1 Systemic contexts
In order to reconstruct past human activity it is important to be aware of the context of an
artefact, feature or site. Its context relates to the analytical unit's immediate matrix, its date
(or ability to provide a date) and its association with other analytical units. The selection of an
analytical unit, in some respect, dictates the scale of the analysis to be performed (Shennan
1985; Renfrew and Bahn 1991 p. 42; Banning 2002). However, artefacts and features
recovered from an archaeological context may be in different systemic contexts. A systemic
context refers to residues when they are participating in the same behavioural system. Thus,
due to the multi-faceted interpretation and classification of artefacts, features and settlements
each may exist in multiple archaeological and systemic contexts depending upon the
viewpoint of the observer (Schiffer 1987 p. 3). The palimpsest model was one of the first
models that could properly account for changes in systemic context.

3.5.1.4 The off-site (or hinterland) model
The off-site model is a complementary technique to a slte model because it focuses on
modelling cultural activity between and around sites. Off-site collection was a reaction in the
late 1970s and early 1980s to the site-centric view of landscape survey. Binford (1982; 1992;
1996) argued that increased understanding of settlements and settlement patterning could be
achieved by understanding how the landscape between sites was exploited and managed. This
led to a re-appraisal of survey techniques that explicitly included collection and interpretation
of off-site residues. In landscapes where persistent settlement evidence is the nonn (such as
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many areas of the Middle East (\V'ilkinson 2000)), the off-site model is regularly used to
incorporate other aspects of human occupation that occur away from a settlement. These
approaches are pt-imarily focussed on subsistence activities such as agriculture, pastoralism
and other resource procurement and management strategies. Furthermore, off-site modelling
is complementary to more modern landscape theories of perception and phenomenology
(for examples see Barrett 1994; Tilley 1994) which consider that the landscape is much more
complex than categories of sites and empty spaces. The off-site model should not be
confused with the non-site model which uses different assumptions and techniques for
collection and interpretation.

3.5.1.5 The non-site model
The non-site model is a development of the off-site model which applies a distinctly
statistical approach to residue variation within the landscape (Ebert 1991; Dunnel 1992). The
methodology is not designed to detect sites per se, rather, it is designed to focus upon residue
(and attribute) variations. It is postulated that spatial analysis of these variations in
conjunction with ecological parameters (i.e. soil type, hydrology and landform) leads to better
archaeological understanding.

3.5.2 'Sites' as interpretative units
The term 'site' has already been referred to extensively, but what is a 'site'? \V'hat constitutes
its existence and what, as an analytical unit, does 'site' mean? The notion of 'site' is ubiquitous
as an archaeological tool for conceptualising the archaeological record. It is expressed as a
recognised unit, which, in itself, brings credence to the definition, although it is rarely
defined. The problem of site, within the context of approaches to landscape archaeology, lies
in the definition of form, function, duration, variability and spatial boundedness.
Initially sites were any prominent areas in the landscape, as determined by topography or
monumental architecture, of any antiquity. Surveys initially focused on the prospection and
characterisation of these sites. However, as archaeologists became more interested in
reconstructing human impact over the whole landscape, it was recognised that this approach
severely biased any archaeological collection programme. Smaller settlements, transitory
camps, fields and other activity loci can produce clusters of artefacts and other less obvious
residues. Hence it was postulated (at least for artefacts) that the landscape contains a variable,
but continuous, distribution on or near the surface (see section 3.5.1.5). How does the
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quantitative or qualitative variation of attributes reflect human dynamics and thus upon what
basis can we extrapolate the notion of site (Dunnel 1992)? Surveying the whole landscape to
discover such residues gave the theoretical and terminological paradox of 'when does a site
become a site'? Off-site and non-site methodologies were developed as an attempt to resolve
this paradox. These methodologies require a significant shift in techniques that can only be
achieved by applying systematic statistical survey, as comparative analysis with other areas is
necessary during interpretation.
So is the term 'site' still a useful term in synthetic applications? Amongst others, Binford
(1992) criticises many uses of the term site. He argues that without supporting evidence from
morphological sources and extrapolation into the social (and spatial) dynamics of the
landscape one cannot define a site. In short, simple aggregation of artefacts does not lead to
the discovery of a site. There is a movement away from 'site' studies at the landscape level
into a more profound consideration of artefacts and morphological factors. In fact, Binford
has argued that aggregating landscape information within sites, during collection and in
subsequent interpretation, can mask the underlying patterns and processes. These
philosophical problems extend beyond the remits of this research. However, they are
important in relation to the exploitation of remote sensing resources for archaeological
purposes and offer important new avenues for visualising and evaluating landscapes.

3.6 Discussion
The improvement of reconnaissance techniques and the integration of information from
different sources have developed surface survey from a preliminary stage for fieldwork into
an area of inquiry in its own right, forming the framework for Cultural Resource
Management. The integration of information from a number of neighbouring surveys can
lead to a large scale information resource, although the quality, accuracy and consistency of
projects with different goals and methodologies can vary widely.
A well-developed and implemented surface survey methodology can produce a great deal of
archaeological information. However, survey does not give the same quality of information
as excavation. This is particularly important during the assessment of artefacts. Artefacts
provide the chronological, functional and economic frameworks for the survey; yet how can
we be sure that surface traces reflect the same distributions below ground. This argument has
been countered by the assertion that most artefacts were originally surface assemblages and if
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one can understand the transfom1ation processes that affected artefacts then biases can be
modelled (Camilli and Ebert, 1992). Furthermore, the chronological frameworks of pottery
sequences, for example, are subject to change at both a local and regional level. This causes a
problem when dating, derived from such sequences, enters a site record. How can a revised
pottery sequence be propagated back into the archaeological record so that it reflects the
revised sequence?
Artefacts from single period or shallow sites would be expected to g1ve the most reliable
information. Conversely, multi-period sites, particularly tells, could show little evidence on
the surface of the earliest and deepest levels. In addition, natural transformation agents may
effectively mask an area of archaeological interest (for example, the burial of sites beneath
alluvial or aeolian deposits) or alternatively they may mix a group of stratigraphically distinct
artefacts by a process of deflation. Although this is problematic, if the methodology and
analytical components state the assumptions and biases in survey strategy then interpretation
should not be unduly affected. After interpretation it could be possible to test the hypothesis
by further empirical collection, for example, by test pitting and excavation.
Some archaeologists denigrate the usefulness of archaeological surveys. They point out the
fact that many have failed, and still continue to fail, to detect sites of signiticance or that
surveys introduce undue bias when estimating a site's date or relative import. However,
surveys do collect information that is regularly overlooked during excavation and other
higher resolution data collection. Furthermore, most failures are due to poor survey design
and lack of focus for the survey objectives.

3.6.1 Research implications of landscape archaeology
Approaches to landscape archaeology are becoming increasingly multi-disciplinary. The SHR
project (see Chapter 4) is in its early stages and is in a state of imperfect knowledge. The only
traditional DBA resources are modem and historic mapping at different scales. These only
provide a limited indication of the range of archaeological residues in the application with a
signiticant bias towards monumental remains. Satellite imagery is viewed as a potentially costeffective medium to improve on this state of knowledge. It is hoped that information derived
from the satellite imagery will frame the theoretical and methodological techniques employed
in the short to medium term. These improvements are not just related to the detection and
interpretation

of

archaeological

residues.
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Allied

colleagues

(geomorphologists,

environmentalists and historical geographers) reqwre a range of thematic information in
order to contextualise their data. Satellite imagety also has the potential to aid in their
research enquiries. The integration of satellite imagery into landscape archaeological
approaches has the potential to bridge the gap between processual and post-processual
theoretical stances by generalizing the digital imagery into a variety of theoretically driven
archaeological themes (Anschuetz et al. 2001 p. 159). Aerial photography and satellite imagery
have not only aided landscape collection by the inherent information they contain, they can
be used as analytical tools. It is not unreasonable to collect satellite imagery for the whole
application area, and through a process of 'ground-observation' and image manipulation it is
possible to extend the correlation of the ground-observed (or ClUvi) data through the whole
application area in conjunction with other thematic data sets (geology, hydrology etc.).
Irrespective of the above, the impact of satellite imagery on landscape archaeology should be
evaluated as to whether it can improve method and analysis or whether it can reduce costs in
general.
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SECTION 2: METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER 4 SETTLEMENT AND LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT IN THE
HOMS REGION, SYRIA: AIMS, SETTING, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
FIELD\'\'ORK (1999-2003)

4.1 The SHR project
Settlement and Landscape Development in the Horns Region, Syria (abbreviated to SHR) is a
multidisciplinary, multi-period regional survey project with both archaeological and palaeoenvironmental dimensions. The project was formally initiated in 1999 and is jointly directed
by Dr. Graham Philip (University of Durham, UK) and Drs. lVIichelle Maqudassi and
Mamoun Abdulkareem (Directorate General of Antiquities and l'viuseums, Damascus, Syria).
This chapter draws upon the results of several project publications (Donoghue et al. 2000;
Beck 2002; Philip et al. 2002a; Philip et al. 2002b; Beck 2003; Bridgland et al. 2003; Philip et al.
in press), unpublished project documentation and various discussions with colleagues both in
Durham and in Syria. As such this chapter outlines many of the overarching agendas of the
SHR project of which this research forms a part.
The project area itself consists of two distinct study areas (see Figure 54): one located to the
north-west of Horns covering some 195 km 2 and the other located south-west of Hams
covering some 385 km 2 . Each of these areas contains elements of the three principal
environmental zones characteristic of this region of the Orontes valley: mar!, alluvium and
basalt plateau (see Figure 55). In part these contrasting zones were deliberately chosen \vith a
view to evaluate the methods for their applicability in a broad range of environment types.
The study area was designed to be large enough to permit the analysis of overall settlement
structure while remaining small enough to pennit representative high intensity survey. The
extents of each environmental zone are referred to as landscape units, and form the basic
analytical units for sampling.
The project aims to understand the ecological context of human activity and the complex
interplay between natural and anthropogenic factors in structuring long term trends in
regional landscape development in western Syria.
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4.2 Environmental zones, land use and archaeological summary
There is little recent literature on the geological and geomorphological characteristics of the
region. Hence, the acquisition of such data is fundamental to the success of the project (see
for example Bridgland et al. 2003). The following summaries of the main environmental
zones is reliant upon a limited range of older publications (Voute 19 55; Ponikarov et al.
1967), the summary statements ofWirth (1971) and Wolfart (1967) and field observations by
the project teams.

Irrigation in the marl

The mar! landscape

Mud bricks
Figure 56 Elements of the mad landscape

4.2.1 The marl zone (units 1 and 4)
The area consists of Upper Miocene lacusttine marls, overlain by thin irregular sheets of
Pleistocene pebbles and gravels. These are covered by a layer of reddish brown loam, which
is derived in part from the weathering of the marls, but also through colluviation from the
Eocene limestone hills to the south-east This soil depth ranges from 0.2 to 0 4 m but can
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reach up to 0.7 m in wadi beds. These soils are undergoing aeolian deflation. With the
exception of the active river terraces, where extensive irrigation means that crop cover is
virtually continuous throughout the year, agriculture relies on rainfall. The rainfall within the
study area varies between 200mm and 1000mm per annum (see Figure 76). This variation
demonstrates that some of the area is marginal. However, in recent years further crops have
been realised by pumping water from the underlying water table. The area is crossed by
several very shallow wadi systems which run in a north-westerly direction from the course of
the large wadi al-Rabaya that hugs the lower slopes of the Anti-Lebanon range. These are
shown on recent maps as seasonal watercourses, although field investigation indicates that
they are scarcely perceptible in some places, and there is no indication that they are still
actively connected to wadi al-Rabaya. Rather, it appears, that they now remove surface runoff (Bshesh, pets. comm.). Thus, for large parts of the growing season the area can be
considered to be bare soil in a semi-arid environment (Philip et aL 2002a). However, the
interim fieldwork season conducted during April and May 2001, after the rainfall, has
demonstrated that the application area is far from agriculturally marginal. Although a
reducing water table over the past two decades has led to increased cultivation of olive
groves, almond groves and fruit orchards within the rainfed areas (Bshesh, pets. comm.), at
least one harvest of wheat and other crops is possible within the application area. This
significant shift from bare soil to intensive vegetation has a significant impact on the
prospection techniques used.

Tell site 256 in the marl (notice the compacted
bedouin settlement in the foreground)

Flat site 308 in the rnarl

Figure 57 , \rchaeological residues in th e mar!.
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In Unit -1-, the mar! in the northern study area, the agricultural practices were signiticantly
moditled after the in troduction of concrete irrigation in frastructure in the 1930s. A lthough
this has impacted on the arc haeological resid ues in the area, it is useti.tl from a CR.t\1
perspective to attempt to guantit)· this archaeological impact.

A.rchaeologically this zone is characterised by a num ber of distinctive tell sites and far less
o bvious smaller sites that appear as either low mounds or tlat areas (sometimes associated
with a depression) marked by artefact scatters and soil colour differences (see Figure 57).
There are also a number of o bvious industrial and architectural fragments (s uch as columns,
olive presses and rotary mills) distributed through the landscape.

f

Pumping in the basalt.

The basa lt landscape

Basalt archrtecture
hgurc 58 l ·: lcment:< of th<: ba:<a lt land:<capc.
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Cobble wall in the basalt

Greek inscription

Figure 59 ,\rchaeological rcsiducs in the basalt.

4.2.2 The basalt zone (units 3 and 7)
Units 3 and 7 are located on the eastern edge of the Shin plateau, a large expanse of
Pleistocene basalt originating some 40 km west of Horns. This zone consists of large areas of
thin boulder strewn basaltic soils. Soil and water are transported downslope by surface run
off either towards the Orontes or into small internal depressions (rams). Sediment is
deposited during this process creating distinct areas with deeper soils (referred to as 'well
drained basalt' in section 6.6). The rams may be inundated in winter and, as some have no
external drainage, can retain water well into the summer. It is assumed that these natural
reservoirs would have been significant for past human populations. While the rainfall is
sufficient for dry-farming of cereals, water for humans and livestock has generally to be
collected by artificial means (see Figure 58).

Low rise (site 496) in the alluvium

Site 483 in the alluvium

liigure 60 ,\rchaeological residues in the alluvium.
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Archaeologically this zone is characterised by structural remains in the form of abandoned
villages, isolated villas, roads, tombs, cairns and agricultural systems. These are all preserved
as a palimpsest of stone walls and concentrations of mbble. In contrast to the other zones
the basalt should potentially provide rapid insights into how hinterlands were managed and
exploited.

4.2.3 The alluvial zone (units 2, 5 and 8)
Units 2 and 8 north of Lake Qatina and the eastern portion of unit 5 encompass the most
recent incision of the Orontes and its active floodplain zone. In units 2 and 8 the Orontes is
at its western extent as it cannot migrate further west due to the basalt blocking further
movement. The terrace formations associated with migration of the Orontes and other
broader scale fluvial events are poorly understood at present. However, Bridgland et al. (2003)
have tentatively suggested that the application area resides within a previously unidentified
Quaternary terrace sequence.

Pumping in the alluvium

The alluvia l landscape

TheOrontes

Figure 61 l•:lemcnts of the alluvial landscape.
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Due to the proximity of the river these areas are constantly irrigated and under virtually
continuous crop cover. West of the river terraces in zone 5 is an area of land that was initially
identified as alluvial floodplain (see section 7.6 for a re-interpretation). The formation
sequences that created this environment are extremely complex and hence detailed
geomorphological investigations are required prior to any archaeological investigations.

Irrigation cha nnels from Qat ina

Southern view of the la ke

Ma rl and cong lomerat e
at t he lake ed ge

Figure 62 Elements of the landscape around Lake Qatina.

Archaeologically, the alluvial zone is difficult to characterise: the intensive cropping and
complex geomorphology mean that archaeological residues can vary dramatically. However,
most archaeological residues within the active river incision consist of flat sites which are very
difficult to locate under crop. The lacustrine margins between the Orontes and the southwestern end of Lake Qatina contain the same residue range as observed in the mad. On the
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floodplain to the west of the Orontes in the south archaeological residues appear to be very
sparse with only a handful of low mounds and tells.

4.2.4 Lake Qatina (unit 8)
Lake Qatina is one of the few bodies of long term standing water in western Syria, having
probably originated as a natural depression adjacent to the basalt. This natural feature was
exploited by an ancient dam which raised the water level to c. 497 m. The completion of a
larger dam and associated irrigation system in the late 1930s raised the lake level by a further
2-3 m. However, capping the spring at 'Ain at-Tannur (to divert the water to Horns), a
reduction in the yearly rainfall average and extensive irrigation has led to the shrinkage of lake
Qatina (see Figure 64 and Figure 169). The lake itself offers great potential for obtaining data
suited to palaeo-environmental reconstruction. Cores in the sediments have yielded
radiocarbon dates that indicate that the sediments in lake Qatina have been accumulating for
at least 4000 years (Philip et al. 2002b p. 14).
The original damming of Lake Qatina has produced many interesting ramifications. From a
geomorphological perspective, erosion at the lake margins has revealed different geological
layers that elucidate the formation sequence in the surrounding environments (see Figure 62).
Archaeologically, the damming has helped preserve sites in the centre of the lake from
further anthropogenic modification.

However,

there have been obvious erosional

consequences. Those tells on the lake margins have been significantly eroded and in some
case destroyed by the lake (see Figure 63).

Tell site 275 eroded by lake Qatina

Tell site 173 eroded by lake Qatina

Figure 63 Archaeological residues eroded at Lake Qatina.
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At the western edge of Lake Qatina there is an area of low lying land covered in lacustrine
deposits. After the modern (1930s) dam was built this area is very susceptible to flooding if
the lake is high enough. Figure 64 displays how water level changes in the lake have affected
these residues. \Vhen the lake was at peak capacity in the late 1960s none of the tells were
accessible. Even at its lowest level (prior to the winter rain (Corona 1108) most of the tells
are still surrounded by water. However, in the 2002 Ikonos image the lake has fallen to such a
level that all of these tells are now on reclaimed 'lacustrine' land and are now subject to
intensive cropping.

Corona 1111 June 1970 (full lake)

Corona 1108 December 1969 (medium lake)

lkonos MS February 2002 (low lake)

Figure 64 TcU sites in the lacustrinc deposits at the south western
end of l.ake Qatina (scale I :20,000).
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4.3 Survey methodology
Philip et al. (2002b pp. 7 -14) define the survey methodology for the application area in detail.
Only the specific components of the methodologies which affect this research will be
discussed in depth. The satellite imagery is employed for a number of different purposes
(prospection, archaeological evaluation and thematic analysis). Of particular import is the
relationship that satellite imagery may have in the determination of survey methodologies.
Wherever possible all survey data is collected digitally. Where data is not collected digitally it
is digitised after collection. These data are stored, manipulated and analysed in the project
information system primarily employing relational database and Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) technology (see AppendL"X I). Tlus information system is pivotal for the rapid
assessment and analysis of the full range of data. Results of these analyses aid the structuring,
programming and management of fieldwork.
As Alcock et al. (1994 p. 138) recommend, the available evidence was assessed to help
provide a framework for field survey. This fanned the Desk Based Assessment.

4.3.1 SHR project DBA
As discussed in section 3.4.2 a Desk Based Assessment is an analysis of the known or
potential resources within a study area. The initial DBA was focussed on the topographic and
thematic map sources and is hence discussed first.

4.3.1.1 Non-satellite data sources
Prior to incorporating satellite imagery into the research programme the only available
infonnation sources were topograpluc and thematic maps. Of these resources the Syrian
1:25,000 mapping proved to be the most useful for any initial archaeological DBA in the
application area. Approximately 90 'sites' were positively identified from the mapping,
referred to as 'known sites', from specific legend symbols or identified place names such as

tell or kbirbab (ruin). Approximately 80 additional 'sites', referred to as 'potential sites', were
located through less obvious indicators that nlight be associated \vith archaeological residues.
These included nameless contour features and suggestive toponyms with no obvious
associated settlement. In the basalt zone field systems, settlements and clusters of ovoid
structures (tentatively interpreted as animal pens) were mapped. It was only after the
acquisition of the satellite imagery that it became apparent how generalised this mapping was.
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All of these sites were entered into the GIS and g1ven their own umque site number.
Associated attribute information was entered into the database.
A digital elevation model was created for the application area from digitised contours derived
from the 1:25,000 mapping. This is discussed in greater detail in sections 5.1.4.1 and 6.6.
Thematic maps of the application area are available at a variety of small scales ranging from
1:500,000 to 1:1,000,000. These proved to be inadequate for most purposes apart from the
definition of broad environmental zones. Therefore, satellite imagery is used to create these
themes in more detail. Landsat TM data has a proven track record in the creation of such
mappmg.

4.3.1.2 Satellite data sources
Although the topographic and thematic mappmg provided an initial framework for
evaluation of the survey methodology, preliminary fieldwork identified numerous 'Hat'
surface concentrations in the marl zone and a palimpsest of tl.eld systems and structural
evidence in the basalt that were not apparent on the mapping. After gee-rectifying the
imagery (section 5.4) a variety of prospection techniques were used to locate areas of
'potential' archaeological residues (Chapter 7). In summary, the satellite imagery revealed over
400 'potential sites' which were plotted in the GIS. In order to evaluate the accuracy of these
'potential sites' they had to be evaluated on the ground.

4.3.2 Ground observation
Various forms of fieldwork were designed to:

•

Ground observe potential sites identitled from the satellite imagery - Site visits.

•

Locate sites which were not identitled on the satellite imagery, in order to clarify
the weaknesses of satellite prospection - intensive surface collection of sample
areas.

•

Record information about sites visited (extent, morphology, soil and vegetation
cover) in order to elucidate the relationship between the satellite images and the
archaeology visible on the ground.

•

Collect a small sample of diagnostic surface material to allow a provisional
identification of the main periods of activity represented on each site.
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•

Record information about the different environmental zones to aid thematic map
production.

•

Collect

samples

for

analytical

determination

of

site

visibility

and

geomorphological analysis.

4.3.2.1 Attribute recording
A range of attributes were recorded during site visits, including: extent, morphology, postdepositional erosion, masking, soil colour (both off and on-site), artefacts (types and ranges),
land use, vegetation cover and land setting. The artefacts were washed, labelled and their
attributes entered into the object database. This data was augmented by digital photography
to provide a rapid and cheap aide-memoir of the site. Other, more innovative, techniques
were also employed including 360 degree photography which allows individuals to immerse
themselves in a digital landscape.
These same attributes were recorded for 'potential sites' which revealed no unambiguous
archaeological residues. This was in order to gain further understanding of the physical
conditions that actually caused 'sites' to be located and to improve the image interpretation
key (see Chapter 8).

4.3.2.2 Spatial recording
There are a variety of ways in which the spatial record can be collected. In the basalt zone
spatial data is normally derived from the Ikonos imagery as it is the most accurate record.
However, where this data is found lacking then additional information observed on the
ground can be added using GPS or by digitising directly into ArcPAD.
In all other zones the spatial component becomes more complex. It is possible to get a
spatial extent for archaeological residues from the Landsat, Ikonos and Corona imagery and
by defining the extent of the artefact residues or soil colour differences on the ground. For
the sake of consistency it was decided to use the extent derived from handheld GPS as the
ddinitive version. However, analysis of the extents from the other imagery should not be
neglected as it is likely that the spatial extent of the residues has changed over time. This
could give some insight into how modern post-depositional processes have impacted on the
residues.
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4.4 Fieldwork programme
Six visits were made to the application area to conduct fieldwork (see Table 4 and Figure 65).
The financial and logistical assistance of the CBRL, DGAM and NERC are duly
acknowledged.
The initial fieldwork season, conducted during December 1999 and January 2000, was
focus sed on evaluating surface collection procedures at a number of key sites in the southern
mar!. Three dimensional CAD models were produced at each site using a total station. This
season also gave an insight into the nature of the archaeological residues across the
environmental zones.
Season

1

2

3

4

5

6

Date

Goals
Familiarisation with the project zones, the
evaluation of surface collection procedures
December 1999 - January 2000
and 3 dimensional modelling of some key
sites.
To evaluate the efficacy of satellite
prospection: A 20%, by area, sa m pie was
August- September 2000
rapidly surveyed using a combination of
vehicle and pedestrian survey techniques.
To determine the benefits and problems of
surveying in late spring when crop cover is at
April - M ay 2001
its peak and to evaluate the 7 x 7 km lkonos
panchromatic imagery.
To focus on site and off-site ground
observation in all zones. Soil samples were
August- September 2001
taken to attempt to determine the physical
basis for the increased reflectance of
archaeological residues in the marl area.

August - October 2002

To contine the goals of season 4 and to
evaluate the full lkonos panchromatic and
multi-spectral imagery. GPS co-ordinates
were taken as rectification points to improve
the spatial accuracy of the lkonos imagery.

August- September 2003

A study season to address methodological
issues of recording and analysis. Further
sites were ground observed in the basalt and
a further group of soil samples were taken in
the marl zone.

Table 4 hddwork summarY.

The second season, conducted during August and September 2000, was aitned at locating
and identifying residues identified from the satellite imagery. The study area was broken up
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into 2 x 2 km squares from which a 20% sample (across environmental zones) was selected
for intensive vehicle and pedestrian survey. It was intended that this survey should provide
rapid feedback on which sites the imagery helped to identify, which sites were misidentified
and which sites were missed. Unfortunately, at the time, the geo-referencing of the Corona
imagery was quite poor. To compound matters the Syrian Grid projection was employed
which meant that the hand held GPS was difficult to use (see section 5.4 for a discussion of
the Syrian Grid). Therefore, navigation to the residues became very problematic: so much so
that no residues could be confidently located in the basalt zone. Hence, although traversed,
residues identified in this zone could not be mapped with confidence. In total 138 potential
sites were visited of which 121 were positively identified.
A third season was conducted during April and May 2001. The aim was primarily to evaluate
the landscape under different environmental conditions (i.e. crop). 36 new sites were visited
of which 31 were positively identified. Soil characteristics (colour, compaction and
composition) were also taken at these sites. A GPS map of roads and road intersections was
created to aid the geo-rectification of the Corona imagery. This also provided an opportunity
to evaluate the spatial accuracy of an archive 6 x 7 km panchromatic Ikonos imagery located
in the southern Marl (see section 5.4). This was the first season in which the whole recording
process was digital.
During the fourth season, conducted during August and September 2001, this programme of
ground observation was continued (a further 55 sites). On and off-site soil samples were
taken for physical and chemical analysis in order to investigate what determined the
distinctive reflectance properties associated with archaeological residues in the marl. 'Off-site'
sample units, referred to as transects, were surveyed to determine the level and range of
'background material' and to attempt to locate sites not identified from the imagery.
A fifth season was conducted during August and October 2002. This season had the same
overall goals as the previous season (a further 70 sites and c. 5 sq. km of transects). This was
the first season where the Ikonos panchromatic and multispectral imagery for the full
application area was available. Further rectification points were taken with hand held GPS to
improve the geo-rectification of the Ikonos imagery to facilitate desk-based mapping of the
residues in the basalt.
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A sixth season was conducted during August and September 2003. This was primarily a study
season to analyse the pottery and flint artefacts and address artefact data recording issues.
Intensive survey was also carried out in the basalt zone to establish the range of evidence and
the accuracy of the desk based interpretation of the archaeological residues (a further SO
sites). Further samples were taken for particle size analysis.

Legend
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fiigurc 65 Summary of fieldwork from 1999 to 2003
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4.5 SHR research goals
The SHR project has been designed to address the following research issues (Philip et aL
2002b):
•

Collection of survey data for inter-regional comparative analysis.

•

Monitoring inter-regional interactions.

•

Region specific themes.

•

Methodological issues.

These research issues are discussed in more depth by Philip et aL (2002b). However, there are
issues that directly impact upon this research programme.
The increased availability of survey data for the Near East has begun to make inter-regional
analysis possible (\Vilkinson 2000). However, different surveys vary in technique, quality and
coverage. As highlighted in pan-regional reviews of settlement evidence (Alcock 1994 p. 181)
\'(! estern

Syria is virtually devoid of any systematic archaeological survey. \'(!here these surveys

have been conducted they have focussed upon the more obvious archaeological residues
(such as tells). This bias, inherent in such archaeological surveys, has been discussed by
Wilkinson (1998). The methodological techniques employed by these surveys would, in all
likelihood, have failed to detect many of the archaeological residues extant in the SHR
project study area. This is particularly pertinent when one considers that Alcock et aL (1994 p.
138) recommend that sampling (and hence survey) should be guided by the known
distribution of archaeological residues and a detailed knowledge of the local landscape types.
Although sensible, this recommendation presupposes that such data is actually available. For
this study area it was not.
The initial tieldwork seasons demonstrated that there was a positive correlation between
areas of lighter soil and archaeological residues in the marl zone and that the basalt zone
contained an extensive, but unmapped, palimpsest of ancient field walls, cairns and
structures. However, given the size of the application area, a high-intensity ground-based
survey and mapping programme would have proven to be prohibitively expensive.
Furthermore, some mechanism was required to rapidly collate the clistribution of
archaeological residues and provide a framework for detennining the local landscape types as
suggested by Alcock et aL (1994 p. 138). Satellite sensors offer the potential to rapidly image
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large areas in different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. Some sensors have a spatial
resolution approaching that of vertical aerial photography. This potentially makes satellite
imagery a more cost-effective resource than aerial photography and the large ground
footprint also makes it a more appropriate medium for large scale metric survey
(Kouchoukos 2001). Hence, it was proposed to examine how satellite imagery can aid
archaeological prospection, what impact it may have on survey methodology and how it can
help in providing a framework for contextualising the archaeological residues within their
environment and landscape.
The application area itself intersects a range of different environmental zones, all located with
easy access to the Homs-Tripoli gap. It covers an area of transition between mobile pastoral
and sedentary agricultural groups. In part these zones will have structured the social,
economic and political dynamics in this landscape. The survey will produce results which will
help elucidate the nature of contemporat)' human activity within and between these zones.
Hence, it is proposed that satellite imagery can aid archaeological interpretation by providing
thematic contextual backdrops.
In agricultural and industrial terms the Horns reg10n 1s economically significant. As a
consequence the archaeological resource is under severe threat from development, in
particular residential construction, industrial expansion and intensHied agricultural practices.
The frequency of lower visibility 'Hat' sites within the study area means that these sites are
under even greater threat as they are less likely to be recognised and protected than tell sites.
The documentation of the archaeological residues is intended as the first step in preparing a
cultural resource mitigation and management programme to preserve permanently the
character of the archaeological landscape.
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CHAPTER 5 IMAGE PREP!\RATION

5.1 Data Sources
The research uses a combination of Landsat TM, Landsat ETM +, Ikonos and Corona
imagery. Each of these sensors has different spatial and spectral characteristics and
mechanisms of image acquisition. A variety of other information sources have been
integrated into the project, including present day and historic mapping. Prior to integration
into the data model and analysis, each of the data sets needed a certain degree of preprocessing. Tlus is discussed in tlus chapter.

5.1.1 Landsat
The Landsat ('Land Satellite') programme (originally entitled Earth Resources Technology
Satellite) was first publicly proposed by Dr. Robert Alexander in 1964 and the first satellite
was launched in 1972 (Morain 1998). It was the first repetitive worldwide surface focussed
satellite imaging system with a relatively high instantaneous field of view. The Landsat family
of seven satellites (Landsat 6 was destroyed at launch) have not only seen technical changes
in their sensor arrays but also changes in their ownership and management. Throughout
these changes, the United States Geological Societies (USGS) Earth Resources Observation
Systems (EROS) data centre retained primary responsibility for the maintenance of the
Landsat archive (Campbell 2002).
The programme consists of three distinct generations of satellites (at the time of writing
Landsats 5 and 7 are the only working satellites):
1. Landsats 1, 2 and 3: contained a MultiSpectral Scanner (MSS) and Return Beam
Vidicom (RBV).
2.

Landsats 4 and 5: contained MSS and Thematic Mapper (fl'VI).

3.

Landsat

7:

contains

Enhanced

Thematic

Mapper

plus

(ETM+)

with

approximately the same frequencies as TM with increased (60m) resolution for
band 6 and an additional Panchromatic channel (0.52 - 0.90 flln, at 15m
resolution).
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The consistency of the Landsat data over the past three decades offers opportunities to
compare land cover change over significant periods of time. This archive provides a rich
collection of information about the Earth's surface. Major characteristics and changes to the
surface of the planet can be detected, measured, and analysed. Thus, the effects of
desertification, deforestation, pollution, volcanic activity and other natural and anthropogenic
events can be examined. The information obtained from the historical and current Landsat
data play a key role in analysing local environmental changes through time. Recognition of
the signiticance of this body of data led to the 1992 Land Remote Sensing Policy Act which
called for continuity beyond Landsat 7 (Morain 1998 p. 44).
For more information on the history, sensor characteristics, pre-processing and analysis of
Landsat imagery please consult the following references: Morain (1998), Townshend et al.
(1988) and USGS (2003c; 2003d; 2003e).

5.1.1.1 Thematic mapper
The TM sensor array achieved orbit in 1982 on the Landsat 4 platform. Table 5 describes the
technical characteristics of the Landsat TM sensor.
Altitude
Equatorial Crossing
Field of View
Image overlap at Equator
Inclination
Number of Bands
Orbit cycle
Orbits per day
Programmable
Quantisation
Size of image
Spatial Resolution
Spectral Range
Stereo
Swath
Temporal Resolution (Repeat
cycle)
Sensor Type

705 km
approx 9:45 am

15.4°
7.60%
Sun-synchronos
7
233
14.5
Yes
8 bit
185 x 172 km
30-120m
0.45-12.5 IJm
No
185 km
16 days
opto-mechanical sensor

Table 5 LanJsat Tl\1 technical specification (after TownshenJ et aL
1988)
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Landsat TM 5 has a similar sensor array to Landsat TM 4, but Landsat 7 has the ETM +
sensor array. This sensor has the same basic characteristics of the TM sensor except that
band 8 (15m panchromatic) has been added, band 6 (thermal) now has a 60m resolution and
it is collected in both high and low gain (see Figure 66 and Table 6) .

Sensor
TM
ETM+

Band 1

Range of Measure: Bandwidth (11)
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 6

Band 2
0.52- 0.60
0.53- 0.61
30m

0.45- 0.52
0.45- 0.52
30m

0.63 - 0 .69
0.63- 0.69
30m

0.76-0 .90
0.76-0 .90
30m

1.55 -1 .75
1.55-1 .75
30m

Band 7

10.4- 12.5
10.4- 12.5
120/60m

2.06- 2.35
2.09-2.35
30m

Band 8
N/A
.52 - .90
15m

Table 6 TM and ETill + spectral band width s and spatial
resolution.
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Figure 66 Relative spectral response curves for Landsat 7, 5 and 4.

The original choice of the spectral bands sensed by TM was primarily related to the spectral
reflectance of vegetation and the available atmospheric windows (see Figure 67 and Table 7).
Band 7 was the final band to be included due to its ability to discriminate geology and is the
reason why the band sequence is not in numerical order (see Figure 66).

5.1.1.2 Landsat acquisition
Landsat imagery is available through a variety of academic sources (NERC funded
researchers have free access to a variety of remotely sensed imagery including Landsat at the
NERC Earth Observation Data Centre) and third party vendors (such as Infoterra Ltd.:
http://www.infoterra-global.com). The whole Landsat archive is also available from the
United

States

Geological

Survey

(USGS)
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through

the

EROS

data

centre

(http://edc.usgs.gov/). 19,662 free Landsat images of the majority of the Earth's surface are
available from the Global Landcover Facility (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).
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Band

Wavelength, pm
Lower
Upper

Se11sors

Resollltioll (m)

1

0.45

0.52

16

30

2

0.52

0.60

16

30

3

0.63

0.69

16

30

4

0.76

0.90

16

30

5

1.55

1.75

16

30

6

10.40

12.50

4

120

7

2.08

2.35

16

30

Characteristics
Blue-green. Maximum penetration of water. Useful for
distinguishing soil from wgetation, deciduous from coniferous
plants, bathymetry, study of water laden sediments and
surface properties of snow/ice.
Green. Matches green reflectance peak of wgetation
(chlorphyll). Useful for assessing plant vigour, distinguishing
forest types, soil toxicity and pedology.
Red. Matches a chlorophyll absorption band that is important
for discriminating wgetation types.
Near Reflected IR. Vegetation surwy through reflection of
mesophyll layer. Useful for determining biomass content,
healthy wgetation and for mapping shorelines.
Mid Reflected IR. Indicates moisture content of soil and
wgetation. Penetrates thin clouds. Provides good contrast
between wgetation types.
Thermal IR. Night time images are useful for thermal mapping
and estimating soil moisture.
Mid Reflected IR. Coincides with an absorption band caused by
hydroxyl ions in minerals. Useful as a lithological discriminant.

Table 7 Landsat Tl\1 interpretative sensor characteristics (after
Sa bins 1997 p. 74; Camp bell 2002 p. 17 3).

Landsat 5 imagery can be purchased with up to 3 levels of processing (however, precision
and terrain corrected imagery can only be purchased by approved United States government
and affiliated users):

1. Systematic correction: 1s both radiometrically and geometrically corrected.
Ephemeris data is used to geometrically correct the imagery.
2.

Precision correction: is the same as systematic correction product with improved
geometric accuracy though the incorporation of Ground Control Points (GCPs).

3. Terrain correction: is the same as precision correction product but corrected for
topographic relief using a digital elevation model.
Landsat 5 imagery can be purchased from EROS at $425 per scene (c. 170 x 183 km) for
systematic correction processing, $550 per scene for precision correction processing and
$625 per scene for terrain correction processing. There is a significant discount for bulk
purchases.
Lands at 7 imagery can be purchased with up to 5 levels of processing. Levels 1P and 1T can
only be purchased by USGS approved researchers:
1.

Level OR: is the raw downloacled data with all the metadata required to conduct
radiometric and geometric correction.
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2. Level 1R: is the Level OR product radiometrically corrected.
3. Level 1G: is the Level OR product that is both radiometrically and geometrically
corrected. Ephemeris data is used to geometrically correct the imagery. Residual
positional error is approximately 250 metres (1 sigma).
4. Level 1P: is the Level 1G product with improved geometric accuracy though the
incorporation of GCPs.
5. Level 1T: is the Level 1P product corrected for topographic relief using a digital
elevation model.
Further infmn1ation about the processing of Landsat imagery can be found at the USGS
(2003d) website. Landsat 7 imagery can be purchased from EROS at $475 per scene for
Level OR processing, $600 per scene for Level 1R or Level 1G processing, $725 per scene for
Level 1P processing and $800 per scene for Level 1T processing. There is a signiticant
discount for bulk purchases.
Furthennore, users can define aspects of the processing parameters for Landsat imagery as
outlined in Table 8.
Available options
UTM
Space Oblique Mercator
Albers Equal-Area
other
WGS84
NAD83
NAD27
other
cubic convolution (CC)
nearest neighbor (NN)
other
Map (north up)
Path (satellite; not recommended for UTM
projection)
30 metre (30m/120m)
28.5 meter (28.5m/114m)
other
available for up to 3 scenes
available in 10% increments (north-tosouth only)

Processing Parameters
Map projection

Horizontal datum

Resampling method

Image orientation

Pixel size
Multi-scene
Scene shift

Table 8 User definable processing parameters for Lantlsat imagery.
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5.1.2 Ikonos
In 1994 the US approved the development of commercial satellite sensors with a ground
resolution of up to 1 metre. The first of these new generation of high resolution commercial
satellite sensors to attain orbit was the Ikonos satellite owned by Space Imaging. It
successfully achieved orbit on 24'h September 1999 (Space Imaging 2003).
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Figure 68 Relative spectral response curve for the lkonos
Multispcctral and Panchromatic bands (courtesy Space lmaging).

The Ikonos satellite provides 0.82m resolution imagery in panchromatic mode and 3.26m
resolution imagery in multispectral mode (4 bands: blue, green, red and near infrared with
similar spectral characteristics to bands 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Landsat (see Figure 67)). This spatial
resolution is resampled to 1m and 4m respectively. All the imagery has a radiometric dynamic
range of 11 bits (see Table 9 and Figure 68). The sensor can be pointed off-nadir to an angle
of 60° (i.e. acquisition from forward and reverse positions (Gerlach 2000)) and can hence
collect stereo imagery.
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681 km
approx 10:30 am
Sun-svnchronos
5
14.7
Yes
11 bit
programmable
Nadir: 0.82- 3.2m
26° off nadir: 1 - 4m
MS Band 1: 0.45-0.52 1-1m (blue)
MS Band 2: 0.52-0.601-Jm (greenl
MS Band 3: 0.63-0.69 1Jm (red)
MS Band 4: 0.76-0.90 1-1m (near infrared)
Panchromatic: 0.45-0.90 !Jm
Yes
Nadir: 11.3 km
26° off nadir: 13.8 km

Altitude
Equatorial Crossing
Inclination
Number of Bands
Orbits per day
Programmable
Quantisation
Size of image
Spatial Resolution

Spectral Range

Stereo
Swath
Temporal Resolution
(Repeat cycle)
Cloud Cover
Sensor Type

c. 3 days at 1 m resolution, 40° !attitude
<20%
pushbroom and whiskbroom

Table 9 lkonos technical specification (after Space lmaging 2003
P· 1).

There are six levels of Ikonos product determined by the level of positional accuracy and preprocessing (see Table 10). Some of these products require GCPs from the client.
Posltlonal Accuracy
Geo

Target

CE90 m

RMS m

NMAS

Ortho
Corrected

Elevation

15

NIA

NIA

No

so• to eo·

Mosaiced

Stereo
option

No

No

Cost US $1 per km'
Pan
MS
Bundle
28120

28120

32122

Applications
Visual and interpretative applications.

Standard
Ortho

50

25

1:100,000

Yes

so• to eo·

No

No

35

35

3e

Basic mapping projects

Reference

25.4

11.8

1:50,000

Yes

so• to go•

Yes

Yes

Bespoke

Bespoke

Bespoke

Regional large area mapping and
general GIS applications.

Pro

10.2

4.8

1:12,000

Yes

66°1090°

Yes

Yes

Bespoke

Bespoke

Bespoke

Transportation. infrastructure. utilities
planning and economic development.

Precision

41

1,g

1:4,800

Yes

n· to go·

Yes

Yes

100

100

110

Precision Plus

2

o.e

1:2,400

Yes

75" to go•

Yes

Yes

120

nla

nla

High positional accuracy for urban

apolicatlons.
Detailed urban analysis, cadastral and
infrastructure mapping.

Table 10 lkonos product levels (after Space lmaging 2003 p. 2:
Cl\90 = Circular Error at 90% confidence, Rl\!S = Root l\!ean
Square error and NM;\S
US Nationall\!ap :\ccuracv Standards).
Note the cos rings arc based upon the i\!ay 2003 pricing levels and
the pricing for Geo represents bespoke and archive imagery.

=

The Geo Ikonos image is used in this research. It is the cheapest option in the range of
Ikonos products with the lowest level of geometric processing and has not been corrected
for terrain effects (Fraser et al. 2002).
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Other satellite sensors are also available with comparable resolutions including Quickbird
(DigitalGlobe; 0.61m Pan, 2.44 MS) and EROA-Al (ImageSat; l.Sm Pan). In 2001, the
approved ground resolution for commercial satellites was further reduced from 1m to O.Sm.
Satellites with improved spatial and spectral sensor systems are expected.

5.1.2.1 Ikonos acquisition
Space Imaging is a commercial, non-research venture. All company costs are recouped
through the sale of the imagery. It is expected that the majority of funds will accrue through
the seven year lifespan of the satellite with a further, diminishing, income stream from the
sale of archive imagery after the satellite is decommissioned. As Ikonos is a commercial
proposition the products come with stringent copyright and licensing terms (as detailed in
Space Imaging 2003). This has implications for the future re-use and archivingof the imagery.

Figure 69 The location of Space lmaging regional affiliate~ and
their direct spheres of influence (courtesy Space lmaging).

Imagery can be purchased directly from Space lmaging (USA), from one of its regional
affiliates (see Figure 69) or from third party vendors (such as Infoterra Ltd). Space Imagi..ng's
home web-site (http://www.spaceimaging.com) and those of its regional affiliates have
sophisticated viewers which allow the viewing and ordering of archive imagery on-line. The
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price of the imagery is detailed in Table 10. This is subject to change and discounts are
offered on a regular basis. Furthermore, products can be ordered as bespoke imagery (by
ddining the Area Of Interest (AOI) and the time-frame for collection) or as archive imagery
(imagery is archived 4 months after collection). There is a significant discount of c. 30% for
archived imagery. A minimum order size of 100 square km is necessary for new collections
and 49 square km for archive products.
Every Ikonos image comes \v:ith supporting metadata, licence and AOI shape files. However,
the Rational Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) camera model files are only supplied when stereo
imagery is purchased. Users can also ddine aspects of the processing and collection
parameters as outlined in Table 11.
Available options
UTM
State Plane
Albers Equal-Area
Lambert Conformal Conic
Tranverse Mercator
WGS84
NAD83
NAD27
cubic convolution (CC default)
nearest neiQhbor (NN)
GeoTIFF
Uncompressed NITF 2.0
8 bit (unknown reclass)
11 bit
On
Off
On
Off
Definable

Processing Parameters

Map projection

Horizontal datum
Resampling method
File Format
Radiometric Resolution
Dynamic Range Adjust
Tonal Balance Mosaic
Off-Nadir anQie
Table

11

User Jdinablc processing parameters for

Ikonos

unagcry.

5.1.3 Corona
The Corona programme was endorsed by President Eisenhower in the late 1950s as a system
to improve the intelligence gathering efforts of denied areas (Bmgioni 1996). The Corona
satellite system employed a high acuity panoramic camera for the collection of panchromatic
photographic images called Key Hole (KH). Unlike modern satellites, the Corona system was
placed in a decaying Earth orbit for 'missions' that lasted from 1 to 19 days. This allowed the
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mission controllers to change the spatial resolution of the resultant photographic image by
changing the orbital characteristics of the capsule (see Table 12). Furthermore, the orbital
parameters could be adjusted for each mission. Although most launches coincided with an
image acquisition time of between 10:00 to 14:00 (to optimise lighting conditions), some
tnlsstons collected imagery at different times of the day (for example mission 1111 at c.
18:30).
There were a total of 134 launches between 19 59 and 1972. 0 f these 134 launches, 102 were
considered successful, acquiring over 800,000 frames of photographs covering some 650 750 square nautical miles (Hall 1997). In 1995 President Clinton declassified the Corona
project and released the information to the public as it was no longer considered to be
militarily sensitive (Campbell 2002 p. 197).

Period of operation
Amount of frames
Mission life (days)
Lower Altitude
(estimated in km)
Higher Altitude
(estimated in km)
Successful missions
Targets
Aperture width
Pan angle
Stereo angle
Lens

KH-1
27/6/5913/9/60
1432
1

KH-2
26/10/6023/10/61
7246
2-3

KH-3
30/8/6113/1/62
9918
1-4

KH-4
27/2/6224/3/64
101743
6-7

KH-4A
24/8/6322/9/69
517688
4-15

KH-4B
15/9/6725/5/72
188526
19

192

252

217

211

180

150

817

704

232

415

nla

n/a

1
USSR
5.265°
71.16°

49
16
20
World-wide/emphasis on denied areas
5.265°
5.265°
5.265°
71.16°
71.16°
71.16°
30°
30°
30°
F/3.5
F/3.5
F/3.5
F/3.5
Petzval
Petzval
Petzval
Petzval
61
61
61
61
6-25
12-25
9-25
10-25
50-100
50-100
160
120
13.8x188
15.3x209 to 15.3x209 to
17x232 (km)
(km)
42x579 (km) 42x579 (km)
1:275,000 to
1:247,500
1:305,000
1:300,000
1:760,000

5
3
Emphasis on USSR
5.265°
5.265°
71.16°
71.16°

F/5.0 Tessar F/5.0 Tessar

61
61
Focal length (cm)
40
25
Ground Resolution (ft)
50-100
50-100
Film (lp/mm)
15.3x209 to 15.3x209 to
Nom in a I ground
coverage image frame 42x579 (km) 42x579 (km)
Nominal photoscale in 1:275,000 to 1:275,000 to
1:760,000
1:760,000
film

Table 12 Corona Key-Hole camera mission characteristics (after
Caliatsatos in prep).

Throughout the lifetime of the Corona project a succession of Key Hole camera systems
were employed (KH-1, KH-2, KH-3, KI-I-4, KH-4A and KH-4B). Each camera improved
the resolving characteristics of the sensor system, predominantly through increasing image
resolution and decreasing platform vibration (see Table 12).
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Figure 70 Corona module photographed at the ,\ir and Space
l\!useum (Washington D.C., USA).
ote the film spools and
stereo panoramic cameras. Courtesy of Kcith Challis.

The ftlm employed by the Corona nusston was also improved during the lifetime of the
system. The KH-1 missions originally employed 3mm thick acetate ftlm. Unfortunately this
ftlm became brittle in a vacuum and had a tendency to break. To overcome this problem

Kodak developed a 2.75mm thick Estar (polyester) ftlm. There is some dispute about the
actual film types and their specific spectral responses although Day et al. ( 1998) states that the
KJ-I-4B camera employed the Kodak EK-3404 ftlm format (see Figure 71 for its spectral
response).
Further information on the specific technical characteristics of Corona missions are available
in the following references: Campbell (2002), Day et al. (1998), Galiatsatos (in prep) and
McDonald (1997).
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5.1.3.1 Corona archivation
There is very Little information on the quality of storage between image capture in the 1960s
and 1970s and declassification and archivation in the late 1990s. Although it is known that
duplicates were made of the original photographic ftlm, the relationship of the archived
'original' to the true 'original' is unknown. As discussed by Donoghue (2001 p. 556)
photographic ftlm is a complex material that degrades with time, depending upon how it is
stored.
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Figure 71 Spectral rc,pomc of the KoJak EK 3404 film (after
KoJak 2003).

After declassification, copies of the original photographic tilm were duplicated by Eastman
Kodak and sent to USGS for metadata digitisation, archivation and re-sale. The original
photographic ftlms (and a duplicate positive copy) were sent for long-term archivation at the
National Archives Record Administration (NARA) in Maryland, USA. NARA also possess a
full set of all the paper catalogues, mission summaries, camera manuals, mission evaluations,
technical review reports and other materials generated by the CIA during the Life of Corona.
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5.1.3.2 Corona acquisition
Corona can be acquired through the USGS website via the sophisticated EarthExplorer web
interface (http:// edcsns 17 .cr.usgs.gov /EarthExplorer/). This interface allows a variety of
textual and spatial searches of multiple image archives including Corona. The interface allows
access to some supporting metadata and provides the user with a preview image. Previewing
Corona imagery is essential as it is the most effective way to detennine the amount of cloud
cover on the imagery and if that cover affects the AOI. However, as the imagery is only
cmdely located it is advisable to expand the AOI during any image searches.
Corona imagery can be purchased as a black and white print ($14), ftlm positive ($18) and

film negative ($18) exclusive of a small handling charge and postage. The K.H-4B media is
2.25" by 29.9" (USGS 2003b; 2003a).
Alternatively, one can duplicate the archived cop1es of the Corona photography held in
NARA. Although this is a more time consuming process it has been argued by Vick (1999
cited in Galiatsatos in prep) that this will produce a higher quality product. It is advisable to
retrieve all the AOI and metadata information from EarthExplorer before visiting NARA.

5.1.4 Ancillary data sets
In addition to the satellite imagery a number of historic and modern maps were procured.
Historic mapping was available from the Royal Geographical Society (see Table 13). This
mapping was pre-scanned by the Royal Geographic Society in TIF format.
These scans were geo-referenced using the corrected Syrian mapping. The techniques used
are described in section 5.3.3. As the original scans were of unknown quality and are only for
visual and comparative purposes a lUviSE of 10 pi..xels or less was deemed acceptable.
Country of Origin
England
England
England
French
German
Ottoman
Syrian

Sheet Nos.

Nl-37 -XIII-4a,
Blatt Nr. 27

Scale
1:100,000
1:10,000
1:50,000
1:50,000
1:50,000
1:100,000
1:25,000

Year
1920
1952
1952
1933
1941
1932
1980s

Map Type
Demographic
Topographic
Topographic
Topographic
Topographic
Topographic
Topographic

Table 13 Summar\' of historic anJ modern mapping used in the
research.
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Photocopies of eight modern (1980s) 1:25,000 Syrian maps of the Horns reg1on were also
available. These photocopies were of poor quality in some places. These maps were scanned
on a Contex AO greyscale roller scanner in 8 bit and converted into a 1 bit tiff. The existing 1
km grid was used to calibrate the images for scanning and photocopying errors and georeference the images in the Syrian Grid (see section 5.4 for a discussion of the Syrian Grid).
Once geo-referenced they were merged into one image ftle.

5.1.4.1 Digitising the Syrian 1napping
Digitising of the

modern

Syrian

mappmg was

undertaken

111

AutoCAD

l'vrAP

CADOVERLAY usmg the conventions described in Table 14. The CADOVERLA Y
extension has a line following algorithm that simplifies digitising of complex basemaps. All 3dimensional information had its elevation incorporated during the digitising process so that
they could be used for creating a DTM (see section 6.6). Unfortunately the photocopying
errors are particularly significant at the northern boundary of the Northern application area
(see Figure 72). This also has ramifications for any derived terrain model created using the
digitised contour data. Subsequently contour data was integrated from the 1:50,000 mapping
for these areas. However, this does pose some potential problems as the data is derived from
different scales.

Archaeology

Fiek:lboundary

Topology
NetworXJPolygon

Archaeol

Structureamorohous

Polvaon

Contour
Soolheiaht

None
None
None
None
TBC
TBC
TBC
Network
Network

Theme

OTM
DTM
DTM
DTM
Hydrology
Hvdroloov
,Hydrology

Hvdroloav Network
Hyorology Network
iHvdroloav NetworX
;Hydrology Network

~~rk

Road Network
Road Network
Site Polygons
Site Potvaons
Study Area

Layer

Tligpoint
Contourooint
Lakeedge
Marsh
Rivered e
Canal
lrrigationchannel
Rivercent
Seasonalwater
Bridae
Unidentifed
Traintrack
A-road
B-road
Track
Sitecent
Sites
S1udyarea

Network
Network
None
None
Network
Network
Network
Network
Point/Polygon
Polvoon
None

Description
Fiek:t boundaries identified from the mapping

Amor hous structures identified from the ma
30 Contour lines
30 Soot heiaht
30 Triangulated trig. taints
30 ooints 'weeded' from the contour lines
Lake edge
Marsh edae
River banks
Network of canats
Network of irri atian channels
Network of rivers
ren;rk of seasonal water courses

n

features
k
Network of ma· r roads
Network of minor roads
Network of tracks
Centroid for 'sites' polygon seed containing identifier
Boundarv for 'sites' ootvaon
Boundary of study area

Total

Table 14 Layers anJ summary information for the
map-base

digitisin~

ob·ec:ts
6308
1035
535
470
27
58701
1
2
5
37
117
144
403
2
4
3
608
1437
425
282
282
2

Segments
13144
2003
102014
470
27
58701
1227
491
1929
182
259
1441
4277
8
9
53
2109
10409
3719
282
3643
23
70830
206418

of the

Once the digitising was completed each layer was cleaned and topology was created within
l'vrAP (see Table 14). These tiles were exported as shapdiles and incorporated into the
project GeoDatabase (SHR_GeoBASE.mdb see Figure 72).
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Figure 72 Digitised vector basemap. Note the poor <iuality contour
data in the northern segment of the northern study area.

5.1.4.2 Aerial photography
During the .August 2003 fieldwork season Russian vertical photography (taken in 1958) was
made available through Dr. Mamoun Abdulkareem (Head of Museums,
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DGA~f).

FiYe

frames intersected with the northern application area. These were scanned usmg the
resources available in Syria. Each photograph was scanned on a Canoscan GDE 20 flatbed
scanner as an 8 bit greyscale tiff file at 600 dpi (the maximum physical resolution of the
scanner) providing a ground resolution of 1 metre. These images were then geo-corrected
within Erdas Imagine 8.4 (using a first order polynomial with an RMSE error of less than 1
pixel) with GCPs supplied from both the geo referenced lkonos and Corona (mission 1110,
1970) imagery (discussed in section 5.4). The Corona data was required because the
photographs extended beyond the range of the Ikonos imagery available, therefore control
points had to be established from alternative sources. This was not an ideal geo-referencing
procedure, particularly when one considers the quality of mission 1110 Corona imagery (see
Figure 73). Unfortunately the higher quality mission 1108 Corona imagery did not extend
in to this region.
The receipt, scanning and rectification of this imagery took under 4 hours to achieve. Such
speed was only possible because of the pre-registered Ikonos imagery. It is important to
recognise that collection of further ground control for these images would have taken a long
time: the requirements for these photographs are much more rigorous than that of Corona.
A large Corona strip could be coarsely referenced using handheld GPS but it would have a
footprint of many kilometres. However, the individual Russian photographs have a footprint
of some 4 x 4 km, and finding appropriate hard-detail, in the absence of Ikonos and/ or
Corona, is difficult. The success of this initial conversion procedure will hopefully result in
the procurement of more imagery under the direction of Dr. Abdulkareem. This
photography is evaluated against the Ikonos and Corona imagery in section 7.4.6.

5.2 Image selection
Image selection is either the collection of new imagery at propriotous times, the selection of
specific image sources from an archive of imagery or the reduction of the corpus of imagery
by the selection of specific sub-sets. Prior to starting the research project Dr. Philip and Dr.
Donoghue had already acquired a batch of satellite imagery. They had decided to focus on
the Corona missions which employed the KH-4B lens as these missions provided both
stereoscopic coverage and the highest spatial resolution. A sub-set of the mission data which
intersected the application area was selected and purchased. This sub-set was based upon
appropriate spatial resolution, good ground cover, a low cloud cover index and different
sem;onality so that the imagery could be effectively compared and evaluated (see Figure 74).
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Mission 1111 was added due to the anomalous collection time of c. 18:30 hours. All missions
(1108, 1110 and 111) had imagery collected from the aft camera and mission 1110 also had
stereo imagery from the forward camera. For consistency the aft camera photography for
each mission has been employed unless stereo analysis has been conducted.

Russian aerial photograph

Corona 1970 (mission 111 0)

lkonos panchromatic

lkonos 4,3,2 resolution merge

Figure 73 Comparison of the Russian aerial photography, lkonos
and Corona imagery (scale I :5,000).

The Landsat sensors have a large archive of imagery. It was initially assumed that the Landsat
imagery would provide important information pertaining to drift geology and vegetation.
Hence images were selected that covered different environmental regimes in the application
area. Two scenes were selected from 1987 (26'h May and 1" October respectively) which
display the maximum difference between crop cover in the landscape. May is just prior to
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harvesting when the crops ate at their peak and October is prior to the winter rains, at peak
aridity, where crop covet is minimal (see Figure 102).
The Corona and Landsat imagery provided the benchmark from which to evaluate the most
appropriate timing to collect the Ikonos imagery. Initial analysis of these Landsat and Corona
images gave great insights into the operation of environmental processes and recent
landscape changes in the application area.
Field Systems

Water Body

Flat Site

Tell Site

Corona

2m

lkonos

MS
4m

lkonos
pan

lm

Landsat 7
pan sharpened

lSm

Figure 74 Sensor comparison over different feature types.

5.2.1 Atmospheric ramifications
Although it is difficult to compare the Corona imagery on a like-for-like basis as each mission
had different orbital characteristics, it was rapidly deduced that increased atmospheric
particulates in the spring and summer vastly reduce image quality (Donoghue et aL 2000) .
Particulates are reduced in the winter months when the wind channelled through the HomsTripoli gap is reduced and the atmosphere is cleansed with the first winter precipitation (see
Figure 173).
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5.2.2 Land management ramifications
Agricultural practices in the majority of the basalt and marl zones are based upon rain-fed
agriculture. Most rainfall occurs between December and April (see Figure 77). Increased river
levels are observed for a few months after this period as recharged aquifers feed local springs
and snow melt (from the anti-Lebanon range) adds to the surface and subsurface
hydrological regime.

Natural water holding depression (ram)

Reservoir in the basalt

Water marks on basalt rubble in the ram
indicating the peak capactity

The same reservoir when empty

Figure 7 5 Rams and reservoir in the basalt.

During this period, in the marl zone, the water table temporarily rises and coupled with the
increased surface run-off some of the inactive wadi channels become active again. In the
basalt zone, natural depressions (ram) and purpose built reservoirs hold standing water (birka,
see Figure 75). This hydrological system provides enough water for one main season of
\vinter crop (between December and May see Figure 76) in all zones. According to Rodriguez
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et aL (1999) encroaching desertification means that this area may soon be on the margins of
sustainable agriculture. However, in exceptional years two crops may be realised (Bshesh,
pers. comm.). This cropping cycle can be extended by irrigation. The alluvial zones and their
margins are heavily irrigated and hence these areas are under nearly continuous crop cover.
The same is true in the northern marls where, if enough water is in reserve in Lake Qatina,
the French irrigation canals allow multiple cropping regimes. The image selection process
(see section 5.2) determined that imagery collected during the months of September or
October would be most appropriate for archaeological detection. The surface cover at this
time predominantly consists of crop (alluvium), bare soil/ scrub (mad) and grazing/ scrub
(basalt). However, where extensive irrigation does intersect with the area of interest it may be
more appropriate, although logistically difficult, to collect imagery between different crop
rotations to ensure that the major component of reflectance is soil.

Elevation and Annual Preci

Figure 76 Elevation and annual precipitation (after ll irata et al.
200 I p. 509) in Syria.
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This general increase in irrigation has extended the amount of time during which bare soil is
masked by vegetation. Concomitantly this decreases the window of opportunity to collect
appropriate imagery that contains predominantly bare soil to prospect for soil marks.
Furthermore, it can be argued, that the use of deeper ploughing techniques damages the
underlying archaeological residues and moves them to the surface (Lambrick 1977). Although
destmctive this could make the surface identification of archaeological residues much easier.

5.2.3 Field observations
The first phase of fieldwork (October 1999 to January 2000) was undertaken to refine some
of the methodological field techniques which would be employed by the SHR project in
subsequent field seasons. It also allowed an initial understanding of the landscape under
study and the nature of the archaeological residues. This initial tl.eldwork led to the following
conclusions:

e

Except for fluvial margins the landscape could be considered as either completely
bare soil or a combination of bare soil and crop throughout the year.

e

Site soil colour in the marl zones was significantly different to off-site soil colour
when dry and similar when wet.

e

Areas of high artefact density had a positive relationship \vith areas of light soil
colour in the marl.

•

Establishing sites from crop marks would be difficult due to the perceived lack of
negative features (i.e. 'positive' mud-brick constmction as opposed to 'negative'
postholes and ditches). The main agricultural season was between October
(seeding) and May (harvesting).

•

The majority of walls in the basalt zone have a width of between 0.5 and 2m.

5.2.4 Determining acquisition times
To determine when would be the most appropriate time of year to purchase Ikonos imagery
the data collected from the fieldwork and through studying the Landsat and Corona imagery
was combined. The rationale was to ensure that the collected imagery provides the maximum
observable information for the phenomena of interest (Teng 1997).
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For the mapping of small features, such as field walls, image fidelity needs to be high. Hence,
the summer months (rvlay to September) where increased airborne particulates increase
specular reflection and therefore decrease spatial resolution were to be avoided. Furthermore,
collecting lithological information is better after a rainfall as the surfaces under study are
clean of dust. This could improve the reflectance of the basalt walls.
In the mar! and alluvial zone it was considered important to collect imagery when there was
little or no crop cover. This is primarily related to the nature of the archaeological residues
and the difficulty in targeting crop marks. European models of crop mark formation are
based upon the theory that crop vigour or crop stress is a function of sub-surface
archaeological residues such as walls and ditches, and their effect upon soil moisture (see
Figure 47). However, it has yet to be demonstrated if this is an appropriate system for the
Horns area of Syria (or the i'vliddle East generally) where the formation and deformation
systems are strikingly different. For example, walls have limited footings and ditches rarely
form part of the archaeological repertoire.
The majority of settlements were built of mud-brick and incorporated a variety of organic
material that did not transform the landscape in the manner observed in Europe. Hence,
European models of crop mark detection would need fully re-evaluating for this
environment. Crop mark formation is a function of the environmental conditions which are
different between Europe and the i'vliddle East. Furthennore, the visible effects of crop
marks have a short time span (see, for example, Figure 48) and the interpretation of crop
mark evidence as a systematic prospection tool is subject to bias (Cowley 2002). Hence, even
if crop marks were susceptible in the application area, the likelihood of intersecting the
period of peak crop mark formation would require extensive detennination. Even if these
times were detennined it would still be diHicult to capture them \vith current sensors (even
though lkonos is a bespoke platform the ordering process is time consuming and the exact
time of the collection can not be guaranteed (see section 5.2.5)). Finally, would the sensors
have the spatial resolution to detect crop marks? The lm resolution Ikonos panchromatic
may display crop marks, but, the NIR band in the 4m multispectral is likely to improve
detection. It is unlikely that linear crop marks can be adequately detected \vith a 4m sensor.
Using Jensen's approximation the crop mark would have to be 8m in diameter! However, it
can be hoped that future sensor systems with increased spectral and spatial resolution will
allow the earlier and later identification of cliffert>ntial crop stress and vigour characteristics,
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allowing the window of opportunity for identification to be extended (Hanson, pers. comm.).
Therefore, as the likelihood of detecting crop marks was very low the months of intense crop
cover (February-May) were avoided.

Horns region monthly rainfall averages
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Fieldwork had demonstrated that sites could be readily identified from soil colour differences
alone. Representative samples were taken for both on and off-site soils. Amongst other
measurements, the soil colour values were taken in both ambient (dry) and wet conditions.
Colour was calculated by reference to a standard colour matrix reference sheet. Originally the
archaeological soils recording chart produced by Artacom (Middleton 2000) was used, but it
did not prove to be adequate for recording soils in arid environments. Hence the Munsell
colour charts (Munsell Colour Company 197 5) were employed. The results showed that the
colour difference between wet and dry off-site soils is very close. However, there is a large
difference between wet and dry on-site soils (wet soils are significantly browner (Munsell
1981 pp. 55-57)). Furthermore, the on-site wet colour is very close to both the wet and dry
off-site soil colour (possibly highlighting the shared relationships with parent material or
improved drainage on sites). From this information it was deduced that the lower the soil
moisture (or the higher the aridity) then the greater the colour difference between on and off148

site soils and hence the easier it is to discriminate archaeological residues. After talking to
local fanners (Bshesh, pers. comm.) and evaluating the rainfall data provided by ICARDA
(see Figure 77) it was detennined that peak aridity would occur between the months of
September to December (this includes a time lag for the evaporation of moisture).
Hence the months of February to September were to be avoided due to inclement crop
cover or environmental factors. The ideal months for acquiring satellite imagery for
archaeological prospection are during the months of November and December. Although
some fields are sometimes under crop at this time the crop is usually immature, the initial
rains would still not unduly affect the overall soil colour but would remove dust from
surfaces in the basalt area.
5.2.5 Data sets acquired

\'Vith this in mind, Ikonos imagery for the application area was ordered from Infoterra Ltd. to
be collected between November and December 2000. However, due to communication
problems between the various agencies in the supply chain this collection programme was
not successful. Although a small sample of Ikonos data was retrieved from Space Imaging's
archival data, the lack of Ikonos imagery necessitated a six month suspension of the research
programme between July and December 2001. Another application for imagery was
requested for November 2001. Unfortunately, this collection period coincided with the
military action in Afghanistan and hence the Ikonos satellite was in heavy demand.

Syria mmnt!J is part

of one

of the "area

reasons and, as JlldJ, our acceptance

of bigb conlmtion" for

obvio11s global political

of ne1v colledions in tbeJ·e regions have been impacted

lVe ran certain!J accept tbe order but 1villnote tbat tbe backlog is J"lldJ tbat tbe order will
not m:eitJe CII!J priority for appro:x:imate!J 30 to 45 dqy.r and, even at I bat point, standard
collection times ran not be guaranteed Also, d11e to tbe set;erity

of the situation,

1ve cannot

accommodate msb !asking reqmsts for tbe same reasons.
(Key 2001)
The Ikonos imagery was tlnally collected on 26'h January 2002 and 3'd February 2002. The
total cost of the imagery was £21,770.26 excluding VAT and delivery (1m and 4m Geo
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bundle for the Northern area@ 195 sq. km £7,512.63 and 1m and 4m Geo bundle for the
Southern area@ 370 sq. km £14,256.63). The imagery was delivered on 4 CD-ROMs to Dr.
Donoghue on the 20'h February 2002. Unfortunately, one set of multispectral data for the
southern area (Order ID: 87554_0010000 MS) was corrupt. All disks were returned to Space
Imaging and replacement data was received by Dr. Donoghue on the 26th April 2002. Due to
an administrative error by Space Imaging the second set of disks did not contain the
Panchromatic or Multispectral imagery for the Northern area. This completed data set was
finally received by Dr. Donoghue on 27'h June 2002.
An initial inspection revealed that the quality of the data sets was very good. The supporting
metadata is excellent. Cloud cover is low (the largest obscured image has < 5% cloud). Of
the 2048 ON values possible for 11 bit data each scene, on average, has a dynamic range of
approximately 400-600. Image clarity is very good (individual olive stands can be resolved in
panchromatic and inferred from MS). Image geometry is good (within Space Imaging's
specification and closely correlated with handheld GPS readings) with a maximum
displacement between overlapping images of 25m in the South and 15m in the North. This
good correlation is in part due to the limited relief.
Due to the size of acquisition each application area was collected in two blocks (a western
and eastern block). Unfortunately, the southern blocks did not overlap which necessitated the
collection of a third block of data. This data will be useful for examining the
photogrammetric potential of the geo product. Although the images were not collect in the
stipulated time frame and final delivery was some 7 months after the closure of the collection
window it was recognised that this would not significantly affect the research. 1\ combination
of good radiometric resolution and a less dusty atmosphere (working on the assumption that
the atmosphere has reduced particulate matter after the rains) has provided higher quality
data than would have been expected during our stipulated time frame even though the
environmental characteristics are not ideal (see Figure 78). Some equalisation of surface soil
colour must be expected in the area due to an increase in soil moisture but it is difficult to
quantify such a problem. This is exemplified in Figure 78 where haze effects are visible in the
September image but not in the February images. This haze effect has reduced the effective
spatial resolution of the September imagery. For example, the markings in the open ground
and detail on the rooftops are blurred in the September image.
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lkonos (6th September 2000)
and GPS overlay.

lkonos (3rd February 2002)
forward acquisition
and GPS overlay.

lkonos (3rd February 2002)
reverse acquisition
and GPS overlay.

Figure 78 Comparison of the spatial clarity and geometric accuracy
of raw lkonos panchromatic imagery from different elates and
acyu isition orien tations.
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Corona mission 11 08
(17th December 1969)
and GPS overlay.

Corona mission 1110
(28th May 1970)
and GPS overlay.

Corona mission 1111
(31stJune 1970)
and GPS overlay.

Fih'urc 79 Compariso n of th e different recti fied Corona missions.
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Three missions of Corona imagery were purchased as detailed in Table 15. Crop cover in
mission 1108 and 1111 imagery should be minimal in most areas as these images were taken
pre and post the growing season. Furthermore, mission 1111 imagery was collected at c.
18:30 hours instead of in the morning, which may exacerbate shadow marks. l\1ission 1110
was collected during peak crop cover. The imagery quality of this mission was quite poor in
comparison to the other Corona images.
Mission No.
Date
Time
Season
Image fidelity
No. of frames
Stereo

1108
17/12/1969
c. 10:30
pre-crop
Good
3

0203043-5

1110
28/05/1970
c. 10:30
pre-harvest
Poor
6
0106007-9
0106013-5

1111
31/6/1970
c. 18:30
post-harvest
Good
2

y

N

N

Table 15 Corona acqui~ition

0135001-2

~ummary.

Two full scenes of Landsat 5 were purchased for the 26'h May 1987 and 1" October 1987
with a processing level of systematic correction. Both images were in UTM map projection,
with the WGS84 datum, used a nearest neighbour resampling method and a 28.5m pixel size.
Two full scenes of Landsat 7 were purchased for the 14'h January 2000 and the 28'h October
2000 with a processing level of 1G. Both images were in UTM map projection, with the
WGS84 datum, used a nearest neighbour resampling method and a 28.5m pixel size.

5.3 Image pre-processing
As discussed in section 2.2.5, unage pre-processmg 1s a preparatory step to remove
radiometric and geometric discrepancies in imagery. The Corona 1magery also requires
converting from an analogue to a digital medium.

5.3.1 Digitising Corona
In order to convert the Corona photographic negative into a digital image it reqwres
scanning. The fllm strips cover a large ground footprint. The first task is to locate and mark
out the extent of the areas of interest on the negatives, so that only these areas are scanned.
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20 IJ

7.5

Figure 80 Corona imagery scanned at different resolutions

As the resultant digital facsimile will be employed in a variety of quantitative processes the
spatial and radiometric fidelity of the scanning process is of paramount importance. For this
reason, desktop scanning solutions were discounted due to their low spatial and radiometric
fidelity (Coburn et aL 2001). The Corona photography has a nominal resolution of 160
lp/mm (see Table 12). Full resolution scanning would require a scanner with 3f.UTI (c. 8000
dpi) resolution which are not available in a desktop range. Other researchers (Ur 2003,
Challis pets. comm.) have used desktop scanners for digitising Corona photographic prints
with adequate results. However, it has yet to be demonstrated if these less rigorous
approaches facilitate a broad range of quantitative techniques (for example DTM creation see
section 6.6).
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A high resolution photogrammetric scanner (a Vexcel VX4000) was employed to scan the
imagery. This scanner has a high resolution scan head without interpolation, a geometric
accuracy of 1/3 pixel RMSE and a radiometric accuracy (in 8 bit) of 2 DNs RMSE.
For evaluation purposes the same segment was scanned at four different resolutions (22.5,
20, 15 and 7.5 J..Lm (see Figure 80)). The 7.5 J..Lm resolution produced the best results and was
used for all the other Corona negatives. The cost of each scan at 7.5 J..Lm was £18.

Q
I
,Jf/

Atmospheric offset

Band X
Figure 81 Subtracting a constant from a band is e<luivalent to
translating the ori1-,>1n and has no effect on the variance-covariance
matrix. llcnce dark object subtraction has no effect on
classification results (after Song el al. 2000 p. 232).

Galiatsatos (in prep) discusses the radiometric and geometric effects of the scanning process
and the geometric distortions inherent in panoramic cameras in detail.
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5.3.2 Atmospheric calibration
As discussed in Chapter 2, electromagnetic energy detected by a satellite sensor, particularly
those in the optical region of the spectrum, consist of a mixture of energy reflected from or
emitted by the ground surface. This energy is modified by a variety of mechanisms while
travelling through the atmosphere (see Figure 9, Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15). Hence,
energy recorded at the satellite sensor is not a true measurement of surface reflectance
(Franklin and Giles 1995; Song et al. 2000).
Atmospheric effects can mask the subtle differences in reflectance or emrnittance. For optical
satellite sensors absorption is less important. As described in Figure 67 the bands are located
in regions with low absorption characteristics (Song et al. 2000 p. 232). Hence, scattering is
the main effect which, in a scene with an homogenous atmosphere, nonnally produces a
linear (additive) offset and does not affect either variance or covariance (see Figure 81).
\Vhen, then, does one correct for atmospheric effects? Tso and Mather (2001 p. 12) and
Song et al. (2000 p. 232) recommend that if only single date images are used for land cover
identification then it can be assumed that all pixels are equally affected by atmospheric
processes and atmospheric correction need not occur.
However, correction may prove desirable when one intends to conduct time change analysis,
requiring comparison of images taken at different times. There are four main methods of
correction:
1.

Dark object subtraction (Histogram adjustment): This method is based upon the
assumption that some objects in a scene should have zero reflection. Hence, any
DN value recorded in these pixels is derived solely from atmospheric scattering.
This value is offset against all values in the band. Shadows are commonly used as
dark objects in the visible bands and deep clear water in the Near Infrared (Tso
and Mather 2001 pp. 13-14). Multiple image normalisation improves this
technique for multi-temporal image sets Qensen 1996 p. 116). Although dark
object subtraction is easy to apply it provides only an approximation and can fail

in some areas (Liang et al. 2002).
2.

Histogram Equalisation: If images are collected at similar times and on similar
dates then many of the environmental factors can be assumed to be the same
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(solar illumination, crop cover, rainfall etc.). It is further assumed that matching
the histograms of each image will suppress atmospheric effects.
3.

Use of a model atmosphere: An assumed atmosphere is calculated using the time
of year, altitude, latitude and longitude of the application area and environmental
variables. This model is used to determine what corrections are required for each
band. However, detennining the ambient variables for this technique can be
difficult.

4.

Correction usmg contemporaneous ground readings: If ground reflectance
readings have been taken in the AOI with a spectra-radiometer during the
satellite collection phase then these readings can be used to accurately correct for
atmospheric effects at the sample points. This correction can then be
extrapolated across the whole scene using, for example, the empirical line method
(Karpouzli and Malthus 2003). However, the large spatial resolution of most
satellite imagery means that this technique is rarely used.

Other researchers have attempted to remove atmospheric noise by usmg multi-temporal
Principal Components Analysis (PC\) with some success (Song et al. 2000).
For time change analysis only comparable sensors will be analysed together. The Landsat
imagery was corrected for atmospheric, haze and solar elevation effects using the Erdas
module produced by Skirvin (2003). This module applies the correction methodology
outlined by Chavez (1996) based on dark object subtraction. Furthermore, this algorithm
produces 6 band data (by removing both the panchromatic (for ETM only) and the thermal
bands). Due to the complex differences in geometric fidelity and spectral content between
the Corona and Ikonos and the lack of atmospheric data for the Corona imagery, histogram
matching was decided as the most appropriate mechanism for the Ikonos and Corona
imagery. However, this process disrupts the structure of the image histogram and will only be
applied when necessary.

5.3.3 Correction of topographic effects
Most remote sensing classifications assume that the terrain under study is flat with
Lambertian reflectance behaviour. However, topographic slope and aspect may introduce
radiometric distortion (Franklin and Giles 1995; Tso and l'viather 2001 p. 21). In some
instances the area may be in complete shadow, dramatically affecting the brightness value.
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The goal of topographic correction is to remove all topographically induced illumination so
that two objects having the same reflectance properties show the same brightness no matter
what their orientation to the Sun's position. Topographic correction has been shown to
improve some classifications Qens en 1996 p. 122) and reduce the visual impression of terrain
ruggedness. Most topographic correction procedures require a digital elevation model (DEM)
as a basis for modelling, although others use ratioing procedures (for example Holben and
Justice 1981).
Fortunately, the application area is relatively flat (see Figure 82). With the exception of the
basalt walls and tells, few archaeological residues demonstrated a significant topographic
component. No topographic correction was applied for the majority of analyses. However,
Galiatsatos (in prep) has conducted extensive research into digital topographic modelling in
the area.

Figure 82 Isometric view of the application area and contour Iincs.

5.4 Geo-rectification
Archaeology is a spatial discipline: every archaeological residue has a spatial component. It is
therefore important that archaeological residues are located somewhere in space.
Rectification is the process of correcting systematic and random errors in imagery.
Rectification procedures can either be spatial or non-spatial. Non-spatial rectification is
commonly used to correct camera lens and scanning aberrations (or other errors in a
collection device). Spatial rectification is used to locate imagery somewhere in space. Image
rectification places a data set w:ith a spatial component into a spatial framework. Amongst
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other things, this will allow accurate measurements to be taken from the unagery, and
integration with other spatial data sets and spatial data collection devices.
Prior to any rectitication or data collection procedure, a projection system needed to be
determined. In most areas with institutionalised CIUvi bodies, the regional or national
projection system is easily accessible. It is advisable (and in some instances mandatory) that
this projection is used. This will ensure that any results will integrate seamlessly with the
national CIUvi data and other data sets enabling subsequent data re-use and integration
(Bewley et al. 1999).
\\!here such a system does not exist, it is advisable to use one of the standard worldwide
referencing systems such as Universal Transverse Mercator (UTl'vi) or Lat/long projections
(both standard worldwide reference projections) and an appropriate datum (if in doubt use
WGS84). All systems must support the projection used. Pre-registered satellite imagery will
normally come in a worldwide referencing system. If the registered imagery needs reprojecting by one of the many available algorithms, then some data loss is likely due to the
pixel resampling technique employed (see Figure 29). However, many current GIS and image
processing systems allow on-the-fly rectitication of imagery in different projections.
During the tirst two tieldwork seasons the only rectitication mediwn available to the project
was the 1:25,000 Syrian mapping (in a projection that was referred to as the Syrian Grid) and
handheld GPS. At the time Oate 1999) the use of handheld GPS was discounted as Selective
Availability (SA: the deliberate degradation of GPS accuracy) had only just been removed and
there was no reference material to determine the accuracy of handheld GPS (Rees 2001). The
use of Differential GPS (DGPS) was impossible due to military restrictions. Hence, the
Syrian mapping was the only available resource. This was also the grid system employed by
the Homs regional oftice of the Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums. Using
GCPs identified from the maps both the Corona and Landsat imagery were corrected to the
Syrian Grid.
When overlying this information with data collected by handheld GPS (in

UT~{

37N) it was

obvious that the Syrian Grid and UTM, although similar, were not the same. The only
indication the Syrian maps gave for their coordinate system was a reference to a '4'" spheroid
UTM'. The Syrian Grid required offsetting, rotating and scaling to tit the UTM grid
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(Galiatsatos in prep). In order to re-project the Syrian Grid into UTM an understanding of
the parameters of the projection system were required. Conu1.cts at the Directorates of
Museums (including the Al-Bassal centre), Agriculture, Remote Sensing and Survey were
approached to see if they could provide any further information on the technical
characteristics of the projection. Unfortunately, for bureaucratic or sensitivity reasons this
information was unavailable. However, it was determined that the majority of mapping
created within the directorates (including the Al-Bassal centre which is in the process of
creating a national archaeological inventory) was projected in UTM.
During the third field season (17cl' April to 1O"' May 2001) a comparison (see Figure 83) was
made between GPS readings and the recently received 6 x 7 km archived Ikonos 'geo'
panchromatic image (collected on 6"' September 2000). A very high spatial correlation was
observed between the Ikonos imagery and handheld GPS readings. The excellent geometry
and clarity of the Ikonos panchromatic meant that this imagery could be used to supplant the
Syrian 1:25,000 map series or GPS co-ordinates for rectification purposes. Furthermore, the
accuracy of the handheld GPS appeared to be about 4-5 m in this region (Rees 2001).

Figure 83 Raw GPS readings overlying raw Ikonos data (after 13cck
et al. in press).

On the basis that UTM was used by many of the Syrian directorates and it fulfilled many of
tl1e other criteria previously outlined the Syrian Grid was abandoned in favour of UTM.
Similar problems were encountered by Harrower et aL (2002) in their projection and datum
definition. It was subsequently ascertained after conversations with Dr. Meredith Williams
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(Department of Geomatics, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne) that the Syrian mappmg
was probably based upon Russian military mapping. Russian mapping of this nature employs
the Grauss-Kruger projection.
UTM is more intuitive for in-tleld work than Lat/Long (units are metres as opposed to
seconds of arc). It is also widely supported (e.g. by Landsat, Ikonos and most GPS systems)
and is already used by Cultural Resource Management databases elsewhere in the region
(Palumbo 1992). \\lorld Geodetic System (WGS) 84 is used for the datum.
Beck et al. (in press) discuss a comparative rectitlcation methodology using GPS and the 6 x 7
km archived Ikonos as sources for Ground Control Points (GCPs) to reference the Corona
imagery. They determined that Ikonos imagery provides the best reference source (see Figure
84) due to its ability to provide a substantially greater number of concurrent GCPs. It should
also be noted that locating GCPs by GPS for Corona imagery is very diftlcult: the landscape
has changed signitlcantly in the intervening 30 years. This situation was also noted by
Altmaier and Kany (2002 p. 227).
Upon receipt of the whole Ikonos data set it was possible to expand the results from the
small scale 6 x 7 km area to the whole application area. After examining the different Ikonos
images and comparing them to GPS readings (see for example Figure 78) it was obvious that
geometric accuracy of the imagery was not consistent. For some reason the ephemeris
characteristics of the September 2000 Ikonos imagery allowed a particularly accurate
rectitlcation. In light of this infmmation the results of the rectitlcation process undertaken by
Beck et al. (in press) were re-evaluated.
The geometric errors associated with the Ikonos imagery still provide a good level of
accuracy for rectitlcation across the application area. Any image rectitl.ed using the Ikonos
imagery as a GCP source will have the combined error of the rectification process and the
original error of the Ikonos basemap. The accuracy of the 'geo' imagery (> 25m RMSE) is
still appropriate for the mapping and location of archaeological residues in the marl where
absolute accuracy is not as important. However, in the basaltic landscape some discrete
elements are less than 10 m in width. Hence, the accuracy of the Ikonos imagery is too coarse
to enable accurate desk based mapping in this zone. In such instances, field checking based
upon GPS navigation of the digitised segment would require one to make a choice between a
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number of wall segments. Fraser et aL (2002) had improved the accuracy of the Ikonos geoproduct to sub-meter levels by using Differential GPS to re-geo-correct the imagery. They
noted that the internal geometries of the Ikonos imagery were very accurate and hence only a
few GCPs were required for the correction. They found that a configuration of 3 good GCPs
gave similar accuracies to 6 or 8. It was recommended that the centre of roundabouts
provided some of the best GCPs.

N

;\
Raw Ikonos data

Original Corona rectification

Corona rectified using GPS

Corona rectified using Lkonos

Figure 84 Comparison of Corona rectification u~ing G Cl'S derived
from G PS and Ikonos (after Beck et aL in press).

Applying the methodology of Fraser et aL (2002), 15 GCPs were taken with hand-held GPS
throughout the application areas. At each piece of detail an average of 100 GPS readings was
taken to produce 1 point. This was repeated so each location had 2 GCP points (in retrospect
it would have been more appropriate to take 200 individual readings and then perform a
more rigorous averaging technique). A photograph of each GCP point was taken to aid the
subsequent rectification procedure (see Figure 85). Three GCPs were used to correct each of
the five Ikonos pan images using Erdas Imagine \vith a first polynomial nearest neighbour
rectification. The panchromatic images were used first as the higher spatial resolution enabled
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a more accurate location of the tie point. These same GCPs and tie points were used to
correct the 5 Ikonos MS images.
The re-geo-correction of the Ikonos tmagery using GCPs from handheld GPS (with an
estimated positional error of c. 4-5 m) provides 5-8 m RMSE. This accuracy allows desk
based mapping and subsequent field navigation to be undertaken with improved confidence.
It cannot be overstated how much time and money this simple technique will save in
comparison to traditional Total Station survey (Newson 2002). This re-geo-corrected Ikonos
imagery became the basemap upon which all subsequent eo-registration of Corona and
Landsat was undertaken.

Un-corrected lkonos

Corrected lkonos

Location Shot

Figure 85 The location of two GCI's, raw lkonos and corrected
Ikon os.

5.4.1 eo-registration
Most modern satellite imagery is delivered to the user as geo-referenced data. All such dat<l
has an error associated with its spatial location. This means that it is extremely rare that two
images collected by the same satellite at different times will have the same location in the
same space. Figure 86 shows this for two different panchromatic Ikonos images. There is an
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offset of 7.3m East and 9.9m North between the images. For most applications this is an
insignificant difference. However, for image fusion techniques, such as pan sharpening (see
section 5.6. 1) or time change analysis (see section 9.4), it is important that the pixels in the
layer stacks all represent the same o bject. This process is referred to as eo-registration.

Raw lkonos Panchromatic
5th Se ptember 2000

Raw lkonos Panchromatic
3rd February 2002

Figure 86 Geo-refercncing errors. The Ikonos image on the right
is offset from the left image by 7.3m East and 9.9m North.

As the Corona imagery was scanned from photographic negatives they have no spatial
component. T hese images were eo-registered to the re-geo-corrected Ikonos imagery using
concurrent GCPs. It should be noted that the Corona imagery used non-metric cameras.
T his means that there can be a significant non-linear displacement of features in the negative.
T herefore higher order polynomial functio ns were required to warp the imagery in order to
ensure low error margins at the GCP points (see Table 16).
Image
Corona 11 08 North
Corona 1108 mid
Corona 11 08 South
Corona 111 0 North
Corona 1110 mid
Corona 111 0 South
Corona 1111 mid
Corona 1111 South

No. ofGCPs
34
25
20
21
12
26
27
8

Correction Method
3rd order polynomial
3rd order polynomial
3rd order polynomial
3rd order polynomial
2nd order polynomial
3rd order polynomial
3rd order polynomial
2nd order polynomial

Table 16 Corona co-rc&.-istration RMSE accuracy.
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RMSE (1m Pixels)
1.90
2.63
1.79
1.93
2.15
2.63
2.66
13.40

The anomalous 13.40 RMSE for the Corona 1111 South image is due to the lack of
concurrent control between the Corona and Ikonos. It should also be noted that the area of
intersection between the two images is very small in relation to the full extent of the Corona
unage.
Ikon os MS (11 bit)

lkonos MS (8bit) minimum- maximum rescale

lkonos MS (8bit) 2 standard deviation rescale

Figure 87 Comparison of rescaling techniques. Although the 4,3,2
FCC look similar the histogram of the image using SD rescaling is
significantly altered from the original.

The Landsat imagery was eo-registered to the re-referenced Ikonos imagery by selecting
concurrent tie points. However, the difference in scale between 1m and 30m spatial
resolutions made the choice of points very difficult. This situation was somewhat ameliorated
with Landsat 7 imagery. The panchromatic band has a ground resolution of 15m. This band
allows the collection of tie points with greater confidence. After the Landsat 7 images were
eo-registered the panchromatic bands were used as basemaps for the Landsat 5 imagery.

5.5 Image rescaling
In order to evaluate whether the 11 bit radiometric depth was of significant value, the Ikonos
imagery was re-scaled to 8 bit image depth. This procedure was undertaken in Erdas Imagine

8.4 using the re-scale command and the parameters outlined in Figure 88. Each new Ikonos
flle was provided with the suffix '_8bit'.
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A minimum-maximwn rescale was used as this simulates the 11 bit sensor recording in 8 bits
(the nature of the histogram is preserved). However, from an image compression perspective
a standard deviation rescale was also conducted (see Figure 87). The standard deviation
rescale uses more of the DN bins that the minimum-maximwn rescale and therefore
maintains more of the original data. If processing time or disk space is an issue this technique
could be used in order to reduce file size with minimal loss of content. It is also interesting to
note that the standard deviation rescale makes some archaeological residues more obvious
(see site 508 in Figure 87).
~t..· Rescale

.'

Input File: (".img)

I

t:dit

ikms_n_gpse.img
Coordinate Type:

r.
r

II

Output File: (".img)

ikms_n_gpse_8bit.img
From Inquire Box

Subset Defin~ion:
ULX: 1282234.00

Map
File

ULY: 13862860.00

Data Type:

±J LA~
±J

1292646.00
p851356oo

LAY:

I

±J
±J

Input Range Options:

Input:

Unsigned 16 bit

Output:

IUnsigned 8 bit

r. ~l~f~ii!l~~~~"-1
::::J r Standard Deviation

Output Range:
Min:

jo

±J

Max:

1255

±i

P'

Ignore Value for Minimum calculation?

OK

I

Batch

AOI ...

Cancel

I

View ...

Help

Figure 88 The rcscalc parameters useu in l•:ruas Imagine to
convert 11 bit lkonos to 8 bit.

5.6 Image fusion
Image fusion is the process of analysing more than one tmage source. Image fusion
techniques are valuable because of their ability to integrate the various characteristics of
different imagery into a single image stack. Imagery is fused in order to exploit the spectral
and spatial characteristics of different sensors (pan-sharpening see section 5.6.1) or to
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evaluate changes in image structure over time (time change analysis see section 9.4). As such,
fusion is not normally an end in itself but an interim process for different analytical goals
(Pohl and Van Genderen 1998). Image fusion can only occur if the images to be analysed are
eo-registered.

5.6.1 Pan-sharpening
Remote sensing systems usually exhibit high spatial resolution and low spectral resolution or
low spatial resolution and high spectral resolution. High spatial resolution is necessary for the
definition of shape and structure, whereas improved identification (as opposed to detection)
comes from high spectral resolution (Ranchin et al. 2003). Panchromatic sharpening is a
generic term for the process of merging any high spatial resolution image with a low spatial
but higher spectral resolution image. The resultant imagery combines both the high spatial
and spectral resolution of the input products (see Figure 89). These images can improve
visual interpretation by integrating the texture of the higher resolution imagery with the
colour composition of the multispectral bands (Dare and Fraser 2001).
Successful pan-sharpening requires that the images are eo-registered (see section 5.4.1) and
are collected on or around the same date. The specifics of the pan-sharpening algorithms are
beyond the scope of this research but are discussed in detail by Chavez et al. (1991), Wald el

al. (1997), Pohl and Van Genderen (1998) and Ran dun et al. (2003). Camp bell (2002 pp. 313315) summarises the most common pan-sharpening techniques. Given the spatial, spectral
and temporal variations in the imagery only eo-collected imagery was pan-sharpened: the 4m
Ikonos MS bands with the 1m Ikonos pan band and the 30m Landsat ETM+ MS bands with
the 15m Landsat ETM+ pan band. This will allow further evaluation of a 1m resolution MS
Ikonos image (potentially useful in the basalt) and a 15m resolution MS Landsat ETM+
image (potentially useful in the marl).
Most image fusion techniques employ information from different sensors (for example Sunar
and Musaoglu 1998). Increasingly, sensors are developed that have the capability to eo-collect
eo-registered multispectral and higher resolution panchromatic imagery. Both the lkonos and
Lands at ETM + imagery sets have these characteristics. These data sets have linuted or no
error in their eo-registration and because they are eo-collected they have the same solar
illun-llnation (Liu 2000a).
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lkonos Panchromatic

lkonos Multispectral

lkonos PCT resolution merge

lkonos SFIM resolution merge

fiigure !19 lkonos pan and l\lS imagery with a I'CT and SF!i\ 1
resolution merge dct1Vatlvc.
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Liu (2000a) compared the Smoothing Filter-based Intensity Modulation (SFIM: Liu 2000b),
Intensity, Hue and Saturation (IHS) and Brovey image sharpening techniques on an image
stack of Landsat 7 ETM + data. The panchromatic band was used as the high resolution
image. SFIM was detennined as the most robust technique primarily due to the sensitivity of
the technique to eo-registration accuracy. Furthermore, the quality of the Landsat merge for
all techniques was better with the 15m panchromatic than with a higher resolution SPOT
10m panchromatic image. Again this is due to the imperfect eo-registration of the SPOT to
the Landsat. Liu (2000b) also states that SFIM retains the majority of the spectral component
of the imagery. However, this assertion is refuted by Wald and Ranchin (2002). Frank (2001)
compared automated classification techniques on raw TM imagery and SFIM and IHS
sharpened Landsat TM using 5m IRS panchromatic imagery. Considering the 6 fold
improvement in spatial resolution the classification accuracies of 96.87% SFIM and 93.45%
IHS are very good against the 98.51% ofLandsat TM.
Given the relatively robust nature of the SFIM technique with eo-located imagery it was the
method

chosen

for

pan-sharpening

in

this

research.

A

Principal

Components

Transformation (PCT) was also used. The PCT method calculates principal components
from the multispectral image and then substitutes the high resolution image into the first
principal component (brightness). An inverse principal component transformation is then
applied resulting in an image with the spectral resolution of the multispectral itnage and the
spatial resolution of the panchromatic image. This method assumes that PC-1 corresponds to
image brightness (the same assumption as the Intensity (brightness), Hue and Saturation
method).
The Principal Component method is best used in applications that require the original scene
radiometry (colour balance) of the input multispectral image to be maintained. As this
method rescales the high spatial resolution data set to the same data range as Principal
Component 1, before the Inverse Principal Component calculation is applied, the band
histograms of the output file closely resemble those of the input multispectral image.
The PCT transformation is a built-in function within ERDAS imagine and was run directly
for each data set. The SFIM transfcmnation was built by the author in the Model Maker
component of Erdas Imagine. Figure 89 compares the results of these transformations on
the Ikonos imagery.
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5. 7 Discussion
The image preparation stage 1s an essential component of any modelling exerc1se. It
necessitates a clear understanding of the nature of the problem in hand. Sensors are selected
on their ability to provide appropriate imagery to answer the problem. Local factors, such as
geology, agricultural regime and rainfall must also be assessed in order to collect imagery
from an appropriate time frame. The acquisition of imagery for this research has highlighted
that this can be a time consuming and difficult process. It is essential that enough nme 1s
programmed into image acquisition as unforeseen difficulties inevitably arise.
The image pre-processing stage is where the different data sets are co-ordinated to facilitate
interpretation and analysis. An appropriate projection scheme is chosen and where necessary
imagery is eo-registered and fused. In particular fused imagery (with different spatial, spectral
and temporal characteristics) can potentially produce a significant improvement in
interpretative techniques.
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CHAPTER 6 SATELLITE IMAGERY FOR THEMATIC INFORMATION
EXTRACTION

6.1 Landscape themes
Landscape archaeology is a geographical approach
integrated mallllfl; Jturfying JiteJ and

1vbere~y

art~fadJ- 110!

a region is inveJtigated in an

in i.Jolation, but a.r aJjJed.J

of lilJing

sodetieJ tbat once occupied tbe landscape. To do tbiJ it iJ neceJ.rary to collect and anaj}Je
anhaeological and nwironmental data ol!er large areaJ. Satellite imagery can be uti!iJed to
derit;e it!fimnation about tbe contemporary lalldscape, and under certain circttmstances it ts
possible to make infemu·es regardingjornJer dJanges in tbe environment.

(Clark et al. 1998 p. 1461)
Thematic variables such as soil type, hydrology, topography and elevation may be used to
either contextualise archaeological data during Exploratory Data Analysis, as data layers in
predictive modelling exercises or as a backdrop for CRM applications (see section 3.1). From
a landscape survey perspective these themes can be extremely useful, providing information
on such diverse themes as land management (will archaeological residues be masked by
vegetation?) and geomorphology (was this terrace formed before or after a certain date?). The
thematic approach analyses different landscape components in an integrated manner. These
landscape components commonly include the following themes:
•

•

Land use and cover (topography).
o

Communication networks.

o

Hydrology networks.

o

Settlements (discussed in Chapter 7).

o

Field Systems (discussed in Chapter 7).

o

Soil/ geology maps.

Elevation (Digital Terrain Modelling).
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The resultant thematic maps can be analysed independently or in conjunction with other data
sets. Many different techniques are available for the production and analysis of these themes.
The components can be analysed with standard GIS techniques such as network analysis,
shape analysis and image overlay. Synthesis is achieved by composite mapping or multivariate
statistical techniques between layers or individual layer analysis. Overlay techniques are
frequently used to look for spatial associations and relationships between the different
themes (e.g. between settlement distribution and soil types).
For many areas of the world thematic data is already available from the national mapping
agency (such as the Ordnance Survey). Although this information is available in Syria, it is at
too coarse a scale, poor or difficult to access. Thematic information is only available at small
scales (greater than 1:500,000, such as the Russian geology maps (Ponikarov et al. 1967)).
Furthennore, cartography generalises the real world (Morehouse 1995; Muller et al. 1995; Lee
1996): the generalisation process is normally undertaken for economic or asset management
purposes and therefore can have limited archaeological content. Satellite and aerial imagery
can be used to improve infonnation extraction by allowing user-defined generalisation and
interpretation.
The use of remote sensing in this context is dependent upon the type of 'theme' desired and
the scale of interpretation. For example, in the absence of geological maps multispectral
imagery can be used to identify different surficial soils and geologies. Landsat TM imagery is
regularly used for this type of identification (Ebert 1989). Geological themes can be extracted
from Landsat data which has a large ground footprint, a relatively high spatial resolution for
the application (a 30m cell size is much smaller than any geological unit) and an appropriate
spectral resolution. Ikonos imagery can supply information related to modern topography
and can be used akin to aerial photography to update digital mapping. Corona imagery can
supply information on broadly the same scale as Ikonos but it relates to a relict landscape and
hence information can be elucidated regarding landscape change. Furthennore, the Ikonos
and Corona data sets are available as stereo pairs, which allow the production of digital
terrain models using photogrammetric techniques.

6.2 Land cover mapping
The analysis of land use patterning is used to infer the relationship between people and their
environment. i\.s a result the delineation of modern land use patterns is fundamental to the
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work of geographers and economists amongst others. Landsacpe archaeologists are
interested in land use patterns for curatorial reasons and as a means to reconstruct past
systems of inhabitation. Reconstructing these 'past' variables can be difficult For example,
surface vegetation changes on a yearly basis and has a positive correlation to ambient
environmental factors. On the other hand soils change over a much longer time-frame and
modem soil characteristics may not be positively related to many past soil conditions. Finally,
the parent regolith changes slowly over time and for archaeological purposes can nom1ally be
assumed as constant.
The delineation of land use information can involve a complex integration of data from a
variety of sources. The choice of these sources is in part determined by the scale of land use
and the analytical requirements of the end product. For example, the requirements of a
regional planner, where regional generalisation may be important, are very different from
those of a social geographer, for whom high resolution geodemographic data may be
important. Remote sensing sources, particularly aerial photography, are commonly integrated
with map bases for mapping purposes. The benefit of imagery in this process is the lack of
cartographic generalisation. High spatial resolution imagery can be used to identify parcels at
large scales. At correspondingly smaller scales, which normally increase the footprint of the
area to be studied, lower spatial and higher spectral resolutions become more important.
\'\fhatever the scale of analysis collateral information from ground observation is always
required.

6.2.1 Land cover classification systems
Creating land use maps from imagery is essentially a process of segmenting the imagery into
contiguous parcels with different characteristics. If specific archaeological themes have not
been identified (see Chapter 3) it is advised that a standard classification system is employed
so that other land use identification programmes can be easily integrated (Campbell 2002 p.
559). The classification schema should also be tallied with the requirements of the analytical
problem. For example although 'suburban area' may seem like a natural choice for analytical
purposes it is inappropriate if the end user needs to identify sub categories such as
'residential', 'commercial' and 'industrial'.
Many classification systems, including the USGS system (Anderson et al. 1976 cited in;
Campbell 2002), use a nested hierarchy of levels which allow the identification and
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subsequent generalisation of data between different levels. Levels I and II in the USGS
system are defined in the framework with Level Ill (high resolution identification) defined by
the user (see Table 17). The USGS system has many benefits; not the least being that it was
designed with remotely sensed imagety in mind. This allows the allocation of different land
use categories based upon the scale of infonnation available. For example Level I is designed
for broad scale imagery such as Landsat. Levels II and Ill are more detailed classifications
that can be attributed to tl.ner resolution (both spatial and spectral) imagery. The COIUNE
programme has employed a similar approach in creating an integrated European Union-wide
land cover data set using satellite imagery (Gerard 2002).
ClassiD

USGSLevell
Agricultural land

USGSLeveUicode

Agricultural land

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

9

Agricultural land

22

38

Agricultural land

22

63
17
1
2
3
45
4
48
46
49
43
44
50
5
6
7
18
39
40
41
42
47
19
51
20
52
21

Barren land

74
43
11
12
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
16
17
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
52
53
53
54

55
65
8
54
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
64
53

Agricultural land
Agricultural land
~!l!iculturalland

Aariculturalland
Agricultural land

Agricultural land
Agricultural land
Agricultural land
Aariculturalland
Agricultural land
Agricultural land

Forest land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or buiH uo land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built

~.!!_land

Urban or built UD land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Urban or built up land
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water

SHRLevel Ill

USGSLeve\11
Cro lands and pasture

Cropland: well drained basalt

Cro lands and pasture

Cropland: wadi silts/Mart

Cro lands and pasture

Croplands and pasture

SHR Gaol
vveu aratnea

~asan:

M8 IIVV8 I SI S

"'"'

1"\UUVIUffi

Cro lands and oasture

Cropl_and: alluvial

Cro lands and pasture

Crooland: ooortv drained basalt

Cro lands and pasture

Cro land: thick southern mart

Cro lands and pasture

Cropland: lacustrine deposits

L.acus nne

Cro lands and pasture

Cro land: alluvial fan

PoiiUVIa an

oasan:

0011yurarne

Mar: t mcK soumern

Ytrul SI S

Cro lands and pasture

Cropland: wadi silts

Cro lands and pasture

Cro land: southern mart

Cro lands and pasture

Cropland: thln southern mar!

Mar : 1mn soumern

Croplands and pasture

Cro land: irrigated southern mart

Ma : mga ea soumem

Croplands and pasture
Orchards, groves. vineyards, nurseries and

Cropland: irrigated northern mar!

Man: rnga eo no

Orchards/Groves

ornamental horticultural areas
Orchards, groves, vineyards, nurseries and

orchards, groves,

.;)0UUI8f0

. ""'

Bare exposed rock

Bedrock slope

Mixed forest land

Mixed forest land

Residential

Residential

Commercial and services

Commercial and services

NIA
tsearocK s ope

"'"'

uroan
uouan

Industrial

Industrial

uruan

Transportation, communications and utilities

Road tarmac

uroan

Transportation. communications and utilities

Transportation, communications

uroan

Transportation. communications and utilities

Walerpipe

uroan

Transportation, communications and utilities

Main Road

uroan

Transportation, communications and utilities

Airport

uruan

Transportation, communications and utilities

Railway 1disused
Railway

uroan

Industrial and commercial corn lexes

Military zone

uroan

Industrial and commercial corn lexes

Industrial and commercial

uroan

Mixed urban or built ~,JP land

Mixed urban or buitt up land

Other urban or buih up land

Other urban or built up land

uruan

Streams and canals

Streams and canals

waer

Streams and canals
Streams and canals

Channel wadi

vva er

Channel (palaeo

Streams and canals

River

vvaer
vva er

Streams and canals

Channel concrete canal

vva er

Streams and canals

Channel anthropogenic

vva er

Transportation, communications and utilities

ern

NIA

v~neyaros.

nurseries and ornamental

ornamental horticultural areas

Maf:

uroan

Uf~,Jan

Lakes

Lakes

vva er

Lakes

Seasonal lakes

vva er

Reservoirs

Reservoirs

vva er

Reservoirs

Birka

naer

Bays and estuaries

Bays and estuaries

a er

Table 17 Combined USGS and SIIR land use codes.

The USGS system maintains flexibility for specific projects and allows wider scale
generalisation and incorporation of the data within other programmes of collection and
analysis. However, the classification system must also correspond to the data used to compile
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the land use map. It is obviously inappropriate to expect a high level of identification when
one is employing imagery collected at a coarse scale.
The classitl.cation system employed in this research will be based upon the USGS system (see
Table 17). Other SHR project specific levels have been built into the hierarchy to enable the
allocation of land use classes specific to the application area and the project goals. Over time
this classification schema can be extended to not only produce traditional classitl.cations but
also archaeologically specitl.c classitl.cations (i.e. land-segmentation that might have had
currency in the past). However, each of these classes can be generalised through the USGS
system. The flexibility of this system allowed the production of a joint land use and land
cover classitlcations system to identify economic, landform and surface sedimentary zones.

6.2.2 Land cover mapping methodology
A.s discussed in section 2.2 imagery can be classitl.ed by either qualitative or quantitative
methods. For the purposes of this research the majority of thematic classitlcation has
occurred through qualitative rather than quantitative classification as this is the easiest system
to implement. This is primarily due to the fact that thematic data, although useful for analysis
and synthesis, are not archaeological in nature. Furthermore, quantitative itnage classitl.cation
techniques are highly skilled: it is diftl.cult for an interpreter who is not trained in the specitl.cs
of multispectral analysis of different land cover types to incorporate these skills. Some
specitl.c itnage classitl.cation did occur. \Vhere quantitative techniques have been used to
elucidate land use information they are explained in the text. Great use, however, was made
of itnage enhancement techniques during the visual interpretation component (particularly
histogram stretches, false colour composites and band ratios).
The best practice methodological guidelines outlined by Campbell (2002 pp 559-576) were
followed (as summarised in Figure 90). All the metadata information concerning the image
quality (sensor type, cloud cover index and collection date) were recorded within the
metadata for each data set. The classitlcations schema is detlned in Table 17 where the tield
'SHRlevel_III' delineates the bespoke classitl.cation values for the application area. The 2000
Landsat imagery and 2002 Ikonos imagery were the primary image sources for the
classitication.
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digitising schema (after Campbdl 2002 p. 559).

The basic approach to digitising the land cover themes was to digitise linear and land parcel
elements directly from the satellite imagery within ArcGIS. Ikonos imagery would provide
the primary resource for landcover mapping in the northern and southern application areas
and Landsat imagery would provide the primary resource for the soil, geology and urban
mapping. The Corona imagery, Syrian map and Russian geology map were also used as
ancillary data sets. Ground observation during previous fieldwork seasons had provided a
general understanding of most of the region. Tlus was augmented by the geomorphological
work undertaken by Drs Bridgland and Westaway (Bridgland et al. 2003).
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Finally, decisions need to be made about the fotm of the thematic output. Manual
interpretation technigues traditionally delineate parcels or linear features using vector
technigues. On the other hand, image classification technigues produce a raster output. As
both technigues are used in the production of thematic information it was decided to
produce all themes, with the exception of the DTM, as vector layers. Vector delineation of
this information also removes misclassification artefacts commonly associated with pixel
mixing and natural heterogeneity in class composition (Tso and Mather 2001; Campbell
2002; Harrower et al. 2002).

6.2.3 Vector digitising methodology
Whereas Campbell (2002 p. 560) advocates working on translucent overlays the digitising
process was conducted directly using ArcGIS. The imagety, or its derivatives, provided the
cligitising backdrop. Land use and cover was separated into polygon features and polyline
networks. Polyline networks were employed so that direction of flow and other attributes
could be appended for

the appropriate

feature

types. Polyline networks include

transportation systems and hydrology. Polygon layers were created for land cover and
surticial geology/ soil types. Each polyline network and land cover polygon was attributed an
identifier from the classification schema based upon the most refined 'SHRlevel_III' field
and linked through the primaty key field 'CodeiD' (see Table 17). This allowed the
generalisation of the themes to the USGS levels I and 11. To reflect this, three new vector
layers were created within the Geodatabase (see Appendix I) within the theme
'satellite_themes': a polyline network layer called 'Line_landcover' and two polygon coverages
called 'Polygon_landcover' and 'Soils_geology_urban'.

6.2.3.1 Polyline networks
Linear elements digitised for land cover are best represented as polylines. These are vector
lines that represent linear units such as road and river networks (based on centre lines). GIS
systems can enhance the utility of connected polylines by analysing them as polyline
networks. These networks can be embedded with information determining how the line
segment can be used. For example, in a road network a line segment could be a one way
street with a specific speed limit. These attributes can be embedded into the polyline. When a
network is analysed for the shortest or quickest route from place A to place B these attributes
can form part of the analysis. Figure 91 defines the creation of a polyline network for
digitising the hydrology in the application area. In this model water is only allowed to How
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downhill (i.e. from node X to node \'{'). When digitising in ArcGIS polyline networks are
created dynamically, however, attribute data (ClassiD and t1ow direction) needs to be added
for each individual polyline. The attribute 'ClassiD' is the linking field between the drawing
and the USGS code database described in Table 17.

Polygon Topology

Network Topology

I

I

I

I

Image

18046

Line Segment

CAD
Hachure Line
Polygon (from
line segments)

'-

GIS
Unique Identifier
(from seed)

Fi!{ure 91 Digit:isin!{ tnpologically intact poly!{ons anti networks for

c; IS analysis.

6.2.3.2 Polygon layers
Enclosed areas digitised for land cover are best represented as polygons. These are closed
vector lines that represent land parcels such as a geological unit or an urban area. It is
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possible to just describe a polygon by digitising its outline (for example the technique which
is applied for digitising site extents). However, in land cover applications many of the
polygons are contiguous (i.e. they share adjacent borders) or are contained within other
polygons. Digitising topology (the spatial relationships which make up a polygon) can
substantially reduce the work involved in the digitising process and ensure that polygons
actually share common boundaries. Figure 91 defines the creation of a polygon topology
using archaeological excavation data. Burroughs (1986) discusses extensively the formal
process of polygon topology creation.
When digitising in ArcGIS polygon topology is created dynamically, but attribute data
(ClassiD) needs to be added for each individual polygon. The attribute 'ClassiD' is the
linking field between the drawing and the USGS code database described in Table 17.
6.3 Hydrology networks
The hydrology network consists of livers, seasonal wadis, anthropogenic canals and channels
(see Figure 92 and Figure 93). These were digitised directly from the pan-sharpened Ikonos
imagery. However, use was also made of the panchromatic Ikonos imagery overlaid by the
multispectral imagery with a 60% transparency setting. This provided a combination of high
resolution imagery and colour contextual information without the need for pan-sharpening.
Any eo-registered resource can be used in this fashion (for example panchromatic aerial
imagery and SPOT multispectral imagery). A few specific enhancements were used to aid in
the identification of water bodies. Particularly important were differences between the visual
bands and near-infrared. The value of the near-infrared lies in the fact that the contrast
between water, vegetation and other surface phenomena, which are not obvious in the visible
spectrum, are more enhanced. All wet areas tend to absorb infrared radiation, and this leads
to a lower reflectance value (Ebert and Lyons 1983 p. 1256; Campbell 2002 p. 525).

NDI =InfraRed- Blue
InfraRed + Blue
Eyuation l NDI eyuation
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EVIDENCE TYPE

Birka,
Seasonal
water

Channel

EVIDENCE
DISCUSSION

EVIDENCE CHIP

Area of standing water either
natural or managed. Highlighted
through NDI and 4.4,1 FCC. Check
against an lkonos 3,2,1 FCC for
verification.

ttlil~'!'..'!.:.·T.~_,::::--~~ Anthropogenic
channel.
Is
normally indistinguishable on the
lkonos imagery due to more
.........,..,.,., intensive land use in recent years.
They are visible in the Corona
and look a little like wadis. In
~~Clii'WiMIIW ~~~~~~~.... order to identify these as
-111111!~1 channels the contours must be
loaded. These features run
....._........--~---.............. adjacent to contours.
0

~~ 1~~.z..I~P"1 'Yi!l~~fl~ Irrigation

Irrigation
Canal

canals. These are
nomally empty concrete canals.
They are identified through their
morphology (sinuous features
associated with roads (but
narrower)). The system is visible
in both Corona and lkonos. Both
image sources should be
employed for identification.

Rivers. Highlighted through NOI
and 4.4,1 FCC. Check against an
lkonos 3,2,1 TCC Only use the
lkonos imagery for river mapping
as it is the most up-to-date
source. The Orontes exhibits a
characteristics sinuous form.

River

Wadis. Much like the channels
wadis are sometimes difficult to
identify on the lkonos. Where
possible use the Corona and
correlate against the modern
lkonos. Wadis
run
nearly
perpendicular to contours.

Wadi

i'igurc 92 11 ytlrology network image interpretation key.
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To further illuminate these differences between the visible and NIR a ratio of the pansharpened Ikonos bands 1 and 4 was also calculated. This was augmented with a 4, 4, 1 false
colour composite. Finally a Normalised Difference Index (NDI) between the NIR band and
the blue band (see Equation 1) was also conducted. In tlus technique water bodies are dark
areas.
The Corona imagery was also used to provide extra contextual information, particularly for
the location of wadi channels. These are seasonal channels that for the majority of the year
exist as soil marks with a higher reflectance than the surrounding soil matrix (presumably
from wadi silts and gravels). Modern agricultural practices (including deep ploughing,
bulldozing, and increased vegetation cover due to irrigation) have masked or blurred many of
these features in more recent imagery. These agricultural practices had limited impact on the
older Corona imagery. The same situation applies for the features identitled as 'channels
(anthropogenic)' (see Figure 92). These features have the same reflectance characteristics as
the wadi channels however they differ in one sigtutlcant aspect: instead of flowing directly
through the contours on a path of least resistance they hug contours observed on the
digitised Syrian 1:25,000 maps. This led to the interpretation that these channels were
anthropogetuc in origin. One of these wadi channels appears to run into the ditch
surrounding Tell as-Satlnat Nebi Noah (site 14), giving the impression that this fortitled site
may have been moated. For the same reasons Corona imagery has been exploited by Stone
(2003) for her research into the course of the ancient Tigris.
In the northern marl zone extensive concrete irrigation channels fed from Lake Qatina were
constructed under the French mandate during the 1930s. Since the late 1980s the combined
effects of capping the spring at 'Ain at-Tannur (to divert the water to the expanding city of
Horns) and a reduction in rainfall has led to shrinkage of Lake Qatina (see Figure 64 and
Figure 169). This has effectively meant that during periods of low rainfall (such as the winter
of 2001/2002) these irrigation channels are redundant. Consequently these hydrological
features can not always be identitled on the basis of the ret1ection characteristics of water.
However, these linear features have a distinct morphological sigtlature. They run in straight
lines with distinct periodic curves and roads have regularly been built on their margins. They
can be distinguished from normal roads due to their curvature and where necessary can be
interpreted by proxy.
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The digitised components were compared with the 1:25,000 Syrian maps and driving surveys
and showed a high degree of correlation. For many of the features there was, in fact, an
improved level of detection.

6.4 Communication networks
i\ similar methodology was used for digitising the communication networks. However, in
this instance only the panchromatic and multispectral lkonos imagery were employed. Main
roads, asphalt roads, water pipes, railways (both used and disused) and an airport runway
were all digitised (see Figure 93 and Figure 94). Due to time constraints tracks were not
digitised, however, they were easily identifiable on the imagery. There was very little
interpretative difference between the pan and MS Ikonos for this theme. No specific
enhancements were required to detect these features. The result were correlated against the
Syrian 1:25,000 maps and compared during driving surveys and showed a much improved
product in comparison to the mapping.

6.5 Land cover parcels
The land cover parcels contained a greater range of variation than either the communication
or hydrology networks (see Figure 95 and Figure 96). This was predicated on the basis that
discrimination of the different land cover elements should be as refined as possible. All the
land cover parcels for this theme were identified using the Ikonos imagery so that this theme
could provide a benchmark for the state of the landscape in 2002. It is a future intention to
digitise a set of Corona imagery in the same way. Comparison of these data sets would be
particularly useful for time change analysis based solely on interpretative data (see section
9.4). The benefit of this technique is that instead of quantifying the change between pixel DN
values, one can evaluate the changes in specific land use categories (i.e. from cropland to
orchard) and hence extrapolate changes in agricultural, economic or political factors.
\'Vater features 0akes, seasonal lakes, reservoirs and birka) were identified using the same
techniques and enhancements as described in section 6.2.3.2. \Vhere seasonal lakes were
identified the surrounding corona which delineated the full extent of the lake when full was
also included in the parcel. Reservoirs were defined as any dam like structure. The only
exception to this rule is lake Qatina, which although dammed is referred to as a lake. Birka
are small reservoirs associated with settlements in the basalt. Sometimes these features are
delineated by surrounding basalt walls.
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Olive groves and orchards were identified by textural variation in the imagery. Areas with
mature plants were easier to identify on the Ikonos multispectral imagery (particularly when
using the near infrared (band 4)) whereas areas with younger plants were easier to identify on
the Ikonos panchromatic imagery. Hence, the most effective way to locate groves and
orchards was to overlay a 4, 3, 2 false colour composite of the Ikonos multispectral with a
60% transparency setting over the Ikonos panchromatic. Forested areas were detected in the
same way. Differentiation between grove and forest was based upon differences in location
(forests occur in the basalt zone only), texture and shadow length (see Figure 96).
The high ret1ectance observed at urban and other concreted areas was very easy to identify.
The separation of each of these into the different classes of military, residential, industrial,
commercial and industrial complexes was based upon morphological differences and by
proxy along major communication networks. The default designation was residential; these
areas are identitied by their distinctive tone and texture. Military zones were extremely easy to
identify due to their distinctive morphology. Virtually everything else would be classed as
industrial. Most small scale industry is contined to long buildings (chicken farms). Industrial
complexes were attributed on the basis of scale and include the fertiliser factory and oil
refinery. \Vhere there was a combination of urban usage the parcel was allocated to the
'mixed urban or built up land' zone. No specific enhancement techniques were required to
identify these features.
Cropland accounted for the vast majority of the land surface. The bespoke level Ill schema
for cropland took into account the formation processes and parent regolith unique to each
environmental zone. Hence, the marl was split into Northern marl, thick marl, irrigated marl,
thin marl and wadi silts/ marl (see Figure 95) to aid the delineation of different marl types.
The basalt was split into poorly drained and well drained units (the well drained deposits are
probably areas of stable t1oodplain). Alluvial cropland is related to areas of overbank t1ooding
or modern river terraces. In the area S\V of lake Qatina the alluvial area blends into an area
where lacustrine deposits have been revealed (and exploited as agricultural land) by the
shrinking of the lake. Wadi silts are areas of high ret1ectance associated \vith migrating and
alluviating seasonal wadi channels. At the south end of lake Qatina west of the current course
of the Orontes there is an alluvial fan extending from the Anti-Lebanon range. Finally there
is an area of exposed bedrock slope in the south of the area.
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Image Interpretation Key: Land-Cover
LAND COVER PARCELS
EVIDENCE TYPE
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Vers ion 1: Anthony Beck, October 2003

EVIDENCE
DISCUSSION

EVIDENCE CHIP

Forest area, usually conifers, have
a distinct texture and spacing
which allows them to be
differentiated from groves.

Forest

Grove

As for forests, groves, usually olive
or almond, have a distinct texture
and spacing.

Large industrial areas have
1
•."-lt' _..._. distinct, complex arrangements
consisting of long rectangular
buildings and towers. Shadow
effects ea n be useful for
determining these features.

Large
Industrial

Individual battery farms are
located with regularity through
the landscape. These consist of a
single or group of long
rectangular buildings.

Industrial

The interna I layout of military
sites makes them particularly
easy to identify.

Military

Residential areas consist of a
nucleation of sma 11 buildings
with associated roads networks.

Figure 96 Land cover parcels image interpretatio n key.
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6.6 Geology/ soil mapping
Remote sensing imagery can be used to classify geology and soil attributes (Siegal and
Gillespie 1980; Williams 1983; Irons et al. 1989; Drury 1993; Mattikalli 1997; Way and Everett
1997). The scale of information captured means that high spatial resolution data is not
necessarily required. The use of high spatial resolution imagery can increase heterogeneity
and hence makes the classitl.cation/identitication process more difticult by producing a
classification schema with many different variables rather than landscape groups. Rather,
improved spectral resolution imagery can be more important for defining geological
attributes as different units are easier to discriminate when spectral resolution is increased.
The Lands at imagery was used for the majority of the soil/ geology mapping. One of the
major benefits of Landsat in this instance is the size of footprint. This imagery extended well
beyond the application area. This substantially increased the overall context of the imagery,
improving interpretation by having access to broader scale environmental systems. Arid and
semi-arid environments, such as the landscape around Horns, offer better potential for the
characterisation and identification of surficial soil and rocks due to the limited vegetation
cover. It is advisable to select an image that has minimal vegetation cover to conduct this
process or to conduct comparable analyses on multiple scenes and generalise the results
accordingly.
Computerised classification and image enhancement techniques were used to help determine
soil and geology units. Classification involves the categorisation of the multispectral image
using statistical procedures. As discussed in section 2.2.7 supervised classification procedures
involve user intervention to detine training areas which are then statistically extrapolated to
the rest of the imagery. Alternatively unsupervised classifications define their own clusters by
employing a statistical algorithm on the data. These techniques produce spectral signatures
that respond to each cluster or training area. These spectral signatures vary due to a number
of factors including sensor attitude, wavelength, ground cover, vegetation cover, moisture
content, atmospheric conditions, slope and aspect (Campbell 2002). Multi-band visualisation,
density slicing and band ratioing (particularly bands 7 and 5) can help distinguish specific
geological units. False colour composites using band combinations 7, 5, 1 and 3, 5, 1 were
used to help discriminate different geology types. In areas of high ret1ectance, such as the
wadi silts, it is appropriate to enhance the histogram (by using a minimum-maximum stretch
or density

slicing)

to

improve

contrast and
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hence

interpretation. Tasselled

cap

transformations were also employed to as sess whether feature space transformation s
improved residue detection.
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Using the methodology outlined by Harrower et aL (2002) an unsupervised classification was
conducted on all the eo-registered and atmospherically corrected Landsat imagery (see
C hapter 5 for details on this pre-processing) . 70 classifications were produced, for each
Landsat scene, using an Isodata unsupervised algorithm (see Figure 97). This algorithm
produced an output image with colo ur determined by the red, green and blue bands and a
spectral signature file for each cluster.
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One of these classified images was chosen as the primary scene. It was initially assumed that
the October 1987 imagery would be the most appropriate imagery to conduct lithological
analysis based upon the assumption that in the summer of 1987 less surface vegetation would
be visible as the irrigation techniques were not as extensive in 2000. While classifying the
imagery and viewing the tasselled cap transformation it became apparent that the northern
marls were heavily vegetated. This is due to the high rainfall in 1987 and successful irrigation
through the network of concrete canals (discussed in section 6.2.3.2). Therefore the October
2000 scene was employed as the primary scene as it contained the least amount of vegetation
as determined from the greenness index of the tasselled cap images.
Using the ancillary data, including the land cover map techniques, each of the 70
classifications were attributed to a different landuse type in the USGS schema (see Table 17).
\'\!herever possible geology and soil zones were subdivided based on the classification results
and ground observations (i.e. the number of different marl zones in Figure 98). The digitising
of these data sets into vector files meant that rogue, misclassified, pixels (see section 6.2.2)
did not occur.
The Ikonos-based land cover mapping (see section 6.5) was used in the geology map. The
SI-IR_Leveliii agricultural classification contained the geological zone of the cropland. An
extra tield was added into the USGS schema to generalise the classification to the parent
materials. This allowed the original schema to be expanded so that it incorporated both land
cover components and surficial deposits. This simple application reduces data complexity as
one single data set can be used to answer a range of different questions from land cover to
surticial geology. Furthermore, the higher spatial resolution of the Ikonos imagery allowed
more accurate spatial referencing of features.
In summary, the following data and visualisation methods were used for the creation of the
geology/ soil map (see Figure 98):
e

False colour composite of Landsat imagery.

e

Unsupervised classifications.

e

The land cover mapping.
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6.7 Digital terrain modelling
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) are an essential component of many archaeological
modelling exercises. E levation data can aid in solving a wide range of spatial problems
(Toutin 2001). Terrain models are important within archaeology for studying individual
monuments as well as their larger scale topographic context (Redfern et aL 1999).
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Furthermore, terrain models offer a range of thematic information from a primary elevation
model to the secondary slope and aspect models. For a discussion of DTMs and their raster
and vector derivatives (digital surface models, digital elevation models, triangular irregular
networks, slope derivatives and aspect derivatives) consult Burroughs (1986), Fujimura and
Kuo (1999), Hageman and Bennett (2000) and Wheadey and Gillings (2002).
Many archaeological predictive modelling and visualisation exercises place significant
emphasis on DTMs and their derivative layers (Gaffney and Stancic 1991; Hageman and
Bennett 2000; Wescott and Brandon 2000). Wheadey (1995), in particular, has argued for the
use of cumulative viewshed analysis to elucidate aspects of site and network locations in
respect to their visibility from prominent points in the landscape. Furthermore, DTMs are
used within remote sensing to model and correct for reHectance from different illumination
angles (Campbell 2002).
Most DTMs used in archaeology are created by digitising the contours of an available base
map. However, there has been some criticism of DTMs derived in this manner (Kvamme
1995; Redfern et al. 1999). Hageman and Bennet (2000) produced a best-practice guideline
for contour digitising. One of the major criticisms of DTl'vis created from digitised contours
is that they require interpolation of non-primary data. Contours themselves are produced by
interpolating primary elevation data (collected either from photogrammetry or land survey),
hence contours are secondary data. The process of digitisation introduces further errors into
the data set.

6.7.1 DTM from contour data
Although the inaccuracy of creating Digital Terrain Models (DTl\T) from contour data is
recognised (Redfern et al. 1999 p. 212), if the mapping data is available at an appropriate scale
it is the easiest source for creating a DTM.
The digital contours created from the 1:25,000 basemap were used to create a Triangular
Irregular Network (TIN). Best practice guidelines for the contour digitising were followed to
improve the DTM accuracy (Burroughs 1986; Hageman and Bennett 2000). Contours were
det-ived from the TIN and compared to the original basemap contours to evaluate the
accuracy of the TIN. The TIN was converted into a taster Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
with a 20m cell resolution. Slope and aspect models were derived from the DEM (see Figure
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100). It is interesting to note that artefacts from the original contour data itself are obvious in
the slope model.
These models were used throughout the research project for a variety of archaeological and
visualisation procedures already discussed. In this context they also provide an important
information resource from which to evaluate the DTM generation by photograrnmetric
techniques from Corona and Ikonos imagery.
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6.7.2 DTM generation from remotely sensed data
Remote sensing provides two primary solutions to the creation of DThls. One solution
encompasses the variable wavelength detection and ranging techniques such as RADAR and
LiDAR (respectively, RAdio and Light Detection And Ranging). These active sensors record
the duration of travel. As the wavelength is known distance can therefore be calculated
(Holden et al. 2002).
The other solution, which is more familiar to archaeologists, is that of Photograrnmetry:
More specifically the exploitation of the differences in stereoscopic parallax between two
images taken from slightly different perspectives. Stereo photography was exploited by
archaeologists as early as 197 5 (Astorqui 1999). Photogrammetry is defined as:
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The art or science rif obtaining reliable measurements fry means rifphotograply.
(Colwell 1997 p. 3)
If two images are taken of an object from slightly different perspectives (a stereo pair) then a
displacement in the object can be observed in the images. This phenomenon is referred to as

stereosropicparalla:x:. If these images are placed side by side and viewed through a stereoscope a
3-d effect is observed. These phenomena can be exploited for measuring distances or
heights. This technique is called photogrammetry, or more specifically for those who work
on digital imagery, soft-copy photogrammetry. In order to extract a DTM from a stereo pair
a sophisticated work-station is required that runs specific photogrammet:ric software (such as
SocetSET or Erdas Imagine Stereo Analyst) and a camera model is required. The camera
model refers to the interior geometry of the camera and its orientation (Teng 1997 pp. 82102; Campbell2002 pp. 77-84).
Any overlapping satellite imagery taken from different perspectives can be used to create a
stereo pair (for example Toutin 2001; Li et al. 2002; Toutin 2002; Zomer et al. 2002).
Furthermore, these images can come from different platforms and sensor devices. However,
better results are obtained with imagery from the same sensor taken with a limited time
differential. High resolution satellite sensors such as Ikonos and Quickbird recognise the fact
that users would want to extract DTMs using stereo images and provide Rational Polynomial
CoeHicients (RPCs) with their metadata to facilitate DTM extraction. IUJCs contain all the
necessary metadata about the camera model and orientation required for the interpolation
algorithms (ERDAS 2001).
Galiatsatos

(in

prep)

extensively discusses

the

creation

of DTMs

by

soft-copy

photogrammetry using SocetSET and Erdas Imagine Stereo Analyst for the application area.
Galiatsatos employs Corona-Corona (mission 1110 stereo pair), Ikonos-Ikonos and CoronaIkonos stereo pairs. It is important to note that the Ikonos-lkonos imagery was not
purchased as a stereo pair and hence the RPC tiles were not supplied. Therefore, Galiatsatos
extracted the DTM using traditional photogrammetric techniques. Furthermore, the camera
model and ephemeris data for the Corona imagery are difficult to obtain (it requires a visit to
NARA). This necessitated the use of an empirical non-metric camera model to detennine the
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terrain model. i\ltmaier and Kany (2002) also had difficulties when attempting to create a
DEM from Corona stereo pairs.
Galiatsatos (in prep) proposes that the Corona - Ikonos stereo model can be used for time
change analysis. He postulates that if one were to analyse the error surface associated with
the DTM then locations with large errors will be due to changes (such as house
construction).
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During the 2002 season a DGPS was permitted for the collection of geomorphological
features (mainly terraces) in the application area. Unfortunately it was not permitted to record
areas of 'hard' detail which could have been used as GCPs for any of the rectification
procedures. However, these points did provide an effective control from which to
independently assess the accuracy of the DTMs. The mean height difference was 0.46m with
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a maximum difference of 1.35m and a minimum of 0.01m. Figure 101 shows the correlation
between these check heights and the photogramrnetrically derived DTM. The correlation
coefficient (r) is 0.999.
6.7.3 DTM evaluation
Photogrammetric DTM creation when using a metric measuring device with an appropriate
camera model produces accurate results while at the same time being highly efficient in terms
of labour (Redfern et al. 1999). This contrasts sharply with traditional archaeological DTM
generation techniques such as contour digitising (which is an inefficient use of labour and
relatively inaccurate) and ground survey using Total Stations or DGPS (which is a highly
ineHicient use of labour and very accurate). However, LiDAR technology does provide
highly accurate and labour effective terrain models relatively cheaply, although its application
is currently limited due to sensor costs. Photogrammetric software is rarely used by
archaeologists, predominantly due to the expense of the software, the need for accurate
camera information, a lack of skilled users and lack of awareness (Red fern et al. 1999).
Gillings and Goodrick (1998) have used the low cost PhotoModeller software for 3-d
reconstruction of standing buildings in archaeology but it has yet to be ascertained how this
software would work \vith aerial and satellite imagery.
High resolution elevation data is an important interpretative data source within archaeological
analyses. Many archaeological features produce a topographic effect, tlus effect is exploited in
oblique aerial imagery, or occur within specific areas identitiable through elevation analyses,
such as river terraces (Holden et al. 2002).

6.8 Discussion
This chapter has discussed the creation of thematic layers from satellite imagery. These layers
are relevant for a number of archaeological management and analysis needs and can help to
frame further research. A combination of medium and high spatial resolution imagery has
been integrated to produce a number of thematic layers which were not previously available
at this scale. The ability to produce bespoke thematic generalisations from satellite imagery is
one of its major bendits. This is even more signiticant in an area which has limited
alternative mapping and little published data on soils, hydrology, etc.
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In general tenns the spatial resolution of the imagery dictates the type of classitication
technique. The medium-resolution Landsat imagery was successfully employed for
quantitative classitication. However, classitication becomes increasingly more complex when
spatial resolution is increased. Even classitication techniques used by experienced interpreters
do not produce the same kind of results commonly seen in the classitication of medium
spatial resolution data (Palumbo and Powlesland 1996 p. 126). Tlus is due to increased
heterogeneity in the imagery and the inclusion of artefacts not necessarily relevant to the scale
of analysis (e.g. groves in the Ikonos when one is classifying for surticial geology). However,
the differences in spatial resolution are complementary in that high spatial resolution imagery
can be used to 'truth' classitied results from lower resolution sensors.
High spatial resolution imagery, from any platform, can be used in conjunction with any
contemporaneous coarser spatial resolution imagery (such as Landsat) to aid any
interpretation or classification of the imagery. For example, it is possible to identify crop
types or genus directly from the high resolution imagery and use tlus to directly interpret the
Landsat imagery.
\V'ith the techniques employed and the lack of alternative resources at appropriate scales it is
difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the classitications. This is particularly important for the
more qualitative themes (such as geology and soil, see section 8.2) which tend to change
gradually over the landscape and do not occur in discrete parcels. However, this classification
is not seen as the tinished product. It is envisaged that further fieldwork, ground observation
and consultation with the project geomorphologists will continue to retine its accuracy.
As a mechanism to improve engagement with the landscape it is recommended that a land
cover and soil classitication is undertaken at a very early stage in the interpretation process.
This engages the investigator with the landscape and provides important infonnation on its
structure and morphology. The outlined techniques provide a broader and more
representative understanding of the landscape than, for example, a driving survey.
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CHAPTER 7 SATELLITE IMAGERY AS A PROSPECTION TOOL

7.1 Archaeological prospection
This chapter addresses the issues of extrapolating elements of the relevant archaeological data
structure from satellite imagery. The complex theoretical issues in the delineation and
interpretation of archaeological phenomena (as discussed in Chapter 3) are somewhat
simplitl.ed when one is employing satellite imagery for archaeological prospection: the level of
interpretation will normally only occur at the detection or recognition levels rather than the
much more complex identification level. Hence, there are two primary issues when using
satellite imagery for prospection:
•

Can aspects of the relevant data structure actually be identified?

•

If so, how much of the data structure can be identitl.ed?

The answer to both of these questions requires ground observation. The first question can be
addressed by visiting the potential areas identified from the imagery as part of a more
ngorous recording exercise (recognition or identification of the residues). The second
question can be addressed by visiting 'blank' areas of the landscape in search of
archaeological residues. The second question is much more diftlcult as the extent of the total
relevant data structure is unknown and locating other 'undetected' archaeological residues is a
diftlcult task. Effective quantification requires an appropriate sampling methodology (see
section 0).
In a macroscopic landscape context, the archaeological record can be thought of as a more or
less continuous spatial distribution of artefacts, structures, organic remains, chemical residues
and other less obvious modifications. lVIicroscopically, the distribution is far from even, \vith
large areas where archaeological remains are widely and infrequently dispersed. There are
other areas, however, where materials and other remains are abundant and clustered. It is
these peaks of abundance that are commonly referred to as sites. In areas where there is
limited understanding of the archaeological resource, particularly \vith reference to the
distribution of 'sites', then some form of archaeological residue discovery is required. As
discussed in section 3.5.2 the term site can be a misleading. In this context site refers to any
archaeological residue (including field systems, hinterlands and settlements).
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Discovery reqwres the detection of one or more site constituents. These are sufficient to
suggest that the site might be present (i'vlcManamon 1984). Many archaeological projects
detect archaeological residues through an intensive process of ground survey (Shennan 1985;
Shennan 1997; Gillings et al. 1999; Francovich et al. 2000; Banning 2002). However, such
approaches are costly in terms of time and human resource allocation. It is proposed that
satellite remote sensing techniques can be incorporated into archaeological landscape
evaluations, at an early stage, to help determine the strategic deployment of the ground
survey teams.
Analysis of remotely sensed data involves identifying features and correlating ground-based
measurements with recorded ret1ectance or emmittance values. The eo-registered bands are
multiple layers of numeric information that have spatial and spectral structure. Some of this
structure relates to archaeological phenomena. Analysis of this data is a creative synthetic
process that transforms data into infonnation. The creative act of 'interpretation' itself
requires that the interpreter has an understanding of the data and its structure. This means
that the interpreter is aware of underlying processes during the act of archaeological
'discovery' (Aldenderfer 1987 p. 92). It is hoped that this chapter will apply these processes
and outline an appropriate methodology for this and otl1er environmentally similar
application areas.
The important points for archaeological residue detection (after McManamon 1984) are that:

1. Archaeological sites are physical and chemical phenomena.
2.

There are different kinds of site constituents.

3. The abundance and spatial distribution of different constituents vary both
between sites and within individual sites.
4.

These attributes may be masked or accentuated by a variety of other phenomena.

Archaeological prospection applies a series of principals aimed at the detection, localisation
and identification of previously unknown archaeological sites or features. For purposes of
definition this section is focussed on site dismvel)' using satellite imagery. Thus, the primary
focus of archaeological prospection is to deled locations that have a high potential of
containing archaeological residues. The recognition or even identffication (see section 1.3.5) of
archaeological residues is desirable at this stage but not essential. It is envisaged that residue
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detection usmg satellite imagery is quicker, more cost effective and may provide a more
representative sample

than surface survey. However, for successful archaeological

'interpretation' to occur, increased resolution, or more likely ground observation data may
also be required to provide adequate interpretative detinition. Site discovery, on the other
hand, focuses on a study area with the goal of locating as high a proportion as possible of
sites and potential factors which may account for bias in their discovery. In this context,
satellite imagery can be used as part of a Desk Based Assessment to provide a rapid overview
of the archaeological potential within different environmental areas. Thus, satellite imagery
provides a platfonn from which to perfonn landscape identification at a scale hitherto
unprecedented.
However, this physical approach to site definition is not well documented. Most
archaeological site analysis aims mainly to interpret sites and structure them culturally or
behaviourally, rather than physically or chemically. There is, therefore, a limited consolidated
body of reference data. Yet this sort of information would be extremely useful for
detennining the effectiveness of different identification techniques (however, notable
exception include: McManamon 1984; Scollar 1990; Bintliff et al. 1992; Spoerry 1992; Pollard
and Heron 1996; Taylor 2000; Heron 2001). These author employ different techniques
including, satellite and aerial imagery, soil geochemistry, artefact variations and geophysics.
Sites can be identitied by the variation in frequency and distributions of various physical,
chemical and biological constituents. Chapter 8 addresses some of these issues analysing the
physical and chemical nature of samples collected in the marl zone of the application area.
7.2 Impact of the environmental zones on prospection

Ground observation has shown that the three different environmental zones produce
contrasting and complementary types of archaeological residue. In each zone the
archaeological record has also been subjected to different fonnation and de-formation
events. The basaltic zone contains a well preserved combination of sites and hinterlands as a

palimpJ·eJt of stone walls and concentrations of rubble. By contrast, the marl zone, where a
mud-brick architectural tradition dominated, contains a few mounded tell sites and many
ploughed out artefact scatters. The marl zone only contains site loci as the hinterland has
been masked, or eradicated, by subsequent anthropogenic activity. The alluvial zone contains
a proportion of each type, depending upon the location of the alluvium, with a
preponderance of artefact scatters. Each of these zones employs distinctive urban and rural
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management strategies that impact upon the visibility of the archaeological residues. Some
strategies can effectively destroy, or severely mask, archaeological residues (such as land
clearance through bulldozing or urban expansion). This chapter will focus on each of the
environmental zones separately as each zone requires different methodological techniques.
Site 339 (1st December 1999)

Site 339 (25th April2001)

Figure I 02 Changes in crop cover at site 339 at different times of
the year.

The visibility of most of the archaeological residues is primarily influenced by the type of
surface cover. Surface cover is positively related to the environmental conditions and the
agricultural regime (see Figure 102). For this research ground observation at different times
of the year indicated that crop cover is the most debilitating factor in the detection of
archaeological residues from satellite imagery (see section 5.2.4):

•

Unless crop marks are produced the crop canopy effectively masks any
underlying archaeological residues (see Figure 102).

•

It has yet to be determined if negative archaeological features produce the same
kind of crop mark evidence in the region as observed in Europe (i.e. the
construction techniques, materials and deformation are different).

•

Even if crop marks do occur, demonstrating that the spatial or temporal
resolution of the satellite images are adequate to detect crop vigour or stress is
inappropriate with the imagery available.

7.3 Methodological background
When an image is available in digital form, the interpreter can use several approaches to
extract information. Campbell (2002) distinguished two complementary approaches (see
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Figure 4): photointerpretation (or qualitative image interpretation), where an analyst extracts
information according to their experience and understanding of the phenomena under study;
and quantitative analysis, where classification schemes are used to examine the image and
assign classifications according to their pixel attributes. Each approach has its own strengths
and weaknesses and the final combination depends upon the scope of the application.
Identifying the physical or chemical contrast between archaeological residues and the natural
landscape can be undertaken using either quantitative or qualitative techniques. Qualitative
prospection is the norm for archaeological image interpreters (see Donoghue 2001 for a
general discussion of archaeological remote sensing interpretation techniques). Qualitative
interpretation requires an experienced interpreter and imagery of the appropriate resolution
for the interpretative task. This process can be improved by having access to contextual
information to enable rapid verification. Quantitative interpretations in their purest form rely
on digital manipulation of the imagery to extract the relevant data from feature space.
Quantitative approaches are rarely used for archaeological prospecrion using satellite or aerial
imagery. This is in all likelihood a legacy trait due to two important issues: the fact that most
remote sensing techniques are 'site' rather than landscape focused (such as geophysical
surveys or site focused aerial photography) and the perception that spatial variations in the
physical and chemical residues at different sites would make quantitative techniques difficult,
if not impossible to apply. Furthermore, the human visual system and brain is much more
adept at interpreting and classifying complex information than a computer system (Ebert
1984 p. 348). This is particularly pertinent for archaeological residues which tend to exhibit
complex tonal, textural and spatial patterning which are difficult to classify by automated
techniques.

7 .3.1 Qualitative methodologies
Archaeological residues can be distinguished on the basis of a number of image qualities
including tone, texture, colour, pattern, shape and size (Ebert 1984 pp. 313-315). Most
interpreters apply these techniques manually, relying solely on visual inspection of images
collected, predominantly from the visual wavelengths. False colour composites produced
from bands outside the visual wavelengths create representations which are unfamiliar to the
inexperienced analyst. When applying qualitative techniques to digital satellite data an
interpreter is provided not only with the potential to analyse information from other
wavelengths but also with a number of sophisticated tools to enhance these data (Scollar
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1990 pp. 126-204; Philipson 1997; Campana and Pranzini 1999; Campbell 2002). Digital
image interpretation can improve on analogue interpretation by providing the interpreter
with geometric and radiometric enhancement techniques. Radiometric enhancement
techniques include contrast enhancement, histogram equalisation and histogram matching.
Geometric enhancement techniques include filtering, edge detection, spatial derivatives and
shape detection.
Multispectral images can also be transformed to generate new sets of image components or
bands, which represent an alternative, feature space, description of the data. Image
transfom1ations include principal components analysis, image arithmetic, vegetation indices,
and the tasselled cap transformation.
Qualitative interpretation can be difficult to reproduce, though, many interpreters produce

image interpretation krys. These keys highlight the salient aspects used during image
interpretation and can be considered as a form of interpretative metadata (see appendi.x 1.4).

7.3.2 Quantitative methodologies
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The quantitative approach uses classification techniques for image analysis. It is hoped that
the numerical structure of the relevant archaeological residue data embedded in satellite
imagery can be extrapolated using these techniques. These include supervised classifications
like maximum likelihood, Mahalanobis, minimum distance, parallelepiped and unsupervised
classification techniques based on various algorithms.
Objects distributed in space have a relationship with one another. This relationship can be
expressed in a variety of ways but does tend to conform to the assumption that objects that
are close to one another are more related than distant objects. This phenomena is referred to
as spatial autocorrelation (\Vheatley and Gillings 2002 pp. 131-134, 183). Hence, spatial data
does not confonn to the traditional assumptions of statistics as levels of spatial dependence
and heterogeneity deviate from the norm. This body of statistics is referred to as spatial
statistics or geo-statistics.
Only a few

researchers

have applied quantitative remote sensmg techniques

for

archaeological prospection using imagery with a large footprint (for example see Gaffney et

al. 1996; Clark et al. 1998; Sever 1998; for example see Campana and Pranzini 1999; Harrower
et al. 2002). Other quantitative prospection applications, such as predictive modelling, tend to
occur within CRM bodies (\Vheatley 1996; Wescott and Brandon 2000). One of the
difficulties of quantitative analyses is that it can be difficult to ascertain if clustering within the
data is relevant or irrelevant. Further, one needs to question whether the observed
relationship is a reflection of clustering in the data or is a residue of the quantitative process
(Aldenderfer 1987 p. 105). One of the major criticisms of predictive modelling is the amount
of irrelevant data that is produced. The decision of relevance is based upon the knowledge
and experience of the interpreter.

7 .3.3 Digitising methodology
From a GIS perspective the archaeological residues identified during the prospection phase
can be broken down into point, linear and polygonal residues. There is a broad division
between the basalt zone and all other zones in respect of these feature types. The vast
majority of the residues identified in the basalt are cairns (currently identified as point
features) and wall segments (belonging to either field systems or structures and digitised as
polyline features). \Vhere there is a complex of structures then these are agglomerated,
digitised as a polygon and issued a site number (see Figure 103). In all the other areas the
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archaeological residues predominantly consist of polygonal features. However, some possible
linear features have also been identified. As discussed in section 6.2.3 all the digitising
occurred within ArcGIS.
One of the most important aspects of digital image interpretation is that the images are
normally already geo-referenced. Therefore, if an appropriate digitising methodology is
employed, the vector or raster derivatives defining residue location will also be georeferenced.

Figure 103 'Site' 358 in the basalt landscape and its surface
collection subsidiaries.

7.3.3.1 Data sources
Digitised data is primarily derived from two sources: digitised from the satellite imagery (see
Figure 104) or collected by GPS. The satellite imagery provides snapshots of the landscape
under different environmental conditions. The measured extent of residues from different
imagery and GPS may have subtle spatial differences. These differences will in part be caused
by spatial errors, but more significantly, they will also be caused by different environmental
conditions and post-depositional processes (such as bulldozing). Although these different
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extents are potentially difficult to model, having a record of them will be useful for
determining the impact of cultural and natural modifications over time (see section 9.4). Due
to problems of eo-registering satellite imagery, G PS data is considered as the primary
resource and, where appropriate, supplants all other data. However, GPS data can only be
collected for areas which have been ground observed, and in some cases use of GPS would
be inappropriate. For example, recording basalt walls by GPS would be extremely time
consuming and reflects the contemporary 'modified' landscape of the 21" century and not
necessarily the more intact archaeological landscape as described by, for example, Corona in
the late 1960s.
Corona mission 1108
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Figure 104 Digitised cairns and walls in the basalt area (scale
1:11,000).
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7.3.3.2 Digitising point' features
Data represented as points are derived from two sources: points collected by GPS (the
location of sample points (e.g. the soil samples discussed in Chapter 8), archaeological
'installations' (such as oil-presses, discussed in section 1.1.2)), and points digitised for the
location of cairns (see Figure 104). The research into the basalt area is still in a preliminary
phase and specific attributes for the cairns have not yet been finalised. Those attributes which
have been defined are currently held within the structure of the geodatabase.

7.3.3.3 Digitising 'linear features
The same basic technique is used for digitising polyline networks as described in section
6.2.3.1. Polyline network digitising was employed as this reduces each line segment into a

feature type which can have attributes associated with it (e.g. from a site visit: see Figure 10..J.).
Attributes for the wall segments have also not been finalised. Those attributes which have
been defined are currently held within the structure of the geodatabase. The same is true for
all other linear features identified in other areas.

7.3.3.4 Digitising &site' polygons
The same basic technique is used for digitising 'site' polygons as described in section 6.2.3.2.
However, the unique referencing systems employed are different. The archaeology feature
data set contains a sin1ple three tier hierarchy for the linking of all spatial and attribute data
(see Figure 105).

Site Level
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Figure I 05 Schematic example of the a-spatial and spatial linkages
for the archaeological data.
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The most generalised element is referred to as the Site Level. This contains a polygon outline
for the extent of the site, non-site or background landscape. This is the level where most of
the satellite imagery is digitised.
The next element is referred to as the Site Sub Unit LetJe/. This contains a polygon outline for
any sub-units within the site. This allows large and complex sites to be broken down into
sub-units (see Figure 106). Although this layer may appear to be unnecessary it is employed
so that if any future excavations occur this can be used to reflect any feature or group
numbers assigned during excavation. For example, when conducting surface survey all
artefacts are collected from the 'surface plough soil' layer. For simplicity the ploughsoillayer
across the whole landscape is given a default value of 1. However, each of these layers is
spatially unique as they belong to a 'Site' with known spatial extent. For example any non
gridded surface collections at Tell Nebi Noah would belong to UnitiD = 14 and SubUniD =
1 as this is the most refined level of spatial control (see Figure 105).

Figure 106 Example of the hierarchical structuring system at site
173.
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The most refined element in the hierarchy is the Sample Square LezJe/ (note that these are not
always squares and could be excavated contexts). This contains the identifier for each sample
unit. Hence, artefacts collected from a 2m square on the surface of Tell Nebi Noah would
belong to UnitiD

= 14,

S11bUniD

= 1 and

SqriD

= 100

(where lOO is the unique square

identifier for that site).
This simple hierarchical system has proven to be relatively robust. For example site 173 (Tell
Qatina) has been heavily eroded on its western side by Lake Qatina and a portion of its
surface levelled by bulldozing. The hierarchical structuring employed (see Figure 106) allows
each of these post-depositional events to be individually modelled. This stmcturing will not
only facilitate landscape analyses at virtually all scales but will also allow hinterlands and other
off-site related artefacts to be articulated within a single model. This is exemplified by site
sub-unit 173-3 which falls outside the modern extent of site 173. From a CRM perspective
tlus information is essential as it delineates areas of destruction outside of what could be
argued as the 'scheduled' area.

7.4 Prospection in the basalt zone
The basalt zone is distinct from all the other zones in that the majority of the archaeological
residues exist as extant physical features in the form of cairns, field walls and other stmctural
features. This in its own right has ramifications for the nature of the formation and
deformation processes that have occurred in this environmental zone (i.e. a stable matrix
with mitumwn deflation or aggradation in the landscape). This has resulted in a complex
multi-period palimpsest of tleld boundaries, structures and tracks.
Unfortunately tlus is now a landscape which is under significant threat. In the past 30 years,
enhancements to the road and rail networks (and the concomitant increase in associated
settlement activity (cf Sever 1998)) have removed some archaeological residues. Even more
signitlcance is the clearance of fields, walls and cairns by bulldozing. Hence, in this
environmental zone, historical imagery should provide a more representative view of the
archaeological landscape than present day imagery (see Figure 107). However, this will only
be the case if the historical Corona imagery can be used to detect the same range of residues
as the present day lkonos imagery.
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Figure 107 The basalt landscape. Modem destruction is contrasted
between the lkonos and Corona imagery (in italics). Points .\, B, C:
and D in the lkonos and Corona images refer to the locations of
the photo!,rraphs (building foundations, olive-press, wall, road and
birka respectively).
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Corona mission 1108 17th December 1969 (2m)

Corona mission 111 0 28th May 1970 (2m)

lkonos 4,3,2 MS 3rd February 2002 (4m)

lkonos MS PCA Band 1 (4m)

lkonos Pan 3rd February 2002 (1 m)

lkonos MS/PAN resolution merge (1 m)

Figure I 08 Com pariwn of the different spatial resolutions oi the
imagery and their effects on identification in the basalt (scale
1:5,000).
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Corona mission 1 108 17th December 1969 (2m)

Corona mission 1 1 10 28th May 1970 (2m)

lkonos 4,3,2 MS 3rd February 2002 (4m)

lkonos MS PCA Band 1 (4m)

lkonos Pan 3rd February 2002 (1 m)

lkonos MS/ PAN resolution merge (1 m)

Figure I 09 Comparison of the <.Efferent spatial resolu tions of the
imagery and their effects on identification in the basalt (scale
1: I ,000) .
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7.4.1 Image selection in the basalt zone
There is a positive relationship between the size of the objects under study and the resolution
of the imagery required to identify them. In the case of the basalt zone, where the smallest
wall width is c. 0.5-1m, (see Figure 108 and Figure 109) Jensen's (2000) approximation that
the spatial resolution of the sensor should be one half of the feature's smallest dimension
appears to hold.
At a scale of 1:5,000 (see Figure 108) all the images, with the exception of image B (due to
atmospheric haze and vegetation), clearly delineate the field-systems and clearance cairns.
However, in order to digitally map these features, increased magnification is required. At a
scale of 1:1,000 (see Figure 109) it becomes obvious that the lower (4 m) resolution of the
Ikonos MS imagery (images C' and D') is too coarse to provide an accurate backdrop.
It is interesting to note that both the cairns and field-systems are identifiable in these images,
but producing an accurate digital plan is out of the question. Image A' at 2m resolution still
provides enough detail for mapping, although this is in part clue to the shadow cast by the
walls. The panchromatic and pan-sharpened (resolution merged) Ikonos imagery provide the
best backdrop for digitising. Pan-sharpened false colour composites provide a better
interpretative medium than the panchromatic imagery due to the increased spectral
resolution (contrast E' and F' in Figure 109). Given the specific reliance on spatial resolution
in this environmental zone, the Landsat imagery is obviously of nominal value for
prospection purposes.

7 .4.2 Qualitative techniques in the basalt zone
Qualitative techniques are the main mechanism for archaeological residue detection in the
basalt zone. The procedure effectively involves the visual interpretation of walls, structures
and cairns and digitising them directly within ArcG IS.
Images were enhanced through the normal histogram manipulations of standard deviation
stretch and histogram equalisation. i'vlinimum-maximum and linear stretches tended to
reduce itnage contrast and hence were not used.
Kernel tilters were also applied to the images to help enhance the visualisation of
archaeological residues. As the majority of residues are linear, edge detection algorithms were
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employed. Both the Sobel and Prewitt non-directional kernel filters were applied within
Corona mission 1108

'Crisp' algorithm

Sobel edge detection algorithm

Figure 110 Kemcl filters applied in the basalt zone (scale 1:5,000).
l t should be noted that as demonstrated in Figure l 08 and Figure
l 09 that interpretative clarity is related to image scale.
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Erdas Imagine (see Figure 110). However, these did not add any value to the other analytical
techniques. Of more interest were the 'crisp' filters. Tlus tilter did allow the detection of
features that were more ephemeral. Unfortunately, due to temporal fieldwork constraints, it
was impossible to verify if these were actual artefacts or anomalies inherent in the data
structure. However, from the general alignment of features one is inclined to place them with
the former.

7 .4.3 Quantitative techniques in the basalt zone
Quantitative techniques were applied witlun the basalt zone with limited success.
Unsupervised classifications were conducted on both the Corona and lkonos imagery. The
results of these analyses were, unsurprisingly, disappointing. Image segmentation did produce
slightly more worthwhile results. However, segmentation values needed recalculating for each
zone. Furthermore, no new information was extracted using these techniques and the vector
information still required digitising. Quantitative techniques were not pursued further.

7 .4.4 Case study in the basalt zone
Initially it was decided to select a 4 km" area around the village of Borg el-Qai. The primary
reason for this choice was that it has just been placed under the protection of the Directorate
General of Antiquities and Museums (Damascus). This represents one of the last remaining
intact palimpsests of archaeological residues in any basalt area in Syria (Abdulkareem, pers.
comm.). Unfortunately tlus area is at the extreme north of the application area and is only
covered by the poor quality Corona n'lission 1110 imagery.
As an alternative a 4 km" area around the village of Krad ad-Dasiniya (Akrad) was selected.
Akrad lies on the edge of a plateau overlooking a gentle slope down towards IUm Sheikh
Hanifa in the poorly drained basalt zone (see Figure 98). The original village nucleus (site
866) is a low tell-like structure, comprising small rectangular houses and narrow
interconnecting alleyways, all constructed in roughly-dressed basalt. Much of the construction
material is re-used. The Corona imagery indicates that by the late 1960s the village had
expanded to the south and west (following the main road routes) from its original nucleated
core.
The hinterland for the village appears to be split into a number of zones (see Figure 111 ).
The immediate environs are used for market gardening (vines, vegetables and orchards) in a
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dense pattern of small walled plots. Beyond these plots are larger fields which would
traditionally have been used for dry-fanning cereal cultivation. Sheep and possibly cattle are
grazed in the more marginal ground.
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Figure Ill I !interland zones at the SE of Krad ad-Dasiniya
(digitised walls are derived from lkonos imagery). The parallel
walls represent access tracks.

Within the hinterland zone it is possible to extract at least four different systems of land
management from the geometry and stratigraphy of the walls and the form of the enclosed
areas (see Figure 178):

1.

Large fields cleared with a bulldozer (modem): these are demarcated by large
piles of boulders up to Sm wide. These bulldozed areas do not tend to appear on
the Corona imagery.
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2.

Long straight dry stone walls (modern: < 30 years old): Built of regular basalt
blocks these walls line access routes and surround groups of smaller fields. These
walls do not tend to appear on the Corona imagery.

3. Traces of multiple parallel, low linear walls probably related to the past Mouchaa
farming system (pre 20th century land reform): Large fields (probably from
Centuriation) evenly divided into smaller units.
4.

Centuriation: extensive field system with large fields instituted (mainly Roman).
Not easy to detect across the whole area.
Mission 1108 Corona imagery

Field walls digitised from Corona

Pan sharpened lkonos Imagery

Field walls digitised from lkonos

Figure 112 Comparison of the observable detail between Corona
and lkonos imagery and their resultant digitised interpretations
(scale I :2,000). The lack of pamUcl walls on the Corona could be
due to its lower resolution. ,\lternativcly the tracks could have
been created to aUow tractor access.

Across the study area these systems maintain the same broad field orientation of 352°
(Newson, pers. comm.). Vestiges of the centuriation, as the earliest identified form of land
division, are still incorporated into many of the later systems.
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Figure 111 and Figure 112 display digitising from the south eastern quadrant centred on
Akrad. The higher spatial resolution in the Ikonos imagery is translated into a much more
detailed vector output. Even though there are differences in the digitised outputs the core
structure of the systems are very similar (see Figure 114).
A broader scale evaluation of the settlement and hinterland systems in the basalt zone Is
currently being undertaken by Dr. Paul Newson (Department of Archaeology, University of
Durham) as part of an AHRB post-doctoral research project.

Corona 1969

lkonos 3,2,1
resolution merge

lkonos panchromatic

lkonos 3,2,1 multi spectral

Figure 113 Comparison of the Corona and lkonos imagery in a
bulldozed area of the basalt (scale 1:3000). Even though bulldozed
the lkonos resolution merge image exhibits some of the rcsidues
seen on the Corona image.
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7 .4.5 Evaluation of sensors in the basalt zone
In this application area the Corona imagery predates the significant use of bulldozing and has
recorded an effectively intact landscape with minimal destruction, disturbance or masking of
archaeological residues by present day agricultural or settlement expansion. Tlus is a
potentially fortuitous set of circumstances: the application area was, and still is, considered
militarily sensitive therefore a relatively large number of Corona missions intersected the
application area.
Of the relatively cloud free missions only 1108 and 1111 provided the appropriate spatial
resolution and contrast for digital mapping in the basalt (compare image A against image Bin
Figure 108). Unfortunately the 1108 imagery does not cover the whole basalt zone and
mission 1111 does not intersect it at all (see Figure 115). The mission 1111 collection time (c.
18:30 hours) would have recorded shadows which could have improved interpretation.
Although the spatial resolution of the Corona imagery is high enough for mapping purposes
it is not as refined as the Ikonos imagery. Hence a more generalised mapping product is
generated (see Figure 113 and Figure 114). Furthermore, Corona imagery does not display
the full range of residues as seen on the Ikonos imagery and noted during ground
observation (see Figure 116). The cause of this is unknown although it may have something
to do with the time the imagery was collected, the radiometric resolution of the tilm or the
scanning process. Most importantly, the Corona imagery requires extensive geo-referencing
(see section 5.4). As experienced in the first field season, without the Ikonos imagery as a
geo-referencing base (as at the time differential GPS was impossible and handheld GPS
correction was too time consuming) the Corona imagery would have highlighted many
residues but locating them in this complex landscape would have been difficult if not
impossible.
The Ikonos imagery records the landscape under the environmental conditions determined
during the collection window (see section 5.2). Therefore, in comparison to Corona, there is
much more flexibility in obtaitung an image where archaeological residues are easier to
distinguish. Much like any source of evidence the Ikonos imagery may not fully represent the
archaeological resource due to recent landscape modification (examine the wooded area,
centre right, in Figure 117). In comparison to the Corona the spatial resolution of the
panchromatic Ikonos imagery allows detection \vith a higher degree of confidence.
Consequently, the accuracy of the digitising is improved.
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lkonos pan sharpened and lkonos walls

lkonos pan sharpened and Corona walls

Corona Mission 1108 and lkonos walls

Corona Mission 1108 and Corona walls

Figure 114 Comparison of tligirising using the Corona anti lkonos
imagery as backtlrops (scale I :3,000).
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The multispectral Ikonos imagery should not be used for digitising purposes as the spatial
resolution is too coarse. However, the increased spectral resolution of the pan-sharpened MS
lkonos imagery improves the detection of residues that are difficult to distinguish in the
panchromatic (see Figure 112 and Figure 114). Alternatively placing the Ikonos multispectral
over the panchromatic with a 40-60% transparency produced a similar result. This technique
has the advantage of reducing storage requirements. For example, where an lkonos pan and
MS image have tile sizes of 235MB and 60MB respectively the resolution merged image has a
tile size of 940l'viB. Furthermore, the pan-sharpened Ikonos imagety has allowed the
identification and mapping of wall elements where the above ground component has been
removed by bulldozing (see the Ikonos 3,2,1 resolution merge in Figure 113).
In summary, both Corona and Ikonos imagery are appropriate sensors for the prospection
and mapping of archaeological residues in the basalt zone. The Corona imagery provides a
synoptic view of the landscape prior to recent destructive modifications. Thus the Corona
imagery is potentially a more representative snapshot of the archaeological resource than the
Ikonos. However, the Ikonos imagery produces a less generalised view of the archaeological
residues. \X'hen the Ikonos and Corona imagery are used in conjunction with one another
further benefits are realised. From a CRJVI perspective the analysis of both data sources
provides an overview of the archaeological residues and the range and number of destructive
modifications over the past thirty years. The Ikonos imagery provides a present day snapshot
of a landscape under destruction and is therefore useful as a CRl'vf tool to determine the level
of threat to the landscape. This form of infonnation is essential when determining the
management strategy for this environment (this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9).
From a methodological perspective the most productive approach would be to ensure that
the imagery is geo-referenced and eo-registered to a high degree of ground precision. The
archaeological residues should then be digitised from the Ikonos imagery (either 1m pan or
1m pan-sharpened (see Figure 112)). This would produce a present day 'benchmark' of the
potential archaeological residues essential for constructing a CRJVI strategy. The Corona
imagery can then be digitised or alternatively evaluated against the Ikonos digitising. Residues
that have been masked or eradicated in the intervening period can be mapped, integrated into
the data model and evaluated. As regards user interpretation of the imagery, qualitative
techniques for residue detection are more appropriate than quantitative techniques. However,
some image enhancement algorithms, particularly sharpening and edge enhancement kernels,
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can help improve detection. Specific quantitative techniques and classification algorithms do
not appear to produce adequate results. Although it could be argued that automated
archaeological

residue

detection

techniques

are

desirable,

from

an

archaeological

interpretative viewpoint, at least in this zone, this means that the interpreter is less likely to
immerse themselves in the data and hence subtle relevant nuances may be overlooked
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Figure 115 The extent of the Russian aerial photographs anJ
Corona imagery in the northern application area.

Using such a technique it is possible to record the extent and impact of landscape
modifications that have occurred in the intervening years. The resultant vector map when
used in conjunction \vith ArcPAD and a GPS facilitates the navigation to specific residue
elements with confidence (see section 9.3.1). The accurate eo-registration between desk based
digitising and field reconnaissance is a significant methodological advance that has resulted in
substantial financial savings. For example, digitising these field systems using traditional total
station technology, apart from being extremely difficult and time consuming, would have
been very expensive (cf. N ewson 2002 pp. 166-172).
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7 .4.6 Russian aerial photographs in the basalt zone
In addition to the Corona and Ikonos imagery, Russian vertical aerial photography was made
available by Dr. Abdulkareem in 2003 (see section 5.1.4.2). The five overlapping aerial
photographs covered a small portion of the Northern study area. Unfortunately these
photographs did not correspond with the extent of the Corona 1108 imagery (see Figure
115). Therefore, only the Ikonos imagery was directly comparable witl1 the aerial

photography. Comparisons between the Corona 1108 imagery and the aerial photography are
extrapolated (see Figure 117).

Site 666 Russian aerial photograph

Site 6661konos 4,3,2 resolution merge

Basalt walls Corona mission 1110

Basalt walls lkonos 4,3,2 resolution merge

Figure 116 Compariwn of the Russian aerial photography, Corona
and lkonos imagery.

Using the analogue to digital conversion technique described in section 5.1.4.2 the Russian
aerial photographs have similar spatial resolution to the Ikonos panchromatic and spectral
characteristics of the Corona imagery. Furthermore, it was assumed that this aerial imagery
was collected for mapping purposes. If correct, this imagery would have been taken with a
metric camera at a relatively stable Qow) platform with a relatively low cloud cover index.
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Russian Aerial Photography

Corona 1969 (mission 11 08)

Corona 1970 (mission 111 O)

Figure 117 Comparison of the R u~sian aerial photography, lkonos
and Corona imagery over an unknown site and a comparative
evaluation over a different area using the mission 1108 Corona.
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Tlus combination of factors has produced crtsp imagery with good geometric properties.
Although it is not possible to directly contrast the Corona 1108 and Russian aerial
photography, extrapolation from the 1970 Corona 1110 gives the impression that the
landscape was not significantly moditied between 1958 and 1970. This adds further credence
to the assumption that the Corona imagery is a representative snapshot of a preserved
archaeological palimpsest. However, like the Corona imagery the contrast of the photography
does not highlight all the archaeological residues (see Figure 116). This could be a result of
poor storage or the scanning process. It is hoped that a more appropriate scanner with better
spatial, radiometric and geometric fidelity would produce even more detail and compensate
for any potential inadequacies in the original scanning process.
On a point of methodology it is important to stress that without the Ikonos imagery accurate
recti6cation of these photographs would have been extremely time consuming (see section

5.1.4.2). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that although Dr. Abdulkareem stated that
these photographs are Russian in origin they are labelled in Roman rather than Cyrillic script.

7.5 Prospection in the mad zone
The mar! zone contains archaeological residues that contrast strongly with those found in the
basalt zone. The majority of these residues do not exist as hard wearing structural material
(such as basalt blocks); rather it appears they are remnants of the ongoing formation and
deformation processes associated with settlement and the creation and decay of mud-brick
architecture. The residues can be broadly considered as anthropogenically induced physical
and chen1ical variations of the localised soil matrix. Settlement evidence consists of mounded
tells and other 'Hatter' sites producing a distribution of discrete 'site loci' across the zone.
These residues are at least an order of magtutude larger than those in the basalt. The smallest
radius attributed to a site is 23m (site 478).
At a very early stage in the research it was observed that these sites showed a distinct soil
colouration in comparison with the background soil matrix (see Figure 118). This
phenomenon, which is investigated in detail in Chapter 8, is the basis for residue prospection
in tlus zone. Hinterland evidence in the form of 6eld systems associated with these
settlements has not been recognised either on the satellite imagery or during ground survey.
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Corona mission 11 08 17th December 1969 (2m)

lkonos Pan 3rd February 2002 (1 m)

Corona mission 1110 28th May 1970 (2m)

Ikon os 4,3,2 MS 3rd February 2002 (4m)

Landsat 7, 5, 3 MS/PAN resolution merge (15m)

Landsat 7, 5, 3 MS 14th January 2000 (30m)

Figure 119 Comparison of the different spatia l resolutions of the
imagery ami their effects on identification in the mar! (scale
1:12,500). Si tes arc highlighted in image ,\ .
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Corona mission 1108 17th December 1969 (2m)

Corona mission 1110 28th May 1970 (2m)

lkonos Pan 3rd February 2002 (1 m)

lkonos 4,3,2 MS 3rd February 2002 (4m)

r

F'

Landsat 7, 5, 3 MS/PAN resolution merge (15m)

Land sat 7, 5, 3 MS 14th January 2000 (30m)

Figure 120 Comparison of the different spatial resolutions of the
imagery and their effects on identification in the mad (scale
I :5,000).
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LandsatTasselled Cap Brightness,
Greeness, Wetness FCC

Landsat Principal Components Component 1
(bands 3, 4, 5), Component 2 (bands 3, 4),
Component 3 (band 7)

Figure 12 1 Di fferent v i ~tmliHa ti o n s o f raw and processed Land sa t
imagery overlaid by 'sitcH'. Ycllow sites arc fla t, black sitcH arc tells.
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The archaeological residues in tlus area fulfil many of the expected norms for the "Nliddle
East. This is reflected in the tell focused archaeological studies that have been conducted in
Syria for many years and which have, in part, been criticised by Wilkinson (2000).
In common with the basalt zone the mar! zone is also experiencing residue modification
through landscape clearance, urban expansion and changes in agricultural technique
(particularly deep ploughing, see for example Lambrick (1977)). The contrast in construction
technique between the zones is most striking. The basalt environment exhibits extensive
structural evidence which are not evident in the mar!. At present only areas of settlement
have been located in the marl and associated hinterland systems appear to have been
eradicated. Continuous ploughing has not yet eradicated the settlement residues in the mar!.
However, current survey evidence indicates that over time the marl landscape was more
intensively settled and exploited than the basalt landscape. \Vhile recognising that this is a
simplified comparison this does imply that there is an increased likelihood of cultural
transforms in the marl landscape. Tlus landscape will have seen a number of profound
variations in landscape structure over time. Both cadastration and musha'a farming would
have impacted on previous landscape structures. For example, Van Liere (1959) identified
centuriation in the marllandscape East of Horns and one would expect this system to extend
into all the Horns hinterlands. However, no trace of this land management structure has been
identitied in our marl areas.

7.5.1 Image selection in the marl zone
The larger size of residues in the marl zone increases the range of imagery which is effective
for prospection. Obviously the Ikonos (4m multispectral and 1m panchromatic) and Corona
imagery are appropriate. Theoretically the 15m panchromatic band on the Landsat ETM
sensor should detect all residues and the other 30m resolution bands on the Landsat platform
should detect most residues. The increased size meant that pan-sharpened Ikonos imagery
was not employed. However, the transparent overlay technique of MS over pan Ikonos
imagery was used.
Figure 119 compares the resolution of the primary sensors witlun the marl zone. \'Vithout any
major image manipulation most of the residues are relatively easy to distinguish in the
Corona and Ikonos panchromatic imagery (compare images A or B with C). However,
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present day modifications (i.e. infrastructure building, settlement expansion and deeper
ploughing) have increased complexity in the Ikonos imagery. It is interesting to note that the
reduced image fidelity of the mission 1110 Corona image, which made it an inappropriate
resource for prospection in the basalt, is not so significant for the mar! zone. The increased
spectral resolution of the Ikonos multispectral allows the creation of colour composites
improving visual detection (compare image C with image D). The pan-sharpened Landsat
imagery still allows the identification of the sites. However, the decreasing spatial resolution
means that more 'potential', but negative, sites are identified. This would necessitate
increased time for ground observation. This is further exacerbated in the 30m Landsat
imagery. However, the increased spectral resolution of the I ,andsat imagery allows greater
flexibility in image processing and visualisation. Different bands can be combined to produce
false colour composites and alternative visual representations such as tasselled cap and
principal components (see Figure 121). These same techniques can be applied to the Ikonos
multispectral imagery. Of particular relevance are Landsat bands 5 and 7 in the infrared
which provide useful information about soil and surficial geology.
Spectral Profile for lkonos MS
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Figure 122 Spectral profile of on and off-site point locations
derived from lkonos !\IS imagery.

As the scale is decreased (see Figure 120) other interpretative artefacts become clearer. The
Corona imagery appears to display the greatest contrast between archaeological residues and
the background soil and vegetation. The Ikonos imagery provides the best backdrop for
digitising features (such as the military entrenchments on site 256 (compare C' against all
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other images). It also interesting to note that the 4m multispectral Ikonos provides better
clarity for mapping purposes than the Corona (compare itnage D' against A' and B'). At these
scales the spatial resolution of the Landsat imagery makes the scenes relatively unintelligible
(compare E' and F' with E and Fin Figure 119).

7 .5.2 Spectral nature of the residues in the marl zone
As previously discussed, the main mechanism for detection in the mar! is through differences
in soil colour associated with archaeological sites. This necessitates a change in ret1ectance
within, at least, the visual portion of the EM spectrum. Tlus phenomenon will be discussed
in more detail in this section. For sitnplicity, throughout this section the Ikonos MS itnagery
is used for illustrative purposes, as it has a relatively lugh spatial resolution (useful for
exanlining transects and surfaces) and a medium spectral resolution (useful to examine
changes across the EJ\'1 spectrum).
Figure 122 displays the spectral profile from a single on and off-site point for a number of
different site types in the marl. In all instances, with the exception on site 279 (discussed at
length in Chapter 8), there is a significant increase in ON values for 'site' pixels of between
20 and 30%. The graph also reveals that there is not a single spectral signature for
archaeological residues. However, most sites do show a general increase for bands 2 (c. 0.55
microns) and 3 (c. 0.65 nlicrons) against bands 1 (c. 0.5 microns), wluch may be useful for
band ratioing.
A closer exanunatJon of the spectral content of the archaeological residues was deemed
necessary. Using ERDAS Imagine, transects and surface spectral protiles were taken from
the Ikonos MS itnagery for a number of sites within the mar! zone (see Figure 123). These
sites were of a range of different types (tells to t1at sites), chronological periods and in
different soil zones (as defined in section 6.6).
Most sites displayed an increase in each band in comparison to the off-site readings. Sites 218
and 279 were the exceptions. Site 218 exlubits very strong ret1ectance in the NIR and
consistent readings in all other bands. It is likely that this site was largely masked by crop at
the time of itnage collection. For detection purposes the NIR is the least reliable band of all.
Vegetation makes it difficult to detect sites in the NIR band in a number of prot!les (218,
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221, 259, 339, 454, 478 and 602). Although, this band is not valuable for detecting residues it
does allow one to simply plot the location of vegetation.
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\'Vhere there is limited vegetation cover the blue, green and red bands appear to provide the
most accurate reflection of the site extents. There is generally a 20-40% increase in DN value
between off and on-site values. Most off-site reflectance values were in the range of 200-250.
These values were seen to increase the further south one moved through the marl zone
(possibly due to a decrease in soil organic matter content, a decrease in moisture content or
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thinner soils). Site 238, which lay in an area of silts deposited by an active seasonal wadi,
exhibited the lowest percentage change (c. 10%), also had the highest general reflectance
values (an average of c. 350). Sites 238 and 279 do not exhibit the same consistent change in
reflectance as seen on the other sites. Rather, these sites exhibit high frequency sinusoidal
variations in reflectance which are possibly related to changes in texture.
The red and green bands in particular show the greatest percentage increase between off-site
and site soils. Hence, the red band was used to display the surface profile. Although the
surface protiles are difficult to interpret they work in a similar way to a digital elevation
model, but the DN value is plotted in the z axis. In general these plots display the gradually
increasing ret1ectance between off-site and site soils. Roads (i.e. the peaks in 271, 454 and 508
and the trough in 339) and buildings (site 97, 271 and 508) are in a number of the plots.
There is generally quite a close correlation in the shape of the red, green and blue bands
along transects. The red and green bands tend to have approximately the same DN values
while those of the blue band tend to be lower. These curves also indicate that a ratio between
the red or green bands and the blue band may be useful (off-site it would approach unity).
Once again the plots reinforce the fact that there is no single spectral signature for
archaeological residues. However, each site does express quantifiable changes that can be
identified from the background soil and vegetation responses.

7 .5.3 Qualitative techniques in the mart zone
Qualitative techniques are the main mechanism for archaeological residue detection in the
mad zone. The procedure effectively involves the visual interpretation of sites and delineating
their extent by digitising the area of distinctive reflectance in ArcGIS. As has already been
discussed many of the archaeological residues are relatively easy to detect as they display a
marked increase in ret1ectance. However, initial supervised and unsupervised clustering
algorithms covering the whole mad area did not produce specitic spectral signatures that
responded to archaeological residues (discussed in section 7.5.4). This led to the hypothesis
that archaeological sites in the mad area change the physical and chemical properties of the
soil to such an extent that the 'site' exhibits a localised quantitiable increase in reflectance.
This hypothesis was the basis for the majority of image manipulations to improve residue
detection.
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Although no specific spectral signature can be defined that describes archaeological residues
across all areas one can apply a variety of different techniques to improve detectability. Five
major avenues were chosen (note that the word zone in this context refers to any defined
geographical extent with some level of similarity):
o

Traditional histogram manipulation and false colour composites.

e

Histogram enhancements within spatial zones.

e

Archaeological residues as background soil variations.

e

Band indices in the Ikonos MS.

e

Image visualisation using alternative feature space transformation.

7.5.3.1 Traditional histogram manipulation and false colour composites
Both the Corona and Ikonos responded well to the normal histogram enhancements
(standard deviation stretch, minimum-maximum stretch and histogram equalisation). The
application of stretches depended primarily on where the imagery was located. For example
the minimum-maximum stretch did not work well with the Ikonos imagery as it tended to
reduce contrast. However, in certain Corona scenes (such as Cor_1108_mid) the minimummaximum stretch was the most effective. For the Ikonos MS images false colour composites
provided better residue visualisation than individual band stretches. All combinations worked
well although a 3, 2, 1 band combination provided the best contrast particularly when applied
in conjunction with a histogram equalisation stretch (it also produces a familiar colour
scheme). As discussed in section 7.5.2 the red, green and blue bands provide the best
response for archaeological residues in this environment.
In the southern part of the Southern mad zone the Ikonos imagery is relatively bright with a
low contrast making residue detection quite difticult. As was discussed in section 7.5.2, this is
because the soils in this area have a higher reflectance than those in other areas. However,
this phenomenon was not evident in the Corona imagery that intersected the same region.
This could, in part, be due to the increased radiometric resolution of the Ikonos imagery or
recent landscape modifications. It is, however, more likely that it is due to changes in the
nature of the surface soil as a consequence of present day land management practices (a
decrease in soil organic matter content, a decrease in moisture content or thinner soils).
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Figure 127 Comparison of zonal and normal lkonos MS imagery
(3,2,1 FCC), with a close up of sire 238.

7.5.3.2 Histogram enhancements within spatial zones
Histogram enhancements are based upon manipulating the statistical distribution of pl.xels
(O 'Brien et al. 1982). If an image contains many contrasting zones then the enhancement of
variations within each zone is likely to be reduced. Detecting residues in zones where the
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contrast has been reduced is much more difficult. In order to maximise contrast in each zone
it was decided to subdivide the Corona and Ikonos imagery based upon zonal data derived in
section 6.6 (see Figure 123). These new images correspond to areas with similar soil
characteristics. These should show improved contrast when histogram enhancements are
applied, hopefully improving detection. The soil/ geology/ urban image was chosen because it
corresponds with changes in reflectance in the soil zones which appear to impact on the
visual detection of archaeological residues. Urban areas have been removed, as they tend to
have very high reflectance and therefore skew the histogram's distribution.
Figure 127 compares the original Ikonos MS imagery with a set of zonal Ikonos images with
a standard deviation histogram stretch. As expected, the zonal imagery exhibits much
improved contrast across the whole marl zone. Therefore archaeological residues were much
easier to detect visually. Tlus is particularly well demonstrated in the inset image of site 238,
from the wadi silts, where the original Ikonos image had very low contrast. All the standard
histogram stretches proved useful for identifying residues in the zonal data sets.
The subdivision of a large image into areas of similarity (or ecologically these could be viewed
as large scale patches) is an interesting technique that could produce further dividends for
qualitative interpretation. The subdivision in the imagery improves contrast manipulation in
each zone allowing a greater range of values to be expressed, which improves visual
detection. Trimming each image into the different zones does not affect the numerical
structure of the data, therefore it can still be considered as raw data. Hence, a range of
quantitative manipulations can still be conducted on the data, such as band ratios and
classifications.

7.5.3.3 Archaeological residues as background soil variations
Before the 20'h century the major building material in the marl zone was mud-brick. The
destructional

debris

of these

strucn1res

exacerbated

by incorporation

with

other

anthropogenic refuse (particularly ash) has resulted in 'tells' which dominate the landscape.
Even though mud-brick is nonnally of local origin, it is postulated that the incorporation of
these archaeological residues into the soil matrix would reduce the average but increase the
range of particle sizes and increase the organic content (discussed in detail in Chapter 8).
Archaeological sites reflect the complex interaction between the sub-surface characteristics
and surface characteristics of the soil and the vegetation growing on it. This interaction
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disguises the nature of the archaeological residues by distorting the underlying geometry of
the feature or masking it completely. These variations in the nature of the soil matrix are
exploited in many archaeological prospection techniques including geophysical, geochemical
and aerial survey techniques (Kouchoukos 2001).
As has been demonstrated in section 7.5.2, the archaeological residues tend to exhibit a
distinct increase in reflectance in comparison to the background soil matrix. This change in
reflectance is not consistent and it is, therefore, difficult to define a distinct archaeology
spectral curve that will detect residues across the mar! zones. However, subtracting an
averaged background soil ON value from an on-site pixel ON value will generally produce a
positive value. It was decided to apply a moving average kernel (see section 2.2.6.4) to the
Corona and Ikonos imagery in order to evaluate whether residues were easier to locate in the
resultant statistical surface. In theory, after processing, areas of unmodified soil should have
an average approaching zero. Features that significantly deviate from these background
values, such as archaeological residues, roads, buildings, crops and water, should exhibit
positive or negative values. It is likely that tlus kernel would create a stc'ltistical surface wluch
approximates to a normal distribution \vith a mean value of zero .
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After empirical trial and error approaches to define an appropriate radius for the averaging
kernel, a compromise of 200m was reached. This provides a large enough area that extends
beyond the outlines of most sites and can be processed in a reasonable time frame. However,
even this relatively conservative figure demands a large amount of processing power. For
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example the Ikonos panchromatic imagery, at 1m resolution, requires a 400 by 400 kernel
(note that most kernels employ 3 by 3, 5 by 5 or 7 by 7 matrix). Thus each new pixel value is
the average of the 160,000 surrounding pixels, however, only 125,664 pixels are used (as this
is a radius kernel), all external pixels have a weight of 0. Therefore, for the eastern mad
panchromatic Ikonos image a total of 2*10 13 calculations is required. To overcome these
significant processing problems the 1m resolution data was degraded to 4m and a 200m
radius was calculated from this derivative. This significantly reduced the number of
calculations to 3*10 11 • Although this reduces the accuracy of the kernel algorithm, spatial
autocorrelation means that this should not significantly skew the results. For comparative
purposes the same technique was used to degrade the Ikonos MS imagery to 8m for the
calculation of a 400m radius kernel algorithm. The results of the processing are real nwnbers
which has a concomitant increase in storage size for each image.
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The results of the averaging kernel on all the imagery were excellent. Figure 129 compares a
3,2,1 false colour composite of the 200m kernel average and unprocessed Ikonos MS
imagery. Although from the small scale image it looks like this technique provides no benefit,
the close up of the cluster of sites displays how the processed imagery aids visual detection;
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site 478 (the prehistoric site (see the proflle in Figure 126)) is significantly enhanced as is site
458 (an Islamic settlement in the lee of tell site 256). The small scale imagery appears
effectively in grey scale as most off-site values are close to zero in all bands. \'Vhen these are
combined in a colour composite shades of grey are produced (see the off-site vales in Figure
130). As expected, this algorithm did produce a near nonnal distribution with a mean
approaching zero (see Figure 128).
Figure 130 shows spectral proflles of the averaging kernel for sites 256 (tell), 279 (Hat site)
and 339 (Hat site). For reasons of clarity the NIR band was not displayed in this figure (see
Figure 124 and Figure 125 for comparative proflles). As expected site 256 and 339 have a
higher value than the local mean (this is inverted for the Corona negative). It is also possible
to identify site 458 to the SW of 256. The site 279 Ikonos protile does produce the same
decrease as displayed in Figure 125. Of particular interest is the blue band which exhibits
minimum variation from the mean. On the other hand the Corona profile for site 279 neither
exhibits a consistent increase or decrease. The mean across the whole length of the transect
appears to approximate to zero. However, the frequency of peaks decrease and their
amplitude increase when over the site. This probably reHects the variations in texture at this
site (as discussed in section III.6).
For comparative purposes, a 400m radius averaging kernel was applied to the Ikonos

~viS

image. Figure 131 shows an example area of the 200 and 400m kernels. The residues exhibit
an increased difference from the mean in the 400m radius kernel. This is to be expected as a
larger radius should move the kernel average closer to the scene mean. The 400m radius
kernel has the distinct advantage of improving the contrast for larger sites (such as 256). On
larger sites a 200m radius kernel may contain a majority of site pixels. Hence, the contrast
against background soil values is reduced. Theoretically there should be a distance limit
beyond which the benefits of an averaging kernel would be reduced. It is recommended that
further research is conducted into detining these limits.
This technique provided a number of significant benetits: not only does the averaging kernel
improve contrast across the whole image without the need to subdivide it (see section 0) it
also corresponds to theoretical expectations. In order to detect archaeological residues then
there needs to be a local contrast between a variable on the site and off the site. This
technique examines those local variations. Furthermore, there could be a whole range of
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quite simple statistical kernels that improve on this relatively simple tool. Unfortunately this
technique significantly disrupts the structure of the original data. The results of this analysis
should, therefore only be incorporated into further quantitative calculations with care.

7.5.3.4 Band indices in the Ikonos MS.
As previously discussed (see section 7.5.2), ratioing bands 2 or 3 over band 1 may highlight
areas that contain archaeological residues. The same techniques used to derive vegetation
indices were employed for two reasons:
1.

The difference between Band 1 and Band 2 or Band 1 and Band 3 for contrasting
on and off-site ret1ectance is similar to the red-NIR shift exploited in vegetation
indices (see Figure 122).

2.

A large amount of research has been conducted on differentiating vegetative
from non-vegetative material.

The following analogous indices were produced:

o

NIR/R (near infra-red/ red).

o

SQRT (NIR/R).

e

Vegetation Index= NIR-R.

&

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).

When producing these indices the NIR band was replaced by band 2 or 3 and the red band
was replaced by Band 1. All of these indices did highlight archaeological residues to some
degree. However, none of them provided any more information than was already available
from a 3,2,1 false colour composite. Substituting Band 2 for NIR proved to be slightly better
for visual detection than substituting Band 3.

7.5.3.5 Image visualisation using alternative feature space transformation
Tasselled cap and Principal Component Analyses (PCA, see section 2.2.6.3.2) were
conducted on the Ikonos MS imagery. The tasselled cap transformation has been developed
specifically by Space Imaging (SI) for its Ikonos satellite (Home 2003). Tlus transformation
has been devised to maximise the separation between different surface types. The PCA
algorithm was instructed to produce four principal components.
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Component 1 Component 2 Component3 Component4
lkonos MS SW
0.419
0.278
-0.496
-0.708
Band 1
Band 2
0.491
0.452
-0.303
0.680
0.433
0.344
0.814
-0.179
Band 3
-0.775
0.007
Band 4
0.629
0.064
Percentage variation
83.916
14.383
1.391
0.311
lkonos MS SE
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Percentage variation

Component 1 Component2 Component 3 Component4
0.376
0.142
0.750
0.525
0.476
0.270
0.265
-0.794
0.497
0.578
-0.571
0.304
0.620
-0.757
-0.201
0.047
91.481
1.485
0.083
6.950

SITasCap
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Percentage variation

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component4
0.326
-0.311
-0.612
-0.650
-0.356
-0.312
0.509
0.719
0.560
-0.325
0.722
-0.243
0.567
0.819
-0.081
-0.031
73.240
25.060
1.530
0.160

Table 18 PC\ (Southern :\larl only) and Tasselled Cap component
matrix and percentage variation for lkonos i"v!S (the tas><clcd cap
statistics arc after 1-lornc 2003).

Table 18 displays the component matrix and the percentage variation contained within each
component. The first two components in all the transformations account for c. 98% of the
total scene variance. Component 1 in all the transformation is approximately the average of
all the bands and corresponds very well with the Ikonos pan image (albeit at 4m resolution:
see Figure 132). Component 2 approximates to NIR minus the visible bands for the tasselled
cap transformation and visible minus the NIR for the PCA transfonnations. This component
will primarily indicate vegetation and water. Component 3 approximates to Red minus Blue
for the tasselled cap and the south western (SW') PCA transformation and Blue minus Red
for the south eastern (SE) PCA transfonnation. This should also indicate some
archaeological residues due to the predominance of bands which have been identitled as
useful for ratioing. Component 4 approximates to Green minus Blue for the tasselled cap
and the SW PCA transfonnation and Blue minus Green for the SE PCA transformation.
This should indicate some archaeological residues due to the predominance of bands which
have been identitled as useful for ratioing. However, this component has low variance and is
too noisy for detection purposes. The correlation between the components in the SI tasselled
cap transformation and the S\'(1 Ikonos PCA transformation is probably due to the presence
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of Lake Qatina in the western image and the lack o f a significant water body in the eastern
unage.

lkonos MS East PCA component 1

lkonos MS East PCA component 3

lkonos MS EastTasseled Cap component 1

Ikon os MS East Tasseled Cap component 3

lkonos Panchromatic

lkonos MS East PCA component 4

Figure 132 Components of'l'asscllcd Cap and PC\ analysis in the
mar!.
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Figure 132 shows examples of the transformations in the marl zone. There is no significant
improvement for residue detection in these transformations although component 3 in the
PCA did provide some improvements in the southern mar!. However, these transforms
should prove quite beneficial for any future re-interpretation of the land cover classifications.

7.5.4 Quantitative techniques in the marl zone
In general the application of quantitative techniques in the mar! zone was of limited success.
Image classification and segmentation techniques were evaluated.
Classified Corona 1108 marl and thick marl

Classified Corona 1110 marl and thick marl

Classified Corona 1111 marl and thick marl

Classified lkonos MS marl and thick marl

285000

290000

Figure 133 Classification of the marl and thick marl zones
(residucs in Blue and Green and sites outlined in white).

Supervised and unsupervised classifications were applied to the Corona and Ikonos imagery.
The results of these classifications were generally disappointing. The unsupervised
classifications produced a better correlation than the supervised classification. Some
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archaeological residues were identified with each technique although there was no
consistency. The problems of pixel mixing, the coarse sampling of the electromagnetic
wavelengths and the non-standardised residue response meant that spectral classifications
grouped different features as the same entity.
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It was felt that subdividing the image into spectrally similar areas might improve the accuracy
of the image classitlcation. Twenty class unsupervised classitlcations were undertaken in each
of the individual soil zones for all the sensors. Again, in general these did not produce
favourable results. However, the marl and thick marl zones (see Figure 123 and Figure 133)
did produce some worthwhile results where the classitlcation groups correlated relatively well
\vith the known archaeological residues. Even with this correlation the classifications do not
indicate any previously unknown residues.
Image segmentation examines the spatial variation in changes in reflectance. It was hoped
that this technique would produce better results as the archaeological residues actually exhibit
these spatial variations (see the surface plots from Figure 124 to Figure 126). Separate block
sizes, spectral thresholds and region sizes were produced by trial and error for the lkonos
MS, pan and Corona. Different parameters were required as each image has a different spatial
resolution (impacting block size) and radiometric resolution (impacting spectral threshold).
Region size was based upon the size of archaeological residues (a minimum area of 200m 2
was applied). These parameters represent a trade-off between complex and generalised
segmented images. The spectral threshold value is particularly important for delineating the
break points from which a new polygonal area is produced: a lower threshold will produce
many more polygons. The region size determines the minimum size of the resultant
polygons. Prior to conducting the segmentation the NIR band was removed from the Ikonos
MS imagery. This band was removed as it responds to vegetation rather than archaeological
residues.
The results of image segmentation were somewhat more encouragmg than spectral
(supervised or unsupervised) classitlcation. Although the results are quite complex to
interpret there was a relatively good correlation with archaeological residues. Unfortunately, it
appears that different segmentation parameters are required for each sub-zone in the marl.
Rather than establishing these parameters for each individual zonal image for each satellite (a
very time consuming process) it was decided to apply image segmentation to the 200m radius
mean image (see section 7.5.3.3). It was hoped that the effective 'normalisation' of this image
would negate the variable effects introduced by the different zones. A 100 block size, 60
spectral threshold and 250 region size were used for itnage segmentation on the Ikonos MS
200m mean image.
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Figure 134 displays the results of this segmentation process. The correlation between residues
and segmented areas is very good. However, image segmentation gives no indication of
which discontiguous polygons may share levels of similarity. Therefore, each polygon needs
verifying individually (it is easiest to do this by selecting a 'no colour' fill and overlying the
polygons over the appropriate satellite image). Some areas can be removed automatically (for
example very large polygons that relate to the general background soil).

7 .5.5 Evaluation of sensors in the marl zone
Both the Corona and Ikonos imagery are very effective mediums for residue detection in the
marl zone. Once again qualitative interpretation proved the best mechanism for detection. A
number of statistical and zonal approaches were tested which aided visual detection.
In general the Corona images provide a very good backdrop. The imagery is distinctly less
complex than the lkonos. The lack of modifying processes in the landscape aids the
detection of residues (compare images A and B against C and D in Figure 119) as the
associated changes in reflectance are much easier to locate. All of the Corona missions were
useful for detection, though Corona mission 1110 produced the fewest potential residues. As
has already been discussed in section 0 the 1110 mission has poor image quality. In this case
it is the timing of the imagery which is more important. The Corona 1110 was collected on
28th May 1970 when cereal crop would have been at its most vigorous. Therefore, a
proportion of the landscape is masked by vegetation. Without a NIR band it is impossible to
quantify how much of the landscape this affects. l'vlissions 1108 and 1111 were equally good
at detecting residues. At the time of collection (17'" December 1969 and 31" June 1970
respectively) the marl area would have been effectively soil only. It is interesting to note that
the strip fields coming off wadi al-Rabaya have a higher reflectance in the December image
(probably due to ploughing or to the c. 18:30 collection time of the June image: see Figure
135). In the southern part of the southern marl zone archaeological residues were much
easier to detect using Corona than the Ikonos due to the clear textural component obvious in
the Corona imagery. This may have been lost to deeper ploughing in the intervening period
or alternatively irrigation may have reduced the contrast by equalising the soil moisture
content (see section 9.4.2). It must be remembered that the high quality Corona imagery
available for this area may not be available elsewhere.
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Corono Minion 1108

Corono Minion 1111

Figure 135 Strip fields off wadi al-Rabaya are easier to identify in
the winter (mission 1108) as opposed to the spring (mission 1111 )
image. .\lso note the different illumination of the foothills in the
SE.

The Ikonos pan and MS imagery are also good media for residue detection. However, the
MS imagery is a better resource for detection as the increased spectral resolution allowed
more confident interpretation. It was hoped that the high resolution Ikonos pan imagery
would aid in enhanced residue recognition or interpretation (such as the mapping of internal
structures) but this was not the case. Although it did allow the improved mapping of postdepositional modifications (such as bulldozing events or military entrenclunents on the tells).
The red, green and blue bands tended to show an increase in ON values over archaeological
residues in the Ikonos MS. It was expected that the NIR band would be a significant
advantage for detection purposes. However, due to the delay in image collection, which took
place further into the growing season than planned, there was a significant amount of
vegetation across the landscape: this made this band very difficult to interpret. The NIR band
may still prove to be beneficial if the imagery is collected when there is minimum vegetation
cover. However, the NIR is important for detecting areas of vegetation masking. The MS
imagery is much better for identifying cloud cover than the panchromatic (see Figure 136).
Over the past 30 years landscape modifiers have affected micro and macro-scopic reflectance
characteristics making the Ikonos imagery more complex to interpret than Corona. This has
resulted in a greater number of potential sites identified from Ikonos imagery. Some of these
are negative sites that are artefacts oflandscape processes (see Figure 177).
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lkonos Panchromatic

lkonos Multi-spectral

l'igure 136 Problems of cloud and crop cover.

On both the Ikonos and Corona images most residues could be detected by employing
standard histogram techniques. Subdividing the imagery into different zones substantially
improved visualisation. Of more significance was the moving average kernel. This effectively
treated the image as a statistical surface and improved the contrast of the residues across the
whole image. Although this did not add many new residues it did improve the interpreter's
confidence during detection. Quantitative classification techniques did not improve on visual
detection. However, image segmentation on the moving average kernel did correlate quite
well with the residues.
From a methodological viewpoint each image should be processed \vith the moving 200m
radius average kernel. The resultant images should then be visually interpreted. It is more
appropriate to examine the Corona imagery first as the residues are more prominent. The
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Ikonos MS imagery can then be compared and analysed. \'\!here 'sites' correlate there is a
strong likelihood that they are archaeological. \'\!here they do not correlate the lkonos
response may be due to some recent landscape modification. This will produce a number of
'high potential' and 'potential' archaeological residues.

7.6 Prospection in the alluvial zone (and floodplain)
The alluvial zone contains a range of archaeological residues and has been a continual focus
for anthropogenic activity. Of the 35 tells (including low tells) identified in the application
area 20 are located adjacent to the current course of the Orontes or Lake Qatina. Not only
does this indicate the importance of water for settlement location it also infers that the
current course of the Orontes has not signitlcantly migrated in the past 8-10 millennia.
Consequently, this area has a complex natural and cultural formation and deformation
sequence.
The obvious proximity of the alluvial zone to the Orontes creates a number of signitlcant
problems in the applications of satellite imagery for residue detection. \X!ith the exception of
tell sites, where most can be readily located due to their topographic component, the
identification of discrete areas of activity is complicated by near consistent crop cover. In
Figure 137 it is much easier to discriminate between the different zones in Corona (the new
road and the extension of irrigation have blurred the zonal boundaries in the Ikonos image).
The Corona image also indicates the preferential use of the t1oodplain for agriculhire use
prior to extensive irrigation. In the Ikonos imagery the crop cover (denoted as a redder
colouration) and to a lesser extent the road, make it impossible to locate site 483 (Arjoune),
whereas it is an obvious feature in the Corona imagery. Furthermore, alluviation (overbank
silting) is likely to mask any deposits on the lower terraces.
\X!ith the exception of the larger sites (such as Arjoune), no potential sites were detected from
the satellite imagery even though a range of quantitative and qualitative approaches were
applied. At best only broad areas of potential activity could be inferred. In this situation the
Corona imagery proved to be a more useful resource as there was less landscape modification
than in the Ikonos imagery. Small scale fieldwalking and driving survey identified a range of
residues. However, given the importance of this zone for agricultural purposes and the
complexity of the landscape modifiers it was difficult to define many of these residues as
sites. Therefore, it is recommended that due to the somewhat arbitrary nature of the
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detection process (the problems associated with masking from alluviation, irrigation and
crop) and that as the alluvial zone only accounts for c. 20 km 2 that a programme of intensive
fieldwalking is conducted in this area. These results can then be reviewed in conjunction with
the satellite imagery to ascertain, retrospectively, if there is a correlation between sites and
reflectance.
Corona (mission 111 1) and zones

200m mean lkonos (pan and 4,3,2 MS overlay) and sites

Figure 137 Comparison of Corona and Ikon os in the all uvial zone.
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Figure 138 l•:vidence from site 494 including a ten uou~ linear
feature in the foundations of a re~ervoir.
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The area west of the Orontes and south west of Lake Qatina was originally interpreted as a
floodplain created during river migration. Again a range of quantitative and qualitative
detection techniques were applied in this area with limited success. Overall it demonstrated a
negative response for archaeological residues as only 8 sites have been identified (only 3 of
these with any high degree of certainty and each was impacted by bulldozing). Fieldwork in
this area did produce material. However, due to the paucity of residues and surface material,
any part of the landscape displaying only a small number (<10) of clustered artefacts was
identitled as a potential site. Coins and a gaming piece were handed over by a farmer who
discovered them while excavating the foundations for a reservoir (site 494). These objects
were provisionally dated as Hellenistic. Further tleldwalking produced a handful of sherds.
Hence, it was assumed that, unless these are stray artefacts, any associated settlement is
masked beneath an unknown depth of alluvium. The possible identification of a ditch (see
Figure 138) supports this assumption. From this evidence it was extrapolated that the
tloodplain was prone to extensive alluviation over the past millennia masking the majority of
archaeological residues in the area.
However, if this was the case then all the archaeological residues in the alluvial zone and
those west of Orontes would be masked by the same sediments. Tlus is not the case, as sites
displaying prelustoric activity (such as Arjoune) are still surtlcial. After extensive consultation
with the geomorphologists Drs David Bridgland and Rob Westaway (University of Durham
and the Open Utliversity respectively) it is felt more likely that the sediments in tlus zone are
related to sheet wash or an alluvial fan extending from the foothills of the Anti-Lebanon
mountain range. The exact geomorphological origin of this zone is still under investigation.
Although tlus zone has a diverse range of local resources and would therefore be attractive
for settlement, it is likely that residues are masked by a significant depth of sediments.
Successful detection with satellite imagery is therefore highly unlikely. However, if there are
appropriate negative archaeological features it may be possible to detect them as crop marks.

7. 7 Discussion
Multi-resolution satellite imagery has been employed as an archaeological residue detection
tool in three contrasting environments. \Vith the exception of the alluvial zone the
application of satellite imagery was an unqualified success. However, different sensor
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environmental zone. These are discussed in this chapter and summarised in Chapter 10.
To date with the exception of extrapolated morphological evidence from extensive
monumental sites the imagery gives little indication of the form (the current workable
classification covers large site (possib!J tel~ to small site (probabfy flat)), function and dates of an
archaeological site. It is also unlikely that the site constituents identified from satellite imagery
will allow a high degree of temporal identification. Therefore, satellite imagery should only be
used in conjunction with other Cultural Resource Management (CRJVI) techniques.
The use of other techniques (such as surface survey or even basic ground observation) are
essential to enhance the resource. Thus, the data sets can be used to analyse and hypothesise
about the archaeological resource and to produce a feedback loop allo\ving increased
accuracy of the identification procedure. This will allow improved interpretation, particularly
for sites not initially identitied from the imagery, and an understanding of the scale threshold
with which the imagery can be confidently interpreted.
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CHAPTER 8 ANALYSIS OF MARL SOILS

8.1 Introduction
Low mo11nds 1vitb phospbate-rich, arlejad-ricb or

asry sediments will oftm appear quite

different in l-olour tban their surroundings.
(Banning 2002 p. 42)
Chapter 7 demonstrated that archaeological residues can be identified from satellite imagery.
It was proposed that the soil in the mar! area be examined in an initial attempt to determine

the physical cause for the localised increases in reflectance associated with 'sites'. This should
provide a platform for future research and analyses in similar environments. The sites that
have been recognised fall into two main categories: flat sites and tells. Tells are artificial
mounds that have developed though long-term re-building employing degradable building
material (Rosen 1986; Stevanovic 1997). The distinct topography of tells makes them easy to
identify both from the ground and from a vertical perspective (see Figure 139).

Figure 139 lkono~ image (vertical view) anti photograph
(horizontal view) of a tell (site 191). ore the increased anti
tlecreasctl reflectance of the SI ~ anti NW part of the mmparts due
to differential illumination from rhe Sun anti site topography.

As has been demonstrated in Chapter 7, flat sites do not exhibit such extreme topographic
variations and are located by the detection of anthropogenically fanned sediments and other
physical residues (Schuldenrein 1995). Here, it is assumed that anthropogenic action ha
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caused the colour change and not that lighter coloured soils were preferentially chosen for
settlement locations. The question is what are the anthropogenically introduced physical or
chemical constituents that have produced the observable variations in the colour of the soil
. ;;,
matnx.

Soil colour is one of the most obvious and easily determined attributes of soil, and is a
primary element \videly used by soil scientists in the identification, tleld description,
characterisation and classitlcation of soils (White 1997). Soil colour is almost entirely an
indirect measure of other more important characteristics or qualities that are not so easily
observed. Surface colour that differs from that of the parent material is usually an indication
of the processes involved in soil formation and may also be indicative of anthropogenic
actions which have disturbed a localised soil matrix. Myers (1983) and Horvath et al. (1984)
state that the most important factors int1uencing soil colour are mineralogy and chemical
constituents, soil moisture, soil structure, particle size and organic matter content.
In the tleld, a pedologist detennines soil colour by a direct comparison between a soil sample
and Munsell colour chips (as discussed in section 5.2). The Munsell colour system utilises the
descriptive system of hue, value and chroma (l'viunsell 1981). Hue is the dominant spectral
colour and corresponds to the wavelength regions used in optical remote sensing. Value
refers to the relative brightness of the colour and is a function of the total amount of light
ret1ected. Chroma is the relative purity of strength of the spectral colour. The solar radiation
ret1ected from the surface microns of soils can also be observed by remote sensing
instruments that offer measurement capabilities beyond those of the naked eye. Obukhov
and Orlov (1964, cited in Ben-Dor et al. 1999a) concluded that the red region and the near
infrared region are the most favourable for a qualitative and quantitative description of soils.
Fernandez et al. (1988) calculated soil colour from DN values and reported increased
accuracy and precision from satellite sensors in comparison to visual interpretation, thus
making it possible to quantify small differences in soil colour that would othenvise be
diftlcult to assess. An understanding of how reHectance changes as soil properties alter is
required to infer soil properties and processes from the observed ret1ectance (Irons et al.
1989; Mattikalli 1997).
In order to reduce complexity during interpretation it was assumed that the soils were stable
during periods of occupation and that subsequent post depositional soil formation or
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deformation has not significantly impacted on the original sediments (\V'ilkinson, pers.
comm.). Further, it was hypothesised on the basis of known patterns of human settlement
loci that the increase in soil reflectance observed at flat sites was due to either one or a
combination of the following reasons:
•

Variation in soil moisture between on and off-site soils.

•

Changes in soil particle size distribution between on and off site soils (see section
8.2.3).

•

Different levels of organic matter content.

•

Different levels of trace elements or chemical compounds on sites.

•

Increased ash content on sites.

An understanding of soil formation processes and how the above changes may affect the
reflectance of electromagnetic energy was required.

8.2 Pedology
Pedology is a study of soils as three dimensional natural bodies resulting from weathering
processes. The processes are conditioned by climate, biota and topography, acting on parent
material over time. Pedology includes the description, quantitative characterisation,
classification and mapping of soils (\V'hite 1997). Since the characteristics of radiation
reflected from a material are a function of material properties, observations of soil reflectance
can provide information on the properties and state of soils. These properties can be
quantified using a variety of laboratory techniques (Olson 1984; Goldberg 1992). The most
familiar application of this concept is the observation of soil colour to describe and help
classify soils (Irons et al. 1989; Curran 1990).
Soil maps typically divide the landscape into discrete units with distinct boundaries. Although
the delineation of mapping units is useful for descriptive purposes, abrupt soil boundaries are
rare, due to the nature of the soil-forming processes (as observed when producing the
soil/ geology map as described in section 6.6). More often, a gradual transition in soil
properties and protlles occurs over the landscape. This variation is best observed from
remote platforms, which can afford a synoptic perspective of a geographic area. Remotely
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acquired images show variations in surface retlectance, which can indicate corresponding
variations in underlying soil profiles.

Horizons

0

Plant litter and residue that accumulates
above the mineral soil.

A Near surface soil layer characterised by the
leaching of clays and iron and aluminium oxide
and the presence of humidified organic matter.

E Zone of maximum leaching with a
concentration of sand and silt particles.
B Zone of illuviation with a concentration of
clays and iron and aluminium oxide.

C

Unconsolidated lithologic material unaffected
by soil formation processes.

f-igure 1-lO Soil profile (after Irons et aL 1989 p. 77).

Soil protiles continue to develop and change over the years, but the changes are generally
gradual. The sequence and character of horizons in a profile (see Figure 140) often persist for
decades or even centuries. This variation in the nature of soils is a common criticism of
predictive modelling techniques that assume that present day soil variables adequately
represent past values. Soil surface roughness, structure, moisture content and other
properties are readily altered by weather, cultivation, erosion, plant growth and other surface
phenomena. These temporal variations affect the surface reflectance properties. Changes in
reflectance properties can complicate the use of remote sensing for soil mapping and
characterisation. Alternatively, observations of reflectance variation over time can also
indicate characteristics of the underlying soil properties. Thus, for certain applications an
appreciation of spatial and temporal soil Yariability is needed to understand soil reflectance
and the application of remote sensing to pedology (Irons et al. 1989).
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8.2.1 Soil biochemistry
Soil may be thought of as a chemical mi.xture formed en route from rock to infinitely diluted
ions. Inevitably its composition is variable, representing various stages of weathering in
different environments. Furthermore, microbiological action takes place within the chemical
system altering its chemistry by modifying the inorganic balance and generating complex
organic components. More advanced life forms, by their growth and decay and the
circulation of air and water, further modify the soil structure. It should be noted that at the
surface layer the amount of carbon and hydrogen increase significantly clue to the presence of
organic matter. Soil water \vithin this medium is the solute for a variety of ions, some of
which are essential for plant growth.

8.2.2 Organic matter
From the moment death occurs organic matter begins to decompose. Almost instantaneously
microbial organisms attack tissues. The majority of the initial decomposition of large objects
is carried out by mammals, termites and earthworms (Stein 1992). Many plants and
organisms obtain their energy from this partially decomposed matter and in turn reduce the
organic compounds into resiclues and humus. As organic matter becomes more tlnely divided
the size of the decomposing organisms decrease. All decomposition is affected by
environmental factors, especially variations in temperature, moisture and available oxygen.
Organic soil matter consists of decomposing plant material, animal material and substances
derived from the products of decomposition by micro-organisms and small animals in the
soil. The elements of organic matter are joined in various compounds such as proteins,
glucose, carbohydrates, fats, tannins and lignin. These are readily decomposed by soil microorganisms. The products of decomposition form complex mixtures of brown or dark brown
amorphous and colloidal substances called humus (Brady 1984). Humus, composed of
hwnin, humic acid and fulvic acid, constitutes approximately 65 to 75 per cent of the organic
matter in mineral soils and can occur as a discreet substance in soil or as coatings on mineral
particles. It can also act as a binder between particles in aggregates. Those elements of
organic matter not degraded to humus are referred to as non-hwnic. Some non-humic
substances are still recognisable as physical or chemical components of plant or animal tissue
and include proteins, peptides, amino acids, fats, waxes and organic acids (Schnitzer 1982).
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At every stage of this reduction, carbon dioxide gas is released and escapes from the soil.
Moulds and spore-forming bacteria are especially active in consuming the proteins, starches
and cellulose of fresh organic matter and they release carbon dioxide, water, ammonia,
hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide and organic acids as by-products. Further reduction by
other micro-organisms results in the creation of humus and the further release of carbon
dioxide. Carbon, released as carbon dioxide, is transferred from the soil to the atmosphere or
dissolved in soil water to produce carbonic acid which lowers ambient pH. In temperate
regions half of the organic carbon produced during soil genesis is lost to the atmosphere in
the first 3-4 months and in the tropics half is lost in only 3-4 weeks. Thus, the organic carbon
content of the soil organic matter, or organic sediment, is lowered through decomposition.
In the context of sediments, deposition of organic matter is a single event. The organic
matter will support a micro-organism population that is related to the amount of organic
matter originally deposited. Lacking a continuing source of organic matter, a steady state is
not reached. The micro-organism population will be supported until the original organic
sediments decompose (i.e. until all the carbon dioxide is lost to the atmosphere and the other
by-products reduced to humus). As decomposition occurs, the micro-organism population
will change. If the process occurs for millennia the organic matter will be reduced to only the
most resistant humus. On the other hand, if the organic sediment is augmented by repeated
deposition, then the rate of decay and the size of the micro-organism population will depend
on the conditions within the buried deposits. Decomposition is slowed when oxygen or
water is not available (or available in excess), or in places experiencing extreme acidity or
cold. In these circumstances animal and plant material can survive for millennia and in certain
cases (i.e. desert, bog and frozen sites) can be almost perfectly preserved (Stein 1992).

8.2.3 Soil particle size
Soil is an extremely complex physical and biological medium. Soils consist of material in the
three common physical phases: solid, liquid (water) and gas (mostly air). The solid particles
are of different sizes. The grain size distribution is the principal factor which governs the
majority of the physical and mechanical properties with the exception of magnetic anomalies
(Scollar 1990 p. 9).
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CLAY
100%

,f-~~--~----~~----------~--------------~~--~~--~ 100°~
100%

SAND

PERCENT SAND
Slight smear
Slightly gritty
Slight polish
Slightly pliable

Slight smear
Slightly smooth
Slight polish
Slightly pliable

SILT

Slight smoar
Slightly gritty
No polish
Not pliahle

Smear

Smooth
Slight polish
Slightly pliable

Slight smear
Grilly

Smear
Smooth
Polish
Slightly pliable

Nn!'imcar

Grilly
No polish
Not pliable

Smear
Smooth
Polish
l'liahle

SI ight smear
Gritty
Slight polish
Slightly pliable
Sml.!nr

Smear

Very smooth
Very polished
l'liahlc

Slightly gritty
Polish
Pliable

Figure 141 Soil description matrix (after Asrar 1989 p. 75) anti
archaeological field soil description chart (after ;>.Iitltlleton 2000).
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The solid phase consists of irregular particles. Particle size is detennined by the minimum
size of sieve through which the particle will pass or by the diffraction of light through a
suspension of material when using laser granulometry (i.e. Coulter). The combinations of
these fractions give the general soil classification. Archaeologists coarsely gauge soil fractions
during tieldwork by rubbing damp soil between a thumb and foretinger. The rubbing breaks
down aggregates into primary particles and the feel, or texture of the broken-down soil is
determined to a large degree by the particle size distribution of the soil minerals (see Figure
141).
The continuum of particle size in a soil sample can range over three to four orders of
magnitude. For ease of interpretation this large range is divided into different particle size
fractions. Different soil classification schemas use different ranges for grouping particle size
fractions (such as the British Soil Survey and Wentworth/Udden classitications). Texture
descriptions are further facilitated by the detinition of texture classes on the basis of relative
portions of sand, silt and clay sized particles (Olson 1984; Asrar 1989; White 1997).
However, this classification technique does not take into account any organic material that
may exist in the soil.

8.3 Soil spectral reflectance
Analysis of remotely sensed data involves identifying features and correlating ground-based
measurements with recorded reflectance or emmittance values. In the case of soils, these
ground-based measurements include several properties such as texture, composition, grain
size, soil moisture and colour. Earlier studies have identitied significant relationships between
some of these properties and spectral reflectance of soil in the v-isible and infra-red portions
of the electromagnetic spectrum (Irons et al. 1989; Ben-Dor et al. 1999a).
The observation and mapping of soil conditions through optical remote sensing is restricted
to reflectance of the surface microns (Leone and Escadafal 2001 ). Because the characteristics
of radiation reflected from a material are a function of its physical and chemical properties,
the observation of surface reflectance principally carries information on the properties and
the state of the topsoil. This means that only effects which cause significant changes to
surface characteristics can be observed and mapped. The spectral reflectance of soils is a
cumulative property which derives from the inherent spectral behaviour of heterogeneous
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combinations of minerals (and their textural components), orgaruc matter and soil water
(Baumgardner et aL 1985; Trons et aL 1989; Sommer et al. 1998 p. 198).
i\ substantial number of researchers have measured spectral reflectance factors from soil

samples in the laboratory and from soil surfaces in the field. Perhaps the most
comprehensive study of soil ret1ectance in different regimes was conducted by Stoner and
Baumgardner (1981) in the United States. Using laboratory techniques they measured spectral
bidirectional ret1ectance factors, over the 0.52 - 2.32

).1111

wavelength region, ti·om samples of

over 240 soil series. The samples were selected by a stratified sampling strategy of soil series
within 17 temperature and moisture regimes across the United States. Several samples of
tropical soils from Brazil were included.
40
OM = Organic Matter
FeO =Iron Oxide

/

I
B <2% OM and <1% FeO

I
/

I

' C <2% OM and 1-4% FeO
D <2% OM, <1% FeO and mod. coarse texture

10

E >2% OM and fine texture
A >4% FeO and fine texture

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Wavelength (J.l.m)
Figure 142 Bidirectional reflectance of soils (after ,\srar 1989 p.
89).

Stoner and Baumgardner (1981) defined five spectral curves that were characteristic of the
observed soil reflectance spectra. In other words, they believed each of the observed spectra
resembled one of the five curves shown in Figure 142, the resemblance being detennined by
soil properties, especially organic matter and iron-oxide content. The discriminating features
of the five curves are shape and the presence or absence of spectral absorption bands.
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8.3.1 Organic matter response
Despite the generally low content of orgaruc matter

1n

most soils it exerts a profound

influence on soil properties such as structure, fertility, water holding capacity and, in
particular, reflectance. The int1uence is highly dependent on climate and environment (Irons
et al. 1989). Under different climatic conditions the organic matter constituents will vary

significantly. Soils developed in semi-arid grassland environments contain abundant humus,
which imparts a very dark pigmentation to the soils. That pigmentation is less intense in soils
of humid temperate regions and is least apparent in the soils of the tropics and semi-tropics.
UnitiD
6
14
83
90
97
184
191
208
210
222
245
252
253
268
279
280
283
318
348
351
496
498
508
521

Unit Type
Structures
Tell
Tell
Tell
Tell
Scatter
Tell
Tell
Tell
Scatter
Tell
Scatter
Scatter
Tell
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter

Solid Geology
Basalt
Marl
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Limestone
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Marl
Limestone
Marl

Soil Colour Wei Soil Colour Dry. Off-Soil Colour Wet Off-Soil Colour DIY_
N13
K2
N14
L2
L14
K18
119
G12
L19
N14
811
L19
N14
N13
C11
M19
N13
C11
N13
N13
K13
M15
M14
M14
C11
M14
L14
N13
G14
K2
C11
L19
A10
810
M13
C11
G13
N13
811
M14
J18
A11
C11
K19
J15
M13
L13
K18
K13
L13
L14
M14
811
N13
M14
L19
l14
G13
M14
L14
K14
L13
M14
l13
G13
M14
G13
M14
L 14
L13
G12
M14
l13
M15
M14
M14
K15
M14
K13
L17
M13
K19
A11
N13
A10
810
M13
G12
l13
L13
M14
M14
l14
M13
C11
J19

Table 19 Compari~on of on anJ off ~ite ~oil colour~ when wet anJ
Jry. Note thi~ reyuirc> the colour chips JescribcJ by ~liJJicton
(2000).

Kristof and Zachary (1971, cited in Myers 1983) and Baumgardner (1970, cited in Myers
1983) classified multispectral data to delineate organic matter content in soil classes (see
Figure 142). They generated five different ranges of organic matter content for mineral soils
containing from 1.5 to 7 per cent organic matter. Da Costa (1979, cited in Ben-Dor et al.
1999a), showed that colour values can be used to estimate organic matter content from soil,
but that this correlation is more pronounced in some soils than in others (Tvlyers 1983). The
strongest correlations between organic matter and ret1ectance are usually observed in the
visible spectral region (see spectra E in Figure 142), whereas the relationships between
ret1ectance and the clay fraction is better observed in the short wave infrared ((SWIR) Ben270

Dor and Banin 1995; Ben-Dor et al. 1997; Galvao et al. 2001). Spectral reflectance generally
decreases over the entire S\X'IR region as organic matter content increases. At organic matter
contents greater than 2%, the reflectance decrease may mask other absorption features in soil
spectra. The spectra of soils with organic matter content greater than 5% often have a
concave shape between 0. 5 and 1 .3 11m (see Figure 142, curve E) as compared to the convex
shape of spectra for soils with lower organic matter content (Stoner and Baumgardner 1981).

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Wavelength (J.tm)
Figure 143 Soil reflectance for a silt loam soil with varnng
moisture content (after Asrar 1989 p. 90)

8.3.2 Moisture response
Increasing moisture content generally decreases soil reflectance across the entire visible and
SWIR spectrum (Asrar 1989). Wet soils usually appear darker to the eye than dry soils for this
reason. The decrease in reflectance in the visible spectrum has been attributed to internal
reflections within the film of water covering soil surfaces and particles (see Figure 143). For
this reason colours were taken from both ambient and wet site and off..site soils to help
determine image acquisition times (as discussed in section 5.2.4: see Table 19).
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8.3.3 Iron and Iron-Oxide response
Iron commonly occurs as a principal constituent of some soil minerals and as ions in soil
water. Many of the absorption features in soil reflectance spectra are due to the presence of
iron in some form. The absorption features are caused by either crystal field effects or charge
transfers involving Fe 2+ or Fe3+ ions. For example, the steep decrease in reflectance toward
the blue and ultraviolet wavelengths is a characteristic of almost all soil reflectance spectra
(Figure 142). Increasing the proportion of iron content results in increased levels of energy
absorption in the visible wavelengths and decreases in the reflectance curve (compare curves
B and C in Figure 142). Curve A represents the spectra of soils with a high iron-oxide
content and display generally low reflectance (Stoner and Baumgardner 1981).

8.3.4 Particle size response
Soil reflectance is not only influenced by the chemical composition of the soil constituents,
but also by the size and arrangement of the soil particles. Soil texture refers to the size
distribution of soil mineral particles. The physical arrangement and aggregation of these
particles provide a soil with structure. Texture and structure determine the amount of pore
space available in a soil for occupation by water and air. Soils of similar mineral composition
and texture can have distinctly different structures and hence porosity.
Bidirectional reflectance generally increases and absorption features decrease as particle size
decreases. This behaviour is characteristic of transparent materials, and most silicate minerals
behave transparently in the shortwave region. In contrast, the bidirectional reflectance of
opaque materials decrease as particle size decreases (Ben-Dor et al. 1999a).
Soil texture is fundamental to understanding the characteristics of a soil. The mineralogy of
the inorganic solids, for example, is related to particle size. Sandy soils contain a high
proportion of quartz and other primary minerals, whereas clay rich soils contain a higher
proportion of secondary minerals. In particular, sandy soils tend to be brighter than clay rich
soils. The difference may be explained in part by the different mineralogies, and hence
ret1ectance properties, of clay and sand particles, but it may also be due to the tendency of
clay particles to aggregate. This aggregation into colloids larger than sand grains can
contribute to the darker appearance of clay soils. Additionally the presence of rock fragments
(i.e. particles greater than 2 mm in size) modifies texture and hence affects the physical
properties and ret1ectance of soils. Since the size distribution of the mineral particles is not
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generally subject to rapid alterations in topsails, texture is considered a relatively constant soil
property and its detennination is a basic requirement for any soil description (Irons et al.
1989).
Decrease in particle size has been seen to increase soil reflectance among sandy textured
soils, possibly by fonning a smoother surface with fewer voids to trap incoming light.
However, the inverse appears to be true with medium to fine textured soils. This is possibly
because the increased moisture and organic matter content associated with clay rich soils
leads to lower ret1ectance.

8.3.5 Theoretical reasons for changes in reflectance
The relationships between soil constituents and in-situ or laboratory spectral reflectance has
been discussed by several researchers who have studied the spectral effects of soil parameters
such as moisture, organic matter, iron oxide and particle size.
Moisture reduces overall soil reflectance and produces strong and broad absorption bands at
1.4 and 1.9 !J.m that affect the shape of a soil spectrum (see Figure 143). Soil colour can
provide extremely valuable insights into the hydrological regime or drainage status of the soil.
Bright (high chroma) colours throughout the profile are typical of well-drained soils through
which water easily passes, and in which air is generally plentiful. The presence of grey, low
chroma colours, either alone or mixed in a mottled pattern with brighter colours, is indicative
of waterlogged conditions during at least a major part of the plant growing season. Colour
can also provide qualitative information about the current moisture status of the soil, dry
soils generally having lighter (higher value) colours than moist soils.
Organic matter has a profound influence on soil colour. In general, decreases in organtc
matter produce an increase in reflectance. Increases in iron oxides tend to decrease soil
reflectance. In the optical region a reduction in particle size tends to increase reflectance.
The archaeological residues produce a distinctly higher reflectance than the background soil
colour. Therefore, theoretically this increased reflectance is related to one or a combination
of the following phenomena:

•

Low organic matter content.
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•

Low iron oxide content.

•

Relatively finer textured particles or differences in soil structure.

•

Improved drainage reducing soil moisture.

8.4 Soil texture analysis
In the 2001 fieldwork season, Dr. Keith Wilkinson (King Alfred's College, Winchester)
collected 68 soil samples from various locations in the mar! zone in order to examine
variations in present clay soil properties from on and off-site locations (\V'ilkinson, pers.
comm.). These samples were taken from consolidated material below the ploughsoil (c. 1015cm below topsoil) and the location of each sample was recorded using handheld GPS.
These samples were analysed for trace metals (copper, iron, manganese, potassium and
sodium), magnetic susceptibility and moisture using standard methodologies within King
Alfred's College (\V'ilkinson, pets. comm.). Digital number (ON) values were taken from the
pixels surrounding each sample location on the lkonos multispectral and Corona mission
1111 imagery. As there may be errors associated with the spatial location of the imagery the
values for the Ikonos imagery were an average of the four closest pixels and for the Corona
imagery the nine closest pixels were used. It should be noted that there may be difficulty in
the quantitative analysis of the Corona imagery clue to variations in view angle and that
different tilters were employed on different missions.
On completion of the analysis outlined above the soil samples were returned to Durham
where particle size analysis and reflectance measurements were undertaken \vithin the
Department of Geography. Particle size was determined using a Coulter LS230 by
Galiatsatos. The raw particle size readings could be generalised into the British Soil Survey
classification through the use of a look-up table (see Table 20). It should be recognised that
the determination of particle size using laboratory techniques requires the disaggregation of
the particles (i.e. the reduction of aggregated lumps to their constituent particles).
Furthermore, Coulter analysis is only conducted on particles with sizes of less than 2mm.
Therefore this does not measure in-situ particle size which is the component that directly
affects reflectance. However, it is assumed that there is a positive relationship between the
laboratory measurements and field sample behaviour. Laboratory based reflectance
measurements were undertaken by Galiatsatos using a GER 1500 handheld spectraradiometer. This instrument measures reflectance between 0.3 and 1.1
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f.UTI

which means that

the moisture absorption bands at 1.4 and 1.9 1-1-m could not be examined. Four measurements
were taken as follows:
o

A sample in a Petrie dish.

o

A sample in an aluminium tin.

o

A sample dried overnight at 100° in a Petrie dish.

o

A sample dried overnight at 100° in an aluminium tin.

These measurements correspond to ambient and dry conditions. Different containers were
used to see if they impacted on the retlectance measurements.
Organic matter and moisture readings were not taken as the timeframe between collecting
the samples and their arrival in the UK meant that this component would be severely
compromised. It is recommended that tleld based recording of organic matter, particle size
and moisture values are conducted in the future. However, for future research it may be
possible to evaluate organic matter and soil moisture by reference to the satellite imagery and
the spectra-radiometry proftles.
Fraction Size
<21Jm
>2 and <61Jm
>6 and <201Jm
>20 and <601Jm
>60 and <2001Jm
>200 and <6001Jm
>600 and <2000j.J_m (2mm)
>2000 and <60001Jm

BSS Particle Classification
Clay
Fine Silt
Medium Silt
Coarse Silt
Fine Sand
Medium Sand
Coarse Sand
Fine Gravel

Generalised Classification
Clay
Silt
Silt
Silt
Sand
Sand
Sand
Stone

Table 20 British Soil Survey particle size classification

Hence a range of different analytical results were collected for each soil sample. The fact that
these samples have their transect location plotted by GPS means that the results can be
analysed in conjunction with the satellite imagery. This allows a number of comparisons to
occur:

e

The spectra-radiometry results can be compared directly with sensor reflectance.

e

Sensor reflectance can be simulated directly from the spectra-radiometry.
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•

Trace metals can be analysed to see if chemical variations impact upon spectroradiometry and reflectance readings.

•

Grain size distributions can be analysed to see if they impact upon spectroradiometry and reflectance readings.

There are further scale implications in this analysis: the samples represent results from a 3
dimensional point, whereas the satellite pixel represents a generalised average of a 2
dimensional surface.
The results of these analyses (discussed in section 8.4.1) were very encouraging. During the
2003 season a further 122 soil samples were taken across representative features in the marl
zone (and one further in the alluvial zone) for particle size analysis.

8.4.1 The 2001 soil sampling programme
Of the samples collected by \Vilkinson, four groups formed transects across sites (259, 279,
339 and 602: see Figure 144). Each of these transects was analysed individually to determine
if any of the variables showed a correlation with reflectance variations from the background
soil to the site. Each of the samples was given a locational value depending on where they
were in relation to the site (pre-site (off-site at the start of the transect), pre-transition (the
boundary between pre-site and site), site, post-transition and post-site). Even though these
samples were collected from below the topsoil layer it was felt that the results would correlate
well with topsoil samples due to the shallow topsoil. If the results showed promise then
further samples could be collected from the topsoil.
The data for each site is presented in three figures denoting:
•

Site location, transect position and particle size response.

•

Grouped (site, transition and off-site ) spectra-radiometry curves and simulated
Ikonos MS readings across the transect.

•

A summary of sensor reflectance and the laboratory analyses conducted by
Wilkinson.
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Spectral curve across the transect
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8.4.1.1 Analysis at site 259
Site 259 is a tlat site west of a wadi in the marl zone (as defined in section 6.6) with a local
place name of 'Um Al-Sakhr. During the last visit the site was under olive plantation and
various cereals. Surface material included pottery and architectural fragments. A significant
portion of the eastern edge of the site has been bulldozed revealing interleaved conglomerate
and marl sediments. The sample transect was located across the site in a \'VS\'V-ENE
direction and sampling took place at approximately 20 metre intervals (see Figure 145).
Unfortunately the transect does not exit the site on the eastern edge due to the bulldozing,
thus the transect is considered completed at sample point 26. Sample points 19 to 20
highlight the transition between off-site and site respectively. The site boundary has been
recorded from satellite imagery and not from field observation.
As shown in Figure 145, Figure 146 and Figure 147, there is an increase in DN values and
retlectance readings from the MS Ikonos sensor between off-site and site soils and a
corresponding decrease on the Corona imagery (note that the Corona is digitised from a
negative so the decrease is actually an increase. Hence the Corona and Ikonos sensors
represent the same pattern). This curve is also seen in the simulated Ikonos MS using the labbased radiometry data. The general trends between the simulated and real Ikonos readings
compare favourably, including the dip between samples 21 and 23.
Both the low and high frequency magnetic susceptibility readings show a reduction in value
at the site boundary. These data should indicate that on-site soils show less anthropogenic
activity than off-site soils. This is an unexpected result requiring more research. Moisture
contents shows a broad correlation with the site. Trace copper and sodium do not correlate.
There is a possible correlation with trace manganese, potassium and iron and a large increase
in the percentage of clay on the site and a large decrease in coarse and medium silt. There is
also a slight, but observable, increase in fine silt.
The spectral data show an increase in retlectance from pre, through transition to site soils.
After comparison \vith Figure 142 it can be extrapolated that the soil has low organic matter
content (< 2%; see curves B, C and D). In conclusion the increase in the spectral response is
most likely to have occurred through changes in particle size, although moisture may play
some part.
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8.4.1.2 Analysis at site 279

Site 279 is a flat site east of a wadi in the thin marl zone (as defined in section 6.6) with a local
place name of Khirba (ruin) Al-Qatisiyya. \'(!hen last visited the site was under a combination
of wheat and potato cultivation. Surface material included pottery, basalt and numerous
architectural fragments (which provide a large textural change across the site). A small
amount of bulldozing has occurred on this site. The transect was located across the site in an
ENE-WSW direction. Samples were taken at c. 20 metre intervals (see Figure 149). Sample
points 3 to 5 and 11 to 13 highlight the transition between off-site and site. Tlus is one of the
few sites in the whole application area where the satellite imagery actually shows a decrease in
DN values (however, in dry conditions on the ground the site soil appears lighter). The site
boundary has been recorded from the satellite imagery.
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Figure 147 :\nalysis of the soil samples from site 259 and the DN
value from the Corona and lkonos l\lS satellite sensors for the
corresponding GPS point.

As shown in Figure 148, Figure 149 and Figure 150 there is a decrease in DN values and
ret1ectance readings from the Ikonos sensor on site (which are more pronounced in the blue
and near infrared bands) and a corresponding increase on the Corona imagery. Although
slight, this is reflected in the simulated Ikonos MS in the red and near infrared bands. The
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simulated Ikonos displays an increase

1n

the blue and green bands (which tallies with the

ground observation).
Both the low and high frequency magnetic susceptibility data produce an increase in value
over the site, indicating anthropogenic activity. Moisture values decrease strongly within the
site. This is a particularly interesting result considering that there is no concomitant increase
in reflectance. None of the trace metals indicate any correlation with the site extent. There is
a large decrease in the percentage of clay and fine silt and a large increase in coarse sand.
The spectral curves show a complex pattern across the different parts of the transect. The
site shows the highest reflectance between 400 and 600 nm (blue and green). The site shows
the lowest reflectance value between 600 and 800 nm (red and near infrared). The transition
soils are particularly difficult to classify and indicates soil complexity at the site boundary.
After comparison with Figure 142 it can be extrapolated that the soil has low organic matter
content (< 2%; see curves B, C and D). In conclusion, the increase in reflectivity is most
likely to have occurred through changes in particle size. The heterogeneous frequency of
massive clasts (architectural fragments) must play some part in the variation in texture across
the site, further emphasising the lack of clarity at the site boundary.
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Spectral curve across the transect
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8.4.1.3 Analysis at site 339
Site 339 is a flat site in the marl zone (as defined in section 6.6) with a local place name of
Khirba (ruin) Al-Tahisah. This is one of a number of sites which is associated with a large
topographic depression. In this instance the depression is located in the centre of the site.
\V'hen last visited the site was under cereal cultivation. Surface material included pottery and
architectural fragments (including tile). The transect was located across the site in a SW-NE
direction with samples taken at approximately 20 metre intervals (see Figure 151). Sample
points 57 to 59 and 63 to 64 highlight the transition between off-site and site. The site
boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
As shown in Figure 151, Figure 152 and Figure 153 there is an increase in DN values and
reflectance readings from the Ikonos sensor on site (note the peak in all the bands between
samples 61 and 62). There is also a corresponding decrease on the Corona imagery (the peak
at sample 64 on the Corona is possibly due to interference from the road). These results are
also seen in the simulated Ikonos MS.
Both low and high frequency magnetic susceptibility data produce an observable decrease in
value over the site. Moisture values decrease strongly \vithin the site. In tlus instance a
reflectance increase is associated \vith the moisture decrease. None of the trace metals
indicate any correlation with the site extent. There is a large increase in the percentage of clay
(with the exception of the initial anomaly) and sand and a decrease in silt.
As seen at site 259, the spectral data for this site show an increase in reflectance from off-site,
through transition to site soils. After comparison with Figure 142 it can be extrapolated that
the soil has low organic matter content (< 2%; see curves B, C and D). In conclusion the
increase in spectral response is most likely to have occurred through changes in particle size
and decrease in moisture content.
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Spectral curve across the transect
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Figure 153 Analysis of the soil samples from site 339 and the DN
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8.4.1.4 Analysis at site 602
Site 602 is a Hat site in the lee of tell 254 in the thin mar! zone (as ddined in section 6.6) to
the west of a wadi. \Vhen last visited the site was under an olive plantation and various
cereals. Surface material included pottery (mostly Islamic), basalt and architectural fragments
(including tile). A trench (area 601 see Figure 155) has been cut into the western part of the
site. The transect was located across the site in a S\V-NE direction with samples taken at
approximately 30 metre intervals (see Figure 155). Due to its proximity to tell 254 it is
difficult to define the exact limits of this site, the current boundary is extremely arbitrary.
Hence the transect was extended to ensure off-site coverage. From the satellite imagery it has
been extrapolated that the transition between off-site and site starts between samples 39 and
42 and 6nishes between samples 46 and 49. It should also be noted that sample 50 is taken
from the wadi margins.
As shown in Figure 154, Figure 155 and Figure 156 there is an increase in DN values and
ret1ectance readings from the Ikonos sensor on site and a corresponding decrease on the
Corona imagery. TI-lls, however, is unsurprising in this context given that the imagery was
used to de6ne the site limits. The fact that this trend is ret1ected in the simulated Ikonos MS
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is encouraging and it is recommended that intensive surface survey is conducted at this site to
determine the site extent by artefact fall-off.
Both low and high frequency magnetic susceptibility data produce an observable decrease in
value over the site. Moisture values do not seem to correlate with the site although there is an
increase in moisture content as the samples approach the wadi. None of the trace metals
indicate any correlation with the site extent. The S\V edge of the site can be seen through the
increase in the clay component between samples 39 and 40. It is difticult to isolate trends in
the particle sizes and to locate the NE edge of the site, although there could be interference
at the NE edge due to the proximity of the wadi and its associated deposits (see Figure 155).
The spectral curves for this site show an increase in reflectance from off-site, through
transition to site soils. The on and off-site soils do appear to correlate well, although defining
a site edge in the transitional samples is difficult. This should be re-examined after the site
extent is re-surveyed. After comparison with Figure 142 it can be extrapolated that the soil
has low organic matter content(< 2%; see curves B, C and D). In conclusion, the increase in
spectral response is most likely to have occurred through changes in particle size.
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8.4.1.5 Summary of the analysis ofWilkinson's 2001 soil samples
After evaluation of the soil samples collected by \'V'ilkinson the following results were
interpreted. Anthropogenic action may have altered the quantities of trace metals on sites
(see in particular site 259). However, in respect to their impact on retlectance the results are
inconclusive. However, lead, zinc and Al 203 which produced positive results for Rimmington
(2000) in Greece were not analysed by Wilkinson. On sites 259, 279 and 339 moisture
content does appear to decrease. However, these results may be skewed by changes in
moisture content between sampling in the tleld, transit from Syria and laboratory analysis.
This is supported by the similarity of the ambient and dry spectral curves at each site. Both
low and high frequency magnetic susceptibility data appear to be related to archaeological
residues. There is a very strong correlation between these readings and sites 259 and 279 and
weak correlations on sites 339 and 602. It is interesting to note that only site 279 exhibits an
increase in magnetic susceptibility. These changes in magnetic susceptibility should be related
to ash content (as should the potassium measurements). However, magnetic susceptibility is
not related to changes in retlectance.
SoiiSam 1nl ...

- P o s t Site -·-·-·- PostT111nsttion -

60

Pre Site -·-·-·- Pre Transition - S H e

IAver a e of DH

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

304 338
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472 504 fJ7

570 502 634
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Wavelength (nm)

l'igure 15 7 Combined spectral curve from sites 259 and 339 bl'
sample location.
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Figure 157 shows the combined spectral curves by sample location from the most
representative sites (259 and 339: site 602 is ephemeral on the ground and 279 exhibits a DN
value decrease). All the curves have a similar shape (dominated by FeH absorption), but the
site curve has a 15-20% increase in reflectance in comparison to the off-site (pre and post
site) curves. A similar increase in DN value is also observed in the satellite imagery itself.
Analysis of these curves in ENVI against NASA standards (Grove et al. 1992) revealed that
the mad soil appears to be a closely related to hematite (Fe~0 1) and goethite (Fe>+O(OH)).
The mad soil displays the characteristic iron absorption curves of these minerals. As
expected, the transitional samples describe curves somewhere in between the site and off-site
curves. In comparison to Figure 142, the off-site curve appears to correlate quite closely with
curve C (< 2% organic matter and 1-4% iron oxide (FeO)). The site soils appear to correlate
quite closely with curve B (< 2°I<J organic matter and < 1% FeO). However, analysis of the
trace iron content in the samples does not correspond with this identification. Alternatively,
curves B and D are chemically and biologically the same soils with a different arrangement of
particle sizes. Hence, this change in texture and/ or structure produces a 15% increase in
reflectance from curve D to curve B over the 0.3 to 1.1

~-tm

range (the same range as the

GER 1500 spectro-radiometer). Therefore, if one assumes that there is a close physical and
chemical relationship between on and off-site soils then a change in particle size distribution
and a reduction in moisture content is the most likely cause for the increase in DN value.
This hypothesis is supported by the correlation across all the sites between changes in DN
value and corresponding changes in particle size distribution.

8.4.2 The 2003 soil sampling programme
After the encouraging results from Wilkinson's samples a further 122 samples were collected
for particle size analysis from 10 sites (and located with GPS) during the 2003 study season.
As optical reflectance is based on the surface microns of soil these samples were collected
from the topsoil. Unfortunately 8 of these samples were misplaced during collection and
transit resulting in 114 samples being available for analysis. Sites were carefully chosen so that
a range of site types of different dates and in different soil environments were sampled (see
Figure 159 and Table 22). For control purposes sites 279 and 339, where \'\1ilkinson placed
transects in the 2001 season, were re-sampled. Transects were located so that they started and
finished off-site and traversed the site itself Sample intervals were variable, although
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nominally between 20 and 30 metres. However, emphasis was placed on collecting more
samples at site boundaries.
1.0

400

600

BOO

1000

Wave length (nm)
Figure 158 Comparison of mad soil curve (from spcctroradiomctry) a~:,rainst standard samples of hcmatitc and gocthitc.

These samples were processed and analysed for particle stze us111g the methodology
described in Appendix II. The results of these analyses are contained in Appendix Ill.
However, there were differences between the particle size analyses from the 2001 and 2003
collection on the control samples at sites 279 and 339. In contrast to the 2001 samples the
2003 samples did not contain particles greater than 1 mm. Only two reasons were
immediately obvious for these results: either there was human error during the preparation of
the 2001 or 2003 samples or the Coulter LS230 was out of calibration during one of the
processmg runs.
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It was determined that there were subtle differences in the processing techniques employed
by Galiatsatos and myself. Galiatsatos did not riffle the samples and therefore increased the
likelihood that the Coulter sample was unrepresentative. However, this is highly unlikely to
produce the observed variations. The Coulter LS230 was checked for calibration by tunning
a range of standard samples and was determined to be in specification. It was subsequently
ascertained that \Vilkinson's samples were collected from consolidated material below the
ploughsoil (c. 10-15cm below topsoil: Wilkinson, pers. comm.). Hence, variations in particle
size were to be expected, but once again such extreme results are unlikely.
To ensure reliability 6 comparable samples collected from the control sites (279 and 339)
during 2001 and 2003 were re-analysed (resulting in a total of thirteen samples). Minor
variations were observed between the two tuns of the 2003 samples. Significant variation was
observed between the first and second tuns of the 2001 samples (samples 4, 8, 13, 58, 61 and
64: see Figure 160). Like the 2003 samples the second nm of the 2001 samples contained no
particles greater than 1 mm. The second nm 2001 samples produced comparable particle size
distributions with the 2003 samples.
The causation of these variations in particle size results is still unclear. It is recommended that
the methods employed in Coulter sample preparation and analysis are reviewed so that multitemporal sample results can be integrated \vith confidence.

8.4.3 Interpretation of the analysis
As discussed in section 8.4.1.5, the 2001 samples and their analysis provided a promising
basis for explaining the increase in satellite DN value over archaeological residues in the mar!
zone. However, the results of the particle size analysis on the 2003 samples are generally
disappointing. With the reliability of the grain size analyses still in question any interpretations
are, at the best, tentative. In 2001 the surface scatter sites 259, 279 and 339 produced very
clear differences in particle size at the predicted site boundaries. This clarity is only exhibited
in the tell and low tell sites (97 and 218 respectively) for the 2003 samples. However, less
clear, but identifiable correlations occur at the scatter sites 221, 271, 279, 339 and 508.
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Site 279

Site 279

Figure 160 Comparison of the different Coulter 'runs' on selec ted
2001 and 2003 samples at sites 279 and 339.

This difference in results could be due to a number of issues:

•

Particle size modification in the intervening two years.

•

The reliance on the satellite imagery to define the sample location (i.e. pre, post,
transitional or site samples).

•

Unresolved problems in the Coulter analysis.

•

Laboratory analysis of particle size does not adequately reflect in-situ particle size.

•

Particle size variation has no relationship with archaeological residues.

Whatever the cause, variation in particle size still has a positive relationship with DN value
across many of the sites studied. However, these variations are not consistent across the
range of sites. Table 21 and Table 22 outline a summary of the results of the particle size
analysis.
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Sand%

Silt%

Clay%

46.00
9.00
34.00
61.90
16.60
7.60
7.00
5.20
13.70
31.80

43.00
27.00
47.00
12.30
68.20
53.20
59.10
20.00
58.50
49.10

9.00
14.00
15.00
25.80
15.20
39.20
33.90
39.80
27.80
19.30

Sample
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Upland
Mesopotamian soil

2.40

71.10

26.50

11

Lowland
Mesopotamian soil

4.10

45.75

50.15

12

4.10
13.00
1.90
6.40
7.80
8.30
22.00
2.38
6.24
6.59
5.74
4.57
9.74
6.71
6.04
7.47
5.47
11.88
18.24
16.99
26.11

61.70
65.30
61.20
73.60
65.70
65.80
57.50
70.27
59.53
62.24
73.18
60.85
63.59
62.57
61.07
61.93
66 50
55.26
62.41
58.94
54.50

34.20
21.70
36.90
20.00
26.50
25.90
20.50
27.35
34.23
31.17
21.09
34.59
26.67
30.73
32.89
30.60
28.03
32.86
19.35
24.07
19.39

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Source

Place of extraction or number of
Gravel%
the sample
Building slucco
2.00
Edge E4
15.00
Brick no. 3B
Brick no. 2
Brick no. 2
Brick no. 5
Brick no. 8

Site
Tureng Tape
Nush-i-Jan
Samarra
Ur
Choche

Sauvage

AQarQuf
Tell Umar

Tell Nebi Mend
(SHR site 315)

SHR wadi
Irrigated Northern
Marl
SHR
Irrigated Southern
Marl
Southern Marl

Thin Southern Marl
Wadi silts/Thin
Marl

Samj)ie 69: Rampart red brick
Sample 70: Rampart Qrev brick
Sample 71: Rampart white brick
Sample 72: TrVIII yellow brick
Sample 73: Modem mudbrick
Sample 74: Modem surface
Average across the marl zone
Off site average
SHR tell97
SHR scatter 271
SHR scatter 508
Off site average
SHR low tell218
Off site averag_e
SHR scatter 221
SHR scatter 339
SHR scatter 478
Off site average
SHR scatter 279
Off site average
SHR scatter 238

Table 21 Particle ~izc analy~is of mud brick and ~oil. Non SHR
samples arc taken from Sauvagc (1998 p. 19, Tables 2 and 3).

If the hypothesis that the change in particle size and hence reflectance is primarily caused by
the incorporation of degraded mud-brick into the soil matrix, one would expect to see an
increase in clay particulates. This is based on the assumption that mud-brick is created with
local material and that manufacture increases the clay component. However, this may be
complicated by the amount of re-used material used in the construction of mud-bricks. For
example, it is fair to assume that, mud-bricks on flat sites do not contain much re-used
material. Conversely, mud-bricks on tell sites are likely to be made with material quarried
from the tell itself (i.e. the residues of collapsed mud-brick structures are used as a source for
creating new mud-bricks). In such a situation re-used tell mud-bricks are likely to contain a
range of anthropogenic and natural material that will alter the particle size distribution (see
Figure 161).
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R«:ent mud-brick collapse at s;.:e 315.

Eroding tell section at site 173. Note the large clasts in the mud brick.

Figure 161 Mud-brick structures in varying degrees of colbpse.

In addition, Table 21 and Figure 162 (displaying a range of particle sizes for mud-brick
samples and on and off-site soils) shows that particle sizes can vary irrespective of local or
regional soil conditions. The range of components in mud-brick is extremely variable (sand:
1.9%-61.9%, silt: 12.3%-73.6% and clay 9%-39.8%). Therefore, the impact of degraded mudbrick on soil particle size is much more complex than originally postulated.
This observation is confirmed in Table 22 which summaries the percentage change of each
soil fraction between off and on site soils. The sites fall into four categories, those that
exhibit an:
•

Increase in clay and silt and a decrease in the sand fraction (site 602).

•

Increase in clay and sand and a decrease in the silt fraction (site 97, 259 and 339
(2001 and 2003 samples)).

•

Increase in sand and a decrease in the clay and silt fraction (site 238, 271, 279
(2001 sample), and 508).
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•

Increase in sand and silt and a decrease in the clay fraction (site 218, 279 (2003
sample) and 478).
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Figure 162 Graph of particle size distributions from mud-brick
and soil. The sample numbers relate to Table 21.

The only possible permutations not encountered are:

•

Increase in the clay and a decrease in the sand and silt fraction.

•

Increase in the silt and a decrease in the sand and clay fraction.

Table 22 also subdivides the results on a nwnber of other criteria (the period of the site, the
zone the site is located in, if a depression occurs on the site, the year of collection and the
type of site) in an attempt to allow the visual extrapolation of relationships between these
criteria and soil changes. There seems to be no correlation between any of the four categories
of sample and any of the other site criteria.
The raw Coulter results expressed in Table 22 have been further generalised to display soil
texture in Table 23 (see Figure 141 for cross referencing purposes). Unsurprisingly no real
correlation is expressed. However, the anomalous Coulter readings, between different
seasons, at sites 279 and 339 are displayed in sharp contrast.
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Z:..ne
• UnltiD •I V~ar ·ISlte Type.
Thin Southern Mari
Wadi Silt&IThin
FloodplainiAIIuvial fan Irrigated Northern Mari
Irrigated Southern Marl Southern Mari
271
478
602
496
97
508
218
221
259
339
279
2003
2003
2003
2001
2003
2001
2003
2001
2003
2003
2003
2001
2003
... Depressions ... BSS Class • Scatter
Period
Tell
Scatter Scatt~r
Low Tell
Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter Scatter
N
8.159
Islamic?
Clay
-792
-13.35
Sand: Coarse
0.~1
Sand: Fine
~.17
Sand: Medium
-4.38
3.06
Silt Coarse
5.22
3.83
Silt: Fine
-3.56
1.74
Silt: Medium
1.09
0.36
V
Clay
-3.37
1.71
Sand: Coarse
5.05
4.96
3.04
Sand: Fine
3.84
Sand: Medium
2.78
Slit: Coarse
3.75
-1.69
4.21
-4.19
~.58
Silt: Fine
-3.90
~.35
Silt: Medium
-1.43
-4.18
Clay
10.24
Multi-Period N
Sand: Fine
3.46
Silt: Coarse
-3.60
Silt: Fine
0.06
-10.16
Silt: Medium
-2.~2
Clay
Pre-historic N
Sand: Fine
0.63
2.75
Silt: Coarse
Silt: Fine
-1.66
0.80
Silt: Medium
-11.42 -13.51
Unknown
N
Clay
-2.42
8.42
0.11
Sand: Coal'1ie
18.45
4.21
Sand: Fine
0.28
2.99
-US
1.76
6.36
-1.33
Sand: Medium
5.15
Silt Coarse
7.24
.0.69
.0.42
~.70
-2.21
2.62
~.86
-4.22
0.56
.0.86
Silt: Fine
4.12
.0.24
0.70
Silt: Medium
-6.64
-2.87
V
Clay
0.15
-6.62
Sand: Fine
Sand: Medium
.0.45
Silt: Coarse
Silt: Fine
1.94
3.97
Silt: Medium
Sum
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2003

-4.681
9.07
0.04
1.56,
-3.89'
-2.011

UnitiD

Year

97

2003

218

2003

221

2003

238

2003

259

2001

271

2003

279

2001
2003

339

2001
2003

478

2003

496

2003

508

2003

602

2001

Location
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site
Off site
Site

loam

sandy_ loam silt loam
1

silty clay loam

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Table 23 Variations in wil texture calculated irom the average of
the Coulter results for each location.

Scatter sites 238, 478 and 496 did not display a clear correlation between the site boundaries
and changes in particle size. Site 496 is a site located in the alluvial flood plain/ fan zone where
post-depositional mixing of alluvium or alluvial fan deposits may have caused variations in
the particle size disttibution. This is reinforced by the results where the average percentage
change between off and on-site soils is less than 1% for all components. Site 478 is a small
prehistoric site where the assumptions about mud-brick construction may not hold.
Furthermore this site was extremely diHicult to locate using satellite imagery. It is also
difficult to accurately define the site extent for site 238, therefore the samples may have been
given wrong locations in relation to the site (i.e. off, transition and site). Site 339, gave
positive results in the 2001 sample programme but less clear results in the 2003 progmmme.
As yet no convincing teason has been established as to why this site did not produce
comparable results during the 2003 sampling programme. However, this is one of the four
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sites which contain a depression. In this instance the depression lies effectively in the centre
of the site (see Figure 102). Therefore these depressions could very easily skew transect
interpretations of particle size distributions by becoming repositories for different particle
sizes (an aeolian or water trap or an area of increased colluviation). These are issues which
should be addressed in a continuing programme of more refined analyses.

CURVE COMPARISON FROM SITE 339

Sand
Simulated
lkonos MS
Average

~------~~~~~---r-------------------------r~~~------~----~

lkonosMS
Average
Corona 1111

Silt

53

55

56

57

58

59

60
61
SAMPLE NUMBER

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

Figure 163 Comparison of curve profiles for a number of
attributes for site 339.

Irrespective of the particle size analysis this research has produced a number of empirical
observations that require explanation. Archaeological site soils do demonstrate an increase in
reflectance in comparison to off site soils. This increase in reflectance is observed in both the
satellite sensors and the spectra-radiometry readings. The similarity of the spectral curves (see
Figure 157) demonstrate that no new absorption features were introduced, indicating that the
soils are chemically similar. Hence, the structure of the soil has changed resulting in an
increase in reflectance. This research has demonstrated that whatever changes have occurred

will be complex, possibly involving combined changes in particle size, moisture content and
organic matter (see Figure 163).
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Subsequently, Galiatsatos (in prep) conducted loss on ignition on the 2001 samples to
determine the percentage organic content of the soils. Galiatsatos found a slight negative
correlation between variations in organic matter and variations in laboratory reflectance (see
Figure 164). This decrease in organic matter content associated with sites would theoretically
increase reflectance
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Figure 164 Variations in organic matter content across sites 279,
259, 602 and 339.

8.5 Discussion
The laboratory analysis of the soil samples produced a number of interesting results. Changes
in particle size do seem to correlate with areas of increased DN value. However, these
changes in particle size are not consistent between different size fractions and do not
highlight any correlation with other site attributes except moisture content. Furthermore,
there is some ambiguity regarding the accuracy of the Coulter particle size readings. The
changes in particle size will be discussed, including their implications for changes to soil
structure and drainage.
On a point of methodology, samples should be collected perpendicular to the normal
ploughing direction. For example at site 22l (see Fir.:ure 200) the ima ery di
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spread in the NE-SW direction which corresponds with the direction of ploughing. This
spread is less intense in the N\'V-SE direction. Samples taken in a transect perpendicular to
the ploughing direction should show a more distinct boundary change.

8.5.1 Non-organic imports
For the purposes of this discussion non-organic imports to an archaeological site fall into two
categories on the basis of their size: micro imports (those with a particle size of less than
2mm) and macro imports (those with a particle size greater than 2mm)
.Micro imports have been the major focus of this chapter. It has been assumed that degraded
building material, particularly mud-brick, and pottery is the major cause for the change in
particle sizes between on and off-site soils. However, mud-brick itself has been recognised as
a complex medium, and although degraded mud-brick will change the particle size
distribution of a soil it does not do so in a predictable way. For example, one cannot say that
there is always an increase in the clay component. Therefore the increase in DN value is a
product of the different mineralogies, the different particle size and their structure. The
ability of clay to aggregate should not be completely discounted in this process. Therefore
other factors, related to particle size, which produce a consistent increase in soil reflectance
must be sought. It is likely that, associated with the change in the particle size distribution,
there is also a change in structure and porosity which has a profound impact on reflectance.
This is seen when examining curves B and D in Figure 142; these are chemically and
biologically similar soils with a different arrangement of particle sizes. The laboratory analysis
undertaken does not give an indication of these important components. The changes in
structure and porosity could also indirectly impact on reflectance by changing the nature of
drainage. If the soil has a loose structure (as at site 221) then there is improved drainage and
an increase in reflectance. However, the spectra-radiometry readings of the ambient and
dried samples did not display any moisture variations. In-situ spectra-radiometry readings are
under analysis by Galiatsatos (in prep).
Imported material such as stone, brick and tile (even after robbing) may be incorporated into
the site matrix. These have a massive grain size in comparison to the local matrix. Material
may also be masked by the dumping of other material over them. Field-walking is used to
identify clusters of these macroscopic artefacts. However, the sizes of these surface artefacts
are massive in comparison to the soil matnx and will affect its texture and porosity.
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Subsurface layers and masonry have a large impact on the surface qualities of the soil and soil
moisture characteristics. \V'hatever formation and de-formation processes are associated with
the arrival of massive material they do have an impact on site reflectance. This is highlighted
on site 279 which has the largest number of artefacts with massive grain size and exhibits a
decrease in reflectance. In tlus context the particle size analysis has ignored massive particles
as they were sieved prior to Coulter analysis.

8.5.2 Organic matter imports
Organic matter has frequently been used to define some aspect of an archaeological site,
especially the boundaries of occupation (horizontally and vertically), the presence of features,
the source of the deposits, or the presence of post-depositional alterations. However,
archaeological residue prospection employing surficial organic matter should be approached
with care. A salutary lesson on organic matter analysis is discussed by Stein (1992), where
Heidenreich and Narratil expected organic matter to rise within site confines. In fact organic
matter did not change significantly. Their expectations were based on the assumption that
greater amounts of organic matter were deposited within the village boundaries and that,
consequently, the level of organic matter witlun village samples would be higher than those in
the surrounding soils. They failed to recognise that decomposition of the organic material by
micro-organism activity would re-establish the equilibrium. However, another study
conducted by Gaffer et al. (1983) at the tell site of Beer-Sheba, Israel showed a different
response in a more regionally representative environment. Two large pits were discovered
that were filled \vith very dark sediment. The large size and organic-rich content of the pits
led the authors to suggest that the pits were used for making compost. The percentages of
organic carbon, nitrogen, and phosphoms were detern-llned for samples from the pit fill, the
nearby tell, an off-site location and from compost found in an adjacent modern town. The
largest percentages of carbon were found in the sample from the modern compost, \vith
decreasing values found in the pit fill, the tell sediment, and the lowest percentages in the offsite soil. Decomposition had resulted in the loss of organic matter in the tell sediments. The
percentages of orgatuc matter in the pit ftll were elevated above those expected by
occupation or pedogenesis alone. However, these pit deposits were not surticial and hence
underwent different post-depositional processes.
Aeolian eroston

111

the application area has led to the removal of the majority of the '0'

horizon. This means that the background soils may have their humic content exposed. This
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degraded organic matter, which has a red colour, might provide a good contrast against sites
which do not express such colouration. The laboratory analysis of the 2001 samples also
indicated that there is a slight negative correlation between site organic content and
reflectance. It is recommended that further organic matter analyses are undertaken in the
future to confirm these results over a more representative sample.

8.5.3 Reflectance implications of the soil analysis: summary and conclusions
In section 8.3.5 the following reasons were postulated for the increased reflectance observed
at sites in the mar! zone:

•

Low organic matter content.

•

Low iron oxide content.

•

Relatively finer textured particles or differences in soil structure.

•

Improved drainage reducing soil moisture.

The loss on ignition analysis on the 2001 soil samples (Galiatsatos in prep) did show that
there was a slight decrease in organic matter content associated with sites. In order to more
rigorously verify this further samples should be analysed.
With the possible exception of site 259, trace element analysis of the 2001 samples effectively
discounted iron as an important factor. However, this analysis was conducted on iron and
not its oxides (as discussed in section 8.4.1.5). In fact the lack of any significant correlation
with trace element analysis implies that the site soils still share many chemical characteristics
with the background soil and parent material.
Particle size does display a correlation with the boundaries of sites as defined by the satellite
imagery. However, it is unclear whether this is a direct result of changes in reflectance due to
changes in particle size or a change in reflectance due to some other factor such as structure
or porosity (and hence drainage). Further analyses, such as bulk density (Stanjek and
Fabbinder 1995; Scudder et al. 1996) and in-situ moisture and organic matter readings, would
be beneficial to ddine these causative tactors rigorously. Further benefits may be derived if
the results are analysed in conjunction with micro and macro scale formation models (see for
example Ward and Larcombe 2003).
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Even though no specific reason for the increase in ret1ectance associated with archaeological
sites has been explicitly ddined, the analysis has empirically identified a number of promising
areas for further enquiry:
•

Ret1ectance differences are observed at sites in the visible and NIR wavelengths
by all sensors.

•

Ground and laboratory radiometry correlates with these sensor readings and with
soil moisture differences at key sites.

•

Ground and laboratory radiometry relationships \vith gram s1ze are unclear.
However, there is evidence to show positive relationships.

•

Ret1ectance data from soil samples matches with theoretical expectations (i.e. no
major absorption features other than Fe 1 + and Fe~+ transitions (see section 8.3.3
and Figure 146)).

This analysis has provided a platform from which to conduct further research to explain the
increase in soil ret1ectance associated with archaeological sites. The relationships between
grain size, organic matter, moisture and soil structure on archaeological sites requires further
work as there is surprisingly little literature available on this topic. Further, radiometry is an
objective way of observing ret1ectivity in the field and has thus allowed spatial and spectral
scale issues to be addressed between a point and a pixel. It is hoped this phase of the research
will have significant impact in this and other environmental similar areas.

8.5.4 Recommendations for field collection and analysis
In addition to the collection and analysis of in-situ bulk density, moisture and organic matter
readings (discussed above), it is recommended that further grain size analysis is undertaken.
Samples can be coarsely analysed in the field by sieving the major fractions (clay, silt, sand
and gravel) on site. Furthe11nore, a handheld radiometer should be used to collect ret1ectance
values of these samples.
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CHAPTER 9 SATELLITE IMAGERY AS A CRM TOOL

9.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have been concerned with the prospection and documentation of the
archaeological record within the project area. As Syria does not currently have an accessible
national archaeological inventory, the SHR data set can be used by the DGAlVf for the
purposes of management and monitoring to ensure long term stability. Tlus is critical as the
archaeological resource is under considerable stress as a result of population growth and
developments in both industry and agriculture. However, CRM applications do not solely
concern themselves with management and preservation; they also cover a range of associated
activities including research and aspects of public participation.
All of the data has been integrated into a GIS framework which allows the data sets to be
analysed in many complementary ways. Satellite imagery can provide an alternative
mechanism for visualising the landscape in a digital environment. It can be used as an
alternative basemap or as a different layer for computerised landscape visualisation. Not only
are these useful for research purposes, particularly for phenomenological approaches to
interpretation; they are also a powerful tool for public engagement in the archaeological
resource. For example, 3-dimensional fly-overs are employed in a number of successful
museum applications (Forte and Williams 2003). The application of multi-temporal imagery
provides valuable insights into how the landscape has changed over time and how these
changes have impacted on archaeological residues. \'(!hen coupled with digital in-field
recording devices, satellite imagery provides another layer of infmmation that can improve
in-situ interpretations and aid in field navigation.

9.2 Satellite imagery as a contextual backdrop
/lir photographs are

110!

maps, but mimm:· tbry are not .reledi!!e: tbry simPb' shmv JIJbat

happem to be Pisib/e at the time; tbry are llndiscrif11illalillg and siJOJtld be IJa/ued 1vith this

in mind
(I ohnson, 1982, 6 in Maxwell)
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The context of archaeological residues is an important aspect for their interpretation.
However, 'context' can mean a number of different things to a number of different people
depending on

their analytical goals.

For example an environmentally determinist

archaeologist may be interested in environmental variables that detennine site placement (as
discussed in Chapter 6); a CRlvi archaeologist will also be interested in localised
developments that may impact on the archaeological residues, and archaeologists researching
settlement dynamics will be interested in the spatial relationships of contemporaneous sites
and infrastructure networks. As has been discussed in earlier chapters, satellite images are
flexible resources that can be applied to a wide range of spatial problems provicling different
mechanisms of contextualisation. \'Vith this in mind two areas of visualisation are discussed:
the comparison of satellite against digital base maps and the use of satellite imagery as a
visualisation tool.

9.2.1 The comparison of satellite imagery against digital map bases
Remotely sensed imagery and maps are both representations of the Earth. However, there
are profound differences between the two data sources. Maps are generalisations of reality
and reflect the mapmaker's selection of what is important to represent (Nii.iller et al. 1995).
Hence, information of low import is discarded to improve interpretative clarity.
Unfortunately this normally includes the majority of non-monumental archaeological
residues. Remotely sensed imagery, on the other hand, are an 'objective' data source. The
interpretable content of the imagery is subject to different biases relating to the resolution of
the sensors and the ambient environmental conditions during collection (Liverman et al.
1998). As the spatial resolution of satellite sensors continues to improve they are more
regularly being used as alternative sources for updating map bases (Annenakis et al. 2003)
As has already been discussed in Chapter 5, the availability of base mapping in the application
area was generally poor, although a 1:25,000 topographic map was acquired. Comparisons
will be drawn between this mapping and the satellite imagery (primarily the Ikonos). From a
European perspective, this may be viewed as a biased comparison in favour of satellite
imagery. However, in the l'vliddle East and other areas of the world it is difficult to access
high quality topographic and thematic mapping at appropriate scales.
From the 1:25,000 topographic mapping 16 sites were identified from antiquity symbols, 187
potential sites from contours, 33 pen sites (see Hinterland System 1 in Figure 165) and 106
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sites from possible place name evidence. An image interpretation key was produced for this
process of identification (see Figure 165). As has already been demonstrated in Chapter 7 the
satellite imagery allowed the detection of many more residues. From a prospection basis
satellite imagery is a much more useful product, providing more accurate interpretation and
spatial referencing (particularly in the basalt zone) .

Image Interpretation Key

Page 1

BASE MAP INTERPRETATION

Version 1: Anth ony Beck, December 2003

ANTIQUITY SITE

HINTERLAND SYSTEM 1

These sites contain antiquity
symbols. These are highly likely to
be archaeological sites and are
no rmally associated with place
name evkfence.

Enclosures

surround ing

a

settlement nucleus. These tend to
be located In the basalt zone .
However, the cartography Is
generalised and inconsistent.

CONTOUR SITE 1

HINTERLAND SYSTEM 2

Contours at
close
Intervals
(normally tells) . Many of these sites
have benchmarks placed on t heir
sum m it (highest local point). They
normally have place names on the
map. These features are relatively
easy to Identify.

Field systems are normally dashed
lines and structures are normalty
lines. These tend to be located In
the basalt zone. However1 the
cartography Is gene ralised and
Inconsistent.

·y_~., "to;..I!

j;i:l,..1r.l:'J

CONTOUR SITE 2

CONTOUR NON-SITE

Normally a single contour line
producing a disCJete closed
polygon. If Identified correctly
t hese are normally low tells o r flat
sites. Howeve r, these can be
mlsldentlfled as CONTOUR NONSITES. Probability of it being a site Is
Improved If it Is adjacent to place
name evidence.

Normally dlsoete closed single
contour areas. Ck>se In natu re to
CONTOUR SITE.

PLACE NAME SITE

NO EVIDENCE

Names that do not bear a ny
relat ionship to feat u res o n a map
are likely to be place names. This
evk:tence, although normalty an
accurate lndkator of resktues, can
have a spatia l eHorof up to lkm.

No evidence Is obvious on the map
base.

Figure 165 Image interpretation key for the Syrian topographic
map.

T lus is further reinforced by the improved contextualisation of archaeological residues from
satellite imagery. As is demonstra ted in Figure 165 the satellite image provides improved
insights into local conditions. For example, the imagery provides information about residue
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type, residue extent and vegetation cover. However, experience is required to interpret these
indicators.
Satellite imagery was a much improved resource for compiling thematic data. Thematic
mapping for the area was only available at inappropriate scales. Therefore, landscape themes
were produced directly from the satellite imagery (see Chapter 6). Thematic variables such as
soil, vegetation, hydrology, topography and elevation are used to either contextualise the
archaeological data or in predictive modelling exercises. Many projects have employed
Landsat imagery to classify soil and vegetation themes (Gaffney and Stancic 1991; Gaffney et

al. 1996; Rothaus and De Morett 1999; Harrower et al. 2002). Ikonos and Corona imagery can
immediately supply information related to present day and relict topography and hydrology
and can be used akin to vertical aerial photography to update digital mapping. Furthermore,
the Ikonos and Corona data sets are available as stereo pairs which can be used to create
digital elevation models. However, environmental thematic variable production is not just an
issue of reproducing maps:

The real issue i.r that the tJariables are not !IStmlfy cbosen became of some theoretical model
or even based on a I!JpotbeJis about the past. Ratber, they are most often selected bemuse
thry are the on(y data alJailctble. Tbis is not good sdence.
~faschner

1996).

This quote highlights one of the most fundamental problems facing archaeological thematic
data analysis through its use of readily available yet potentially inappropriate data sets.
Satellite imagery has uses beyond the accurate collection of information ret1ected in present
day mapping it also has the capacity to model more archaeologically pertinent information.
However, very limited research has been conducted into the production of specitic landscape
archaeological themes. This lack of research is in stark contrast when one compares the
research into this area by landscape ecologists (Griftiths et al. 2000; Griftiths and Mather
2000; Luque 2000; Wu and Qi 2000). Much of the archaeological research has been focussed
on terrain based viewshed analysis (\'Vheatley 1995; Lake et al. 1998). However, Duncan and
Beckman's (2000 pp. 41-42) site location model created a theme to represent solar insolation
gain on the shortest day of the year using DEM derived variables. This theme was created on
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the assumption that, in their application area at least, warmer areas are preferable to colder
areas during the colder parts of the year. Gaffney et al. (1996) employed Landsat TM to
ddine soil types. However, their criteria only classitied agricultural value from poor to good.
Ebert (1988) gives an overview of holistic or ecosystemic approaches employing satellite
lmagery.
Mapping does have some benefits over satellite imagery. Map generalisation allows the
presentation of complex spatial entities and relationships in a digestible format. However, as
has been demonstrated by many of the illustrations in this thesis these elements can be
replicated by satellite imagery derivatives to produce equivalent resources. More importantly,
mapping can have more stable spatial accuracy than satellite imagery. Due to the problem of
projection encountered with the Syrian mapping in this research this was not the case.
However, neighbouring countries (such as Jordan and Lebanon (Seif, pers. comm.)) do have
accessible, regularly updated mapping. These resources are particularly useful as a reference
source when eo-registering satellite imagery. Tlus impact has, however, been reduced by the
accuracy of handheld and differential GPS.
Remotely sensed data provide an alternative representation of geographical context to that
given by maps. The 'objectivity' of a satellite image in most instances provides an improved
archaeological backdrop. Furthermore, satellite imagery may allow the creation of more
archaeologically specitic thematic data. In the study area the high spatial resolution effectively
made the available topograpluc and thematic mapping redundant. However, given that other
projects may not have comparable access to the quality and quantity of high resolution
satellite imagery, mapping sources should still be included in any project.
Finally, it is important to identify the fact that neither remotely sensed imagery nor map data
provide insights into how landscapes were perceived by the people who inhabited them.

9.2.2 Satellite imagery as a presentation and visualisation tool
The last decade has seen the archaeological conununity embrace computerised virtual
visualisation and reconstruction tools (Gillings et al. 1999; Goodrick and Gillings 2000; Forte
and Williams 2003). Forte in particular has championed the integration of multiple data
sources, including satellite imagery, for landscape analysis, reconstruction and visualisation
purposes (Forte 1995; 1999; 2000; 2003b; 2003a; Forte and Kay 2003). Forte (2003a)
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employs the term 'mindscape' for an immersive computer generated ecosystem that

facili~1.tes

multi-scalar archaeological cognition, contextualisation and re-interpretation. He also
provides a series of protocols for the integration of such data. Although most of this work is
beyond the scope of tlus research it provides a useful template for the presentation and
visualisation requirements of satellite imagery within landscape archaeological applications.

Isometric shaded relief

Isometric relief and Landsat overlay

Isometric relief and map overlay

lsometrk relief and lkonos/Landsat overlay

Figure 166 Isometric visualisation (with 15 time exaggeration) of
different imagery draped over a terrain model.

At a basic level satellite imagery provides a gee-referenced backdrop for the articulation and
visualisation oflandscape data. As discussed in section 9 .2.1 satellite imagery provides a more
'objective' representation of space which is comparatively realistic to the end user.
Visualisation is significantly enhanced by 'draping' satellite imagery over a terrain model to
produce a 2.5 dimensional representation (see Figure 166). The inclusion of higher spatial
resolution imagery, extracted derivatives and archaeological data means that a user can
visualise a range of information in pseudo 3-d. This facilitates the articulation of a range of
landscape data for tl1e researcher and can provide an engaging presentation medium for
musewns. These static presentations can be further enhanced by producing 'fly' or 'walkthrough' movies or alternatively a fully interactive virtual environment.
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From a presentation perspective, the integration of satellite imagery within a GIS facilitates
the rapid production of publication quality mapping (see, for example, Figure 54 and Figure
65). The benefit of GIS applications in this instance is that a variety of bespoke maps can be
produced whereby the user controls the content and degree of generalisation.
Once again, however, the vast majority of these presentations are prepared in Cartesian space
and do not represent how the mental or cognitive maps of the landscape are perceived by
actors (Kvamme 1999 p. 182). These actors may have used different, and at times, non-linear
representations of space.

lkonos Pan

Site 308

lkonos MS
showing camera location

Figure 167 Problems of site location (Site 308).

9.3 Satellite imagery and mobile applications
The benefits of field-based GIS for spatial sciences are outlined by Pundt and BrinkkotterRunde (2000). The future for field archaeology will inevitably see increased usage of
computerised techniques. Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and total stations are
supplanting traditional approaches in many applications (particularly landscape survey) and
cheap handheld Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) are already used to record 'digital' context
sheets in a relational database (Ryan et al. 1998; Beck and Beck 2001; Beck 2002).
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There are many layers of data which an archaeologist can access while using mobile computer
applications. Amongst other things satellite imagery will be of value for site navigation and
field interpretation applications.

Uncorrected lkonos (25m RMS error)
with GPS overlay

Corrected lkonos (5m RMS error)
with GPS overlay

Figure 168 Comparison of corrected and uncorrected lkonos
imagery with G PS overlay

9.3.1 Site navigation
The 1999 to 2000 fieldwork seasons highlighted how difficult it was to locate sites even after
they had been identified on the satellite imagery. Figure 167 shows the physical colour
difference that led to the identification of site 308. However, the inset photograph indicates
the difficulty in actually locating this scatter on the ground. After correction of the satellite
imagery to the UTM 37N projection system (see discussion in section 5.4) it was possible to
use GPS to locate the sites. This simple procedure saved a considerable amount of time as
locating sites from out of date maps or imagery in a non-standard projection was very time
consuming. This underlines the importance of selecting an appropriate projection.
Furthetmore, incorporating the Ikonos and Corona satellite images into ArcPAD (in Iv1rSID
file format) allowed the use of this significant data resource in the field to aid interpretation.
This is particularly important for the field systems in the basalt landscape (see Figure 168).
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9.3.2 Spatial data collection
From analysis of the satellite imagery it was possible to map the extent of sites within the
project GIS (see Chapter 7). However, in order to ensure that what was seen in the imagery
was comparable to what was observed on the ground the survey teams also mapped the
extent of surface scatters/ soil discolourations in the field. Each 'site' was mapped as a simple
polygon within ArcPAD by walking around the extent of the archaeological residues and
logging GPS readings directly. Upon completion of a circuit the polygon was dosed and its
unique GIS identitier was added.
The techniques used for site navigation and mapping proved essential for the recording of
the basalt field systems. Using the derived vector interpretations of the archaeological
residues (as discussed in Chapter 7) in ArcP AD the survey team can accurately navigate to
each individual wall segment. However, the survey team was faced with a recording paradox.
Figure 168 shows an uncorrected and corrected Ikonos satellite image overlaid by GPS
points. These GPS points were taken by handheld GPS without reference to an ArcPAD
image backdrop. The corrected image (on the right) demonstrates that basalt walls have a
high correlation with many of the GPS tracks collected. However, the imagery contains more
infonnation than was recorded by GPS alone. On the ground some features may appear
ephemeral or insignitl.cant but when viewed on the satellite imagery a whole wealth of
information can be revealed. Hence, a more rounded interpretation can be produced in the
tield by exploiting the synergy of tl.eld observations with supporting vertical imagery and
other GIS data.

9.4 Time change analysis
Change detection is a technique used to extract and analyse differences in imagery acquired at
different times. These differences can be a result of anthropogenic moditications (for
example, new construction and de-forestation) or natural/ environmental changes (for
example variation in crop vigour). Analysis of image change involves a relatively simple group
of procedures. The challenge is to develop techniques that highlight change in the
phenomena of interest. For example an urban planner, who is interested in monitoring urban
sprawl, would tlnd changes related to crop health a distraction.
Change detection techniques can be broken down into the following areas:
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•

Visual companson: when change is obvious, visual companson can be the
simplest technique. No processing is required beyond itnage rectification.

•

Layer stacking: changes in eo-registered imagery can be highlighted by assigning
the different itnagery to different colour guns (red, green and blue). Changes in
ret1ectance values are observed as colour variations.

•

Image algebra: Changes can be quantified by the mathematical manipulation of
two images using, for example, subtraction, regression and ratioing.

•

Post-classit'ication comparison: Independently classified images from different
dates are compared. This is the only method in which 'from' and 'to' classes can
be evaluated (forest zone to urban zone).

9.4.1 Data preparation
Image selection and preparation are unportant for successful change detection analysis. If
comparing imagery from different sensors it is itnportant that the spatial, radiometric and
spectral resolutions are actually comparable (Song et al. 2000; Furby and Campbell2001).

9.4.1.1 Atmospheric effects
Consideration should also be given to ambient atmospheric effects which can produce
erroneous artefacts for time change analysis. Haze, smoke and clouds can produce undesired
areas of change. Clouds should be masked out of any analysis. Haze and smoke can be more
difficult to mitigate. Both atmospheric correction and histogram matching techniques can be
used to itnprove analysis. However, Song et al. (2000) discuss a variety of temporal analysis
techniques which do not require atmospheric calibration.

9.4.1.2 Seasonal effects
Vegetation differences are the over-riding cause for most change in imagery over time.
Unless one wants to detect seasonal changes then it is advisable to minimise their itnpact by
selecting imagery that has been collected at approximately the same month and day. Hence,
seasonal effects and Sun angle differences can be assumed to be constant.

9.4.1.3 Soil moisture
Moisture content affects the ret1ectance values of both soil and vegetation. Hence, change
detection techniques can highlight reflectance changes due solely to differences in moisture
content. Although this may have some useful applications for agronomists it can mask other
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more subtle effects. It is therefore not advisable to employ imagery that has been taken after
heavy rainfall. Historical climatological data, if available, can be used to detennine the effects
of rainfall.

9.4.1.4 Image preparation
The amount of image preparation to ameliorate for atmospheric, Sun-angle, vegetation and
moisture effects are dependent on the type of analysis to be performed. Visual comparison
was deemed the most appropriate analytical method for the high spatial resolution Ikonos
and Corona imagery for the following reasons:
•

Sub-pixel eo-registration could not be guaranteed.

•

The imagery is taken at different times of the year, predominantly highlighting
vegetation changes.

•

Concurrent atmospheric information is not available for the Corona imagery.

•

The radiometric depth between the Corona and Ikonos imagery was different.

As the Landsat imagery was only used for providing information on the effects of changes in
land management over time this was also analysed visually. This meant that no specific
preparation techniques were used prior to conducting the analysis.

9.4.2 Impact of changes over time
The temporal component of the imagery was of profound significance in relation to residue
detection. There is approximately 30 years difference between the Corona and Ikonos data
sets. In the intervening periods the landscape has been significantly modified, directly and
indirectly impacting on the archaeological residues.
Bulldozing is the most significant modification in the basalt zone, so much so that the
DGAM is preserving a 2x2 km area. Bulldozing has also impacted on the mar! landscape,
although to a lesser extent. The residues in this zone are also harder to eradicate completely
as they are fine grained deposits. Site 97 demonstrates that bulldozing (or some other heavy
earth moving equipment) was in use prior to 1970 (see Figure 17 6). Consequently, bulldozing
cannot be discounted as a residue modifier in the Corona imagery. Other infrastructure
modifications have also occurred. The road network has been extensively upgraded (a northsouth dual camageway, ring road around Horns and surface metalling for b-roads). An
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underground water p1pe has been laid between the spring at 'Ain at-Tannur and Homs
cutting across the southern marl. The rail network has also been extended.
These changes to infrastructure have also had an impact on settlement locations and land
management practices. Settlement expansion in particular is closely linked to high quality
infrastructure networks such as roads (cf Sever 1998). However, urban expansion itself has
not heavily impacted on residues. Although, a number of sites are enclosed within military
areas and the cutting of trenches into tells has compromised their archaeological integrity.
In this time frame agricultural practices have changed. Deeper ploughing techniques have
been introduced to the area. In the marl zone the Ikonos imagery contains many more high
reflectance areas (potential archaeological residues) than the Corona. It is likely that this is
either underlying marl being bought to the surface by the plough or possibly increased
erosion due to the aridity of the past decade. A number of these areas were examined in the
2003 season: no obvious archaeological residues were encountered. Higher quality
agricultural soil has been moved and re-deposited in the landscape. This has been reported
from both tell sites and lacustrine deposits (Bshesh, pers. comm.).
Irrigation has extended across all the zones allowing an increased number of crop rotations in
a year. The increased amount of surface vegetation could potentially mask many
archaeological sites if the time of itnage collection is not chosen carefully. i\ combination of
these factors probably accounts for the eradication of subtle features such as some wadi
channels (see section 6.3).
The Landsat itnagery (see Figure 169) highlights the effects of irrigation over a thirteen year
period. As late as the 1980s the majority of the application area was reliant on rain-fed
agriculture with one cropping season (except in the fluvial margins). However, irrigation and
other pumping has meant that more crop rotations can occur in a single season. This has had
a significant itnpact on the local water table. 25 years ago the water table was c. 2 - 5 metres
below the surface, but now some pumps have depths of between 20 and 40 metres (Bshesh,
pers. comm.).
The ramitlcations of this pumping are seen in the extent of Lake Qatina which has shrunk
dramatically (see Figure 64 and Figure 169). A study of ground water use (Rodriguez et al.
1999) has been undertaken by the International Centre for Agricultural Research in the Dry
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Areas at Atareb, northwest Syria. A 15 year study of the water-table at Tel Hadya determined
that the water table was shrinking by, on average, 1.44 m per year (see Figure 170).

Land sat 4,3,2 FCC 1st October 1987

Landsat 4,3,2 FCC 28th October 2000

Fi!,TUrc 169 Comparison of October Landsat scenes from 1987 and
2000. Note the increase in vegetation in the 2000 scene (deno ted
by the red colouration) and shrinkage of I .ake Qatina due to
irrigation.
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Tlus could explain why retlectance has increased between 1987 and 2000 in the Landsat
imagery in the southern mar! zone. As the water table has dropped there is less soil moisture
and hence retlectance is increased. Furthermore, the culnlination of the effects of the
different landscape modifiers has effectively eradicated some features from the imagery. As
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 some natural and cultural features, particularly wadis, appeared
on the Corona imagery but not on the Ikonos.
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Figure 170 Depths of the water table in Tel I lauya (1983- 1997
(Rodriguez et al. 1999 p. 9))

Although some landscape features have disappeared on the Ikonos imagery underlying
artefacts can sometimes be inferred. For example, Figure 171 displays a Corona linage with
an indistinct geological feature wluch, from its morphology, looks hydrological. The
comparable Ikonos image shows that modern house constmction respects the geological
feature (which is now not visible) rather than the NE-SW road which appears in both images.
In summary changes in landscape management techniques have had a profound impact on
this landscape in the past 30 years. Improvements in infrastmcture and urban expansion have
unpacted on a small number of archaeological residues. Of greater concern, however, are the
changes in agricultural practices and bulldozing. Extensive irrigation has helped to lower the
water table wluch has significantly altered retlectance characteristics in the marl zone. Deeper
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ploughing has eradicated or partially destroyed some features and produced many more
negative but 'potential' features (see Figure 177). Finally bulldozing in the basalt zone has
reached such a level that the DGAM has had to protect a portion of the landscape.

Corona 11 OB Imagery. The arrow marks a possible
hydrological feature.

Pan sharpened lkonos imagery. Notice how the buildings follow
the feature and not the road.

Figure 171 Urban expansion in the marl zone.

At a more refined level, images can be studied on a seasonal basis to evaluate changes in
landscape pattern. From a detection perspective, this allows the evaluation of archaeological
residue visibility under different environmental regimes. As part of the purchasing
arrangement for the Ikonos imagery it was attempted to get repeat coverage of a small area of
known archaeological residues at monthly interval. Amongst other things tlus study would
allow one to explicitly define the environmental conditions for optimal residue detection
using empirical, rather than theoretical, reasoning. However, the cost implications for such a
study were prolubitive. It is hoped that closer academic relationships will be forged with the
current and future providers of high resolution commercial imagery to facilitate such studies.
The three different Corona missions were originally collected over a six month period
(December 1969 - June 1970) and intersected pre-harvest, harvest and post-harvest (see
Figure 172 and Figure 173). Mission 1108 was taken prior to the heavy rainfall (Lake Qat:ina
is not full). Although some rain has occurred there is still a good contrast between sites and
soil across the landscape. Mission 1110 was taken just prior to harvest. The vegetation means
that with the exception of tells many sites are masked (particularly those near the Orontes
and Lake Qatina). This mission had the lowest image quality, probably due to atmospheric
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dust (see Figure 173). Mission 1111 was taken after the harvest. Although some patches of
vegetation can still be identified, there is a good contrast between sites and soil across the
landscape. It should be noted that the atmospheric problem that probably affected the
Mission 1110 imagery is not exhibited in the 1111 imagery. Mission 1111 was collected at c.
18:30: at this time the wind driven through the Homs-Tripoli gap has generally subsided.

Corona 1108 17/12/1969

Land sat 3,2, 1 pan sharp 14/01/2000

lkonos 05/09/2000

Corona 111 0 28/05/1970

Land sat 3,2, 1 pan sharp 28/10/2000

lkonos 03/02/2002

Corona 1111 31/06/1970

Figure 172

Sea~onal

effects on the satellite imagery.

Two Landsat images were collected on 14th January 2000 and 28"' October 2000 (the 1987
images had approximately the same time difference but can not be pan-sharpened; see Figure
172). The January image was taken during heavy rainfall and with immature vegetation. Sites
are still quite obvious in this landscape, although the full range can not be detected due to the
spatial resolution of the sensor. Comparatively, the October scene exhibits a much brighter
residue response resulting in improved detection. This demonstrates that increased aridity
increases the visibility of archaeological residues.
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Two Ikonos images were collected on 5' 11 September 1999 and 3'° February 2002. Much like
the October Landsat image, the residues in the September Ikonos appear much brighter.
However, the spatial resolution has been somewhat degraded due to atmospheric dust. In the
wet February image, all of the residues are still visible although contrast between site and soil
has been reduced. Tins is paralleled by the results of soil colours from on and off site soil
samples when wet and dry. However, rain has removed atmospheric dust and the image is
comparatively sharp.
Corona mission 1108
(17th December 1969)

Corona mission 1110
(28th May 1970)

Corona mission 1111
(31 stJune 1970)

Figure 173 Comparison of Corona missions of the same areas in
the basalt and mar! zones. Note the much better relative image
<Juality of the winter scene.

Hence, seasonal environmental conditions have a significant effect on the ability to detect
archaeological residues. Periods of intense vegetation should be avoided as sites are masked,
whereas increased aridity increases the relative reflectance. Even during the periods of heavy
rain residues can still be detected, although their contrast with the background soil is likely to
be reduced. The results of thls study compare quite closely with the theoretically defined
acquisition time variables defined in section 5.2.4.
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9.4.3 Site monitoring
In order to evaluate if seasonality or changes in landscape management impacted on
archaeological residues, site extents from different satellite imagery were mapped and
compared. An area in the mar! zone was chosen as this zone is subject to a wider range of
landscape modifications. Figure 17 5 displays these different extents in the Corona missions
and the Ikonos MS. The results of this comparison are not conclusive. Some of the sites
show quite subtle changes (sites 251, 339, 475) which could be due to geo-referencing errors.
Sites 319 and -+77 show quite different extents and it is difficult to explain the cause for this
change. Other sites, such as 221, do exhibit much larger extents in the Ikonos 1magery
probably due to the spread of surface material during ploughing or bulldozing.

281 600

-

281760

Eroded since 1970

-

Primary eroded material

-

Slabto

Figure 1741\lonitoring of tell (site 173) on the lake edge.

However, it was possible to record other more specific impacts on archaeological residues. In
addition to the destruction of the basalt landscape by bulldozing (as discussed in section 7.4)
sites at the lake margins are subject to the longer term destructive effects of water. Figure 174
displays the extent of tell erosion between 1970 and 2002 taken directly from the Corona and
Ikonos satellite imagery. In the intervening ti.meframe 3,800m2 (approximately 10%) of the
stable tell platform has been eroded.
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1 igure 175 Compariwn of site extents over time for sites 251, 319,
339, 471 and 477.
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Hence, multi-temporal imagery can be used to monitor archaeological sites. However,
ground observation data is required to provide a context for any interpretation. From a
monitoring perspective it may be financially untenable to buy imagery regularly. However, an
increasing amount of archive imagery is made available at discount or at nominal cost.
Many archaeological sites have been subject to unforeseen catastrophic disasters. In recent
years Hoods, earthquakes and military action have destroyed a number of world class sites.
Although the application of satellite imagery cannot stop such disasters from occurring it can
help to rapidly evaluate their impact. High resolution commercial sensors can easily collect
imagery in these potentially dangerous areas. This would be a significant resource in any
mitigation scheme.
Satellite imagery may also aid in the curation of world heritage sites. At present the spatial
component of the world heritage site database is not complete and many developing
countries find it difficult to provide appropriate spatial data (Stott, pers. comm.). This could
be ameliorated by including medium to high spatial resolution data (such as Landsat ETM+)
with every regional application. It is, however, understood that satellite imagery will not
resolve such issues in its own right and some degree of supportive capacity building is also
required.
Although not observed in this environment a particularly novel time change application was
employed by Palumbo and Powlesland (1996 pp. 126-127) at Pueblo Buenito and Chentro
Ketl. By integrating aerial and satellite imagery from over a thirty year period they were able
demonstrate how the management infrastructure (footpaths, roads, car-parks etc.) had
changed and developed and how this knowledge would be useful in the future management
of the archaeological parks. However, it does strike a cautionary note: in some instances these
management strategies had had a significant negative impact on the archaeological resource
(Powlesland, pers. comm.).

9.5 Discussion
Satellite imagery can play an important role within CRJVf activities. This role is increased in
areas where mapping is poor and the curatorial authorities do not have a full inventory of
their archaeological resource. From an inventory basis satellite imagery has already
demonstrated its utility and, in this application area, Is a more useful medium than
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topographic mapping. Furthermore, satellite imagery can be a very Hexible resource in the
presentation of data to both academic peers and the public. Although it can be argued that
aerial photographs provide imagery with a higher level of interpretable content, satellite
imagery provides a much larger synoptic footprint (Schmidt 2004). Satellite imagery are,
therefore, much more appropriate for landscape survey and archaeological inventory
applications. Furthermore, from a cost-benefit perspective it is cheaper to incorporate
satellite imagery at an early stage rather than relying on long term coverage from aerial
photography. Tlus is even more important where GIS management techtugues are used, as
rectification of small footprint vertical and obligue photographs can be time consunling and
expenstve.
From a practical viewpoint the incorporation of satellite imagery within digital mobile
applications provides a number of benefits. Although guite simplistic, the ability to navigate
directly to potential residues saves sigtuficant amounts of time. Of more import is the use of
the imagery in the tleld as an interpretative tool. The different perspective offered by vertical
imagery can improve the detection and interpretation of features that look ephemeral on the
ground.
Time change analysis provided some valuable insights into how the landscape has changed
since 1969. This analysis highlights the important utility of historical satellite imagery in any
study such as tlus. The Corona imagery provides a snapshot of a landscape prior to
signitlcant urban and rural modification. Furthermore, many of the most archaeologically
destructive heavy maclunery (i.e. bulldozers and tractors \vith deep ploughs) were not in
common use. The imagery was unable to provide any signitlcant monitoring infonnation for
sites in an agricultural setting (see Figure 175). However, it was possible to monitor the
destruction of sites on the lake edge and those subject to large scale destructive moditlcation
through bulldozing or infrastructure expansion.
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SECTION 3 SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER 10 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Chapters 6-9 have described a number of different techniques for preparing satellite imagery
and extracting archaeologically pertinent information. This infonnation has been particularly
beneficial for the goals of the SHR project. Prior to the incorporation of the satellite imagery
the Desk Based Assessment revealed that, with the exception of tell sites, little was known
about the range and location of archaeological residues in the environmental zones and, for
that matter, about variations within the environmental zones themselves. \'\!hat follows in this
chapter is a summary of the salient points of the interpretation process across all
environmental zones. The main focus is on archaeological prospection.

10.1 Archaeological prospection summary
In mmparison to traditional gro11nd J'ltrory ae1ial pbotograpi!J can be a t•ery economical Jvqy

ofgetting an initial OtJerall perspedipe of ofveds, pbenommon and their Jpatial relationships;
fmtbennore, as a rewnnaissatm! tool, it can pnJIJe to be bigh(y aut-if/edit'e ifficient JJJc!)' of
ev"}Jioring a large area for discovery pmpoSCJ:
(Ebert and Lyons 1983 p. 1246)
The use of satellite imagery for archaeological prospection has been the main thrust of tlus
research. In general, the application of Corona and Ikonos satellite imagery to archaeological
prospection in the application area has been an unqualified success. The techniques
employed have a high correlation \vith archaeological residues observed during surface survey
and have the benefit of being rapid, spatially accurate and cost-effective. Furthermore, they
allow the prospection phase to occur as part of the Desk Based Assessment, which not only
reduces costs but enables the contextualisation of the resources with other geographical data
sets, enhancing the research framework at an early stage. \Vitlun this context the rerectification of the satellite imagery using GPS derived GCPs is of particular significance.
This allows each of the spatial datasets to be overlaid with a higher degree of spatial
prectston.
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High resolution satellite imagery has enhanced the understanding of the archaeological
resource within the application area. Prior to the analysis of the imagery only 63 sites were
known (i.e. place name (tell, khirbet) or antiquity symbol). After the analysis a total of 189
archaeological sites have been positively identified on the ground (tells, scatters and
structures) and 271 potential sites have been located but not visited (see Table 24). It should
also be noted that this does not include the 133 km 2 of field systems have been mapped in
the basalt zone. This significant amount of work has only been one facet of the SI-IR project
over the previous 5 years.
Unit Type
Field System
Indeterminate
Installation
Non-site
Scatter
Structures
Tell
TOTAL

Count
3
271

4
60
91

66
32
527

Table 24 Summary of ~ites in the whole application area.

UnitType

I

Indeterminate

I

count

vidence source

UnrtiD

Corona 1108
Soil Colour

130
132
133
135
170
171
198
199
200
201
202
203
205
219
225
244
258
260
261
263
277
278
281
322
326
327
329
350
355
364
408
483
950
951
952
954
955
Grand Total

Evidence
Corona 1110 Corona 1111
Soil Colour
Soil Colour

1

lkonos MS
Soil Colour
1

Ikon os Pan
Soil Colour

1

1

1

rian 1 :25.000
AntiQuitv
Contour
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Grand Total

Khirbet

Place Name

Quarry

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
8

1
1
1
1
1

8

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
11

1
1
1
1
1
12

1

1

19

6

Table 25 Summary of evidence for indeterminate (potential) sites
in the southem mar!.
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1

1

3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
1
3
5
2
3
2
2
1
3
3
68

Non-site

UnitType
Count
Unit ID
174
185
208
215
226
227
228
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
239
241
242
245
247
248
316
330
331
335
341
342
343
346
348
349
352
353
354
Grand Total

vidence source Evidence
Corona 1108 Corona 1110 Corona 1111
Soil Colour
Soil Colour Soil Colour

lkonos MS
Soil Colour

1
1

lkonos Pan
Soil Colour

S~ian

1:25,000
Contour
1
1

Grand Total
Khirbet
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
40

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
9

4

1
4

2

1

17

3

Table 26 Summary of evidence for non-,ite' in the "'uthcrn mar!.

UnitType

Tell

Count

Evidence source

UnitiD
14
173
179
191
206
207
210
212
216
216
229
251
254
255
256
264
265
315
464
Grand Total

Corona 1108
Soil Colour
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Evidence
Corona 1110 Corona 1111
Soil Colour Soil Colour
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

16

14

1
1

lkonos MS
Soil Colour
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

lkonos Pan Syrian 1:25,000
Soil Colour
AntiQuitv
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
14

13

1

1
1

Khirbet

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Grand Total

Contour
1

Tell
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
15

1

1

1

15

1

1

Table 27 Summary of evidence for tell sites in the southern mar!.
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1

16

7
7
4
7
6
6
7
7
5
4
2
7
7

7
7
1
2
6
4
105

UnitType
Count

UnfiiD
127
172
177
178
181
184
193
194
196
197
204
211
213
217
221
222
224
238
249
252
257
259
266
267
275
279
280
308
317
318
319
320
328
332
334
336
339
344
345
351
454
459
461
475
477
478
480
486
487
496
498
521
523
524
734
737
Grand Total

Scatter
Evidence source Evidence
Corona 1108
orona 111 orona 1111 lk.onos MS lkonos Pan Syrian 1:25,000
AntiQuity
Soil Colour
Soil Colour Soil Colour Soil Colour Soil Colour
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
33

Khirbet

Place Name

Tell

Urn

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Grand Total
Contour

1
1

1
1
1

28

37

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
48

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
t
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
t

20

8

8

Table 28 Summary of evidence for scatter sites
mad.

21

111

5

1

2

4
5
6
3
5
7
7
5
6
7
3
4
1
2
6
1
5
3
3
3
1
6
5
1
2
6
4
6
4
7
5
5
2
3
4
4
6
4
5
2
5
1
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
3
4
4
2
211

the southern

Tables 25 to 28 describe the Desk Based Assessment (DBA) evidence that was used to
identify tells, scatters, non-sites and indeterminate (potential sites) in the southern mad only.
Given the continuous nature of the residues in the basalt zone the same quantitative
approach cannot be undertaken. In each of the tables sites are cross-tabulated against
evidence. This allows the comparative evaluation of different evidence types at each site.
Table 29 summarlses these tables into evidence types. From the sites visited to date the
satellite imagery produces by far the most accurate results.
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Table 27 describes the evidence for tell sites. There is a good correlation between all the
satellite imagery and tells and as would be expected there is a good correlation between place
name and contour evidence. Table 28 describes the evidence for scatter sites, which are less
obvious on the ground than tell sites. In this instance there is a reasonable relationship
between mapping evidence and sites visited (62.5%). However, there is a very high
correlation between satellite evidence and sites visited (92.9%).
It should also be noted that most of the non-sites from the Syrian mapping are derived from
contour features (see Table 26). Of the 56 scatter sites positively identitied contours have
only been evidence for 8 sites (see Table 28). If one assumes that all tell sites have been
identitied during the course of the survey (they are, after all, the easiest residue to detect) then
the remaining contours can only refer to scatters. Therefore, extrapolating from Table 26 and
Table 28 then statistically only 25% of these contours will be scatters. From the
indetenninate (potential sites) evidence (see Table 25) 19 of these are based on contour
evidence. This means that only 4 of these are likely to actually be sites. To make matters
worse in Table 28, \vith the exception of 1 site, every site \vith contour evidence has
supporting evidence from satellite imagery. Of the remaining 19 only 4 are supported by
satellite evidence. As would be expected the place name evidence and antiquity symbols were
very good indicators of residues. However, it should be noted that for place name evidence
in particular, the spatial accuracy on the maps is very poor. For example place name evidence
can up to Skm away from the actual location of a site. 8 indetenninate (potential sites) have
associated place name or antiquity symbol evidence. Unfortunately only 2 of these are
associated \vith contours. Therefore, when the southern marl has been fully surveyed one can
expect the accuracy of the mapping resource in Table 29 to decrease dramatically.

1:25,000

Evidence

Satellite
imagery

mapping

Not Visited jp_otential}_
Not Sites
Scatters
Tells
Total Sites
Total Sites Visited
% Accuracy from sites visited

20
14
52
17
103
83
83.13%

25
20
35
16
96
71
71.83%

Table 29 Summary of results in the southern mar! by method.
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Combined
Satellite and
Mappina

37
33
56
19
145
108
69.44%

From the satellite imagery the Corona mission 1110 has produced the most non-sites. In
many respects this is to be expected as this is the poorest quality imagery. Of all the sensors
the Ikonos multispectral correctly highlights the largest number of residues. In general,
however, the scatters and tells are well represented by all sensors.
However, this should not be taken solely at face value: it is also important to establish if the
results are representative of the full range of expected archaeological residue types. Given
that the total data structure is unknown this is a diHicult task. However, it can be appraised
theoretically and empirically. From an empirical standpoint the landscape has had a
programme of 'off-site' sample transects (see sections 3.5.1.4 and 3.5.1.5) located across all
zones. Amongst other things, it is hypothesised that some of these transects should locate
archaeological residues that have not been identified from the satellite imagery. From these
transects, not including the alluvial zone, only three sites were identified that were not
observed on the satellite imagery. Of these two were subsequently identitied on the imagery
after ground location. Hence, there is an excellent correlation between the number of extant
physical surficial residues and the residues identified by satellite imagery.
Theoretically, however, the techniques do exhibit some serious bias. \'(!ith a few exceptions,
the vast majority of sites have both sedentary architectural and pottery traditions. Hence, the
vast majority of the residues are post-Neolithic. Therefore, the majority of pre-sedentary
human inhabitation has not been identitied, although this does assume that inhabitation
actually occurred at this time. Furthermore, no evidence has been identitied for transitory
sites (such as non-modern Bedouin camps). As discussed by Wilkinson (2001 p. 531)
archaeological residues derived from sedentary occupation are easier to detect than those of
nomadic pastoralists. The impact of nomadic communities on the landscape is slight and any
residues are easily eradicated or masked by post-depositional processes (especially ploughing
and det1ation). Hence, it is not surprising that neither of these residue types have been
identitied. Furthermore, the fact that they have not been identitied during surface survey
makes it very unlikely that they would be identitied from satellite imagery.
Given these limitations the evidence in the application area falls into three categot1es:
positive, negative and masked.
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10.1.1 Positive evidence
Positive evidence is the identification of an actual archaeological residue, or the
interpretation, by proxy, of objects that would lead one to assume that archaeological
residues exist. Figure 176 and Figure 178 display the range of positive evidence within the
mar! and basalt zones respectively.
In the basalt zone the archaeological residues take the form of site and hinterland structural
evidence (field walls, enclosures and buildings). These are relatively easy to identify on both
the Corona and Ikonos panchromatic imagery. The Ikonos pan and particularly the Ikonos
pan-sharpened imagery provide the best level of interpretation in this environment due to the
higher spatial resolution of the sensor (see Figure 112). However, the Ikonos imagery,
although representative of the present day conditions, does not encompass the same range of
residues as observed in the Corona imagery. This is due to destructive modifications that
have occurred over the past 30 years. Hence, the Ikonos and Corona imagery are
complementary resources that provide a greater understanding of the archaeological resource
and its destructive modifications.
Archaeological residues in the mar! zone take the form of discrete settlement sites that are
easy to identify as colour or textural variations in soil. These residues are an order of
magnitude larger than those found in the basalt zone. Hence, there is not such a reliance on
high spatial resolution data. The Ikonos MS and the Corona imagery provide the best
interpretative sources for this zone. The Ikonos MS is a particularly useful resource for
displaying changes in soil colour. Furthermore, there is more scope for interpretation by
proxy in this zone. Sites 279 and 308 in Figure 176 show kinks in the road network where the
road respects the archaeological site. These are useful indicators when interpreting the
satellite imagery. Once again this zone has been subject to a range of landscape
modifications, but due to the nature of the residues few sites have been eradicated. Rather,
deeper ploughing has removed some of the surface textural components in the Ikonos and
brought sub-surface mar! deposits to the surface creating a number of potential but negative
features.

10.1.2 Negative evidence
Negative evidence is the identification of features that appear to be archaeological but are in
fact natural features or residues of other processes (see Figure 177 and Figure 178).
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In the basalt zone no negative features have been identified per Je. However, modern Held
boundaries have been created in the past 30 years (see Wall type 1 and Wall type 2 in Figure
178) and could, therefore, be classed as negative features.
In the mar! zone a range of negative evidence occurs (see Figure 177). The vast majority of
these appear to be military in origin. This can normally be attested to by the regularity of the
features. Recent Bedouin encampments are also observed in the imagery as rectangular areas
(such as around sites 191 and 256 and see Figure 177). Tlus is due to localised compaction of
the soil in the areas where the tents were pitched changing retlectance characteristics. Finally,
it is important to be aware of irrigation marks. These are by-products of the irrigation
systems used in the zone and either form darker areas (through water leakage) or brighter
areas in the NIR (due to localised increased crop vigour). These should not be confused with
archaeological crop marks (cf. GORS 2002 p. 28). In general the vast majority of the negative
evidence is exhibited in the Ikonos imagery. Therefore, once again, the Corona imagery is a
complementary resource for evaluating and understanding these effects.

10.1.3 Masked evidence
\'(fhile it is useful to consider whether the perceived archaeological anomalies are positive or
negative evidence it is also necessary to delineate areas that are masked and may not respond
to satellite prospection. Masking can take two primary forms:

•

Temporary masking, such as vegetation cover or contrast equalisation after
rainfall

•

Permanent masking, such as burial by sediments or eradication by bulldozing

Temporary masking effects can be resolved by acquiring satellite imagery at a more
appropriate timeframe (i.e. when crop has been harvested or during periods of peak aridity).
However, it is essential that the environmental regime is thoroughly understood prior to
purchasing any satellite imagery where temporary masking may be a factor.
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Image Interpretation Key

Page 1

MARL - positive evidence
EVIDENCE TYPE

Version 1: Anthony Beck, October 2003
EVIDENCE
GROUND TRUTH

EVIDENCE CHIP
lkonos MS

Corona

EVIDENCE
DISCUSSION

Tell

Tell site 256, marl (5). This site
exhibits the classic tell high
reflectance properties. Please
note that topographic shadow is
also present.

Tell

Tell site 97, irrigated marl (N). This
site exhibits the classic tell high
reflectance properties. This tell
has been bulldozed in both
lkonos and Corona imagery.
Note the spread of deposit

. .....

I'" ' - .

f
~

Flat site

,.

,_

._

'

..___ ..........._....:..;.;a._

Flat site 734, irrigated marl (S).
This is a large flat site exhibiting
high reflectance. The Corona
imagery has more texture than
the lkonos .

Flat site 308, marl (S). This Is a flat
site exhibiting medium-high
reflectance. Note how the road
respects the site.

Flat site

Flat site 478, marl (S). This is a
small prehistoric flat site (dot in
the centre) exhibiting a slight
reflectance increase. lt is difficult
to detect on the Corona.

/

Flat site

/

.

'

'

Flat site 279, thin mar I (S). This is a
large flat site exhibiting variable

Flat site

~!!!!!!!!!~!!~ reflectance. The Corona imagery

1:

..- .
Flat site

.

----

~--".
.

-~

has more
Ikon os .

texture

than

the

Flat site 952, thin marl (S). This is a
flat site exhibiting variable
reflectance. The Corona imagery
has more texture than the
lkonos. This site is now in a
military zone.

'

'

Figure 176 Residue image interpretation key: positive features in
the marl.
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Image Interpretation Key

Page 2

MARL - negative evidence/masking
EVIDENCE TYPE

Version 1: Anthony Beck, October 2003
EVIDENCE
GROUND TRUTH

EVIDENCE CHIP

..

Bedouin
Camp

-·t

~-

-:.:

r

EVIDENCE
DISCUSSION
Bedouin Camp. Soil compaction
in the area where the tent was
pitched alters soil reflectance
. characteristics. These features do
not tend to occur on both the
~ Corona and lkonos.

Military
Feature

Bermed depression. This is a
military feature.

Military?
Soil
Mark

Sub-circular
feature
with
evidence of internal features. This
does not appear on the Corona
imagery. lt is assumed that this
feature is military in origin.

Military?
Soil
Mark

The parallel lines of soil marks are
not visible on the Corona. lt is
assumed that this feature is
military in origin.

·. .-,

Military? 1-~~
Soil ~
Mark

Right angled soil mark. This does
not appear on the Corona
imagery. lt is assumed that this
feature is military in origin .

'
In the lkonos imagery many

·~"~""'Aiil!lii• small

areas produce higher
reflectance areas similar to
archaeological residues. These

Soil
Mark

~~~~!!~~~~ are areas where marl has been

Irrigation
Mark

u

ploughed to the surface .

--

Irrigation marks. These marks
form in the location of the pipes.
Escaping
water
decreases
reflectance. In some areas these
form a herringbone pattern
across fields.

--::~--~~~:..:!-

.

Vegetation masking. Vegetation
is starting to mask the NW
portion of this site. Prior to
harvesting
the
crop
will
significantly mask the site.

Vegetation

Masking ~•a~

l'igure 177 Residue image interpretation key: negative and masking
features in the marl.
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Image Interpretation Key

Page 3

BASALT

Version 1: Anthony Beck, October 2003

EVIDENCE TYPE

EVIDENCE
GROUND TRUTH

EVIDENCE CHIP

Tell site 49. Even in the basalt
zone tells display a reflectance
increase. Note that topographic
shadow is present and that the
clouds are easy to see on lkonos.

Tell

Structure site 64. This site
contains structures (possibly
animal pens). The lkonos imagery
provides the best resolution for
digitising.

Structur

;:Wall1

·:::
~I~

li:

._
lt

·,-

-·~

Wall type 1. Bulldozed walls up to
Sm in width. These tend not to
show up on the Corona imagery
(see Bulldozer Masking) .

k-::T ~?;f.
"
,-

.
'

~

Wall type 2. Long straight walls
enclosing narrow fields. These do
not tend to show on the Corona .

Wall2

Wall3
~~~~~~~

Centuriation

r=••~;:;;;;:::'liiiiii~ Wall type 3. Moucha farming.
Large fields subdivided into
much smaller units. The outer
to
field
possibly
relates

~!i!~!!~~~~ Centuriation.
centuriation.

Centuriation

is

clearly evident in Corona. A new
railroad and bulldozing have
severly impacted the structure of
the field systems in Ikon os.
Ancient Road Network. lt can be
very difficult to distinguish these
from walls. However, the form of
these
features
are
more
irregular.

Road

..

Bull
~-;,(':t

,,_

.

Forest
Mask

EVIDENCE
DISCUSSION

•-.4'

~

r.
.;

,

,.

.....

......::

'

. .
_._.. .

·.

Masking by bulldozer. The field
systems evident in the Corona
imagery have been bulldozed. lt
is possible to extrapolate the
original field systems in lkonos.
Masking by forest. The field
systems evident in the Corona
imagery have been overlaid by
forest. The lkonos imagery shows
no residues.

~
Figure 178 Resid ue image interpre tation key: basalt zone.
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Temporary masking is more prevalent in the Ikonos imagery in the mar! zone. This is
predominantly due to the increase in irrigation between 1970 and the present day. Since the
Corona imagery was collected extensive irrigation has had two effects: crop cover has been
increased across the zone and increased water content after irrigation has reduced the
contrast between background soil and archaeological residues. This potentially masks more
residues over a longer time frame than observed in the Corona imagery
Permanent masking is a much more serious barrier for interpretation. \\There residues have
been eradicated (e.g. through bulldozing in the basalt zone) it may be possible to infer some
elements of the archaeological residues (see Figure 178). However, where they have been
buried or subject to extensive post-depositional processes (such as in the alluvium and
alluvial fan zones) satellite imagery may be of little value for prospection purposes. Optical
sensors only reflect the surface microns of an object, therefore unless a buried residue
expresses some surface anomaly (such as a crop mark) it is unlikely to be detected. Even
RADAR imagery, which can penetrate arid soils (Holcomb 2001), would require high spatial
resolution to detect most archaeological residues.

10.1.4 Image interpretation key
Given the qualitative nature of archaeological residue detection it is unlikely that two
different interpreters will classify a landscape in the same way. Image interpretation keys have
been developed in order to maintain a semblance of consistency (see Figure 176 to Figure
178). They are valuable aids for organising and presenting the knowledge of expert
interpreters. As such, they can be used for training novice personnel or as a general reference
aid (Colwell 1997 pp. 19-27; Camp bell 2002 p. 133). The image interpretation keys cover all
aspects of evidence (positive, negative and masked). It is hoped that further collaboration
with the DGAM and other CRJ'vi bodies in the region will extend this itnage interpretation
key to cover different areas throughout Syria. This will be a significant resource for any future
research employing remotely sensed imagery.

10.1.5 Quantitative summary
Although the vast majority of the residues were interpreted qualitatively, quantitative analysis
was undertaken on soil samples in the mar! zone. This had the aim of establishing the
physical properties that accounted for increased reflectance in this zone. Although these
analyses are in their early phase, initial results indicate that increased soil reflectance
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associated with archaeological residues is related to variations in particle size distribution and
soil structure (see Chapter 8).
Changes in particle size impact on a variety of soil properties such as texture, structure and
drainage. However, due to differences in the materials of mud-brick construction and postdepositional deformation processes no single variant has been identified for increased
ret1ectance. Further research into these variations is recommended, including further analysis
of a number of other soil properties (e.g. in-situ water content and bulk density).
In general, however, no specitlc spectral signature that responds to archaeological residues
has been recognised during the course of this research. Rather, archaeological residues
produce a localised positive or negative variation in the DN values when compared to the
background reading. Tllis has been demonstrated during the recognition of soil marks in the
mar! zone and should be equally true for the application of aerial imagery for crop mark
identitlcation (Powlesland et al. 1997). In essence when prospecting for residues in crop or
soil they can only be identitled if they exhibit sufficient contrast against the 'natural'
background level.

10.1.6 Effects of resolution on archaeological detection
Remote sensing instrumentation provides archaeologists with a range of imagery with
different spatial, spectral and temporal resolutions consisting of numeric data (with different
radiometric resolution). Changes in any of the axes of resolution can lead to different
classitlcations and interpretations.
The benefit of increasing any axis of resolution is that more objects can be confidently
resolved and classified (fso and Mather 2001 p. 9). However, increasing any axis of
resolution produces a conconlitant increase in complexity, storage size and analysis costs.
Tllis is recognised in hyperspectral imaging systems which produce an extremely large
amount of data witlun wllich, for any specific problem, there is a large amount of data
redundancy.

10.1.6.1 Spatial resolution and archaeological detection
Spatial resolution is particularly important for the visual detection of objects. In order to
detect a feature, the spatial resolution of the sensor should be roughly one half of the
feature's smallest dimension Qensen 2000). There is, therefore, a positl\'C relationsllip
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between the size of the objects under study and the resolution of the imagery required to
identify them. In the case of the basalt zone, where the smallest wall width is c. 1m (see
Figure 108 and Figure 109), a pixel size of O.Sm should be required. However, features were
accurately detected by Corona with a 2m spatial resolution, although the higher resolution
Ikonos imagery gave a much more informative digital product. In part this can be explained
by shadows cast by the wall increasing its perceived ground footprint. Further, the
combination of shadow and wall may produce a signicant increase or decrease in local
contrast which predominates in the ret1ectance recorded by the sensor. Even so, only the
highest spatial resolution sensors are appropriate (i.e. with a ground pixel size :S2m) within
this zone. It will be very interesting to evaluate panchromatic Quickbird imagery in this
environment as a 0.6m pixel size is very close to the postulated O.Sm required.
In comparison to the basalt zone the residues in the mad are much larger. Thus lower
resolution sensors are suitable for detection. In this context pan-sharpened Landsat imagery
(1Sm) did appear to highlight archaeological residues more accurately than 30m Landsat (see
Figure 119). Therefore, sensors with a spatial resolution of 3-1 Sm would seem to be most
appropriate for prospection in the mad zone. Obviously, higher resolution sensors would
make visual interpretation much easier. However, at certain scales higher resolution sensors
appear to increase heterogeneity which makes quantitative detection more difficult.
Furthermore, unlike some European examples, increased spatial resolution has not led to a
higher level of understanding (i.e. internal artefacts have not been identified leading to feature
recognition or interpretation). The decreased spatial resolution required for this zone means
that a number of cheaper satellite sensors are appropriate for detection (e.g. SPOT).

10.1.6.2 Spectral resolution and archaeological detection
The benetit of increasing spectral resolution is that from the comparison of two or more
images, from different parts of the spectrum, we may learn more than studying tonal
variations of just one image (Parker and Wolff 1973 p. 31). Images from different bands can
also be combined to produce false colour composites. These make identitlcation easier by
focussing on aspects of the EM spectrum that exhibit greater contrast for the objects under
study.
The Ikonos MS imagery is the only data set with a multispectral component that has been
fully evaluated. Although tllis imagery only provided four bands (blue, green, red and NIR) it
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was a significant resource in all zones. In the basalt zone it was most effective as pansharpened high spatial resolution imagery and as a transparent overlay with the panchromatic
imagery. True and false colour composites improved detection. However, given the
requirement for high spatial resolution in this zone, it is unlikely that new high spatial
resolution sensors will be developed that extend much beyond the near infra-red.
In the mad zone, colour composite combinations were also exploited to great effect. In
particular the red, green and blue bands showed a high correlation with archaeological
residues. The DN variations within these bands at archaeological sites permits a range of
statistical manipulations to improve detection. In both zones increasing spectral resolution
will improve detection. Although not yet available, the use of bands in the short wave
infrared chosen for distinguishing geology or soil (such as Landsat bands 5 and 7) would be
of particular benefit as the ability to discriminate different soil types and conditions could
significantly improve archaeological interpretation.
The NIR band was disappointing for this study. However, this is probably due to the time of
image collection. The Ikonos imagery was collected after the winter rains and while the crops
were growing. The NIR band is sensitive to soil moisture and vegetation vigour. Given the
window of collection the soil moisture contrast, which would be correlated to a difference in
soil structure (discussed in Chapter 8) and hence archaeological residues in the mad, is
reduced. Hence the NIR band has not been fully evaluated in this region. Data collected
under different environmental conditions would be needed to fully evaluate this band. This
was attempted in this programme of work but was found to be too expensive.
Another benefit of the MS imagery is that it is much easier to identify clouds. It is very easy
to misinterpret small areas of cloud cover as potential sites in the Ikonos panchromatic (see
Figure 136). Furthermore, the near infra-red band is very useful for determining areas of
masking vegetation (which is difficult to identify in panchromatic imagery). For example site
218 is identifiable in some of the Corona imagery. However, it is difticult to detect it in the
Ikonos imagery. As Figure 136 illustrates, site 218 is masked by surface vegetation (the NIR
band is displayed in red).
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10.1.6.3 Radiometric resolution and archaeological detection
Increasing radiometric resolution improves the recording sensitivity of the sensor. The
benefit of increasing radiometric resolution is that subtle diagnostic variations within an
image, which would otherwise have been grouped with other values, can be differentiated
(see Figure 25 and section 5.5).
In this reg10n no signitlcant benefit has been observed by the increased radiometric
resolution of the Ikonos imagery. A summary qualitative interpretation of the Ikonos imagery
degraded to 8 bit (\vith a minimum-maximum rescale) displayed the same residues as the 11
bit imagery. In the mar! zone there is no improvement in detection (see Figure 87). In the
basalt zone the improved radiometric quality of the Ikonos may aid in the detection of wall
components. However, it is likely that the improved spatial resolution is more important. In
this context it would be interesting to compare Quickbird and Ikonos imagery in the basalt
zone. Quickbircl imagery has higher spatial resolution (0.6m pan and 2.4m MS) but a lower
radiometric resolution (8 bit). Evaluation of Quickbird imagery in a different environmental
context (Beck et aL in prep) has shown that it may be susceptible to saturation.
Given that the 11 bit radiometric depth of the Ikonos imagery is of limited value for
archaeological interpretation in the application area the raw imagery can be rescaled to reduce.
tile size with little loss of interpretative detail. This would reduce tl1e storage requirements for
the Ikonos imagery by a factor of 2. As discussed in section 5.5, a standard deviation rescale
would maintain most of the dynamic range present in the original 11 bit imagery. Space
Imaging offer 14 different combinations of Ikonos imagery (panchromatic, multispectral and
merged) with different radiometric image depths, although the documentation is unclear
about the rescaling technique used. The lower radiometric imagery does not, at present, come
\vith a cost reduction. In tl1e future it would be hoped that this degraded imagery would be
retailed at a premium discount.
It is difficult to discuss radiometric resolution in the context of Corona but, as outlined in
section 7.4, the Corona imagery does not highlight all the resiclues in the basalt zone that
were observed in the Ikonos imagery. This may be clue to variations in the radiometric
resolution between the two sensors or unidentified modifications in the intervening years.
However, given that the film may have deteriorated over thirty years, that it is scanned and
that the images were collected at different times of day and year this is impossible to verify.
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10.2 Thematic extraction summary
The analysis of eo-registered Landsat and Ikonos imagety allowed a number of thematic
layers to be extrapolated at different scales. The Ikonos imagety was essential for creating a
number of high resolution land cover themes. In this context the MS imagety was important
for the recognition of different vegetation and hydrological components.
At a broader scale the Landsat imagety provided a range of information pertaining to larger
scale soil, geological and other environmental components. Of particular import was the
United States Geological Society (USGS)-based interpretation schema which provided a
common framework for both analytical systems. Furthermore this allows the incorporation
of contiguous data collected by other researchers. It is strongly recommended that any future
researchers use this, or another, co-ordinated approach for environmental identification.
Both the land cover and soil mapping provided essential contextual data which was
unavailable at this scale from any other source.

10.3 CRM application summary
In addition to the utility of satellite imagery for residue prospection it provides a number of
benefits for other CRl'vi applications. The imagery itself is a complementary resource to
traditional mapping. It can provide important contextual information which, through the
process of generalisation, has been removed from cartography. Satellite imagety also lends
itself to a number of practical field applications. The convergence of technological tools
(such as handheld computers and GPS) facilitates the use of satellite imagety for navigational,
mapping and interpretative purposes in the tield. Satellite imagery is also a useful presentation
tool. Not only does it provide a different representation to traditional cartography; it can also
be incorporated easily into more immersive digital presentation environments. Finally multitemporal imagery can have a significant monitoring component.

10.3.1 Impact of landscape change on archaeological residues and site
monitoring
Changes in agricultural technigues, infrastructure expansion and urban sprawl have all had
substantial impacts on the landscape over the past 30 years. More profound landscape
changes have probably occurred during this period than at any other time. Analysis of the
Landsat, Corona and lkonos imagery has produced a much greater understanding of the
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types and extent of these modifications. These types of change are rarely recorded and it is
difficult to ascertain if this important information would have been available from any other
source.
High resolution Corona and Ikonos imagery allows archaeological residues themselves to be
monitored. Natural processes have impacted on a number of sites (such as erosion and burial
of sites by Lake Qatina) and the imagery has allowed a coarse quantification of tlus rate of
change. This infonnation may help in protecting sites which are at sigtlificant risk. Cultural
processes have had an extensive impact in the landscape, particularly bulldozing in the basalt
zone. The satellite imagery has helped identify the extent of this destruction and was pivotal
in defining a zone wluch was placed under protection by the DGAM.

10.4 Limitations of archaeological interpretation from satellite imagery
Although satellite imagery has provided significant benefits for the evaluation of the study
area there are linlitations to its application. From an archaeological perspective in this
environment satellite imagery only allows the ability to confidently deted residues. Recognition
and interpretation of residues is complicated (with the exception of tell sites). Hence,
archaeological residues in the mar! zone have been interpreted as tell or Hat sites and residues
in the basalt zone as structures, enclosures and walls. However, in the basalt zone it is
possible to exanune the stratigraphic relationships of the field systems to establish a relative
chronology (i.e. the use of the t-junction rule). Therefore, although areas of high
archaeological potential are located, without ground observation the analytical and research
value is linlited.

10.4.1 Crop mark identification
Considering the reliance on crop mark identification in European contexts, there has been
very little comment on the use of crop marks for the detection of archaeological residues in
tlus application area. As discussed in section 5.2.4, it is unclear whether crop marks actually
occur. Furthermore, the likelihood of being able to programme a collection sequence which
intersects \vith crop mark appearance is low. This is further exacerbated when one considers
the large footprint of satellite imagery and variations in crop ripening within that footprint.
There is a much greater window of opportunity to collect imagery which will show soil
marks, and soil marks appear to be representative of the bulk of archaeological residues.
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Therefore, unless specific research questions are to be addressed then satellite imagery should
not be purchased with the sole aim of crop mark detection in similar environments.
Resolution
Sensor
Corona
lkonos Pan
lkonos MS
lkonos Pansharpened
Landsat TM
Landsat ETM+

Zone

Spatial (m)

Spectral (bands)

Basalt

Marl

Alluvium

2
1
4

1
1
4

Medium-Good
Good
Medium-Poor

Good-Excellent
Good
Good-Excellent

Medium-Poor
Poor-Medium
Poor-Medium

1

4
7
9

Excellent
N/A
N/A

Good-Excellent
Poor
Poor-Medium

Poor-Medium
Poor
Poor

30
15

Table 30 Sensor summary by zone.

10.5 Recommendations
This research programme has successtully applied a number of satellite sensors for landscape
archaeological prospection and analysis. Table 30 summaries the utility of each sensor within
each environmental zone.
\Vhat follows are recommendations for researchers wishing to apply satellite imagery to their
own projects in similar environments.
Prior to purchasing any imagery it is essential that the nature of the environmental zones and
the archaeological residues are understood and that a Desk Based Assessment is undertaken.
This information can be contextualised by one of the number of free satellite images available
over the internet (for example Landsat imagery at the Global Land Cover Facility
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Maryland: http://glcf.umiacs.wnd.edu/index.shtml). i\. preliminary field visit is required to
record the following environmental, archaeological and background information:
•

The type and extent of different environmental zones.

•

Surface cover in each zone.

•

Agricultural seasons in each zone.

o

Extent of irrigation.

•

Rainfall average per month.

•

Aunospheric variations over the year.

•

The nature and extent of archaeological residues in each zone.
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•

Establish a range of rectification points by GPS on features that are likely to be
identifiable on present day and historic imagery.

Regarding archaeological residues, it is particularly important to understand how their
contrast changes against any 'background' readings during different environmental
conditions. For example, in the mar! zone residues exhibit greater contrast during periods of
peak aridity (i.e. the soil colour difference between sites and soils is at its maximum). After
rainfall and when under crop this contrast is reduced or eradicated.
This information can then be integrated within a GIS with the DBA data (including geology,
present day, historic and archaeological CRM mapping and aerial photographic archives).
This allows the project team to evaluate if satellite imagery is required and if so of what type
and within which time frame.
\Vhen deciding upon the spatial, spectral and temporal resolution of the sensor for
archaeological residue detection and landscape evaluation one should understand the nature
of the residues to be encountered and the level of identification that one is hoping to achieve.
Inevitably this will mean that a range of different sensors are appropriate for a survey: for
example the follO\ving sensors could be employed in tlus study area:
1.

Low spatial (>100m) and high spectral (>10 bands) resolution imagery for coarse
landscape identification (particularly soils and geology).

2.

Medium spatial (10-60m) and medium spectral (> 6 bands) resolution imagery
for refined landscape identification e.g. Lands at ETM + or equivalent.

3.

High to medium spatial (2-15m) and low to medium spectral (>3 bands)
resolution to detect larger features (ploughed out sites, tells etc.) e.g. Quickbird
MS, Ikonos MS or SPOT 5.

4.

High spatial (<1m) and low spectral (pan) resolution imagery to detect very small
features (walls, linear soil marks, pits, postholes etc.) e.g. Quickbird pan or
Ikonos pan.

\Vherever it exists historic satellite imagery should be purchased, even if it turns out to be of
nonlinal value. The purchase and evaluation costs are nlinimal and it has the benefit of being
collected prior to many countries adopting deep (tractor) ploughing, extensive irrigation and
other heavy earth moving equipment, each of which has profoundly altered the present day
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landscape. Archive high resolution commercial image sets should also be consulted.
However, if the commercial archives fall outside the required time frame for image collection
they should be discounted as this imagery is only available at a small discount.
If bespoke or archive high resolution imagery is to be purchased then an evaluation sub-set
of imagery could be procured prior to collecting the whole application area. This will allow
the full utility of the imagery to be evaluated without committing to cosdy imagery that may
not provide the desired results. However, this could have the disadvantage that it may take
over one year to acquire the full data set. For this research, the purchase of £21,770.26
(excluding VAT) worth of inappropriate Ikonos imagery would have been disastrous. Finally,
other avenues of acquisition should also be pursued. For example purchase costs can be
shared between a number of projects or institutions working in the same geographical locale.
Furthermore, none of these data sets need to cover the whole application area. If the
environmental conditions and the reflectance characteristics of the objects of interest are well
understood then one can discriminate where imagery should be purchased. Significant
economies can then ensue (see section 10.5.2).
From a detection viewpoint this research has ddined a number of different quantitative and
qualitative techniques. However, the techniques used in this region may be inappropriate in
other areas. Fortunately, the majority of the techniques used rely on the detection of residues
in the visual wavelengths. Hence, it should be relatively easy to create bespoke analytical
systems in similar environments. To ensure long-term utility of the imagery, it is
recommended that image interpretation keys are produced for each environmental zone and
disseminated to the regional and national CRM bodies.

10.5.1 Issues of implementation
As with any development the cost benefit of the application needs to be justified. The
organisational issues of implementation should also be addressed as there can be significant
barriers to success if key stakeholders are excluded during any phase of implementation. This
phase should also cover appropriate software purchase and training. Any benefits should be
articulated through the project information systems. The techniques employed in this
application area may require re-appraisal for individuals wishing to test the methods in other
environments. Finally, copyright requires addressing: archaeologists have a long history of
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sharing information. However, the stringent copyright attached to satellite 1magery may
reduce its full research potential.

10.5.1.1 Cost
As with any project the cost of purchase is of over-riding import. From a cost basis the
Corona photography is the cheapest satellite source to purchase. However, it does have
processing costs. Landsat is reasonably cheap for archive imagery and is becoming
increasingly available at no cost through certain websites, although the environmental
suitability of this imagery is generally reduced. High resolution imagery is the most significant
financial investment. The launch of the Quickbird satellite increased competition within the
market which has generally reduced image acquisition costs.
In general, existing imagery is of course the least expensive to use; the costs of acquisition
have been met by others and copies of the results can be obtained at a discount. However,
re-using imagery collected by a partner may have copyright limitations. The most costeffective mechanism for imagery collection is through a strategic partnership purchase with
other bodies.
Costs can only be fully evaluated against any benefits that ensue. The costs of purchase for
the satellite imagery in this research at c. £30,000 (including VAT) equate to approximately
three seasons of fieldwork funding. Most projects would consider tlus an extreme expense
and it could be argued that only the most visionary funding bodies would support such a
proposal. However, without the purchase of this imagery at an early stage, it would take many
seasons of fieldwork to produce a commensurate archive. Therefore on a pound for pound
research value the satellite imagery has proven to be extremely cost effective. If the
recommendations outlined in section 10.5.2 are followed then the purchase cost is only c.

£15,000 (including VAT) providing more sigtuficant returns on investment.

10.5.1.2 Copyright
The last ten years has seen a revolution 1n remote sensmg technology and management.
Advances in sensor resolving characteristics have occurred, the industry is deregulated
(particularly from the dominance of NASA) and the majority of hard and software analysis
systems have matured (Slonecker et

fll.

1998). Furthermore, the internet has facilitated the

rapid dissemination of data (raw and classified), method and synthesis. The shift from
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research led to commercially driven Earth observation has had a significant impact on the
industry: particularly in the area of copyright. Commercial data is generally subject to more
stringent copyright than research data. The nature of this copyright varies between the
different commercial organisations, the sensors and the age of the imagery.
Onerous copyright may become the major inhibiting factor in the application of satellite
imagery for archaeology. Archaeologists are great borrowers and the discipline has bendited
from techniques and data imported from other researchers and related fields of study. It is
essential that mechanisms are sought whereby archaeologists, and other researchers, can
share remote sensing data without breaching copyright.
One such method is to purchase data for an organisation rather than a sub-division (in this
instance I am considering an academic framework, whereby the data is licensed to a
University rather than to a Department). However, this does not make the data available to
peers in other establishments. It is recommended that umbrella organisations (such as
NERC) could be a central conduit for data purchase, making the data available to national or
even international researchers. \Vhatever mechanism is chosen it is essential that
archaeological researchers have affordable access to appropriate remote sensing resources.

10.5.1.3 Rectification and Go-registration
Image rectification and eo-registration are vital stages in image preparation. For this research
Ground Control Points recorded by handheld GPS were used to re-rectify the Ikonos
imagery which in turn was used as a basemap for the eo-registration of all the other satellite
sensors. It is likely that differential GPS will be employed for the collection of GCPs in most
other areas due to its improved positional accuracy. \'\fhichever GPS technique is used points
should be collected so as to satisfy statistical rigour and future satellite systems or
declassifications. From a statistical viewpoint many individual readings and their metadata
should be recorded at each control point (as opposed to the averaging technique discussed in
section 5.4). This will allow more rigorous statistical procedures to deduce the most accurate
position using, for example, least squares techniques. Further, these points should be as
accurate as possible: there is very little point in conducting a GCP survey with only one
image product in mind as the GCPs will have utility for the correction of future images with
different spatial and spectral characteristics.
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10.5.1.4 Use in other geographical locations
The re-application of the techniques described in this research in other geographical locales is
particularly important. Changes in environmental conditions will change how residues are
observed by sensors but will also structure the natural and cultural formation and
deformation

of the residues

themselves.

In this instance it is advised

that the

recommendations outlined in sections 10.5.1 and 10.5.2 are followed.

10.5.1.5 Archaeological information systems and data management
In the wider col/text mllltispedral data can be integrated 1vith

CII!J

other.form

of spaticilfy

referenced il!formation, partimlar(y within a Geograpbic l!!formation System, and IJJCII!)'

of

tbe image mba11cements methods applied to multispedral data can be 11sed 1vitb Jllitab(y
transformed, i.e., digitised, conventional aerial pbotograply. Tberefore multispedml remote
J·em-ing has the potential to bemme a j11l/y integrated a11d ro11tim tedJIIique in archaeological
m·eanfJ. At present it is neither.
(Shennan and Donoghue 1992 p. 224)
As discussed by Parrington (1983 p. 107), Shennan and Donoghue (1992 p. 231) and
Palumbo and Powlesland (1996 p. 127) satellite imagery and other remote sensing resources
will play an increasingly significant role in the management of cultural resources. However, in
isolation these resources will have limited capacity. It is much more beneficial for
archaeologists to integrate remote sensing data with other resources, such as ground survey
and other 'monuments' records, through an information system. GIS and image processing
technology will be essential as will the collection and, more importantly, the database
structuring of attribute data so that it can be used to address research problems. The web will
have an important part to play for the future of archaeological data analysis and management.
It is proposed that a full web-GIS data entry, visualisation and analysis system is created for
this archive. Researchers could articulate the full archive within a web browser from
anywhere in the world. Furthermore, it would mean that all users are querying the most upto-date data at any one time. Developments such as this should significantly improve the
mechanisms archaeologists employ to analyse the landscape and should thus impact upon
theory and practice.
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10.5.1.5.1 Software and traini11g

However, these benefits come at a cost: they can only be realised if the appropriate software
packages have been purchased and effectively integrated and if the project personnel have
been taught how to use them. In a research project such as this it is diHicult to advise on
specific software packages as the situation changes very rapidly. Furthermore, some packages
are better than others at certain tasks. However, one thing can be guaranteed and that is the
continued functionality convergence between GIS, image processing software and database
systems. In this environment it is more important that the data fonnats employed are
interoperable (i.e. they can be used in any software package and on any platform without loss
of data content). Appendix I defines the stmctures used in this project and although the data
stmctures are not fully interoperable they are one processing step away from such a position.
Furthennore, the system has been designed so that it can be easily archived within the
Archaeology Data Service.
Training is a separate issue and once again it is difficult to determine where the responsibility
for training should lie (the individual, the project, a teaching institution or the professional
body (through continuing professional development)). The Institute for Field Archaeologists
has highlighted that computer skills, geophysics and remote sensing will play an increasingly
important role in the future of archaeological practice and are currently under-resourced
(Aitchison and Edwards 2003). It is hoped that the professional archaeological body can
increase pressure to improve training in this sphere.

10.5.2 Impact of the recommendations on the application area
The following section re-evaluates theoretically the decision-making process of the SHR
project in light of the above recommendations. After the preliminary field study it would
have been established that:

•

The application area consists of three environmental zones (basalt, mar! and
alluvium).

•

Aerial photographic, geological and land-use mapping resources were minimal or
at inappropriate scales.

•

The 1:25,000 mapping, although appropriate, was in an undeti.ned projection.
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•

The CIUvi dataset only contained monumental archaeological residues with a bias
towards the marl zone.

•

The residues in the basalt zone are a palimpsest of complex structural
components and would require high resolution(< lm) imagery.

•

The residues in the marl zone are discrete tells or ploughed out sites. Ploughed
out sites exhibit a distinct soil colour change in comparison to the background
soil. This soil colour varies with moish1re content.

•

The alluvial zone contains a range of archaeological residues. It is difficult to
establish the extent of residues in this area due to a range of post-depositional
processes.

•

The main agricultural season is between December and May, although a second
crop may be realised in irrigated areas (mainly in the marl).

•

The majority of rainfall occurs between December and April.

Tlus background information provides the framework from which the application of the
remote sensing programme must be structured (see Figure 179).
From a thematic perspective multiple sensor systems can be used to establish a range of
layers that define the different environmental zones, geology, soil types and land use. Soil
variations in particular appeared to be important for the detection of archaeological residues.
In tlus context a sensor with high spectral resolution and coarse spatial resolution to define
broad geological, soil, vegetation and urban zones. Two images should be acquired
encompassing low crop and peak aridity (October-December) and high crop (April-May)
This low spatial resolution resource can be augmented by the incorporation of lugher spatial
resolution Landsat imagery. Further time change analysis should be conducted employing
imagery from different seasons and years. Tlus will elucidate the impact of cropping, rainfall
and other landscape modifications over time. Higher spatial resolution imagery can be
integrated into this framework to provide even greater recognition or identification. This is
the exact form of framework employed when integrating the Ikonos imagery with the
Landsat imagery for the land cover classification (see section 6.2). It should also be advised
that one of the Landsat images should be an October Landsat 7 scene so that the 1Sm band
can be evaluated for residue prospection. The cost implication of this phase (2 low cost high
spectral and low spatial resolution scenes (for example ASTER) and 4 Landsat (2 at January356

May and 2 at July-November with a 10+ year gap) would be c. £100 for ASTER and £1350
for Landsat.

TASK

OUTCOME

Familiarisation

Acquire Landsat imagery.
Acquire mapping and conduct a DBA.
Delineate environmental zones as dictated by
Landsat and literature.
Initial ground observation to determine range of
residues in different environmental zones.
Collect GPS points for any subsequent rectification, if
possible.
Determine agricultural and environmental regimes in
the application area.

Preparatory
Analysis

!

Determine acquisition time for imagery and likely
masking factors.

BASALT ZONE
Image
Selection

Feature
Selection
Accuracy
Assessment
Reporting

OTHER ZONES
Purchase MERIS IRS-P2
(LISS IV), SPOT, Quickbird or

Purchase pan/ms bundle of

Q~~r~~:~:~~~~~:·
lkponoshMS icmagery.
urc ase orona
photog'~/rog'aphy
Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the satellite
imagery.

!
!

Ground observation.

Reports, maps and geographical information.

Figure 179 Revised sequence for the incorporation of satellite
imagery into an archaeolo~o>ical landscape project.

From a residue prospection viewpoint, different sensors would be required for the different
environmental zones. The mar! zone requires high but not the highest spatial resolution
sensors. A multispectral image focused on the visual wavelengths is much more appropriate
for detection in this zone. Appropriate sensors include SPOT 5 (5m panchromatic and lOm
MS), Ikonos MS and Quickbird MS. This imagery should be collected between October and
December. The cost implication for this imagery, excluding V AT, would be £5700, £6000
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and £8333 (for SPOT (Orthorectified, 3600 kml, Ikonos (Geo, 500 kml and Quickbird
(St<lndard, 500 kml respectively). In this instance SPOT 5 imagery would appear to be most
appropriate. Not only is it the cheapest, it also has the largest ground footprint, greatest georeferencing accuracy and would improve land-cover identification.
The basalt zone would require the highest spatial resolution imagery. As multispectral
imagery would also be useful in this zone then either eo-collected Ikonos or Quickbird pan
and MS imagery should be purchased for the whole 133 km 2 basalt zone. This imagery
should be taken in December or January to coincide with minimal crop cover and maximum
visibility of the basalt structures after the first rains. For Ikonos or Quickbird imagery this
would have a cost implication of £2660 (excluding VAT).
In addition, archive satellite photography would be incorporated. All scenes with a high
spatial resolution sensor and low cloud cover index should be purchased. Since the inception
of this research programme the KH -7 missions have been declassified (with ground
resolution of between 0.6 and 1.2m).
Hence a range of complementary satellite imagery has been purchased and processed that
fulfils the diverse goals of the landscape survey (see Figure 179). The full cost of the imagery
would be c. £15,000 (including VAT). This compares very favourably against the c. £30,000
spent during the current research programme.

10.6 Future systems
Inevitably sensor systems will improve in the future. In the short to medium term there will
be improvements on spatial resolution and possibly on spectral resolution. It can be hoped
that multispectral satellite sensors will be produced that have more bands located in the infrared so that differences in crop vigour and soil can be analysed in more detail leading to
improved archaeological detection and interpretation.
H yperspectral systems and LiDAR have been referred to in passing throughout this research.
These sensors are discussed here in more detail as they have immense potential for the future
of archaeological remote sensing.
As has been discussed, electromagnetic remote sensmg techniques in archaeology take
advantage of differential responses of vegetation or soil which are affected by chemical,
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physical and topographic traces of archaeological activity. These traces produce different
responses in different portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. This research has exploited
the different characteristics of satellite imagery by analysing the components of each spectral
band through radiometric, spatial and spectral manipulation. The benefit of hyperspectral
systems is that more finer spectral resolution bands are recorded (see Figure 22). Under
certain environmental conditions cropmarks (stressed or vigorous vegetation), thermal
anomalies (expressing different emissivity characteristics) and soil variations may be analysed
in much more detail than with multispectral and panchromatic systems. The benefit of
hyperspectral systems is that the small window of opportunity which is used to detect these
residues in the v-isual part of the spectrum can theoretically be substantially enhanced in other
parts of the spectrum. Computer enhancement of this data places less reliance on specific
environmental conditions to reveal archaeological anomalies (Donoghue 1999; 2001). Hence
environmentally extreme conditions are not required to detect archaeological anomalies.
Amongst other things, aerial LiDAR sensors are used to create high resolution digital terrain
models. Holden et al. (2002) have demonstrated the utility of LiDAR DEMs for
archaeological detection and recognition. One of the major benetits of LiDi\R is that the
high resolution DEM can be manipulated in a number of ways within image processing and
GIS software. For example, many aerial photographic techniques rely on discriminating
shadows cast by subtle archaeological topographic disturbances. The light source tor these
observations is tixed by the position of the Sun. This means that only objects perpendicular
to the Sun's direction will be in full shadow. Virtual reconstructions allow the Sun to be
placed anywhere in the sky allowing non-natural illumination conditions to occur. Holden et

tJI. (2002) exploited this virtual technique to improve archaeological detection and
interpretation.
Specialised sensors and techniques could be tocussed on specitic topographic, soil and
vegetation responses during the appropriate environmental conditions. This may start to
structure future archaeological research agendas by discriminating between topographic, soil
and vegetation response variations. As a trivial example hyperspectral bands that correlate
with crop stress or crop vigour could identify a range of 'new' crop marks in environments
which are currently marginal tor aerial photographic prospection.
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CHAPTER 11 CONCLUSIONS

Remote seming bas broad multidisciplinary applications to geolo!!)', geomorpbolo!!)', biolo!!)',
pedolo!!)', I!Jdrolo!!)' and dimatolog)l, as Jve/1 as to antbropolo!!J ... The remote sei!Jing
penpective protJides not on!J the .rynoptic oven;ieJIJ othenJJise unobtainable, but more
importcmt!J, a .rynet;gisticgrasp of obsmred pl!]sical and mlt11ral phenomena.
(Lyons and A very 1977 p. 53)

11.1 General discussion
Satellite imagery offers immense possibilities in terms of its deployment in the context of
archaeological survey and Cultural Resource Management (CR1vl) applications. Tlus is
particularly the case in areas where the traditional desk based resources of archaeological
catalogues, cartograpluc and air-photograpluc data are sparse or difficult to access. The
experience, of working in western Syria, suggests that the critical element is 'tltness for
purpose', that is, the employment of satellite imagery at appropriate scales and in appropriate
environments.
Imagery has the potential to provide critical information on both present and past
environments, the ability to assist in the location of concentrations of human activity and to
provide bespoke thematic mapping. When integrated within a Geographical Inforn1ation
System, which contains other appropriate data, satellite imagery provides a multifunctional
analytical tool.
In environments such as Syria it is inevitable that aerial photography will be available for
most if not all areas. This photography is normally collected for topograpluc or military
reconnaissance purposes. However, it is rare for this resource to become available as it is
normally classed as militarily sensitive. It was only after 6 seasons of tieldwork that samples
of the 1958 Russian photographs were made available. If these had been made available at
the initiation of the research then a signiticant amount of fieldwork would have been
required in order to accurately geo-correct these images. This is due to the small footprint of
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the photography and the lack of any appropriate geo-referencing base. Hence, the utility of
these images is increased by the ability to rapidly eo-register them against a satellite backdrop.

11.2 Satellite imagery as a complement to landscape archaeological survey
High resolution satellite imagery has immense potential as a complementary tool to frame
landscape survey. Traditional applications tend to employ a battery of ground focussed
survey techniques such as tieldwalking and geophysical survey (Banning 2002). Larger scale
interpretations only accrue after many years of intensive tleldwork. Many of these are aligned
to the theoretical premise that the landscape is a blanket of archaeological residues of varying
intensity (see section 3.5.1.2). Alternatively, some landscape surveys tailor their tieldwalking
based upon asswnptions about human settlement. Many of these surveys use proximity to
water as their main criterion for site location (for example Adams 1981 p. 28). Satellite
imagery provides an effective tool with which to evaluate rapidly these assumptions prior to
entering into the tleld.
Ground survey has demonstrated that the residues in the mad zone are islands of discrete
settlement loci with very little archaeological material in between. This equates to tl1e
settlement class 'nucleated 1a' as discussed by Wilkinson et al. (2004 p. 191). In tlUs
environment the satellite imagery has framed the survey programme by locating these 'peaks'
of archaeological activity. Hence, resources can be eftl.ciently deployed during tield seasons
resulting in improved modes of data collection and analysis.
By contrast the basalt zone does exhibit off-site scatters. However, the complex relationships
between the structural palimpsest and the artefact scatters currently makes interpreptation
difticult. The satellite imagery has also helped frame the survey of the basalt zone by allowing
the rapid recording of the nature and extent of the structural evidence. The stable internal
geometry of the Ikonos imagery allowed its re-rectitlcation providing high ground precision.
Due to tlus accuracy individual structural components can be digitised \vith contldence and
subsequently visited, using GPS, when further attributes could be recorded. The sigtutlcance
of tlus simple rectitlcation procedure to the accuracy of the subsequent mapping should not
be underestimated. If differential GPS were permitted for the collection of ground control
points the positional accuracy could be improved to the sub meter or decimetre level.
Traditional ground survey using a total station or differential GPS would have produced a
more spatially precise representation of this landscape. However, the costs involved in
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conducting such a survey would have been prohibitive. Equally, aerial reconnaissance would
have been costly in terms of the flight and the extensive rectification required.
The contrast in the environmental zones, the nature of inhabitation in these zones and the
consequence for the structure of the archaeological residues provides a good framework for
evaluating the satellite imagery. The satellite imagery has framed interpretative approaches
and survey methodology across the study area. Th:is is in part due to selecting imagery from
seasons which make the identification of archaeological residues easier. If residue location
occurred only through fieldwalking then only a small portion of the 600 km" area would have
been covered in any detail and the project would still be in its preliminary stages. Many
surveys still use th:is approach based upon assumptions about archaeological residue
dispersal. One should not assume that continuous patterns of artefact scatters are always
present, as is sometimes assumed in Mediterranean survey (Cherry et al. 1991; Alcock et al.
1994; Knapp 1997; Bintliff 2000; Francovich et al. 2000). However, it must be stressed that
tlus can only occur in environments where the archaeological resource is distributed in th:is
manner: the satellite imagery provide a resource where the project team could question th:is
assumption at an early stage.
The most fundamental impact is that satellite imagery is an important tool for visualising and
evaluating landscapes. For example, the change in perspective, large footprint and pseudoobjective nature of the imagery can make satellite imagery a more powerful contextual and
interpretative medium than a map. The ability to articulate all the data directly with:in the GIS
(see Appendix I) has enabled the project team to rapidly redefine survey objects at a micro
and macro-scopic level in light of new data.
Furthermore, the vast majority of landscape survey models discussed are primarily focussed
on detecting and interpreting archaeological residues on the basis of statistical variations in
artefact concentrations over large areas. The scale and scope of such operations correspond
closely with many applications of satellite imagery. Archaeological aerial photography, on the
other hand, is normally an unsystematic tool that locates archaeological residues over small
areas.
However, in order to detine what form of sampling is appropriate one needs to understand
the general spatial and temporal attributes of the population. This application area was
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unsurveyed, hence, little was known about the nature of the archaeological population.
Satellite imagery has the inherent property of being able to provide synoptic observations
with high sampling density of relatively large areas. This in itself is an improvement on
traditional aerial photographic techniques. This also means that satellite imagery can be
classed as total survey with high intensity. In this respect the scales of analysis between
satellite imagery and landscape archaeology are complementary. Thus, satellite imagery can be
considered as a landscape sample. This assumes the remotely sensed measurements may be
less accurate at a given point, but, because of the great number of observations, may produce
greater accuracy over large areas (Salomonson 1983 p. 1497). This allows the imagery to be
analysed statistically in order to extract information of interest. Hence, the detection and
interpretation systems employed by landscape survey archaeologists and aerial archaeologists
have relevance when interpreting satellite imagery. Natural and cultural formation and
deformation processes are contained in the structure of the satellite imagery (i.e. the total data

stmd11re see section 1.4). The challenge for the image interpreter is to extract the relevant
components. Logically this will employ variations on the methodologies employed in site and
11011-Jile

modelling, as satellite imagery does not immediately define the temporal dimension

during interpretation.
In conclusion, in tlus envlronment satellite imagery prov-ides a reasonably high level of
residue detection and thematic content which, due to the relatively large footprint of the
imagery, can be used to frame subsequent research enquiries and field techniques. It must be
stressed that the full benefits of satellite imagery can only be realised if it is an integral
component of a field observation programme. Tlus may appear self evident, however even
after 100 years of use aerial photographic techniques are still not routinely employed
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conjunction with excavation (Aerial Archaeology Committee 1983; Palmer 2000).
As a prospection tool satellite imagery has proven to be accurate and cost effective.
However, as was discussed in Chapter 3, there are a number of other techtuques that could
have produced the same form of data.

11.2.1 Satellite imagery comparison against aerial photography
Satellite imagery and aerial photography share a common heritage. It is likely that aerial
photography will remain the preferred resource for archaeological applications due its
flexibility of collection (oblique, vertical and at different times of day), large archive, generally
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higher spatial resolution and enhanced archive duration. However, satellite imagery does
provide some significant benefits over aerial photography. Most satellite imagery is already
geo-referenced, meaning that it can be immediately integrated within a GIS project.
However, it should not be forgotten that improving the rectification accuracy can
significantly enhance this resource. Once orbit is achieved satellite imagery is cheaper than
bespoke photography on an area by area basis (contra Schmidt 2004). Satellite sensors also
exploit more of the electromagnetic spectrum which may yield other archaeologically
pertinent information (aerial hyperspectral systems have yet to be fully evaluated for
archaeological purposes). Satellite imagery can also be acquired for areas where aerial surveys
and archives are restricted. Finally the large footprint of the imagery means that it is a more
representative snapshot of a survey area (Schmidt 2004). Most archaeological aerial
photography is non-systematic: the results from aerial photographic surveys are biased
(Cowley 2002). This is due to selective tlight lines, a focus on sites and not on the
surrounding landscape and a reliance on visual applications. Consequently, areas that look
blank from AP interpretation are not necessarily archaeologically sterile. Although satellite
imagery is subject to the same criticisms, the larger sampling footprint can improve
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Importantly, the nature of the environmental and land
use regime dictates if a response will be observed from aerial or satellite sensors.
In reality, however, it is not an either / or situation. Satellite imagery and aerial photography
are complementary resources. Both can provide valuable archaeological insights. The
discriminatory application of both sources allows archaeological problems to be framed in a
number of different ways.

11.2.2 Satellite imagery comparison against other landscape survey
techniques
Ground reconnaissance and particularly survey (such as driving survey, village to village
survey and tl.eldwalking) are the traditional techniques for locating archaeological residues in
rvfediterranean environments. These approaches have many elements to recommend them,
not the least being that archaeological interpretations are often significantly enhanced,
artefactual data can be collected or analysed in-situ (providing information relating to site
form, function, date and duration) and formation and deformation processes can be
understood in greater detail. However, these are expensive strategies in tenns of resource
deployment and unless total survey is being conducted (the most expensive option) then
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inevitably much of the landscape will not be surveyed. Furthermore, it can take many seasons
of survey before it is possible to contextualise the whole landscape over time with these
techniques.
However, remote sensing approaches have very little meaning unless they are augmented
with ground reconnaissance data. The techniques employed by the SHR project means that
most of the tield teams are directed to areas that are likely to be archaeologically productive.
This means that the teams themselves spend proportionally more time evaluating
archaeological residues than 'blank' areas. The other tield teams have been conducting
control survey to assess if the satellite imagery has located the full range of archaeological
residues. Hence, these techniques are complementary and in the semi-arid landscape around
Horns, where the archaeological resource is poorly understood, they are an effective tool.

11.3 Some limitations of archaeological remote sensing
The limitations of satellite based archaeological remote sensing techniques, as discussed by
several researchers (for example Ebert 1988; Gaffney and Stancic 1991 ), require reappraisal
in light of technological developments. The recent generation of high resolution sensors
allow a number of new archaeological applications to be realised as discussed above.
However, even though technological developments have increased the utility of satellite
imagery there are still limitations.
Some limitations are inherent in the sensor itself: the spatial, spectral, radiometric and
temporal resolutions may impose limits on what can be analysed. Of particular import are
spatial and spectral resolutions. \V'hile the spatial resolution of Ikonos and Quickbird imagery
is approaching that of aerial photography they also offer greater t1exibility in spectral
resolution. However, as yet these sensors are limited to the visible and near infra-red
component of the spectrum. Airborne hyperspectral systems will allow different wavebands
across the electromagnetic spectrum to be compared for archaeological value.
Human limitations (such as the ability to perceive colours, experience in remote sensing and
archaeological knowledge) can affect any remote sensing applications. Training is essential to
address some of these limitations. Furthennore, the research questions must be
unambiguously stated and the relationship of remote sensing data to this problem must be
defined.
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Environmental factors impose further limitations on the interpretative capacity of imagery.
Clouds, mist and haze can obscure or degrade the phenomena of interest in any scene.
However, these atmospheric effects affect different sensors in different ways depending
upon the wavelength of collection (for example RADAR is not affected by cloud or
vegetation cover). The ability to detect different archaeological residues is based upon the
ambient environmental conditions: some sites are easier to distinguish as crop marks, others
as soil marks. Identifying the optimal environmental conditions for the research problem may
take many years of experimentation.
The most important point is that any measuring device is dependent upon the conditions
under which it is employed. The failure of a sensor to reach its full interpretative potential in
one situation does not mean that they will always be less than useful. In essence, the
environmental conditions are of paramount importance in order to appropriately interpret
any image set. The optimum environmental conditions for archaeological interpretation will
vary in each geographical locale.

11.4 Classification, classification, classification
\'Vhy such prominence on the term 'classification'. If nothing else, this programme of
research has demonstrated the importance of classification techniques within archaeology
and remote sensing. The development of classification techniques for archaeology and
remote sensing are very different and respond to the needs, aims and goals of each discipline.
Generally, remote sensing applications can successfully classify their material due to a-priori
knowledge of the materials under study. There is a large body of reference material that aids
the remote interpreter to classify materials. The ability of an interpreter to adequately identify
materials is based upon the amount of information required and the resolution of the data
available to them. Conversely archaeologists do not have tlus a-priori luxury. Objects and
sites are classified in artitlcial ways that do not necessarily represent how they were physically
or chemically constructed or how they were observed, understood and incorporated into past
societies and life-styles. Theoretically, archaeological entities can be validly classified into a
variety of different groups for the purpose of attempting to understand them from a different
contextual viewpoint (Hodder 1991; Hodder 1999; Lucas 2001).
From a technical perspective there are a wide range of techniques that can be used to model
and classify data. The 'great borrowing' of statistical and mathematical tecl11uques from
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associated hard and soft sciences (Aldenderfer 1987 p. 90) has been given greater validity by
the use of GIS and associated computer technology. However, it is rare for these techniques
to have a methodological or theoretical consistency (Doran 1987 p. 74). However, many
archaeologists see the need for methodological transparency in their modelling exercises (for
example the papers in Wescott and Brandon 2000). It is hoped that this research programme
adds to this body of methodology which will enable flexible and theoretically sound
application of statistical and interpretative technique.

11.5 Summary
Even in the early 21 '' century many non-archaeologists believe that archaeological enquiry is
predicated by excavation. On the other hand archaeologists are increasingly contextualising
their sites within landscapes. Landscape analysis at or beyond the regional scale provide an
appropriate backdrop to study many archaeological problems and cultural processes
(\'V'ilkinson 2001).
Survey techniques, as discussed by Banning (2002) and Wilkinson (2001 ), sample the
landscape to evaluate surface and sub-surface archaeological residues employing a range of
techniques. The use of high resolution satellite imagery in this semi-arid environment has
enabled the detection of productive areas for archaeological survey. Furthennore the imagery
itself provides an interpretative backdrop that is easy to integrate and analyse. Top-down
intensive survey has also been demonstrated to be very expensive as each part of an
application area is analysed with the same techniques. This technique is very useful when one
has no prior understanding of the landscape, the distribution of residues and any important
landscape modifications. However, satellite imagery provide a large scale synoptic coverage
of an application area allowing one to focus survey resources effectively saving both time and
money. This is particularly appropriate when one considers that Alcock et et!. (1994 p. 138)
recommend that field survey should be guided by the known distribution of archaeological
residues. In environments where the distribution of archaeological residues is unknown,
poorly understood or subject to significant biases then high resolution satellite imagery can
be considered an essential resource for evaluating the landscape prior to conducting surface
survey.
It is expected that the cost of satellite imagery will continue to decrease as the market
expands and as the general utility of archive imagery decreases. Initiatives such as the Global
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Land Cover Facility website at Maryland where one has access to a vast range of free satellite
imagery (this site includes Landsat imagery for virtually the entire land surface) will promote
the uptake of satellite imagery within a variety of industries. It is not difticult to imagine that
other sites like this will emerge containing more archaeologically pertinent data.
Theoretical agendas now require archaeologists to evaluate the archaeological resource at a
number of different scales and interpret it from different perspectives. \V'ithin this framework
high resolution satellite imagery is a significant tool, particularly in environments which are
poorly understood.

The archaeological potential qf remote!J mmd satellite data is abo11t to gnnv rapid!J.
. . . .. . . . . With these (highn) mol11tio1H it JJJi!l be possible to not on!J cond11d within-site
im1estigatio11s from Jpace that JJJt"/1 be able to identi.fY indil!idllal Jlltjaa: or mar-smface
features but also undertake smh thing.r as the periodic monitoring

if site.r for the effect.r if

eroJion or l!tl!ldalistn.
(Kvamme 1999 p. 184)
This prescient quote from Kvamme neatly encapsulates many of the conclusions from this
research. Present day and historic high resolution satellite imagery are now part of the
archaeologists arsenal that offer new insights into our cultural heritage. The next generation
of satellite sensors will, inevitably, offer the archaeologist even greater bendits.
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APPENDIX I: THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA MODEL AND
ENVIRONMENT

1.1 Introduction
Data modelling is the process of defining the stmcture, vocabulary, content and environment
to represent information in a digital system. The structure defines the relationships between
individual elements, or objects, in the system; the vocabulary defines the terminology to be
used to describe individual elements; the content defines what is and what is not included in
the system; and the environment defines the specific hardware and software required to store
and manipulate the content.

Collection and Recording System

Information System
Data
Manipulation

Data
Collection

Data

Raw Data

I

1-

Knowledge System

Data
Output
(interpretation)

Corpus of
Knowledge

L..------

New
Information

_______________

I
_]

Figure 180 Schematic of an Archaeological Data i\lndcl (after
Martin 1991 p. 55). Note all arrows perform some transfomlation.

Figure 180 outlines a schematic for the processes of archaeological enqlllry employing a
digital analytical system. The real world is observed and transfom1ed by the process of
recording (or data collection). Where a non-digital collection system is employed this raw
data is then further transformed during the process of data input into the data model. [n an
archaeological scenario the raw data is augmented by our current knowledge (this could
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include theories, syntheses and other data). These data are manipulated (and further
transformed) within the model to create new infonnation. This information is added to our
current knowledge and used to reappraise any theoretical models. This is used to create a
hermeneutic loop between theory, data and synthesis (see Figure 181).

THEORY

Figure 181 Hcrmcncuric loop of archacolo~o>ical cnyuiry.

The model concept is to provide a single set of co-ordinated digital spatial and a-spatial data
for use in all aspects of the project process: from concept design through collection,
interpretation and eventually on to synthetic analysis, dissemination, archivation and CRM.
Therefore, the data model will outline a framework which will ensure successful data
collection, analysis, management, curation and dissemination. The environment should allow
the following to occur:

•

Data re-use throughout the duration of the project.

•

Access to an up to date model at all times.

•

Creation of a collaborative environment to allow the sharing of data.
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•

Robust data management and back-up regime.

In comparison to only 10 or 15 years ago, computers are now an accepted part of
archaeological life. The use of integrated 'office' products is now ubiquitous in the discipline.
Archaeological data management, analysis and visualisation applications using software such
as Geographical Information Systems (GIS), Relational DataBase Management Systems
(RDBMS), Virtual Reality Mark-up Language (VRML) viewers and statistical analysis
packages have proliferated over the past decade. The use of technology has led to the
phenomena of information explosion. Hence, defining the modelling envirotunent becomes
even more important in order to manage this important and potentially volatile resource.
The use of GIS and database applications, in particular, has allowed archaeologists to not
only rapidly analyse their data sets but to employ a variety of different analytical mechanisms
(Kvamme 1999). GIS and other computerised analysis software should take us beyond the
simplistic, but useful, production of distribution maps into the realms of multi-criteria and
other statistical analysis. This can only occur if the data model has been ddined with analysis
in mind and the data that is recorded is of consistent quality. The accumulated bendits of
running sophisticated statistical analyses at a variety of generalisations should transform
current analytical frameworks. The key to understanding these information resources is to
find appropriate mechanisms to collect, integrate, analyse, generalise and synthesise the
archaeological record.

1.1.1 Project requirements of the data model
The thrust of this research is to evaluate the effective integration of three important sources
of satellite imagery as aids to archaeological analyses;

•

Recently declassified military photography (Corona).

•

Multispectral imagery (Landsat Tl\II).

•

New sub-metre imagery (lkonos).

To facilitate analysis and interpretation the processed and eo-registered satellite imagery had
to be integrated with ground-observation information captured as part of the SHR project.
These data, predominantly morphological, artefactual and geo-archaeological, will provide the
basis for understanding the history of human inhabitation of the application area. The
integrated study will consist of data sets from the following sources:
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1.

Present day and historic mapping.

2.

Multi-resolution satellite imagery.

3.

Ground survey (e.g. total station and GPS survey, field walking and geophysical
survey).

4.

Site, artefact and environmental attribute recording.

The comparative study of these data sets will allow the following to occur:

1. Identification of features/anomalies from past archaeological landscapes.
2.

Recognition of additional features based upon spectral and spatial characteristics
determined from (1).

3. Assessment of the different environmental zones and their impact on
archaeological

visibility

and

preservation

during

different

seasonal

and

agricultural regimes.
4.

The creation of thematic data sets as an analytical and predictive framework (e.g.
geomorphology, hydrology and relict-hydrology).

5.

The delineation of relationships between archaeological landscapes and the
environment.

6.

Long term evaluation and management of the regional cultural resources.

In essence the research entails the elucidation of as many of the archaeological components
of the landscape as possible from the satellite resource. However, to realise the full CRM
potential of the application area and the long-term potential of the SHR project the
infom1ation system must be able to respond to archaeological investigation at any scale
(including excavation) and have the ability to synthesise this information for different scales
of analyses.
A major requirement of the SHR project is to investigate the feasibility of applying wholly
digital recording and analysis techniques throughout the project from inception to
deposition. Integrated digital applications are rarely applied dming the process of data
collection itself. The vast majority of digital techniques are used during the creation of
synthetic information (report preparation) or, potentially more dangerously, to generalise the
fieldwork record to perform landscape analyses (for example the English Sites and
Monuments Record). Generalisation in tlus way can severely inhibit analytical enquiries as the
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raw data is separated from the analytical data i.e. scalar generalisation occurs through a
synthetic intermediary rather than directly on the raw data. As the research employs data sets
with different spatial resolutions, one goal is to develop analytical and management models
that enable the raw data sets to be analysed at a variety of scales (from landscape down to
intrasite analysis).

1.1.1.1 The archaeological evidence
The archaeological evidence within the study area falls into the following categories and subcategories:
1.

Sites and their sample units.
a.

Tells (sites of sustained, intensive duration, usually identified through
contour interpretation).

b. Other sites (artefact scatters, soil features and structures).
2.

Non-sites (or background).

3.

Hinterlands.

4.

Field systems.
a.

Those identitied through 'hard' physical features (walls).

b. Those identitled through 'soft' physical features (vegetation and ditches).
c.

Those identitied as 'relict' or 'out of use' systems (soil marks etc.).

5.

Communication networks.

6.

Seasonal systems.

7.

Contextual environments.

1.1.1.2 The project environment
This data set will primarily be used by researchers within the departments of Archaeology
and Geography at the University of Durham. However, many different specialists
(particularly environmental and artefact specialists) will need to contribute to and have access
to the data set. Many of these specialists (mainly university affiliates) will be in different
locations and countries. For periods of the year, the fieldwork programme requires a
signitl.cant proportion of the data set to be 'off-line'. Furthennore, the project has Syrian
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partners within the Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums (DGAivl), who in the
longer term, will need easy access to this information resource.
The most obvious practical problem is the distributed nature of users and work
environments. The traditional solution to this problem provides each individual with their
own copy of the archive. Each researcher inputs their data, these multiple data sets are then
collated and then re-integration to a single model is attempted. This approach creates a
signitlcant data management problem which is further exacerbated in an archive which is
predominantly digital in nature.

1.1.2 Model brief
The model data set will consist of 2-d and 3-d graphical data and attribute data. These data
will be in raster, vector and RDBMS format. The model will be used to provide spatial and
attribute information to the user in the required format by querying the data model. This set
of data will be geographically and spatially correct (projected in Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTJ'vl) 37N).
Attribute data will be linked through to vector data via the use of unique identifiers and otl1er
compound keys. These links will allow spatial and attribute queries to occur at any level of
abstraction. For example, the whole landscape can be spatially queried for the distribution of
artefact attributes based upon their most retlned spatial location, alternatively, the same query
could be performed at the level of 'site' where the artefact attributes would be grouped by a
'containing' site which generalises their spatial location.
Some data sets will be 'stand alone' that is. they will have limited or no direct links to other
data sets and will be used for visualisation and resource purposes only (e.g. raster digital
mapping). Although satellite imagery and TIN models will be used to derive other thematic
products (such as land use maps, archaeological sensitivity maps and slope and aspect
models), where such a situation occurs all processing metadata will be maintained to allow
subsequent recreation of these data sets.
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Thematic Classification

Visualisation and
Exploratory Data Analysis

Data Output

Multicriteria Analysis

Data Modelling

Vector Data in
Geodatabase

Raster Data

AttributeData
in Access RDBMS

Data Input

Figure 182 Conceptual modelling schema.

The data model will be structured predominantly to produce results from satellite processing
techniques and archaeological surface survey. However, the data model must allow future
111vas1ve excavation episodes to be adequately incorporated and queried. Furthermore,
isolated architectural evidence (for example olive presses or milestones), referred to as

installations, must also be able to be recorded and queried \vithout the attribution of any 'site'
details.
Where appropriate the model will conform to the following requirements:

1. The adherence to cultural collection standards to ensure data confonnity and
longevity.
2.

Where possible all data will be captured by digital means.

3. All database tables will be nonnali.red (Date 2000).
4.

Reftrential integrity will be maintained in the database.

5.

Files \vill be maintained in interoperable data formats (but not at the expense of
data management and integrity).

6.

Metadata will be created and maintained in appropriate formats.

7.

\'Vhere possible an audit trail for all information conversion and analytical
reasoning will be maintained.
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8. There will be a strict regime for backup.
To summarise, the data model aims to produce a tlexible environment where high quality
data can be collected, integrated, generalised and disseminated for analysis at any scale. The
environment outlined will provide a research framework that will allow the integration and
generalisation of ALL archaeological data whatever the scale and mechanism of collection.
The ability to access multiple high quality data sets should unify some of the disparate
agendas of archaeological theory and practice by re-establishing the causal links between
practice, data, analysis, synthesis and theory. Current interest in the complex relationships
between theory versus practice, particularly on the point of retlexivity, have re-opened many
discussions on the application of technology (Beck and Beck 2001; Lucas 2001; Chadwick in
press). Retlexive approaches to tl.eld recording, by their very nature, require rapid feedback of
complex information in a digestible fonnat (synthesis on the tly), a process which is best
conducted through a robust data model. Technology itself is a facilitator; however, the
implementation and use of this technology is subject to organisational pressures (for example
see Campbell and Masser 1993).
Finally, a data model is not rationalised by what data it can store (that is the domain of a
catalogue), rather upon what information can be extracted from it. Hence, information
extraction is the primary driving force in the model design.

1.2 Model environment
1.2.1 Software environment
The backbone of the software environment will be provided by the functionality of
Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ESIU) ArcGIS suite of GIS software, Research
System's ENVI and ERDAS's Imagine Image Processing (IP) software. l'vlicroSoft (MS)
Access will be the Relation DataBase Management System (RDBMS).
ArcGIS is an industry standard Geographical Information Software (GIS) suite with
advanced 'object orientated' raster and vector modelling capabilities. It allows users to access
separate project 6.les as if they were a single model and at the same time allows multiple users
to work on individual 6.les simultaneously. All vector tlles are stored \vithin the co-ordinated
ESIU personal Geodatabase format (an MS Access 6.le). All raster flles \vill employ the
interoperable formats detennined by the Image Processing (IP) systems. ArcP AD is used in
conjunction \vith ArcGIS. ArcPAD is a mobile GIS data collection application designed to
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run on the Pocket PC 0/S. ArcPAD is designed as a seamless interface for multiple users
wishing to collect and update spacial and attribute data within a collaborative work
environment.
ENVI and Imagine are both dedicated image processmg packages with advanced raster
modelling capabilities (including dedicated hyperspectoral analysis programs) and GJS
functionality. All taster flles are stored as GeoTiff or multi-band Imagine tiles. All vector tiles
will be shared in interoperable formats determined by the GIS.
Microsoft Access is a popular and inexpensive RDBMS which is widely supported within
many GIS packages. Files are stored in native MS Access format. ThinkDB will be used in
conjunction with MS Access. ThinkDB is a mobile relational database application designed to
run on the Palm OS. ThinkDB is a multi-user system which allows users to bi-direccionally
synchronise records with the central database (see Figure 184). This allows users to have the
most up-to-date records with them at all times.
Other software systems will also be included m the data model. However, these will be
predominantly intermediary software for the conversion of data from a collection device into
the required formats for the data model (i.e. digital camera, total station or GPS downloading
and conversion software) and are hence subject to rapid change.

L2.1.1 File Formats
The software environment employs a suite of different applications, each of which has
specific strengths, weaknesses and their own preferred, and in some instances proprietary, tile
format. These applications will access the same data in the data model. In order for this to
occur seamlessly, wherever possible, the data should be interoperable. Interoperability is the
ability of a system or a product to work \vith other systems or products \vithout special effort
on the part of the user (whacis.com). Although interoperability is nonnally used in a hardware
and software context, it also pertains to data itself. \Vith the increase in volume of data being
produced and stored digitally, data interoperability is a topic of concern in all collaborative
projects and programmes. Table 31 and Table 32 outline the major tile fonnat groupings the
choice of f!le formats for active usage and archive formats.
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Type

Comments

Structured Texts

Documents produced using word-processing, desk top publishing
and text mark-up applications.

Raster Graphics
Vector Graphics
GIS

Image Processing

Database

Fonnat
MS Word (.doe), MS Excel (.xis),
Adobe Portable Document Format
(.pdf) and Adobe PageMaker (.pmd)
TIF, JPEG, BMP and Adobe Photoshop
(.psd)
WMF, AutoCAD (.dwg), ESRI Shape
(.shp) and Adobe Illustrator (.ai)

Bitonal, greyscale and colour raster images. Produced for
recordin_g_ and illustration_j)Urposes.
Vector images, including 3d models. Produced for recording and
illustration purposes.
Although this comprises a combination of other datasets it is
ESRI Geodatabase (.mdb), Erdas
grouped separately due to its integrated nature. The arbitrary focus
Imagine (.img) and GeoTIFF (.tif)
for GIS datasets are vector files.
Although this comprises a combination of other datasets it is
ESRI Shapefile (.shp), Erdas Imagine
grouped separately due to its integrated nature. The arbitary focus
(img), MrSID (.sid) and GeoTIFF (.tif)
for lP datasets are multiband raster files.
Integrated raw data and analysis systems. No spreadsheets will be
created for raw data; rather they will be included as database
MS Access (.mdb)
tables.

Table 31 Types of Digital Rcwurcc

Over the medium to long time frame software and file convergence between GIS, IP and
RDBMS will continue, which will ultimately provide the full functionality of these diverse
software packages within one framework. From a ftle fonnat perspective this has already
been achieved within ESRI's Geodatabase, a single RDBMS containing raster, vector and
attribute data. However, this file format has yet to demonstrate its interoperability.
Data Type
Structured Text:
Word Processed
Structured Test: DTP
Raster Graphics:
Publication

Vector Graphics: Geo

Use Format
Microsoft Word
Abobe Portable Document Format
Adobe Pagemaker
TIFF
JPEG
Adobe Photoshop
GeoTIFF
Erdas Imagine
Erdas Imagine
MrSID
Adobe Illustrator
Windows Metafile
AutoCAD Drawing Web Format
ESRI GeoDatabase

Data Sets: Database

Microsoft Access

Data Sets: Spreadsheets

Microsoft Excell

Raster Graphic:
Geo Single Band
Raster Graphics:
Multi Band
Vector Graphics:
Publication

Archive Format
DOC
PDF
PDF
TIF
JPEG
TIF
GeoTIFF
GeoTIFF
GeoTIFF (one per band)
No archive
AI
WMF
DWF
ESRI shape
ASCII text (comma
separated with text in
quotes) or MOB
XLS (these files should be
integrated into the database)

Table 32 , \ctive and archive file formats

1.2.1.2 Naming conventions and file structures
For deposition and re-use purposes an 8 character-naming convention is preferred (based on
DOS). All directories are currently 1n tlus format with the exception of directories
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automatically generated through theme creation in ArcGIS. However, in order to make some
tilenames intelligible (particularly when working with processed raster imagery) long
tilenames are used. No names shall include the following characters <spaces> / \ < > *% $

£"! + -.
Figure 183 outlines the project directory structure. Each directory and sub-directory contains
an asoii text file called 'Readme.txt' which provides more information about the directory and
any subdirectories. The directories called tmknoJJJII contain information created during the
project which have been misfiled and consequently need integrating or deleting.
SHR Proj

Note: Italics represent a generic structure where
the italics are replaced by the appropriate
data source name.

Figure 183 Project Directory Structure.

I.2.1.2.1 Archive directory
The arcbiw directory contains all archived and legacy data sets. These will normally reside
solely on the Geography server at the University of Durham.

I.2.1.2.2 Database directory
The database directory contains all RDBMS tiles and their derivatives. The subdirectories

Panorama and photos contain the project panoramic (360 degree) and digital photographs. The
mangmmt subdirectory contains any database management files.
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/.2.1.2.3 Document directory
The domltlent directory contains all validated project (and related) documentation. Each
document in this directory has an associated metadata database record. This also means that
all documentation can be accessed directly through the information system. For publication
purposes some documentation files contain separate textual and graphical components. For
simplicity of data management each graphic is prefixed by the filename of the linking
document and suffixed by jig and the appropriate figure number. For example the document

JiemiCI200 1.doc has three images stored as tiff files called Jienna200 1jig1.tif, Jimna2001fig2.tif and
.rimna2001jig3.tif Note that ALL unvalidated documentation is stored in the tmknoJJJII
directory.

1.2.1.2.4 Download directory
The dOJvnload directory contains all the IWJJ downloaded data sets. The subdirectories refer to
the nature and type of device. These data sets are maintained to ensure that if a critical system
failure or malicious deletion occurs then the archive can be recreated from proprietary data.

1.2.1.2.5 Raster directory
The raster directory contains all the geo-referenced raster data sets. Tlus does not include
digital photography unless it has been geo-registered. Each sub-directory contains data set
groupings which are mainly self explanatory.

1.2.1.2.6 Speclst directory
The specM directory contains all interim information supplied by the project specialists and is
therefore a holding directory until all the primary data can be integrated into the model.

1.2.1.2. 7 Unknown directory
The tmknoJVII directory contains all unvalidated information of unknown purpose that has
arrived into the project data structure but may be important. These files will be integrated
into the main project structure as appropriate.

1.2.1.2.8 Vector directory
The 11edor directory contains all the geo-referenced data sets held in the vector format. As the
project has moved to a geodatabase model (held in MS Access database format in the database
directory) for the primary vector data this directory contains commonly used vector data sets
<>xportcd from tl1e geodatabase. Hence all files in the directory arc secoiJdary files.
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1.2.2 Hardware environment
The modelling environment has been established on the principal of a co-ordinated yet
distributed situation. This design is to retlect the stable data management and back-up
facilities available at the University of Durham and the less stable fieldworking environment.
A worst-case data scenario would involve multiple field collection teams in Syria and multiple
users accessing and altering the on-line information content in Durham.

Fieldwork Environment

Office Environment
Analysis Workstations

Mobile Recording PDAs

Geography
Fieldwork
Department
Server
Laptop
~========On=e=W=ey=U=~=a=~=~=re=fie=~=wo=~=l======~~

'----+----' '\

One Way U~ate (post fieldwork)

Backup Facility

D

t~~~~~~

Backup Facility

Figure 184 Hanlware schema for the project data model.

Figure 184 outlines the basic hardware schema for the project. This currently entails making
the server effectively 'oftline' during fieldwork to ensure that there is no duplication of data
or data loss at either end. However, it is the long-term goal to define a global data model
where the fieldwork data is bi-directionally synchronised with the stable data set stored on
the Geography Server. This would ensure that local and remote users can work
simultaneously on the same up-to-date data set.
In addition to the basic hardware schema defined by Figure 184 the project also employs
digital cameras, handheld GPS devices and PDAs for digital mobile data collection.
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ACTION

TASK

Identify 'potential' areas
of archaeological activity.

Digitise outline.
Add unique identifier.
Fill in database record.

on the ground using GPS
and collect data.

Locate in field.
Collect surface material.
Take photographs.
Digitise site outline with GPS.
Fill in database record.
Collect other data as appropriate.

Download data.

Integrate spatial data.
Validate a-spatial data.
Renumber photographic record.
Validate the archive.
Back up the dataset.

Locate 'polntial' areas

l

Process and analyse
artefactual and
environmental data.

Fill in the database records.

l

Interactive process involving:
EDA,
Statistical analysis
etc.

Analyse the data

Figure 185 Schematic data flowlinc

1.3 SHR project data model
1.3.1 Data flowline
Figure 185 defines the project data t1owline. Formal delineation of this t1owline is essential
for the data model as it provides information on how data enters into the model and how it is
transformed by the modelling process. This infonnation is then used to help detennine the
nature of the data structure. For example, artefactual evidence, with the exception of
installations, all come from somewhere within a geo-referenced site or off-site collection unit.
It is essential that when an artefact's attributes are entered into the database that at least the
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basic information for this unit exists. Otherwise, particularly in an environment where
referential integrity is applied, the user will be unable to add any data about the artefact.

RAW DATA

ATTRIBUTE
ANALYSIS DATASET

GUI FORMS

SPATIAL
ANALYSIS DATASET

DSKTOPOB.mdb

SHRGEOBASE.mdb

Figure 186 Database schema.

1.3.2 A-spatial model
There are many GIS data sets within the project yet only a few of these will have the need for
a complicated attribute data set. Tt should be possible to store most information within the
spatial data set itself. For example, the hydrology network can contain the river network
dendritic hierarchy weighting within the drawing. Where external infonnation is stored
separately from the drawing it will initially be maintained within the Access2000
environment, however, migration to AccessXP may occur if this database format is utilised
within the university.
Complex a-spatial information will be maintained for the ground based reconnaissance and
the interpretative elements of the landscape. This data set will include infonnation about
finds, site sub-divisions, sites, morphology and interpretation.
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The use of the geodatabase will allow the seamless integration of all spatial and attribute data
within one data environment. However, until this storage model has been rigorously tested in
the distributed work environment it will not be fully implemented.

1.3.2.1 Database architecture
For data management purposes the Access data sets have been separated into five Access
databases, including the geodatabase SHR_GeoBase.mdb (see Figure 186). All referential
integrity has been turned off for the database PDADB.mdb as this is essential for the
synchronisation process between the PDAs and Access. Referential integrity ensures that a
'parent' table must have a record with the appropriate primary key before any 'child' table can
refer to this record. For example, with referential integrity turned on you can not add any
sub-table attributes about site 454 if site 454 does not already exist in the parent table.
Referential integrity is now enforced through the Graphical User Interface (GUI) rather than
at the table level. \Vhen the software and hardware architecture change it is hoped that
referential integrity will be enforced at the table level.

1.3.2.2 PDADB.mdb
PDADB.mdb holds the raw data and data management queries for the tables which are
synchronised with the PDAs (see Figure 187).

1.3.2.3 DskTopDB.mdb
DskTopDB.mdb (Desk Top Database) holds the raw data and data management queries for
the tables which are not synchronised with the PDAs (see Figure 188).

1.3.2.4 Analysis and visualisation databases
PDADB.mdb and DskTopDB.mdb contain the raw database tables and management queries
for the a-spatial data model. These databases have been physically separated for ease of data
management and maintenance when, for example, implementing the mobile collection
database on the PDAs. However, when users need to access or analyse the full data set then
both PDADB.mdb and DskTopDB.mdb need incorporating into one conceptual model.
This has occurred by linking all the tables from the two databases into any number of new
databases. This provides a flexible mechanism to create as many user-definable databases as
required which all have direct access to the raw data contained in PDADB.mdb and
DskTopDB.mdb.
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Figure 187 PD,\DB.mdb entity relationship modeL Note the
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Figure 190 Fully integrated databa~c entity relationship model.

Figure 190 describes the entity relationship model after integrating the tables from both
PDADB.mdb and DskTopDB.mdb. For the sake of clarity lookup tables have been excluded
from the model as they provide little new information concerning the overall model.
For ease of use, design and management two databases have been designed following this
structure: Fonn.mdb and Queries.mdb. Multiple copies of these databases can be distributed
to different users without affecting data integrity.

L3.2.4.1 Form.mdb
Form.mdb contains the Graphical User Interface (GUI), form related quenes and linked
tables from 0JkTopDB.mdb and PDADB.mdb (see Figure 186, Figure 189, Figure 191 and
Figure 192). The form database has been networked (on all the machines) through the R

drive. The R drit;e on each computer should be 'mapped' to the SHR_proj directory. This
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means that all changes in design can be easily distributed over any number of computers on
the network.
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Figure 191 The mctadata switchboard for l'orms.mdb.

L3.2.4.2 Queries.mdb
Query.mdb contains user defined queries, reports and linked tables from DskTopDB.mdb and

PDADB.mdb (see Figure 186). This database should be used as a link for any pivot-table
querying in MS Excel and as a basis for any GIS attribute queries. If the project upgrades to
Office XP pivot table analysis will occur directly in MS Access .
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Figure 192 .\n example of a site form (a fter clicking ,\dd/ Vicw
data on the main switchboard). otc the tabs to access other data
about the site.
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1.3.3 Spatial model
Spatial data refers to any data set that has an implicit spatial component. Archaeological
examples include maps, aerial photographs, satellite imagery, site plans, geophysical surveys
and terrain models. Unfortunately, spatial data standards are not as robust as RDBMS
standards although organisations such as the Open GIS consortium (www.opengis.org) are
facilitating interoperable data formats. This project is employing both raster and vector
formats to store its data.

Vector
representation

Hi-resolution raster
(GetMapping and
Lidar)

Medium-resolution
raster (landsat)

Figure 193 Comparison of vector versus high and medium
resolution raster representations (Courtesy NimC, GctMapping
and English Nature).

I.3.3.1 Raster model
The raster model employs a simple array of cells located in space. Each cell contains a value
that represents a real world object. The cells can be of any shape which can form a
tessellation although rectangles are the most common examples. Due to the regular nature of
the data structure taster models are easily manipulated within computers . Raster models are
spatially less precise than vector models as the representational scale is governed by the size
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of the cell (see Figure 193). However, many spacial data sets (satellite imagery, aerial imagery
and geophysical surveys) are collected in taster format.
The raster model is maintained through the interoperable file formats described earlier. These
formats are used so that seamless analysis can occur in all the software environments.

1.3.3.2 Vector model
Vector representations use points, lines and polygons to represent reality. Vector GIS have
more accurate spacial referencing and are thus commonly used in environments where spacial
precision is essential (such as cartography). Hence, there has been a long standing
relationship between Computer Aided Design (CAD) and vector GIS (Burroughs 1986). The
vector model is maintained within a single ESRI Geodatabase called SHR_GeoBase.mdb.
The geodatabase is hierarchically structured into many feat/Ire data sets which contain many
related featllre daJ'SeJ· (see Table 33).
Feature Dataset
3d Mapping
3d Mapping
3d M"'l!ling
3d M@J>ing
3d Mapping
Archaeology
Archaeology
Archaeology_
Archaeol_ogy
Archaeology
Boundary
Boundary
Boundary
Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication
HistoricMappin!l
HistoricMapping
Hydrology
Hydrology
Hydrology
Hy_droi<Jgy_
HydroiO!lY
Hydrology
Hydrology
Soil

Feature Class
Contour
Contour point
GPS Breaklines
Spolhei11ht
Trigheight
Depressions
Non Arch Soil marks
Poss linears
Site Sub units
Sites
Grid
Grid done
Study_ Area
A Road
B road
Bridge
Track
Train
Fields Syrian1to50
Structure Syrian1to50
Canal
lrrigalionchannel
Lake
Marsh
River cent
River edge
Wadi
Soil Mappino

Topology
Network
Point
Network
Point
Point
Polygon
Polygon
Network
Polygon
Polygon
Network/Polygon
Point
Network/Polygon
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network/Polygon
Polygon
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Polyoon

Description
3D Contour lines
3D points 'weeded" from the contour lines
3D and 2D breakline data collected from GPS
3D Spot height
3D Triangulated !rig. points
Depressions associated with sites
Soil marks of non-archaeological orioin
Possible linear features
Outlines of site sub units
Outlines of sites
2km sampling grid
Sampled 2km samplino orid
Extent of the study area
Network of major roads
Network of minor roads
Bridges
Network of tracks
Train network
Field boundaries identified from the mapping
Amorphous structures identified from the mapping
Concrete irrigation canals
Irrigation canals
Lake edoe
Marsh edge
River centerline
River network
Wadis and other seasonal water courses
Soil polygons

Table 33 Definition of the feature Jata sets anJ their classes within
SHR_GeoBase.mJb.

The specific methodologies for converting any raster-derived themes or classifications into
vector themes are discussed in the appropriate sections of the methodology. The majority of
attribute data is contained directly within the geodatabase itself except for the archaeology
feature data sets.
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L3.3.3 Legacy information
The spatial modelling environment has already gone through many incarnations as the core
spatial software environment has changed. Initially ESRI's ArcView GIS was the main vector
modelling environment. Unfortunately the vector data management capabilities of ArcView
were quite poor. To address this issue AutoDesk's AutoCAD MAP software was employed
to manage the vector data as AutoCAD is one of the most widely supported packages for
surveying instrumentation; furthermore, the functionality of MAP enabled high-end GIS data
cleaning, topology management and export to occur.
Latin Genus

Common Name

Genus

Family

Suborder

Order

IVertebrate
Code

Accipiter ni:o;w;
Alauda arYcnsis
Anas crccca

Anas platyrhynchos
Anguis fragilis
Anura sp.
Apodcmus cf. Syh·atlcu~

Apodcmus tla\·icollis
Apndcmus sp.
ApnJcmus sy!Yaticus

Apodemus/ i\lus sp.
Anlca cinerea
Anicola terrestris
Asio tlammcus
Asin ntus
A the ne noctua

Bird sp.
Bufo bufo
But<> calamita
Bufo sp.
Butco butco

lluteo cf. lluteo

Sparrcl\vha\\·k
Accipiter sp. Accipitridac
Alauda sp.
Alaudidac
Skylark
Anas sp.
Anacidae
real
Anas sp.
Anaridac
Mallard/ Domestic Duck
SlowWorm
An~,>-uis sp.
Anguidae
Anura ::.p.
Anura
Frog/ Toad sp.
Apodemus sp. i\[uridae
Wood Mouse
Y cHow Necked Field i\[ouse Apodemus sp. i\!uridac
Apodcmus sp. Muridae
N/A
Apodcmus sp. 1\!uridae
N/A
Wood
Mouse/
House
~louse
Apodcmus sp. i\luriJac
Grey Heron
,\rdea sp.
Ardcidac
:Vater Vole
An·icola sp. Crcciridac
Strigidae
Short-Earc't! Owl
Asio sp.
Long-Eared Owl
:\sio sp.
Strit,~dae
Little Owl
Athenc sp.
Strigidae
Bird sp.
Bird sp.
Other
Common Toad
Bufo sp.
Bufonidae
Natterjack Toad
Bufo sp.
Bufonidae
road sp.
llufo sp.
Bufonidae
C<,mmon Buzzard
Buteo sp.
r\ccipitriJac
Buzzard sp.
Buteo sp.
Accipitridae

Accipitridae
Alaudidae
,\natiJac
Anatldac
Anguitlac

Accipitrifnrmcs

J\yian

Passcri fc mncs
Anscriformcs
Anscriformcs

A,·ian

Anura

Anura

J\yian
r\,·ian
Reptilian
Amphibian

Mromorpha
1\fp)m<•rpha
i\lyomorpha
i\lyomorpha

Rodentia
RtJdcntia
Rodentia
Rodentia

i\fammalian
i\lammalian
1\!ammalian

Myomorpha
Ardcidae
1-.!yumnrpha
Strigidae
Strigidae
Sttigidac
Other
Bufonidae
Bufonidae
Bufonidae
t\ccipitriJac
.\ccipitridae

Sauria

i\lammalian

Rodentia

l\[ammalian

Ciconiti1rmes
Rodentia

r\yian

Stri~-,~formes
Stri!,~formes
Stri!,~formes

Other
Anura
,\nura
,\nura
Accipitrif<lrmcs
Accipitrifom1es

l\fammalian

A,rian
;\yian
A\·ian
A,·ian
,\mphibian
Amphibian
Amphibian
Avian
r\'1an

Table 34 Genus lookup table with 'Value i\JJcJ' tnfom1atton
(LGenus is the primary key): Courtesy nf Dr. Philip Piper.

1.3.4 Data validation
Many analyses are limited by attempting to query information in a model which is incomplete
or inconsistent. Data validation is the process of ensuring that all data is complete and
consistent and where there are problems these are t1agged. Many of the validation procedures
are transparent to the user by the use of digital recording. The databases on the PDi\s require
that all their tl.elds contain a value, even if this value is 'unknown' thus enforcing validity.
Furthennore, many management queries have been developed in the databases to test for
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logical consistency within the data itself. However, the most prevalent form of data validation
is in the use of lookttp tables.
Lookup tables (attribute table or data dictionaries) are commonly employed to standardise
data entry. They contain a list of pre-defined terms that can be entered into a field without
the user introducing typographical errors. However, lookup tables can also be used to extend
meaning from the 'value laden' terms used in recording by incorporating a powerful
generalisation and analytical functionality. Table 34 is a genus table for an animal bone
specialist. The tield 'LatinGenus' is the primary key (a field that contains only unique values)
and is all that is required for a look-up table. However, the other tields 'add value' to the table
by including information implicitly contained within the 'Latin Genus'. As a trivial example
'Common Name' can be used to replace the Latin name for popular publications, or more
importantly 'Order' can be used to generalise data into taxonomic order groupings. This
technique could also be extended to include other 'indicator' attributes such as habitat. Tlus
will allow more sophisticated and generalised querying to occur while maintaining the
primacy of the raw data (i.e. show the distribution of all bones grouped in their taxonomic
'Order' that occur in enclosure ditches and are of animals that do not prefer moist habitats).

1.3.4.1 Confidence
It is important to be aware of the level of error associated with data sets before they are
modelled. Most of the raster data sets will have their locational and classification errors
embedded directly into their meta-data. It is more difficult to describe confidence for
attribute data: error is introduced from a variety of sources and is closely correlated to the
subjective experience and goals of the individual recorder (Richards 1998 pp. 65, 224-225;
Bantung 2002 p. 40). Attempting to create wholly objective field records is viewed by many
archaeologists as a fruitless goal (Shennan 1985; Banning 2002). Hence, a subjective system
has been adopted whereby a recorder can evaluate their own confidence in their
interpretation by use of a moditier. For example the 'Unit Interpretation' field Unitlnt has an
associated modifier field IntMod (see Figure 187) whereby the recorder can add one of the
following values to represent their own confidence in the interpretation: low, medium or
high. These fields are used extensively throughout the database. Although not ideal, the
system does provide greater awareness to an end-user of the vagaries of tield recording.
Future developments may include a landscape version of the innovative excavation recording
systems used by the Archaeology Services at the University of Durham (Adams 2001).
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I.3.5 Audit trail
Currently only a few stages of auditing have been implemented into the data model. The
maintenance of raw dat,'l and the processing methodology allows the re-creation of data sets
from ftrst principals, if, for example, new information is incorporated into the model which
requires global data model changes (i.e. a change in the geoid model). From an intellectual
perspective an extensive audit trail is maintained in the comments table LalldScom (see Figure
187). This table has been designed to provide a date-stamped list of comments relating to all
forms of data collection, processing and analysis for each 'site'. Tlus means that any future
researcher can examine the formal and intellectual processes that occurred in the
interpretation of a site. This design also has significant CRM beneftts as it delineates every
visit to a site and its purpose. Upon aclueving long-term stability for the data model a ftnal
audit system will be invoked which \vill involve a separate database \vitlun which any physical
changes to a fteld value will be maintained. This system, which will also provide a robust
backup resource, will also highlight any changes in the intellectual process not documented in
the current approach.

1.3.6 Data generalisation
Data generalisation is an essential component of archaeological analysis. Archaeological
processes and mechanisms of collection are scale-dependent and require changing degrees of
detail when analysis occurs. Hence, there is a need for variable levels of abstraction for
different modelling and analytical purposes (Adams 2001 p. 3). Excavation data are normally
synthesised for inter-site and landscape analysis. However, the general rule has been to
synthesise these data sets with limited long-term reference to their raw information sets.
Hence, over time, these data sets can lose their precise analytical value. Data are collected at
different scales which, in turn, are integrated in a variety of ways for analytical purposes.
Ideally these data should be integrated into a single spatial and related attribute data set that
can be automatically generalised rather than multiple data sets that need maintenance and
refreshing.
Database generalisation has been a long overlooked area within all the spatial disciplines. The
cartographers' challenge is to create meatungful maps at different scales (the ratio between
the size of an object on a map and its real size) and resolutions (the smallest object that can
be represented). Tlus same analogy is being applied within the GIS and Computer Aided
l'viapping (CAJ'vl) industries to manage automated and semi-automated generalisation of
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spatial data (Muller et al. 1995). Until recently the software to enable cost-effective spatial data
generalisation has been either non-existent or prohibitively expensive. However, modem
software can, at least theoretically, automatically generalise spatial and a-spatial data sets.
Encoding a generalisation index or algorithm which is applied to the spatial component and
its a-spatial attribute information is, potentially, one technique of successful generalisation
(Morehouse 1995). The use of object-orientated data models such as ESRI's geodatabase
could be pivotal (lVIuller et al. 1995 pp. 3-5 gives an overview of proposed generalisation
functions for ESRI; Lee 1996). Ideally this information should be encoded within metadata
(lVIacDonald 2001). These metadata indices should be created for all potential scales of
analysis (both spatially and a-spatially). For example, for inter-site analysis the metadata index
would automatically generalise raw data (spatial and a-spatial) to its context groupings (e.g.
enclosures and structures).
In order to integrate information from multiple scales into the data model, metadata
recording is essential. Figure 194 details a possible data schema for this integration process.
This data model conforms to this general schema, however, it must be emphasised that
incorporating other project data structures into this approach would be extremely difficult for
exactly the same reasons defined by CIDOC (see section 1.5 (Wise and Miller 1997)).
An approach of this type could still retain any level of complexity and could be employed at a
variety of information levels automatically reducing the data to fit into any scale of analysis
without influencing the primacy of the raw data.
LOCAL DATA
Excavations,
evaluations
and test
pits.

Multi-scalar
generalisation
algorithms

Multi-scalar
integration
algorithms

HIGH LEVEL
Integration of
multiple excavations.

/"''-'REGIONAL DATA --1,.._-~-1
large scale
geophysical,
topographic

and surface
surveys.

1-111!!;;....--• MEDIUM LEVEL
Integrated
multi-scalar
dataset

LANDSCAPE DATA
Aerial and
satellite
imagery.

Generalised high
level data and
multiple regional
data.

LOW LEVEL
Generalised medium
level data and
multiple landscape
data.

Figure 194 Data schema for multi :;calar data integration
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1.4 Documentation
The range of documentation includes reporting (in the form of academic and popular
syntheses in a variety of media formats) down to basic file and structure documentation
created as part of data creation itself. Metadata will be created for every piece of
documentation. It is expected that this high level of metadata will be useful for reconstruction (and hence re-use) of the raw archaeological data and as an audit trail for both
the processing of data and the creation of any project syntheses or narrative. Therefore, all
Jocumentation is accessible through the project information system.

lffi Meta T

' .
Pro~D

ITiUe

I

SHR
Creator
Anthony Beck

I

Subject
lkonosMS satellite imagery of the western half of the southern area for use with mobile applications

I

Description
lkonos MS satellite imagery bands 4,3,2 degraded to MrSID format

I

Pubisher
Space lmaging and NERC

Inception Date !Completion Date IDeposition Datellype
Image
26/0 I/2002 26/0 I /2002

I

I

I

I
I

Format
MrSID

I

Source
ikms_s_26012002w img

Source Group:

ISatellite

~-

Language
English

I

Relation or Data Source
Aaster GIS data set

I

Scale Res capJure
4m

Scale Res storage
4m

Coverage
Horns, Syria

Rights
Space lmaging

Record:

..!iJ..jJ I

23

.!J.tl.J!.!J of

RMS
c. 25m

34

J!i!-(ure 195 l·:xample of Dublin Core resource discovery mctadata
maintained in table ;\lctaT.
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1.4.1 Metadata
Metadata is data about data (Wise and Miller 1997; Crofts et aL 2003). It is a specific subset of
documentation that sys tematically catalogues information about data that is not normally
available or obvious. For example, information pertaining to the creation, content, accuracy,
use, ownership and geographic coverage are all included in metadata .
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Figure 196 Example of table level metadata stored 1n table
~letaTDB.

The project has extensive metadata information stored throughout the data model. The vast
majority are stored in tables: MetaTDB, MetaTDD and DomTwithin DskTopdb.mdb and MetaT
within PDADB.mdb. MetaT (see Figure 195) contains an ADS compatible Dublin Core based
metadata architecture (ESRI 1995; Gillings and Wise 1998; Bewley et aL 1999). This table is
used to describe all the data sets and/ or data set groups for subsequent resource discovery in,
for example, the ADS AnHSearch catalogue. MetaTDB (see Figure 196) contains metadata for
the Access databases at the table level with descriptions about each table and how they relate
to one another (note that field metadata is maintained within the raw table design) . MetaTDD
contains the project Data Dictionary (glossary or thesaurus). DomT (see Figure 197) contains
bibliographic information about all the documentation held in the domment directory.
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1.5 Archiving and re-use
Archiving is becoming an increasingly important issue within archaeology and other cultural
heritage sectors. This is reflected in the emergence or participation of many bodies over the
past decade dedicated to providing best practice guidelines for preparing, preserving and
warehousing digital resources (for example; the Arts and Humanities Data Service, The
Centre for the Study of Archaeology (CSA), Electronic Resource Preservation and Access
NETwork (ERPANET) and English Heritage) .
:i! Om 111111"111 Yw\.•Wr
--

---~-

------

~

-

Research to possrbrlrtJes of Corone-Satelhte-data to replace Conventional Aenal
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I

Cor/
• Sot_Oronl
Beck. A A.
Conlererce Presentation atlhe Dt.<ham Drontes Se$SIOI'111
II=--:--='-'-....,.--,--....,.---'--,.,-,-----.L.,---L----12001 . There rs on assoclaled powerpornt presentobon
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~~~--=~~~~~~~....,...·~
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Geo-locatrng declassified CORONA satellrte photography for erchaeologrcel
powerpornt i>osenlobon

surveys and cuhur"l resource management applications: en intenm paper

Pope"

•

Getting_yo~_Hond_dily

Open 'W<xd Doe

I

Open 'W<xd Doe

I

Beck. A. A

Gettrng your Hand dirty In the held W1th the Handspnng POA end thmkDB

Reports

•

D...Aep11_._2001

Fiekmork AepOJI ''"the Sprng season 2001

Beck. Ar . J.OO... F. Bsher

Hams Regronal Survey (HRS) 2001
Report for OGAM. 1Oth Mey 2001

Open 'W'"d Doe
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Record:
..!!.L!..J r----t ..!.l!.!.lllJ r:J 14
Figure 197 "xamplc of bibliographic mctadara held in table
Doe uT.

Many researchers are being encouraged to subscribe to these facilitators either through
internal best practice mechanisms or as stipulations from a funding body (i.e. NERC, AHRB
and EH). This NERC funded research is no exception. However, there are intrinsic storage
and copyright difficulties with the deposition of this archive. The archive is currently 35GB,
of which the vast majority is satellite imagery and derived thematic information. Hence, the
curation of an archive of this magnitude would be very expensive. Many of the data sets have
been purchased through funding bodies (e.g. NERC for the lkonos satellite imagery). These
bodies and the original data providers have their own licensing systems which may conflict
with the open copyright policies of warehousing organisations, such as the ADS, making
deposition of this data difficult or impossible.
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Furthermore, the breadth of the data model and the requirement of other users to access and
develop this resource make it possible that this data set will not have a clear termination date.
Hence, it is difficult to assign a clear time-frame to archive a 'live' data resource. However, as
the data model, and particularly cutting edge software formats change, high priority will be
given to ensure backward compatibility with standard deposition formats or the prioritised
use of standard deposition formats. Fortunately the use of, for example, the ESRI
geodatabase storage architecture allows the integration of diverse data sets within one tile,
providing signiticant data management advantages (Richards and Robinson 2000; ESRI
2002). Furthermore, the project already employs many standard fom1ats which by their very

nature are interoperable between many software systems with limited or no data loss
(J"vfacDonald 2001).
Comite International pour la DOcumentation du Conseil international des musees (CIDOC)
(Brown 2000) have acknowledged that many cultural resources suffer these problems of
archivation. Their original concept recommended the integration of data sets through a single
data model. Although it is possible to produce a framework which will directly integrate with
other CIUvf systems this approach has many drawbacks; not the least being that the specitic
challenges faced in the SHR project would be under-represented using a standardised CIUvf
data model. The difficulties in extending the original CIDOC data model to cater for all
stmcturing eventualities led to its abandonment. CIDOC now advocate the use of mediation
systems capable of managing data from heterogeneous sources. Mediation systems allow
access to multiple information sources facilitating distributed queries without the need to
aggregate the data within a single data model. Integration of tllis data set within such a model
will require re-modelling to ensure concept conformity, but the benefits of the proposed
system will allow access to multiple data source at multiple levels of generalisation.
Once an integrated data set has been produced a coherent dissemination structure Is
required. Other geographical science industries have consolidated their provision of spatial
information through a few web-based geographic data portals (e.g. ESRI's geography
network www.geographynetwork.com). These portals tend to be collaborative, multiparticipant systems allowing discriminatory access to geographical data. The majority of
leading GIS and remote sensing software vendors include functionality to access data sets
over such distributed networks. Higher speed communication systems (such as broadband)
and improved compression algorithms mean that larger file sizes can be easily accessed. For
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example, the use of Enhanced Compressed Wavelet (ECW) technology by ER Mapper Inc.
has facilitated the deployment of terabytes of data over the web (e.g. a single 25cm resolution
mosaiced aerial photograph of the whole of Denmark is available at www.kortal.dk). It is
acknowledged that this technology is predominantly available in Europe and America,
although it is hoped that improvements in communication technology will alleviate this
problem in the near future. However, given the size and nature of modern digital data sets
the ability to adequately archive and provide access to information outweighs short-term
problems in user access.
1.6 Future requirements

A requirement of the model design has been to provide scope for future developments of the
data model. Hence this data model does not stand in isolation. Rather it outlines current best
practice guidelines and is expected to evolve to meet the requirements of changing research
and management needs and the general computing environment.
Considering the scope of the project, the range of specialists involved and the distributed
nature of their working environments it would seem appropriate to enable online updating
and querying of the data set. This will ensure that all participants conform to the data model
and are always working on up-to-date information. It was impossible to incorporate tlus
approach into the itutial data models as until quite recently the use of the internet was illegal
in Syria. Although, in such a scenario, the deployment of many of the large satellite imagery
files might be restricted, access to the other geograplucal and attribute data resources should
be easily facilitated through the use of dedicated internet mapping software (such as ESRI's
ArciMS). This will also have an impact upon the attribute recording system which currently
employs

two different mobile platforms

running two different operating systems

(Handspring PDAs running Palm 0/S and Compaq iPAQ nmning Pocket PC 0/S). These
handhelds are used off-line and synchronised with the local data management system at the
end of each day. However, the development of multi-platform mobile application
synchronisation systems (such as the Freedom! Platform developed by ThinkingBytes
Technology) will enable the bi-directional synchr01usation of these data sources between the
field, the fieldwork laptop and the server in Durham.
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1.7 Using the data model and recording system
Once the data sets are downloaded only minimal post-processing is needed. The a-spatial
data is already in MS Access format and available through the desktop database. The digital
photographs need their numbers converting followed by a cursory check. The only difficult
issue is the integration of the GPS data. This is primarily due to the limited functionality of
handheld GPS. Other mechanisms to capture spatial data directly within a GIS are being
researched. However, the approach used provides the project team with a fully accessible
GIS ready archive at the end of each day. Consequently, hypotheses can be quickly reevaluated and amended. Furthermore, summary statistical information can be quickly and
easily generated to support any reports. The ability to dynamically engage with a project
archive in this way has far reaching consequences for the feedback between hypothesis
development and hypothesis testing. Furthetmore, it provides valuable insights into the
quality of the record, the validity of the recording system and how these impact on analysis.
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APPENDIX II : COULTER SAMPLE PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

The LS230 measures particle size distribution usmg the principal of laser diffraction. A
sample placed in the fluid module is circulated through a sample cell at a constant speed. A
beam of laser light shone through the cell is diffracted by particles within the sample, and the
forward scattered (or diffracted) light is collected by a series of detectors. The distribution of
light falling on the sensors enables the size distribution of the sample to be calculated. Tlus
method enables the measurement of particles from 0.4f..lm to 2000f..lm (0.0004mm to 2mm).
Preparation of a solution for Coulter analysis requires a representative sample of 0.5 ±0.2 g
(all less than 2mm) in solution with the organic component removed. In order to achieve the
appropriate sample weight each sample was sieved through a 2mm sieve into a blank. The
residue was subdivided in a riffle so that the resultant sample was representative of the range
of particle sizes. 87.5% (i.e. three SO% boxes) of the sample was retained and re bagged. The
remaining sample was subdivided in the riffle until a weight of 0.5 ±0.2 g was achieved. The
sample was placed into a test tube marked with the sample number.
The organic material was removed by the addition of 20 ml of 10% Hydrogen Peroxide
(H 2 0~

to each sample. The sample was left in a water bath for 3 hours to allow the complete

oxidation of the organic material. Distilled water was added to each sample and any other
coarse organic material was removed. The sample was placed in a centrifuge for 6 nlinutes at
4000rpm. The excess liquid was decanted and 20 m! of distilled water was added. 2ml of
Sodium Hexameta Phosphate was added and nlixed vigorously with the sample. This agent
reduces the likelihood of particles re-agglomerating. The sample is now ready for analysis in
the Coulter LS230.
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APPENDIX Ill PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS RESULTS FROM SITES 97,218,
221, 238, 271, 279, 339, 478, 496 AND 508.

111.1

Particle size analysis at site 97

Site 97 is a tell site in the northern irrigated mar! zone (as defined in section 6.6) with a local
place name of Khirba Al-Ramadi. \Vhen last visited the site was under olive plantation and
various cereals. Surface material included pottery and basalt. A deep N-S bulldozed cut
(down to soil level) has removed all the site soil in the centre of the site. Sample 270 was
taken from the base of this bulldozed area and should therefore correspond to the underlying
soil or the earliest deposits. It appears that some of this has been re-deposited to the south of
the site (see Figure 198). The transect was located across the site in a S-N direction. Sample
points 276 to 277 and 282 to 283 highlight the transition between off-site and site. The site
boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays a 10% increase in clay, a 5% decrease in fine silt, a 10%
decrease in medium silt, a 5% decrease in coarse silt and a c. 5°/!J increase in fine sand
between off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The
transitional boundaries defined by the satellite imagery correlate with the boundary changes
from the particle size analysis. Sample 270 has approximately the same particle size response
as the off-site soils.
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results of particle size analysis on these samples.
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111.2

Particle size analysis at site 218

Site 218 is a low tell site in the southern irrigated mar! zone (as defined in section 6.6) close to
the Orontes with a local place name of Khirba Kafr Musa. The site was fallow when last
visited. Surface material included pottery, glass, basalt, tile and architectural remains. A deep
SW-NE bulldozed cut is on the NW edge of the site and a shallower N\V-SE cut is on the
S\V edge of the site. The transect was located across the site in a NE-S\V direction (see
Figure 199). Sample points 114 to 116 and 121 to 122 highlight the transition between offsite and site. Sample 110 was misplaced from this site. The site boundary was recorded from
field collection.
The particle size analysis displays a 10% decrease in clay, a 5% decrease in fine silt, a <5%
increase in medium silt, a 5% increase in coarse silt and a c. 5% increase in fine sand between
off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The transitional
boundaries defined by the satellite imagery do not correlate with the boundary changes from
the particle size analysis. The site extent should probably be moved to near sample 115. If
possible, this should be verified eluting the next tl.elclwork season.

111.3

Particle size analysis at site 221

Site 221 is a scatter in the southern mad zone (as detlned in section 6.6). Like site 339 this
site is associated with topographic depressions (three in total). The site was fallow when last
visited. Surface material included pottery, basalt, tile and architectural remains. The transect
was located across the site in a NW-SE direction (see Figure 200). Sample points 131 to 133
and 137 to 139 highlight the transition between off-site and site. Samples 132, 133 and 138
were misplaced. The site boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays a small 5% decrease in clay, no discernable difference in
fine silt, a 5% increase in medium silt and a tenuous <5% increase in coarse silt between off
and on-site soils. Fine sand produces a 10% increase on the post-transition and post-site
soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The transitional boundaries detinecl
by the satellite imagery correlate with the boundary changes from the particle size analysis for
the post site change. However, this correlation does not occur for pre-site. This indicates that
the transect for pre-site should have been extended further to the N\V. During sample
collection it was noticed that the site soil had a noticeably looser structure (so much so that
walking the site was diHicult).
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111.4

Particle size analysis at site 238

Site 238 is a scatter on the margins of thin mar! and wadi silts (as defined in section 6.6), just
north of a wadi with a local place name of Khirba Ramzoun. This site is also associated with
a topographic depression. \V'hen last visited the site was under fruit and olive plantation.
Surface material included pottery, basalt, tile, glass and a coin (undated). The transect was
located across the site in a NW-SE direction (see Figure 201). Sample points 222 to 223 and
228 to 230 highlight the transition between off-site and site. Please also note that samples 229
and possibly 230 are in a wadi. The site boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The results of the particle size analysis are unclear and interpretations are difficult. There is a
decrease in clay, fine silt and medium silt and an increase in coarse silt and fine sand between
off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site.

111.5

Particle size analysis at site 271

Site 271 is a scatter in the northern irrigated mar! zone (as ddined in section 6.6) with a local
place name of Khirba Khair Jamali. This site is also associated with a topographic depression.
The site was fallow when last visited. Surface material included pottery (possibly Islamic),
basalt, tile and architectural remains. The transect was located in a S-N direction (see Figure
202). Sample points 252 to 254 and 258 to 259 highlight the transition between off-site and
site. The site boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays no discernable change in clay, a 5% decrease in fine silt, a
10% decrease in medium silt, a 5% increase in coarse silt and a 5°/o increase in fine sand
between off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The
transitional boundaries defined by the satellite imagery correlate with the boundary changes
from the particle size analysis with the exception of medium silt.
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206

208

111.6

Particle size analysis at site 279

Site 279 is discussed in section 8.4.1.2. The second transect was located across the site in a
SW-NE direction (see Figure 203). Unfortunately the transect was not long enough and
sample 208 remains in the transition zone. Sample points 201 to 203 and 207 to 208 highlight
the transition between off-site and site. The site boundary has been recorded from satellite
unagery.
The particle size analysis displays a 10-15% decrease in clay, a 5°/.J decrease in fine silt, a 5%
increase in medium silt, a 10% increase in coarse silt and a c. 10% increase in fine sand
between off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The
transitional boundaries defined by the satellite imagery correlate with the boundary changes
from the particle size analysis. This is an extremely interesting result as the correlation
between the two particle size analyses is poor (see Figure 149). Particle size analysis on the
2001 samples gave very clear results from this site (see section 8.4.1.2).

Ill. 7

Particle size analysis at site 339

Site 339 is discussed in section 8.4.1.3. The second transect was located across the site in a SN direction (see Figure 204). Sample points 151 to 153 and 157 to 158 highlight the
transition between off-site and site. Sample 152 and 159 were misplaced from this site. The
site boundary has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays an uncorrelated change in clay, a 5% decrease in tine silt, a
5% decrease in medium silt, a 5% increase in coarse silt and a c. 7% increase in fine sand
between off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse sand do not occur on the site. The
transitional boundaries defined by the satellite imagery correlate with the boundary changes
from the particle size analysis. In comparison to the original transect (see Figure 151), the
results from the second transect are less clear. However, this change in clarity could be a
more representative retlection of how particle size varies through a site with a central
depression.
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111.8

Particle size analysis at site 478

Site 478 is a scatter in the southern marl zone (as defined in section 6.6) and is one of the few
distinct single period prehistoric sites in the application area. The site was fallow when last
visited. Surface material included pottery (coarse tempered) and flint. The transect was
located across the site in a NE-SW direction (see Figure 202). Sample points 182 to 184 and
187 to 188 highlight the transition between off-site and site. An extra sample (190) was taken
next to an animal burrow where the majority of pottery was located. The site boundary has
been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays no discernable change in any of the particle sizes with the
exception of a small (2-3%) increase in fine sand. This ret1ects the general difficulty in
detecting the site from the imagery and locating the site on the ground. In all probability this
difficulty is due to a different construction tradition in this period.

III.9

Particle size analysis at site 496

Site 496 is a scatter in the alluvial fan to the west of the Orontes (as defined in section 6.6).
\Vhen last visited the site was under scrub, beans and wheat. Surface material included
pottery, basalt, tile and architectural fragments. Tlus site has been bulldozed creating a
distinct line of cleared basalt blocks (see Figure 206). Sample points 102 to 103 and 105 to
106 highlight the transition between off-site and site. Samples 100 and 102 were misplaced.
The transect was located across the site in an E-\V direction. The site boundary has been
recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays no discernable change in any of the particle sizes. However,
there is a 10% increase in clay and a 10°/t> decrease in medium sand across the transect.
Although this site is not in the marl zone it was included for comparative purposes in the
belief that it employed a similar construction tradition. The post-depositional processes in
this zone mean that many of the archaeological resiclues are likely to be buried. Hence, any
surviving surficial deposits will be impacted by mixing with alluvial wash deposits making
identitlcation using this technique rather diftlcult.
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300

302

HI.lO Particle size analysis at site 508
Site 508 is a scatter in the northern irrigated mar! zone (as defined in section 6.6). The site
was fallow when last visited. Surface material included pottery, basalt, glass, tile and
architectural remains. A shallow bulldozed cut ran E-\V across the centre of the site. The
transect was located across the site in an E-\V direction (see Figure 207). Sample points 291
to 293 and 299 to 301 highlight the transition between off-site and site. The site boundary
has been recorded from satellite imagery.
The particle size analysis displays an uncorrelated change in clay, a tenuous 5% increase in
fine silt, a tenuous 5% increase in medium silt, a 10% decrease in coarse silt across the
transect and a <5% increase in fine sand between off and on-site soils. Medium and coarse
sand do not occur on the site.
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